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The Western States Seismic Policy Council (WSSPC) 
and the Nevada Bureau of Mines and Geology (NBMG) 
hosted the Basin and Range Province (BRP) Seismic-Haz
ards Summit in Reno, Nevada, May 13-15, 1997, to re
view important technical issues in characterizing seismic 
hazards in the BRP and consider their public-policy impli
cations. The purpose of the summit, and of the WSSPC 
BRP committee, is to accurately and effectively character
ize seismic hazards in the province and identify policies 
and means of communication that will effectively reduce 
the loss of life and property. 

Seismic-hazard characterization in the BRP poses sev
eral distinct challenges. This extensional, intraplate tec
tonic setting has hundreds to thousands of potentially ac
tive faults, most of which have average earthquake recur
rence intervals ranging from thousands to hundreds of 
thousands of years. The long recurrence intervals can 
greatly complicate paleoseismic assessments and predic
tions of which faults are likely to generate strong earth
quakes in the near future. Most potentially active faults in 
the province have predominantly normal slip or normal
slip components, which are believed by some to produce 
distinctly less bedrock ground motion than strike-slip or 
reverse faults. However, most communities within the 
province are located within alluviated basins, where issues 
for ground motion consideration include response of low
rigidity sediments to shaking and focusing of seismic 
waves due to basin geometry and/or other effects. Input 
for probabilistic analyses includes several data sets that 
can be used independently or collectively, but these are by 
nature statistically unsatisfying due to the sparse historical 
earthquake record and/or non-unique interpretations. 
Some historical earthquake sequences, such as the 1954 
Rainbow Mountain-Fairview Peak-Dixie Valley sequence 
in Nevada, indicate that major earthquakes can be highly 
variable, with significant spatial and/or temporal cluster
ing. A key question is whether this kind of earthquake 
behavior is a characteristic of the province that can be 
expected to be repeated or whether this was a chance hap
pening. 

As a framework for discussion, the conference pre
sented an overview of important issues involved in char
acterizing seismic hazards in the BRP. Participants in
cluded a broad range of researchers and scientists, as well 
as users. A conference-long poster session presented seis
mic-hazards maps of each of the WSSPC BRP states and 
results of recent scientific research. 

This conference provided a vehicle by which we can 
advocate a firm scientific foundation for seismic policy. 
WSSPC had recently defined "seismic policy" as related 
to the concept of "government policy," which is the philo
sophical basis for laws and regulations adopted by gov
ernment. Thus "seismic policy" is government policy that 
relates to earthquake hazards and earthquake mitigation. 
As examples, seismic policy encompasses such items as 
funding for research at the federal level, guidelines for 
evaluating and mitigating seismic hazards, and recom
mendations for changes in building codes adopted by 
local governments. 

The earthquake characteristics of the BRP are not nec
essarily unique, but have some distinctions, warranted in 
seismic-policy considerations. Each day of the summit 
ended with a discussion to develop policy recommenda
tions to be presented to the WSSPC Board of Directors for 
consideration for formal adoption as WSSPC policy. 

The opening session of the summit highlighted user's 
perspectives on information needs and how seismic-haz
ards information is being put to practical use. One exam
ple is the new seismic provisions in the 1997 Uniform 
Building Code, which now include factors to address 
near-source effects and a new method to address site 
effects. Speakers addressed issues related to the trend 
toward performance-based building codes and problems 
caused by making changes to the codes, particularly seis
mic-zone boundary changes. Loss estimation is becoming 
increasingly important, and issues related to characteriz
ing seismic sources and information needs for the new 
FEMA HAZUS loss-estimation software were high
lighted. Fin-ally, to set the stage for subsequent technical 
discussions, Clarence Allen spotlighted the uniqueness of 
the BRP and the challenges in characterizing its earth
quake hazards. 

The initial technical discussion centered on difficul
ties in characterizing "active" faults and the issue of defin
ing which faults should be considered active for what 
purposes in seismic-hazards assessments. Typical BRP 
faults have relatively low slip rates and long, irregular 
recurrence intervals, although faults covering a wide 
range of activity levels are found in the BRP. Talks cen
tered on whether a Holocene or late Pleistocene definition 
of active faults is more appropriate in the BRP, how to 
characterize the hazard from BRP faults, what types of 
recurrence models should be used, and how the actual 
hazard of surface faulting is handled in various BRP 
states. 

The second day of the summit concentrated on char
acterizing strong ground motions in BRP normal-faulting 
earthquakes, given the current lack of strong-motion data 
for such earthquakes. Some data indicate that ground 
motions in extensional regimes are somewhat less than 
those of similar-magnitude earthquakes in compressional 
regimes, and this is supported by new field evidence docu
menting the preservation of semi-precarious rocks near 
BRP normal faults. New BRP attenuation relations are 
being developed, chiefly as a result of work for the Yucca 
Mountain Nuclear Waste Repository in Nevada. Re
searchers noted spacial variations in shaking intensity in a 
normal-faulting earthquake in Turkey, where damage sta
tistics indicated larger ground motions on the downthrown 
block. Near-fault rupture pulses are well documented in 
strike-slip and reverse-faulting earthquakes, but labora
tory models indicate that such pulses may not be as impor
tant in normal-faulting earthquakes. Computer modeling 
and instrumental monitoring of seismic-wave amplifica
tion in deep BRP basins indicate that the basins signifi
cantly amplify and increase the duration of longer period 
ground motions, particularly in deeper parts of the basins. 

The final day of the summit addressed probabilistic 
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seismic-hazards analyses (PSHAs) and their application 
in the BRP. One theme of the session was the need to 
standardize historical earthquake catalogs and collect 
additional fault slip-rate data. Because of the irregulari
ties in earthquake recurrence and uncertainties in BRP 
recurrence models, PSHAs are particularly well-suited for 
assessing seismic hazards in the BRP. PSHAs can be 
improved as more becomes known about: 1) modem 
strain rates from GPS measurements, 2) distributed fault
ing (displacement on multiple faults in one earthquake), 
3) earthquakes on one fault causing seismic "loading" on 
adjacent faults, 4) magnitude-frequency distribution of 
earthquakes regionally and on individual faults, and 5) 
causes and likelihood of temporal clustering of earth
quakes. 

As a result of the BRP Seismic-Hazards Summit, the 
following motions were adopted at the WSSPC Annual 
Business Meeting on November 7, 1997, during the An
nual Conference. Before these became WSSPC Policy 
Recommendations, they were approved by the partici
pants at the BRP Seismic-Hazards Summit, then by the 
WSSPC Board of Directors, and then by the full member
ship of WSSPC. 

WSSPC PR97-1: Active Fault Definition Cate
gories for the Basin and Range Province 

WSSPC recommends that the following guidelines be 
used in defining active faults in the Basin and Range 
physiographic province. Active faults can be categorized 
as follows, recognizing that all degrees of fault activity 
exist and that it is the prerogative of the user to decide the 
degree of anticipated risk and what degree of fault activity 
is considered "dangerous": 

Holocene Active Fault - a fault that has moved with
in the past 1 0,000 years. 

Late Quaternary Active Fault - a fault that has 
moved within the past 130,000 years. 

Quaternary Active Fault - a fault that has moved 
within the past 1,600,000 years. 

It should be emphasized that more than half of the 
historic magnitude 6.5 or greater earthquakes in the Basin 
and Range Province have occurred on faults that did not 
have Holocene activity, furthermore, earthquakes in the 
province will occur on faults in all three categories. 

WSSPC PR97-2: Developing Guidelines for Fault 
Trace Setbacks 

WSSPC encourages individual state workshops to 
develop guidelines for local jurisdictions to establish 
consistent criteria for setbacks from surface traces of one 
or more categories of active faults, such as those defined 
in WSSPC PR-l. In several western states, policy for the 
regulation of setbacks from active surface fault traces is 
established at the local level. WSSPC encourages indi
vidual jurisdictions that are traversed by the same active 
fault to have consistent setback requirements. Note that 
setbacks deal with surface fault ruptures from earth
quakes, but do not address the broader, more significant 
hazards of ground shaking and other effects, such as 
ground-motion amplification, liquefaction, rock falls, and 
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landslides. 

WSSPC PR97-3: Development of National Earth
quake-Hazard Risk Mitigation Priorities 

WSSPC proposes to take the initiative to coordinate a 
process with the federal NEHRP agencies and regional 
earthquake consortia to establish national earthquake-haz
ard risk mitigation priorities. This may be accomplished 
by WSSPC facilitating dialog among the states and pre
sentation of consensus to the federal government. 

WSSPC PR97-4: Seismic Monitoring Networks 

Because seismic monitoring networks are vital for 
earthquake-hazard characterization and because there is 
an insufficiency in available data, WSSPC advocates the 
continuation and expansion of seismic monitoring net
works, including strong-motion instrumentation, by support 
from state and federal agencies. WSSPC further recommends 
existing networks be interconnected by compatible hard
ware and software. 

WSSPC is a regional organization that includes the 
emergency management directors and state geologists or 
provincial or territorial lead geoscience agency heads of 
thirteen states, three U.S. territories, one Canadian 
province, and one Canadian territory. WSSPC's mission 
is to provide a forum to advance earthquake-hazard reduc
tion programs throughout the western United States and to 
develop, recommend, and present seismic policies and 
programs through information exchange, research, and 
education. 
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David Burton Slemmons 

The Western States Seismic Policy Council dedicates this volume to Dr. David Burton Slemmons in 
recognition of his pioneering efforts in seismic-hazard analyses in the Basin and Range Province. 

Burt received his Bachelor of Science degree in geology from the University of California, Berkeley in 
1947 and his doctoral degree in geology from Berkeley in 1953. In 1952 he joined the faculty at the Uni
versity of Nevada, Reno where he conducted research for nearly 40 years. He almost immediately began 
neotectonic research through his observations of the 1954 Fairview Peak-Dixie Valley, Nevada earthquake 
sequence. Burt quickly recognized the importance of documenting historical earthquakes and the value of 
these events in interpreting paleoseismic scarps, and over the following decades he conducted systematic 
studies of historical earthquakes, not only in the Basin and Range Province but throughout the world. He 
pioneered ways to analyze the earthquake potential of faults, including the use of low-sun-angle photogra
phy to identify small scarps that are usually missed by traditional photography, and was an early promoter 
of paleoseismic and earthquake research. In his pursuit of the latter goal, he established the University of 
Nevada, Reno Seismological Laboratory at the beginning of his career, and the Center for Neotectonic 
Studies at the University of Nevada, Reno shortly before retiring from the University. 

Burt supervised over two dozen theses while at the University of Nevada, and students such as James 
Brune, Thomas Rockwell, and Gary Carver have continued the earthquake research inspired by Burt and have built outstanding programs and reputa
tions on their own. Burt's research and analytical skills are regarded so highly that he has served as an expert for the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Com
mission for over 25 years and, since 1984, in the same capacity for the International Atomic Energy Commission on nuclear power plant sites in 
Armenia, Brazil, Croatia, and Indonesia. He currently serves on the expert panel evaluating the seismic hazard for the proposed high-level nuclear 
waste repository at the Yucca Mountain site in Nevada. 

Burt's research interests are reflected in the papers he has written and the volumes he has helped edit. His classic 1957 paper on "Geological 
effects of the Dixie Valley-Fairview Peak, Nevada earthquakes of December 16, 1954" includes a map of the surface ruptures with offset descriptions 
annotated along the fault; this is a prototype of contemporary maps that detail earthquake ruptures. Slemmons (1967), in an address given in Japan, 
explained the neotectonic research he and his students conducted in the Great Basin. This work, "Pliocene and Quaternary crustal movements of the 
Basin and Range Province, USA," had involved a systematic review of 1:60,000 scale photography throughout Nevada wherein faults were investi
gated for relative geomorphic expression and evidence of most recent activity. This was the first time Nevada faults were studied on a regional basis, 
and many of the general patterns he recognized and observations he made have held up to more detailed, later examination. His 1977 paper, "Faults 
and earthquake magnitude," is a classic in engineering-geology studies. Burt long ago recognized that academic research needed to be relevant to 
society, and involved himself and his students in industry during their academic tenure. His classes always emphasized the utility and application of 
geology. The 1977 "state-of-the-art paper" showed how to characterize the earthquake potential of faults and described the geomorphic features asso
ciated with strike-, normal-, and reverse-slip faults in detail that has not been rivaled, much less surpassed, since. Burt's research through the 1980s 
included papers such as "Determination of design earthquake magnitudes for microzonation," which in 1982 updated his pioneering work in magni
tude versus surface-rupture relations. Burt has continued his work since retiring from the University of Nevada, recently (1995) writing "Complica
tions in making paleoseismic evaluations in the Basin and Range Province, western United States." Burt has co-edited several important volumes on 
seismic-hazard studies, including the Geological Society of America's "Neotectonics in engineering evaluations" (1990), the DNAG volume on the 
"Neotectonics of North America" (1991), and the" Seismotectonics of the central California Coast Ranges" (1994), and the Association of Engineering 
Geologists recent volume on "Perspectives in paleoseismology" (1995). He continues his public service commitment by serving as a charter member 
of the Nevada Earthquake Safety Council. 

Burt's accomplishments are legion: he developed many of the earthquake evaluation procedures that are routinely applied today; he instilled in 
his students the importance of conducting detailed characterization of earthquake sources, and a thirst for new approaches for solving seismotectonic 
problems; and he began much of the research on faults in Nevada and elsewhere that is continuing today. In appreciation of his outstanding work and 
enthusiasm, this volume is dedicated to Burt Slemmons. 
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TIME PROGRAM PRESENTER ROOM 

Monday, May 12, 1997 

3:00 p.m. Poster Set-up ExpoB 
Registration ExpoB 

6:00 p.m. Poster Display/Social ExpoB 

1\Jesday, May 13, 1997 

7:00 a.m. Breakfast ExpoB 
Registration (continues) ExpoB 

8:00 a.m. Conference Opening ExpoC 

8:30 a.m. -11:30 a.m. Perspectives and User Needs ExpoC 
8:30 a.m. 1997 Uniform Building Code Bob Bachman 

Ground-Shaking Criteria Fluor Daniel, Inc. 
9:00 a.m. EngineeringlInfrastructure Needs Mike Blakely 

Blakely, Johnson & 
Ghusn Structural 
Engineers, "Ltd. 

9:30 a.m. Sensitivity of Loss Estimates to Different Ronald T. Eguchi 
Source-Zone Maps and Parameters Vice President 

EQE International 

10:00 a.m. Break ExpoB 

Perspectives and User Needs (cont.) ExpoC 
10:30 a.m. Emergency Management Needs Stephen Weiser 

in the Basin and Range Province Mitigation Officer, Idaho 
Military Division, 
Bureau of Disaster Services 
Robert Redden 
New Mexico, Office of Emer-
gency Planning & Coordination 

11:00 a.m. HAZUS: The FEMA Tool for Estimating Gil Jamieson 
Earthquake Losses Branch Chief 

Federal Emergency 
Management Agency 

11:30 a.m. Challenges of Characterizing Seismic Hazards Clarence R. Allen 
in the Basin and Range Province Prof. Emeritus 

California Institute of 
Technology, 
Seismological Lab 

12:00 p.m. Lunch ExpoB 

1:15 p.m. - 4:15 p.m. Active Fault Characterization ExpoC 
1:15 p.m. Surface-Faulting Hazards and Gary Christenson 

Land-Use Planning in Utah Manager, Applied Geology 

1:45 p.m. 
Utah Geological Survey 

130,000 Year vs. 10,000 Year (Holocene) Craig M. de Po 10 
Classification of "Active" Faults in the Nevada Bureau of Mines 

2:15 p.m. 
Basin and Range Province and Geology 
A Practical Approach to Implementing Fault Ron Lynn 
Criteria in Community Planning Assistant Director, Clark 

2:45 p.m. 
Co., Nevada Building Dept. 

Break ExpoB 
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TIME 

3:15 p.m. 

3:45 p.m. 

4:15 p.m. 

5:15 p.m. 

6:00 p.m. 

PROGRAM 

Active Fault Characterization (cont.) 
Contrasts Between Short- and Long-term 
Records of Seismicity in the Rio Grande 
Rift-Important Implications for Seismic
Hazards Analysis 
Earthquake Recurrence Models 

Technical Discussion with Speakers 

Policy Discussion 

Poster Session and Social 

PRESENTER 

Michael N. Machette 
Research Geologist 
u.S. Geological Survey 

David P. Schwartz 
U.S. Geological Survey 

Jonathan G. Price 
State Geologist 
Nevada Bureau of 
Mines and Geology 

Wednesday, May 14, 1997 

7:00 a.m. 
8:00 a.m. 
8:15 a.m. - 11:45 a.m. 
8:15 a.m. 

8:45 a.m. 

9:15 a.m. 

9:45 a.m. 

10:15 a.m. 

10:45 a.m. 

11:15 a.m. 

11:45 a.m. 

1:15 p.m. - 2:45 p.m. 
1:15 p.m. 

1:45 p.m. 

Breakfast 
Day's Overview 
Strong Ground Motion Characterization 
Earthquake Ground Motions in Extensional 
Tectonic Regimes 

Yucca Mountain Ground-Motion Panel 

Analysis of the Strong-Motion Data 
Associated with the 1995 
Dinar (Turkey) Earthquake 

Break 

Paul Spudich 
Geophysicist 
U.S. Geological Survey 
Norman Abrahamson 
Seismologist 
Pacific Gas & Electric, 
Geoscience Department 
Eser Durukal 
Professor 
Bogazici University, Turkey 

Strong Ground Motion Characterization (cont.) 
Rupture Directivity Effects and Strong Paul G. Somerville 
Fault-Normal Pulses Near Normal Senior Associate 
Faults Woodward-Clyde Federal 

Services 

Strong Ground Motion Expected from 
Large Normal-Fault Earthquakes Based 
on Evidence from Precarious Rocks and 
Source Modeling 

Attenuation and Site Effects in Northern 
and Southern Nevada from Three-Component 
Digital Seismograms 

Lunch 

Basin Effects on Ground Motion 
Numerical Prediction of Seismic-Wave 
Amplification in the Salt Lake Basin, Utah 

Site Effects on Strong Motion in Las Vegas 

James N. Brune 
Director 
Seismological Lab, Mackay 
School of Mines, Univ. NV 

Ken Smith 
Research Asst. Prof. 
Seismological Lab, Univ. NV 

XuJi 
University of Utah 
Geology/Geophysics Depart. 
Feng Su 
Research Assistant Professor 
Seismological Lab, Univ. NV 
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ROOM 

ExpoC 

ExpoC 

ExpoC 

ExpoB 

ExpoB 
ExpoC 
ExpoC 

ExpoB 

ExpoC 

ExpoB 

ExpoC 
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TIME 

2:15 p.m. 

2:45 p.m. 

3:15 p.m. 

4:30 p.m. 

5:30 p.m. 

7:30 p.m. 

PROGRAM 

Characterizing Basin Effects 

Break 

Technical Discussion with Speakers 

Policy Discussion 

Dinner (on own) 

Earthquake Clearinghouse Discussion 

Thursday, May 15, 1997 

7:00a.m. 
8:00a.m. 
8:15 a.m. - 2:00 p.m. 

8:15 a.m. 

8:45 a.m. 

9:15 a.m. 

9:45 a.m. 

10:15 a.m. 

10:45 a.m. 

11:15 a.m. 

12:00 p.m. 

1:15 p.m. 

1:45 p.m. 

Breakfast 
Day's Overview 
Probabilistic Seismic-Hazard Analysis 

Earthquake Database Issues for Seismic
Hazard Analysis in the Utah Region 

Quaternary Faults Used for the 1996 
National Seismic-Hazard Maps 

Impact of Distributed Faulting to Seismic
Hazard Assessments in the Basin and Range 
Province--Examples from Yucca Mountain, 
Nevada 

Break 

Probabilistic Seismic-Hazard Analysis (cont.) 

Earthquake-Risk Assessment for Seismically 
Dormant Normal Faults: An Example from the 
Wasatch Front, Utah, Using GPS 
Measurements, Quaternary Faults, and 
Seismicity. 
Shape of the Magnitude-Frequency 
Distribution for Individual Faults 

New Seismic-Hazard Maps for the 
Western U.S. 

Lunch (on own) 

Seismic Hazards in the Basin and Range 
Province: Perspectives from Probabilistic 
Analyses 
Natural Limits on PSHAs 

PRESENTER 

Jacobo Bielak 
Professor, Carnegie Mellon 
University, PA 

Jonathan G. Price 
State Geologist 
Nevada Bureau of 
Mines and Geology 

Jonathan G. Price 
State Geologist 
Nevada Bureau of Mines 
and Geology 

Walter J. Arabasz 
Director 
University of Utah 
Seismograph Stations 
Ted Barnhard 
Geologist 
U.S. Geological Survey 

Silvio Pezzopane 
U.S. Geological Survey 

Robert B. Smith 
Professor 
University of Utah 

Mark W. Stirling 
Mackay School of Mines, 
University of Nevada 
Art Frankel 
Geophysicist 
U.S. Geological Survey 

IvanG. Wong 
Vice President, 
Woodward-Clyde 
John G. Anderson 
Professor, University of Nevada 

ROOM 

ExpoB 

ExpoC 

ExpoC 

Brew Brothers 

ExpoB 
ExpoC 
ExpoC 

ExpoB 

ExpoC 

7 
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TIME PROGRAM PRESENTER ROOM 

2:15 p.m. Sensitivities of Probabilistic Seismic-Hazard David M. Perkins 
Analyses to Earthquake Recurrence Along Geophysicist, 
Faults in the Basin and Range Province U.S. Geological Survey 

2:45 p.m. Break ExpoB 

3:15 p.m. Technical Discussion with Speakers ExpoC 

4:15 p.m. Policy Discussion & Review of Conference Jonathan G. Price ExpoC 
State Geologist 
Nevada Bureau of Mines 
and Geology 
James Davis 
State Geologist 
California Divisions of 
Mines and Geology 

5:30 p.m. Conference Adjournment ExpoC 

Poster Breakdown ExpoB 

7:30 p.m. WSSPC Basin & Range Province Craig M. dePolo Platinum 
Committee Meeting Nevada Bureau of Mines Salon 

and Geology 
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DETACHMENT FAULTS: SUPERSTARS OR BIT PLAYERS IN SEISMIC HAZARDS OF THE GREAT BASIN 
ANDERSON, R. Ernest, and Sharon F. Diehl, U. S. Geological Survey, MS 966, Federal Center, Denver 
CO 80225-0046 (anderson@ gldvxa.cr.usgs.gov ) 

PROBABILISTIC GROUND-MOTION MAPS FOR NEVADA BY TREND SURFACE ANALYSIS 
BELL, John w., Raj Siddharthan, John Anderson, Craig dePolo, and Ron Hess, Nevada Bureau of Mines and 
GeologylMS178, University of Nevada, Reno, NV 89557 

PALEOSEISMOLOGY FROM LUMINESCENCE DATING: TESTS AND APPLICATION NEAR LANDERS, 
CALIFORNIA 

BERGER, Glenn w., Desert Research Institute, P.O. Box 60220, Reno, NV 89506-0220 (gwberger@maxey 
.dri.edu) T.K. Rockwell, Geological Sciences, San Diego State Univ., San Diego, CA 92182; D.l. Huntley, 
Dept. Physics, Simon Fraser Univ., Burnaby, B. C., V5A lS6, Canada 

EARTHQUAKE HAZARD ON THE WASATCH FRONT, UTAH, FROM FAULT INTERACTION AND 
TECTONIC INDUCED FLOOD INUNDATION ASSOCIATED WITH THE WASATCH FAULT 
CHANG, Wu-Lung, R. B. Smith, Department of Geology and Geophysics; University of Utah, Salt Lake City, UT, 
84112 (wchang@mines.utah.gov) (rbsmith@mines.utah.edu); R. W. Simpson Jr., (USGS, 345 Middlefield Road, 
Menlo Park, CA, 94025 

PLANNING SCENARIO FOR A MAJOR EARTHQUAKE IN WESTERN NEVADA 
dePOLO, Craig M., Jim G Rigby, Gary L. Johnson, and Steven L. Jacobson, Nevada Bureau of Mines and 
Geology, University of Nevada, Reno; John G. Anderson, Seismological Laboratory, University of Nevada, 
Mail Stop 178, Reno, NV 89557-0088, (cdepolo@nbmg.unr.edu) and Thomas J. ~thes, WESTEC 

HISTORICAL EARTHQUAKES, AND PATTERNS AND BEHAVIOR OF SEISMICITY IN WESTERN 
NEVADA AND EASTERN CALIFORNIA 

dePOLO, Diane M., Ken D. Smith, and John G. Anderson, Seismological Laboratory, University of Nevada, 
Reno, MS 174, Reno, NV 89557 (diane@seismo.unr.edu); Craig M. dePolo, Nevada Bureau of Mines and 
Geology, University of Nevada, Reno, MS 178, Reno, NV 89557 (cdepolo@nbmg.unr.edu) 

GEOLOGIC INPUT FOR SEISMIC-HAZARDS MAPS - - EXAMPLES FROM THE DATABASE OF QUATER
NARY FAULTS IN MONTANA 

HALLER, Kathleen M., U.S. Geological Survey, Central Region Geologic Hazards Team, Denver, Colorado, 
P.O. Box 25046, Mail Stop 966, Denver Federal Center, Denver, CO 80225 (haller@gldvxa.cr.usgs.gov) 

THE SEISMOTECTONICS AND SOURCE PARAMETERS OF RECENT EARTHQUAKES NEAR RENO, 
NEVADA 

ICHINOSE, Gene A., Kenneth D. Smith, John G. Anderson, and James N. Brune, University of Nevada Reno 
Seismological Laboratory, Mail Stop 178, Reno, NV 89557-0088 (ichinose@seismo.unr.edu) 

IMPLICATIONS OF VARIABLE LATE QUATERNARY RECURRENCE INTERVALS FOR PROBABILISTIC 
SEISMIC-HAZARD ASSESSMENTS; EXAMPLES FROM UTAH AND WEST TEXAS 

KEATON, Jeffrey R., AGRA Earth & Environmental, Inc., 130 Yucca Drive, Sedona, AZ 86336-3222 
(72560.151 O@CompuServe.COM) 

RECOGNITION OF ACTIVE BUT NON-SEISMOGENIC SALT-RELATED DEFORMATION WITHIN AN 
EXTENSIONAL ENVIRONMENT, WEST-CENTRAL COLORADO 

KIRKHAM, Robert M., and Randall K. Streufert, Colorado Geological Survey, PO Box 172, Montevista, 
CO 81144 

GEOPHYSICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF ACTIVE FAULTS IN THE BASIN AND RANGE, AND THE 
EARTHQUAKE HAZARD OF THE PAHRUMP VALLEY FAULT ZONE 

LOUIE, John, Gordon Shields, Gene Ichinose, Michael Hasting, Gabriel Plank, and Steve Bowman, Associate 
Professor of Seismology, Seismological Lab (174) The University of Nevada, Reno, Reno, NV 89557-0141 
(louie@ seismo. unr. edu) 

CHARACTER OF FAULTING ALONG THE HUNTER MOUNTAIN FAULT ZONE AND EVIDENCE FOR AC
TIVE DEXTRAL SLIP TRANSFER ACROSS SALINE VALLEY RHOMBOCHASM, EASTERN CALIFORNIA 

OSWALD, John A., and S. G. Wesnousky, Center for Neotectonic Studies, mls 169, University of Nevada, Reno, 
NV 89557-0135 (johno@seismo.unr.edu SteveW@seismo.unr.edu) 
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RECENT LARGE-MAGNITUDE EVENTS ALONG THE CARSON RANGE FAULT SYSTEM, A PRINCIPAL 
FRONTAL FAULT OF THE NORTHERN SIERRA NEVADA 

RAMELLI, Alan R., Craig M. dePolo, and John W. Bell, Nevada Bureau of Mines and GeologylMS178, University 
of Nevada, Reno, NV 89557, (ramelli@nbmg.unr.edu) 

HOLOCENE PALEO SEISMICITY, SEGMENTATION, AND SEISMIC POTENTIAL OF THE FISH LAKE 
VALLEY FAULT ZONE, NEVADA AND CALIFORNIA 

SAWYER, T.L., Consultant, 10455 San Fernando Rd. Reno, NV 89506 (103253.1322@compuserve.com); 
M.C Reheis, U.S. Geological Survey, MS 980, Federal Center, P.O. Box 25046, Lakewood, CO 80225 
(mreheis@usgs.gov) 

NONLINEAR AMPLIFICATION STUDIES ON DEEP SOIL DEPOSITS IN RENO, NEVADA 
SIDDHARTHAN, Raj v., Professor of Civil Engineering, University of Nevada, Reno, NV 89557. 
(siddhart@ unr.edu) Ni Shean-Der, Graduate Student, and John G. Anderson, Professor of Seismology 

MAGMA INTRUSION AND SEISMIC-HAZARDS ASSESSMENT IN THE BASIN AND RANGE PROVINCE 
SMITH, Richard P., and S.M. Jackson, Idaho National Engineering and Environmental Laboratory, P.O. Box 
1625, Idaho Falls, ID 83415-2107, (rps3@inel.gov); W.R. Hackett, WRH Associates, 2880 E. Naniloa Circle, 
Salt Lake City, UT 84117 

DEFINITION OF FAULT SEGMENTS ON YOUNG NORMAL FAULTS: GEOMETRY, OFFSET, AND SCARPS 
OF THE HURRICANE FAULT, UTAH AND HIKO FAULT, NEVADA 

TAYLOR, Wanda J., Douglas D. Switzer, and K. Jill Hammond, Dept. of Geoscience, University of Nevada, 4505 
Maryland Parkway, Las Vegas, NV 89154-4010 (wjt@nevada.edu) 

RELATION OF GRAVITATIONALLY DRIVEN LITHOSPHERIC EXTENSION TO LOW SLIP-RATE FAULTS 
AND REGIONAL SEISMIC HAZARDS IN THE WESTERN U.S. 

UNRUH, l.R., Lettis & Associates, William Lettis & As., 1777 Botelho Dr., #262, Walnut Creek, CA 94596 
(unruh@lettis.com); C.H. Jones, CIRES, University of Colorado, Boulder; L.l. Sonder Dartmouth College, 
Hanover, NH 

SEISMICITY IN THE SGB: WHAT DO EARTHQUAKE CATALOGS ACCURATELY INDICATE? 
VON SEGGERN, D. H., and J. N. Brune, Seismological Laboratory, MS 174, University of Nevada-Reno, MS 
174, Reno, NV 89557 (vonseg@seismo.unr.edu) 

THE SEISMO-WATCH WEEKLY EARTHQUAKE REPORT, A WEEKLY BROADCAST OF GLOBAL AND 
REGIONAL EARTHQUAKE INFORMATION ON COMMUNITY ACCESS TELEVISION 

WATSON, Charles P., Advanced Geologic Exploration, Reno, NV (watson@seismo-watch.com) 

CHARACTER OF LATE QUATERNARY LOW-ANGLE(?) NORMAL FAULTING ON THE NORTHWESTERN 
SIDE OF THE RUBY MOUNTAINS I EAST HUMBOLDT RANGE, NORTHEASTERN NEVADA 

WILLOUGHBY, CH., and S. G. Wesnousky, Center for Neotectonic Studies, MS 169, University of Nevada, Reno, 
NV 89557, (chrisw@seismo.unr.edu stevew@seismo.unr.edu) 

RECENT MICROSEISMICITY IN THE WESTERN SNAKE RIVER PLAIN, IDAHO, AND TRENCH EVI
DENCE FOR RECURRENT LATE QUATERNARY FAULTING NEAR THE WSRP SOUTHERN MARGIN 

ZOLLWEG, J. E., G. S. Beukelman, and C. J. Waag, Dept of Geosciences, Boise State University, Boise, ID 
83725 (zollweg@sisyphus.idbsu.edu) 
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1997 UNIFORM BUILDING CODE GROUND-SHAKING CRITERIA 

BACHMAN, Robert E., Structural Engineer, Fluor Daniel, Inc., 3353 Michelson Dr., Irvine, CA 92730 

The recently published 1997 Uniform Building Code incorporates two significant changes to the ground-shaking crite
ria which apply to all structures. The first change is a revision to soil types and soil-amplification factors. The second 
change is the incorporation of near-source factors in UBC seismic zone 4. Together these changes result in the largest 
increases in code ground-shaking criteria which has occurred in the past 30 years. Records obtained from the Strong
Motion Instrumentation Program (SMIP) along with U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) records were the primary sources of 
data used to justify these code changes. 

Soil Types and Soil-Amplification Factors 

The ground shaking basis for code design is reflected in the 5 percent damped elastic response spectra shown in figure 
1 (UBC figure 16-3). The response spectra is defined in terms of two site seismic coefficients Ca and Cy. The site seismic coef
ficients are determined as a function of seismic zone, soil type, and in zone 4 near source factors. The soil profiles are sub
divided into six types based on the average soil properties in the top 100 feet of the soil profile. The types are identified as 
SA through SF and are defined in accordance with Table 16-J (attached). The types are based on consensus deliberations from 
the USGSINCEERlSEAOC workshop held at USC in 1992. These are identical to soil-profile types that are found in 1994 
NEHRP Provisions. 

The site seismic coefficients Ca and Cy 
are determined from tables 16-S and table 
16-T (attached) based upon the soil-profile 
type, seismic zone, and in UBC seismic 
zone 4 the near-source factors Na and Ny. It 
should be noted that the value of the soil 
factors depart significantly from previous 
codes in that both short-period and long
period structures are affected by soil effects 
and that the amplifications increase signifi
cantly at lower ground-acceleration levels. 
In previous codes, soil effects were only 
considered for long-period structures. The 
amplification factors are consistent with the 
consensus from the previously referenced 
USC workshop and are identical to those 
found in the 1994 NEHRP provisions. 
These effects are consistent with observa
tions in the Mexico City and the Lorna Pri
eta earthquakes. 

Near-Source Factors 

c: 
o 

+= e 
Q) 

Ci) 
(.) 
(.) 

« 

Control Periods 

Ts = Cv /2.5Ca 
Ta = O.2Ts 

The near-source factors were devel- Period (Seconds) 
oped by the Ad Hoc Ground-Motion Com-
mittee of the SEAOC Seismology Committee Figure 1. Design response spectra. 

to account for the effects of ground motions 
near the source of seismic events. The fac-
tors are a refinement of what was developed for seismically isolated structures included initially in the 1991 UBC. Near
source ground-motion records and observed damage from Northridge and Kobe have provided convincing evidence of 
significantly more intense ground shaking near the fault rupture then had been previously accounted for. 

In order to establish the near-source factors, the first step is to identify and locate known active faults in UBC zone 4 
and classify them into one of three source types based on maximum moment magnitude and slip rate in accordance with 
table 16-U (attached). Faults are classified based on their maximum magnitude M and slip rate R. Type A sources are faults 
that have a moment-magnitudepotential of M ~ 7.0 and a slip rate SR equal to or greater than 5 mm/year. These types of 
faults are considered to be active and capable of producing large-magnitude events. Most segments of the San Andreas 
fault would be classified as a Type A fault. Type C sources are faults that have a moment-magnitude potential of M < 6.5 
and a slip rate of SR ::; 2 mm/year. Type C faults are considered to be sufficiently inactive and not capable of producing 
large-magnitude events such that potential near-source ground-shaking effects can be ignored. Most faults outside of Cali
fornia are Type C. Type B sources are all faults that are not either Type A or Type C and include most of the active faults in 
California. The 1997 UBC requires that the locations and characteristics of these faults be established based on approved 
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geotechnical data from reputable sources such as the California Division of Mines and Geology (CDMG) and the USGS. 
Once faults are located relative to a site and the source type is established, the near-source factors Na and Nv are deter

mined in accordance with table 16-S and 16-T (attached). These factors were established by the Ad Hoc Ground-Motion 
Committee and are based on the average increase, measured in the near field from Northridge and other earthquakes. The 
near source factors apply to both strike-slip and reverse-slip (thrust) fault mechanism although reverse-slip faults produce 
about 20 percent greater shaking on the average. The short-period (acceleration domain) near-source factor (Na) is based 
on response at 0.3 seconds and long-period (velocity-domain) near-source factor (Nv) is based on 1.0 second response. Val
ues ofNv are bumped upward by about 20 percent to account for the increase in average response in the fault-normal direc
tion above that predicted by the attenuation function for the random component of horizontal ground shaking (Somerville, 
1996, 7th US/Japan Workshop, Lessons learned from Kobe and Northridge). The commentary to the SEAOC bluebook 
notes ground shaking at "forward directivity" sites is likely to be 1.25 times the Cv and Ca coefficients based on average 
fault-normal response. The values of Na and Nv are used in tables 16-S and 16-T to determine the values of Ca and Cv in 
UBC seismic zone 4 (Z = 0040). 

Table 16-J. Soil Profile Types 

Average Soil Properties for Top 100 Feet (30 480 mm) of Soil Profile 

Shear Wave Standard Penetration 

Soil Soil Profile Velocity, 'is feet! Test, N (or NCh for Undrained Shear 

Profile Name/Generic second cohesionless soil Strength, Su psf 
Type Description (m/s) layers) (blows/foot) (kPa) 

SA Hard rock >5000 
(1500) 

Ss Rock 2,500 to 5,000 
(760 to 1500) 

Sc Very dense soil 1 ,200 to 2,500 >50 >2,000 (100) 
and soft rock (360 to 760) 

SD Stiff soil profile 600 to 1,200 15 to 50 1,000 to 2,000 
(180 to 360) (50 to 100) 

SE1 Soft soil profile <600 (180) <15 <1,000 (50) 

SF Soil requiring site-specific evaluation. See Section 1644.3.1 

1 Soil profile Type SE also includes any soil profile with more than 10 ft (3048 mm) 
of soft clay defined as a soil with a plasticity index, PI> 20, W mc > 40 percent and 
Su < 500 psf (25 kPa). The Plasticity Index, PI, the moisture content, W mo shall be 
determined in accordance with approved national standards. 
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Table 16-Q. Seismic Coefficient Ca 

Seismic-Zone Factor, Z 
Soil Profile 

Type Z = 0.075 Z = 0.15 Z=0.2 Z=0.3 Z=0.4 

SA 0.06 0.12 0.16 0.24 0.32Na 

Sa 0.08 0.15 0.20 0.30 0.40Na 

Sc 0.09 0.18 0.24 0.33 0.40Na 

So 0.12 0.22 0.28 0.36 O.44Na 

Se 0.19 0.30 0.34 0.36 0.36Na 

SF See Footnote 1 

Site-specific geotechnical investigation and dynamic site response analysis shall 
be performed to determine seismic coefficients for Soil Profile Type SF' 

Table 16-R. Seismic Coefficient Cv 

Seismic-Zone Factor, Z 
Soil Profile 

Type Z = 0.075 Z = 0.15 Z=0.2 Z=0.3 Z=0.4 

SA 0.06 0.12 0.16 0.24 0.32Ny 

Sa 0.08 0.15 0.20 0.30 0.40Nv 
-

Sc 0.13 0.25 0.32 0.45 0.56Ny 

So 0.18 0.32 0.40 0.54 O.64Ny 

SE 0.26 0.50 0.64 0.84 0.96Ny 

SF See Footnote 1 

Site-specific geotechnical investigation and dynamic site response analysis shall 
be performed to determine seismic coefficients for Soil Profile Type SF' 

Table 16-U. Seismic-Source Type 1 

Seismic-Source Definition 

Seismic Seismic Source 
Maximum Moment Slip Rate, SR Source Type Description 

Magnitude, M (mm/year) 

A Faults that are capable of M ~ 7.0and SR ~ 5 
producing large magnitude 
events and which have a 
high rate of seismic activity 

B All faults other than Types A 
andC 

C Faults which are not M <6.S'and SRS2 
capable of producing large 
magnitude earthquakes and 
which have a relatively low 
rate of seismic activity 

Subduction sources shall be evaluated on a site-specific basis. 

15 
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Table 16-5. Near-Source Factor Na
1 

Closest Distance to Known Seismic Source 2,3 

Seismic Source 
Type ~2km Skm 10 km 

A 1.5 1.2 1.0 

8 1.3 1.0 1.0 

C 1.0 1.0 1.0 

The near-source factor may be based on the linear interpolation of values for 
distances other than those shown in the table. 

The location and type of seismic sources to be used for design shall be 
established based on approved geotechnical data (e.g. most recent mapping of 
active faults by the United States Geological Surveyor the California Division of 
Mines and Geology). 

The closest distance to seismic source shall be taken as the minimum distance 
between the site and the area described by the vertical projection of the source on 
the surface (i.e., surface projection of fault plane). The surface projection need 
not include portions of the source at depths of 10 km, or greater. The largest value 
of the near-source factor considering all sources shall be used for design. 

Table 16-T. Near-Source Factor Nv
1 

2 

3 

Closest Distance to Known Seismic Source 2,3 

Seismic Source 
Type ~2km Skm 10km 1Skm 

A 2.0 1.6 1.2 1.0 

8 1.6 1.2 1.0 1.0 

C 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 

The near-source factor may be based on the linear interpolation of values for 
distances other than those shown in the table. 

The location and type of seismic sources to be used for design shall be established 
based on approved geotechnical data (e.g. most recent mapping of active faults by 
the United States Geological Surveyor the California Division of Mines and 
Geology). 

The closest distance to seismic source shall be taken as the minimum distance 
between the site and the area described by the vertical projection of the source on 
the surface (i.e., surface projection of fault plane). The surface projection need 
not include portions of the source at depths of 10 km, or greater. The largest value 
of the near-source factor considering all sources shall be used for design. 

Utah Geologi, 
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Distance from Faults and Fault Maps 

The rules for measuring distance from a fault were also established by the Ad Hoc Ground-Motion Committee and are 
found in the code. The rules are illustrated in figure 2 for a variety of fault types and depths. It is interesting to note that for 
non-vertical faults, a zero distance fault zone has been established as illustrated. The distance from a fault is measured from 
this zero distance fault zone. 

~~~~ 

£ 
.z 

1997 UBC NEAR SOURCE FACTOR 
RULES FOR DETERMINING PLOTTED FAULT LOCATION 

AND DISTANCE FROM FAULT 

DISTANCE DISTANC[ 
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Figure 2. 1997 VBe near-source factor, rules for determining plotted fault location and distance from fault. 
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Active fault near-field maps are currently being developed for California seismic zone 4 by the CDMG. The form of 
the maps will be like a Thomas Guide and will be at a scale of 1: 150,000. The background will include street maps and 
freeways. An individual will be able to find their house on the maps. The USGS is providing fault information developed 
for Project 97 for maps outside of California and the maps will be developed by donated private sources. The maps will be 
published for sale by ICBO in fall of 1997. Examples of the legend sheet are shown in figure 3 and examples of expected 
near-field maps are shown in figures 4 and 5. 

Conclusion 

In conclusion, the inclusion of soil- and near-field effects in the 1997 UBC represent one of the most state-of-the-art, 
meaningful, and impactive changes in the code by the geoscience community in the history of seismic codes. The effects 
will continue to be improved in the new International Building Code which replaces the UBC beginning in the year 2000. 

AB 

INDEX MAP 

EXPANDED LEGEND 

The maps are intended for use with the 1997 Uniform Building Code ( UBC). Tables 16-S and 16-T. 
to detennine near fault seismic factors NCI and Nv. 

The shaded areas are near field zones of active taults where the the near source factors are maximum 
(within 2 Ian of "zero" fault width zones ). 

Active faults are classified as A or B in accordance with Table 16-u of 1997 UBC. 

The dotted lines indicate distances of 5, 10, and 15 Ian from the "zero" fault width zones. 

Figure 3. Example legend page for near-fieldfault maps. 
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Figure 4. Example of active fault near-field map for San Francisco Bay area. 
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CALIFORNIA DEPARTNtENT OF CONSERVATION 
DIVISION OF MINES AND GEOLOGY 

. Near fault zones. La Jolla, City of San Diego. (Scale 1: approx. 98.000) 

Figure 5. Example of active fault near-field map for La Jolla, City of San Diego. 
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ENGINEERING INFRASTRUCTURE NEEDS 

BLAKELY, Mike D., Structural Engineer, Blakely, Johnson & Ghusn Structural Engineers, Ltd., 100 W Grove St. #475, Reno, NV 
89509 

21 

Current and future seismic-design methods for structures are compared. The current technique using static design with 
public life safety as the performance criteria is compared to more progressive techniques which more closely predict vari
ous levels of structural performance based on earthquakes magnitudes. 

Needs for site-specific ground motions with different magnitudes and recurrence periods are discussed as they relate to 
various levels of structural performance. 

The needs of owners, insurers, and the public to understand structure performance under various earthquake magni
tudes and recurrence periods are discussed. 

Problems and contradictions in seismic-design criteria are discussed. Included are moving seismic-zonation lines, set
ting lines through the center of cities, comparing accelerations and frequency on the San Andreas to the Basin and Range, 
solving poor design and construction methods by increasing design forces, and ground-motion predictions based on de
tailed analysis of limited data. 

SENSITIVITY OF LOSS ESTIMATES TO DIFFERENT SOURCE-ZONE MAPS AND PARAMETERS 

EGUCHI, Ronald T., Center for Advanced Planning and Research, EQE International, Inc. 18101 Von Karma, Suite 400, Irvine, CA 
92715 

The purpose of this presentation is to discuss how changes in seismic-source parameters for the southern California 
area affect the calculation of expected annual losses to building stock. It is common, for insurance purposes, to estimate the 
seismic risk to a portfolio of buildings or facilities by calculating expected losses over a specified time period, e.g., one 
year, 50 years, etc. In most cases, seismic hazards are described by the frequency of earthquakes on selected faults and the 
distribution of earthquake magnitudes that are possible on these faults. In the southern California region, there are about 
100 faults or source zones that can contribute to the seismic hazard throughout the Los Angeles basin. 

In order to demonstrate the sensitivity of building-loss estimates to differences in seismic-source models or parame
ters, two seismic-source models were used: the 1982 U.S. Geological Survey model that incorporates roughly 80 source 
zones, and the 1995 Southern California Earthquake Center (SCEC) model which includes 96 zones. Some of the key dif
ferences between these two models include; different zonation boundaries, earthquake occurrence rate differences, maxi
mum-magnitude differences, and in the case of the SCEC model, the inclusion of conditional probabilities of occurrence 
for selected faults. These latter probabilities involve the estimation of the probability of the next earthquake based on past 
earthquake occurrence data, geological information, and the time since the last major event. In order to keep the calcula
tions of earthquake ground motions consistent between the two models, the same ground-motion attenuation function for a 
rock site condition was used (Sadigh and others, 1993). The final products from this calculation were annual probabilities 
of exceedance of various levels of peak ground acceleration (PGA). These were transformed into occurrence probabilities, 
and PGAs were converted to modified Mercalli intensities (MMI). MMls were calculated in order to be consistent with 
available damage functions for California buildings. 

The area of interest for this cursory study was Los Angeles County. To represent exposed building population, sum
mary information from the Los Angeles County Assessor's office was used. In general, the following information is avail
able for most taxable properties in the county: building location (in terms of zip code), structural type, number of stories, 
building use, and building age. Building information was aggregated for selected zip codes within Los Angeles County. 
Time did not permit a complete evaluation of the effects of these different seismic-source models on the entire county. In 
total, 24 zip codes were strategically selected within Los Angeles County to represent a limited sample of buildings 
exposed in this area. In general, these zip codes were selected based on total replacement value of buildings exposed and 
relative location to major fault zones. Total number of buildings and replacement values ranged from roughly 5,000 build
ing with a value of $1 billion, to close to 20,000 buildings and a replacement value of roughly $3 billion. The total value 
exposed for the 24 zip codes used in the study is about $32 billion. Note that these are estimated replacement values for the 
building structure only (i.e., contents, and other indirect effects are not addressed here). The large majority of the buildings 
are of wood-frame construction and were built prior to the 1960s. 

The results of the analysis show that using the SCEC source maps increases the seismic-hazard potential for the Los 
Angeles basin in the San Fernando Valley and the Ventura region, and decreases the hazard in the central Los Angeles 
basin, relative to the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) maps. Resulting loss estimates reflect higher estimates of annualized 
loss in the San Fernando Valley and Ventura, and lower estimates in Los Angeles. Figure 1 shows the difference in annual
ized loss between SCEC and the USGS models, as one views zip codes starting at the north and proceeding to the south. 
As is evident from the figure, there is a clear impact on expected losses depending on which seismic-source model is used. 
It is interesting to note, however, that the difference in total annualized loss for the 24 zip codes used in this study only 
amounts to $4 million on an annual basis. Some caveats are appropriate here however. It must be recognized that only a 
small sample of zip codes were used in this analysis and that some buildings may be missing from the database; therefore, 
~ctual trends or differences may vary with a full analysis of all zip codes in Los Angeles County. Also, since rock condi
tIons were used in the analysis, sites located on soils (particularly soft soils) may reflect higher losses, thus the distribution 
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of losses by subarea or zip code may vary. 
In spite of these caveats, it interesting to note that on a large regional scale, the differences in loss estimates using the 

two different source-zone maps may not be significant. On a local scale, that is comparing loss estimates for different cities 
or areas within the Los Angeles basin, the differences can be important. 
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HAZUS: THE FEMA TOOL FOR ESTIMATING EARTHQUAKE LOSSES 

JAMIESON, Gil, Federal Emergency Management Agency, Federal Center Plaza, 500 C Street, S. w., Washington, D. C. 20472 
(gil.jamieson@fema.gov) 
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The Federal Emergency Management Agency through a cooperative agreement with the National Institute of Building 
Science (NIBS) has developed a nationally applicable standardized methodology for estimating potential earthquake 
losses. The primary purpose of this multi-year project is to develop guidelines and procedures for making earthquake loss 
estimates at the regional or local scale. These loss estimates can be used by local, state and regional officials to plan and 
stimulate efforts to reduce risks from earthquakes and to prepare for emergency response and recovery. A secondary pur
pose of this project is to provide FEMA with a basis for assessing nationwide risk of earthquake losses. 

The methodology development and implementation into a GIS-based computer program is being completed by a con
sortium of natural-hazard loss experts composed of earth scientists, engineers, architects, economists, emergency planners, 
social scientists, and software developers. Technical direction and review of methodology development is provided by the 
8-member Project Working Group (PWG) with guidance from the Project Oversight Committee (POC), a group represent
ing user interests in the earthquake-engineering and emergency-planning community. 

The first task of this project was to assess the state-of-the-art in earthquake loss estimation. The study (FEMA 249. 
1994) was conducted as a joint effort between the California Universities for Research in Earthquake Engineering 
(CUREe) and Risk Management Solutions, Inc. It revealed that although numerous regional earthquake loss studies have 
been carried out in the past two decades, potential users of these studies, such as emergency-response planners and local 
governments, found them to be less useful than they had hoped. The report identifies a variety of reasons for this, including 
but not limited to, the inability of a single study to meet the very different needs of users at different levels of government, 
the costs of collecting inventory and performing the studies, the stagnant nature of the results when they are in a report 
form, and the technical nature in which results have been presented. In addition, the final reports rarely contained any doc
umentation of the inventory used, and the output was often provided in a tabular format that provided little insight about 
the geographical distribution of the damage and losses. 

With these concerns in mind, the PWG focused the project goal on developing a useful tool for local, state and regional 
officials to estimate losses on a regional scale. With this tool, loss estimates can be generated which provide a basis for the 
planning of emergency response and recovery and for stimulating efforts to mitigate risks from earthquakes. With input 
from a panel of potential users (POC), the PWG established a set of criteria to best accomplish the project goal. 

CHALLENGES OF CHARACTERIZING SEISMIC HAZARDS IN THE BASIN AND RANGE PROVINCE 

ALLEN, Clarence R., Seismological Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA 91125 (allen@gps.caltech.edu) 

Active extensional faulting such as that which characterizes the Basin and Range Province is by no means unique, but 
the very large area of the province and the remarkable symmetry of the fault patterns are virtually unduplicated worldwide. 
The Basin and Range Province presents a number of intriguing challenges-as well as opportunities-in characterizing and 
assessing seismic hazards: How is the province tectonically and seismically similar to and different from other worldwide 
areas of normal faulting? What is its plate-tectonic setting? How can the sizes of maximum earthquakes be evaluated? How 
does one realistically assess hazards and risks for earthquakes with long recurrence intervals, such as those that character
ize large parts of the province? To what degree have recent Basin and Range earthquakes been "surprises to geoscientists? 
Do normal faults have different ground-shaking characteristics from those of thrust and strike-slip faults that dominate in 
other parts of the U.S.? Do buried detachment faults constitute a real seismic hazard in the province? And what are the 
most promising research areas to pursue in gaining a better understanding the Basin and Range Province's seismic haz
ards? 

SURFACE-FAULTING HAZARDS AND LAND-USE PLANNING, UTAH 

CHRISTENSON, Gary E., Utah Geological Survey, P.O. Box 146100, Salt Lake City, UT 84114-6100 (nrugs.gchriste@state.ut.us); 
BrianA. Bryant, SahLake County, 2001 S. State St., # N3700, Salt Lake City, UT 84190-4200 (BBRYANT@PW.co.slc.ut.us) 

In the Wasatch Front of Utah, as elsewhere in the Basin and Range Province, active faults trend through major urban 
areas. The amount of surface displacenlent that is expected in a Basin and Range surface-faulting earthquake is sufficient 
to cause severe damage to structures and threaten life safety. Although little damage has occurred historically from surface 
faulting, the hazard is significant and its impact may be minimized with appropriate land-use regulation. 

The probability of surface faulting, which indicates the severity of the hazard, depends on the activity of the fault. In 
Utah, most local governments define "active" faults for purposes of urban land-use planning as those with evidence for 
rupture in Holocene time. Requirements for detailed studies may vary according to the type of land use and proposed facil
ity, and the level of risk acceptable to the regulatory authority. 

Assessing the surface-fault-rupture hazard of a fault requires information on its recurrence interval, time of most recent 
event, and/or slip rate. The Quaternary fault map of Utah classifies faults according to the time of the most recent event, 
with the yout;1gest fault class being younger than the initial rise of Lake Bonneville about 30,000 years ago. A derivative 
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surface-fault-rupture-hazard map has been developed for Utah in which faults in this youngest class have been further sub
divided into those with evidence for multiple Holocene events and average recurrence intervals of several thousand years 
(high hazard), multiple post-30,000-year-old events and average recurrence intervals on the order of 10,000 years (moder
ate to high hazard), and single Holocene or post-30,000-year-old events and average recurrence intervals of tens of thou
sands of years (moderate hazard). Older, pre-Bonneville faults have a moderate to low surface-faulting hazard.- These 
classes give an indication of fault activity and potential for surface fault rupture to help determine which faults are impor
tant for a particular need. 

The principal technique used to reduce surface-faulting hazards is to set structures back from faults. Because surface 
fault ruptures occur repeatedly on the same traces, studies to address surface-faulting hazards focus on mapping these 
traces. In addition, these studies must evaluate whether a fault meets criteria to be considered "active" as defined in the 
applicable regulations and, where possible, estimate the displacement per event. 

For land-use regulation along faults in the Wasatch Front, special-study zones extending 500 feet on the downthrown 
side and 250 feet (or more, depending on scarp height) on the upthrown side delineate the area where more detailed studies 
are required prior to development. Detailed studies usually include surficial geologic mapping and subsurface investiga
tions including trenches, boreholes, and/or geophysical surveys. At sites with limited options for structure locations, 
trenches are typically oriented perpendicular to fault trends, covering and extending beyond the proposed building foot
print, to determine if faults are present. At sites where structures may be placed to avoid faults, such as residenti~l subdivi
sions, trenches are located to identify faults, map them across the property, define the widths of zones of deformation, and 
determine setbacks. Final setback distances are based on site-specific conditions. In areas where deep fill, thick late 
Holocene (post-most-recent-event) deposits, shallow ground water, or heavy urbanization make trenching inconclusive or 
impractical, boreholes and geophysical techniques may be needed to locate faults. 

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT NEEDS IN THE BASIN AND RANGE PROVINCE 

WEISER, Stephen, Military Division, Bureau of Disaster Services, 4040 Guard St., Boise, ID 83705~ 5004 (sweiser@bds.state.id.us) 

In the earthquake arena, emergency managers and geoscientists have a mutually supportive relationship. When selling 
preparedness and mitigation to a "show-me" public, we emergency managers need "scientific evidence" for our claims of 
death and destruction. 

REDDEN, Robert, New Mexico Department of Public Safety, Office of Emergency Planning and Coordination, P.O. Box 1628, Santa 
Fe, NM 87504-1628 

The seismic hazard within the Basin and Range Province is particularly challenging to state Emergency Managers due 
to the incertitude of the seismic risk in many parts of the Province. The threat of a damaging earthquake in the eyes of 
many public officials, and private citizens, seems remote because of long recurrence intervals, little or no historical experi
ence, and in many cases because of the lack of scientific data on seismic resources. The needs of the emergency manage
ment and scientific communities should compliment each other. Geological, seismological, geophysical, and geotechnical 
studies as well as close cooperation between the emergency-management and technical communities are fundamental to 
these ends. Only when emergency mangers have the necessary technical data will they be able to address the seismic haz
ards within their states and be able to develop awareness and mitigation programs that accurately portray seismic risk. 
Specific products that are useful to the emergency manager as well as local planners, engineers, building officials, govern
ment agencies, and others include identification and characterization of seismic-source zones; deterministic and probabilis
tic ground-shaking maps; ground-failure susceptibility studies, i.e. subsidence, landslide, and liquefaction; paleoseismic 
studies of young faults to determine numbers and relative timing of young fault events; and analysis of background seis
micity not associated with young faults, are but a few examples. Equally important to the emergency manager is the need 
for standardized criteria for defining the hazard/risk that is appropriate for a specific area of interest. 

130,000 YEAR VS. 10,000 YEAR (HOLOCENE) CLASSIFICATION OF "ACTIVE" FAULTS IN THE 
BASIN AND RANGE PROVINCE 

dePOLO, Craig M., Nevada Bureau of Mines and Geology, University of Nevada, Reno, NV 89557 (cdepolo@nbmg.unr.edu); D. Bur
ton Slemmons, Professor Emeritus, Center for Neotectonic Studies, University of Nevada, Reno (retired at P. 0. Box 81050, Las Vegas, 
NV 89180) 

In the Basin and Range Province (BRP), a Holocene criterion is commonly used to discriminate "active" faults. This 
"time since the last event" criterion is commonly used to discern hazardous faults for considering setback distances and 
moderate risks (similar to usage in California). Observations from the BRP, however, suggest a longer time period for this 
criterion may be more appropriate, especially since most (but certainly not all) average earthquake recurrence intervals 
appear to exceed 10,000 years. We advocate that a latest Pleistocene age criterion, specifically 130,000 years, be used for a 
general active-fault classification in the province. A 130,000-year activity criterion is appropriate for the BRP because: 1) 
it better encompasses typical recurrence intervals for faults in the BRP, 2) it helps account for temporal clustering of the 
earthquake activity along a fault by capturing most intercluster periods, 3) it is practical to use because it is linked with the 
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beginning of a climatic episode, Oxygen Isotope Stage 5, a strong interglacial period when distinct soils were formed 
(Sangamonian-age soils), and 4) 64 percent of the historical earthquakes in the Basin and Range Province with primary 
surface faulting occurred along faults that lack Holocene faulting. Another practical aspect of using a 130,000-year activ
ity criterion is that it would allow most hazardous faults to have at least a few events and create discernible geomorphic 
expression, aiding in their identification and delineation. In Nevada this latest Quaternary fault classification would 
include most significant faults that define the contemporary seismotectonic pattern. 

A PRACTICAL APPROACH TO IMPLEMENTING FAULT CRITERIA IN COMMUNITY PLANNING 

LYNN, Ron L., Assistant Director, Clark County Building Department, 5051 Paradise Rd., Las Vegas, NV 89119 

Myopic points of view from academia, engineers, building officials, and politicians often result in the lack of estab
lished setback criteria for identified faults. This continued phenomena severely hinders effective earthquake planning and 
increases the potential for repercussions to life and property. 

Active development of stake-holder coalitions made up of diverse elements of a community, combined with realistic 
economic approaches, often result in a meaningful consensus and workable standards being implemented. 

The process involves diverse input, advance awareness of intent to constituent groups, realistic and accurate assess
ment of hazards, and the dedication to a workable end result with established procedures for effective enforcement. 

CONTRASTS BETWEEN AND SHORT- AND LONG-TERM RECORDS OF SEISMICITY IN THE 
RIO GRANDE RIFT - IMPORTANT IMPLICATIONS FOR SEISMIC-HAZARDS ANALYSIS 

MACHETTE, Michael N., Geologic Hazards Team-Central Region, U.S. Geological Survey, MS 966, Box 25046, Federal City., Den
ver, CO 80225-0046 (machette@gldvxa.cr.usgs.gov) 

In extensional domains of the Western U.S., fault slip rates are typically <1-2 mm/year and recurrence intervals for sur
face-rupturing faults are as short as several 103 yr. (Wasatch fault zone) or as long as 104 yr. (the typical Basin and Range 
fault) to 105 yr. (some faults in the Rio Grande rift). Obviously, the 150- to 300-year-Iong record of historical seismicity 
can only portray a small fraction of the potentially active faults in these regions. 

In the Rio Grande rift, the record of historical seismicity is relatively short and unimpressive: instrumental data exist 
from the mid-1960s but felt reports go back to the 16th century in specific locations (i.e., Santa Fe). Although the paleo
seismic record reveals evjdence of abundant late Pleistocene (10-130 kyr) and Holocene «10 kyr) faulting, we have no 
evidence of historic surface ruptures. Thus, a striking paradox exists between the short-term and long-term records of seis
micity that has important implications for seismic-hazards analyses based primarily on modem seismicity. 

Quaternary faults are widespread in the Rio Grande rift, but young activity is restricted primarily to major range
bounding faults, such as those along the Sangre de Cristo, Jemez, Socorro, Magdalena, Caballo, San Andres, Organ, and 
Franklin Mountains. The paleoseismic record of faulting in the rift is poor, mainly because there have been few detailed 
studies and partly because many of the faults have long recurrence intervals (e.g., 104-105 years), which makes dating them 
difficult by radiocarbon methods alone. Based on preliminary studies of fault age and distribution, I previously suggested 
a composite recurrence interval (CRI) of about 750±250 years for a major surface-rupturing earthquake in the New Mexico 
part of the Rio Grande rift. Our new compilation of data for the rift suggests Holocene movement on 19 faults. Several of 
these faults (Sangre de Cristo, La Jencia, Organ Mountains) have evidence for mUltiple movements in the Holocene; thus, 
one should consider that at least 22 large earthquakes of probable M > 6.25 were associated with surface ruptures during 
the Holocene. These data suggest a CRI of 450 years, which is approaching the length of time that the Rio Grande Valley 
has been occupied by non-native Americans. Because historical surface faulting is absent and the level of seismicity of the 
Rio Grande rift is generally low, the populace believes that earthquakes do not pose a significant threat to them. Con
versely, the paleo seismic record clearly demonstrates that potentially large and devastating earthquakes may occur as fre
quently as every 450 years somewhere in the region. From a geologic viewpoint, it seems obvious that modern 
seismic-hazards assessments for regions like the Rio Grande rift must use not only catalogs of modem seismicity, but also 
integrate data from a comprehensive inventory of Quaternary faults, especially those structures showing evidence of move
ment in the past 100,000 years. By doing so, the geologic data will portray the true potential for surface-rupturing earth
quakes on a time frame equivalent to the average earthquake cycle (104-105 year recurrence intervals). Once 
accomplished, the probability of occurrence of large earthquakes on individual structures may prove to be extremely low, 
but the position of these strong-ground-motion generating structures will be known in relation to urban areas and critical 
facilities. In addition, the hazard posed by numerous low-slip-rate faults within a given radius (i.e. 50-100 km) of a town, 
city, or critical facility results in a composite recurrence interval (CRI) that can be just a fraction (i.e., 1I10th) of each indi
vidual fault. A myopic view of earthquake hazards posed by individual structures (i.e., recurrence intervals of 104 years or 
more) can lead to a complacent attitude that strengthens a perception of low seismic potential. This attitude can be mani
fested in construction styles, building codes, land-use policies, and the siting (or relocation) of important or critical facilities. 
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EARTHQUAKE RECURRENCE MODELS 

SCHWARTZ, David P., United States Geological Survey, 345 Middlefield Rd., MS 977, Menlo Park, CA 94025 (Dschwartz@usgs.gov) 

Paleoearthquake dates, fault slip rates, and historical seismicity define a spectrum of recurrence behavior that ranges 
from relatively uniform to highly variable. High slip rate (5mmlyr or more) master segments of major plate-boundary 
faults, where repeat times of large displacement events are measured in hundreds of years, tend to exhibit quasi-periodic 
behavior (a coefficient of variation of about 0.25 to 0.45). These are exemplified by segments of faults such as the San 
Andreas with radiocarbon dated intervals between successive earthquakes that are similar to average recurrence calculated 
from independently derived slip per event observations and late Holocene slip rates. Such quasi-periodic recurrence, which 
is a conceptual underpinning of many seismic-hazard analyses, does not appear to be common. 

Faults in intraplate and stable continental regions ~ypically have low slip rates (1mmlyr or less) and repeat times mea
sured in thousands (or even tens of thousands) of years. Recurrence intervals for these are frequently highly variable or 
clustered. Earthquake clustering occurs in all settings and takes a variety of forms including: (1) the complete rupture of 
long, multi-segmented fault zones in a few decades (North Anatolia fault, 1939-1968) or several hundred years (Wasatch 
fault, between about 300-1,200 yr B.P.), (2) long periods of quiescence (many tens of thousands of years) followed by an 
active cycle with interevent times of a few thousand years (Lost River fault, Meers fault), (3) closely timed repeated slip on 
low displacem~nt segments of large ruptures (northern Imperial fault in 1940 and 1979), and (4) closely timed events on a 
set of regional faults (Nevada seismic zone 1915-1954; western Mongolia-northern China M8s in 1905, 1931, 1957). 
While some regional clusters appear to repeat (1992 Landers rupture segments and associated faults in the western Mojave 
at about 6-9 kyr and again between about 1.5 kyr-present), fault segments of the Nevada sequence exhibit large differences 
in the ages of paleoearthquakes. 

Paleo seismicity data, in the form of timing and size of past earthquakes, provide earth scientists with a window into the 
driving mechanism of the earthquake engine - the cycle of stress build-up and release. For intraplate environmel1ts in gen
eral, and the Basin and Range in particular, they challenge us to understand the driving process and model the hazard asso
ciated with complex and variable earthquake recurrence. 

EARTHQUAKE GROUND MOTIONS IN EXTENSIONAL TECTONIC REGIMES 

SPUD/CH, P., J.B. Fletcher, M. Heliweg, J. Boatwright, WB. Joyner, T.c. Hanks, D.M. Boore, A. McGarr, L.M. Baker, andA.G. 
Lindh: U.S. Geological Survey, MS 977,345 Middlefield Road, Menlo Park, CA 94025 (spudich@samoa.wr.usgs.gov) 

We compare several existing empirical relations that predict earthquake response spectra, peak acceleration, and peak 
velocity, given magnitude, distance, and site conditions, with a set of observed strong-motion seismograms recorded in 
extensional regions around the world. In addition, we present a new predictive relation, SEA96 for horizontal peak ground 
acceleration and 5 percent damped pseudo-velocity response spectrum derived from this data set. For all relations consid
ered, we calculate the residuals between predicted and observed motions, and from these residuals we develop various cor
rection factors that can be used to make each relation consistent with our observed data set. Our data set consists of 
seismograms from earthquakes having moment magnitude between 5.0 and 7.0 recorded at distances less than 105 kilome
ters. Extensional regimes are characterized by both normal faulting and strike-slip faulting events, both of which we used. 
We rejected records from structures of more than two stories height, from deeply embedded basements, or records that trig
gered during the S wave. For each earthquake we retained records recorded at distances greater than the "cutoff distance," 
the distance beyond the first untriggered accelerograph. Recording sites were classified into several geologic categories 
including hard and soft rock, and shallow and deep soil. We use the source-receiver distance metric of Joyner and Boore 
(1981, 1988), the shortest distance from the receiver to the surface projection of the boundary of the fault rupture area. In 
developing our new relation, we adopt the magnitude dependent coefficients determined from a larger data set by Boore 
and others (1993, 1994) and we use our extensional regime data set to constrain the distance and site dependent coeffi
cients. Our new relation does not depend on earthquake mechanism. However, there is some evidence that normal-fault
ing earthquakes may have motions slightly lower than strike-slip events. Also, in general ground motions in extensional 
regimes are slightly lower than those for equivalent moment events in other tectonic regimes. 
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yUCCA MOUNTAIN GROUND-MOTION PANEL 

ABRAHAMSON, Norman, Pacific Gas & Electric, GeoScience Dept., P.o. Box 770000, Mail Code N4C, San Francisco, CA 94177 
(nabraham@holonet.net) 
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The ground-motion attenuation at Yucca Mountain is being characterized by seven ground-motion experts using the 
SSHAC methodology. The experts are John Anderson (UNR), Dave Boore (USGS), Ken Campbell (EQE), Art McGarr 

(USGS), Walt Silva (Pacific Engineering), Paul Somerville (Woodward-Clyde), and Marianne Walck (Sandia). 
The experts are evaluating the ground-motion predictions from various proponent models. These proponent models 

include eight empirical attenuation relations, four numerical simulation procedures, and one underground nuclear explo
sion model. Since the empirical models are primarily based on California data, scaling relations are also provided to ac
count for differences in the source, path, and site effects between Yucca Mountain and California. 

Key differences between ground motions at Yucca Mountain and California are due to lower kappa values (less damp
ing in the shallow rock) at Yucca Mountain and lower stress drops for earthquakes in extensional regimes. Since these 
ground motion models are site-specific for Yucca Mountain, they may not be directly applicable to other rock sites in the 
Basin and Range. 

Attenuation relations are being developed for the average horizontal component and the vertical component for peak 
acceleration, peak velocity, and 5 percent damped spectral acceleration at seven spectral periods: 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1.0, 
2.0, and 3.0 seconds. The reference site condition is a hard rock site (Vs=1900 m/s) which corresponds to "outcrop" motion 
from the repository level (300 m below the surface). Attenuation relations are being developed for vertical strike-slip faults 
and 60-degree-dipping normal faults. These ground-motion models will be finalized by the end of May, 1997. 

ANALYSIS OF THE STRONG-MOTION DATA ASSOCIATED WITH THE 1995 DINAR (TURKEY) 
EARTHQUAKE 

ERDIK, Mustafa, and E. Durukal, Dept. of Earthquake Engineering, Bogazici University, 81220 Cengelkoy, Kandilli ObservationlEQ 
Resource Inst., Istanbul, Turkey 81220 (erdik@hamlin.cc.boun.edu.tr) 

An earthquake of magnitude Mw 6.0 (GS) occurred on October 1, 1995, causing casualties and physical damage in 
Dinar, Turkey. Strong-motion data associated with the main shock and aftershocks of the 1995 Dinar earthquake have been 
analyzed to investigate the source, attenuation, and site-response parameters. 

Dinar is located in the "Region of Lakes" of the Western Anatolia's extensional province. This region is dissected by a 
multitude of NE-SW trending faults of predominantly normal-slip motions. Dinar town is located at the foot of a hill with 
variable geological and geotechnical conditions varying from limestones on the hill to soft alluvium on the plain. The 
earthquake is associated with a NW-SE trending fault and the focus was directly underneath the town. Rupture mecha
nism determinations, based on p-wave inversions, indicate two 8s separated ruptures with 2.5s rise time for each rupture. 
The fault-mechanism solutions indicate predominantly normal faulting with a strike of 130°, dip of 41°, and slip of -76°. 
The total seismic moment is reported as 1.3*10**25 N.m (GS). Field evidence obtained from a 135° trending fresh fault 
scarp indicates oblique normal faulting (western block down) with about 30 centimeters vertical and 5 centimeters right
lateral maximum offsets. The earthquake was recorded by a strong-motion station in Dinar and by three other distant sta
tions. Peak horizontal ground acceleration at Dinar is 0.33g. Immediately after the earthquake a five-station strong motion 
array was formed within the city and several aftershocks with magnitudes about Mb 4 have been recorded. 

The strong-motion data were base-line corrected to yield the ground velocity and displacements. We were able to 
recover some permanent vertical displacements using a hybrid base-line processing scheme. The dual rupture fault mecha
nism manifests itself as two partially merged shocks in the Dinar strong-motion record. The local magnitudes of the main 
earthquake and the aftershocks are computed on the basis of synthetic Wood-Anderson seismometer response. The main 
earthquake has an overall local magnitude of ML 5.9. 

S-wave spectra of the horizontal ground acceleration were fitted with the omega-square source model for the assess
ment of the anelastic attenuation parameter (kappa), seismic moment (Mo), and the corner frequency (fc). The anelastic 
attenuation parameter was computed by estimating the decay in the semi-log plot of the Fourier Amplitude Spectrum of 
ground acceleration versus frequency, within a specified high frequency band. Average kappa value associated with the 
main shock was found to be 7.7 x 10-2s. For the aftershocks, it exhibits a site-specific variance between 6.1 and 9.1 x 10**-2s. 
We have not observed a systematic site-specific variation of kappa values with the amplitude of ground motion. 

Velocity and displacement spectra, calculated from the attenuation-corrected acceleration spectrum, was used for the 
estimation of the comer frequency (fc) following the Andrews (1986) procedure. The comer frequency estimated for the 
main shock varies between 0.8 and 1.3 Hz. Aftershocks are associated with higher comer frequencies. With known values 
of kappa and fc, a single-parameter least-square inversion scheme was utilized to yield the seismic moments (Mo). The 
overall seismic moment estimated from the accelerogram of the main shock recorded at Dinar has an average value of 
2*10**25 N.m. 

Data obtained from the field investigations, source inversions and spectral studies of the Dinar earthquake regarding its 
source processes were used to model the low-frequency ground motion in a deterministic manner. The discrete wave-num-
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ber technique was used to propagate waves due to the rupture of an extended seismic source through a 3-D, viscoelastic, 
layered half-space. Time histories of seismic ground motion are calculated inclusive of permanent ground deformation. 
The source is described deterministically by Haskell's model and by the Barrier model. Different rupture pattern scenarios 
were modeled to simulate the strong-motion recordings in the low frequency range (typically <1 Hz). 

For the assessment of site-response transfer functions between different sites, Nakamura's procedure (i.e. the site-spe
cific ratio of horizontal to vertical spectrum) was utilized. We have found out that the spectral response ratio between soft
and stiff-soil sites, located in the downthrown block, is in the order of 2-3 within the frequency range 0.5 and 3 Hz. The 
spatial extent of the strong-motion data does not allow for any quantitative assessment of the ground motion differences 
between the downthrown and the footwall blocks arising from radiation pattern. However, the structural damage statistics 
clearly indicate much larger motions on the downthrown block. 

RUPTURE-DIRECTIVITY EFFECTS AND STRONG FAULT-NORMAL PULSES NEAR NORMAL 
FAULTS 

SOMERVILLE, Paul, Woodward-Clyde Federal Services, 566 El Dorado St., Pasadena, CA 91101 (pgsomerO@wcc.com) 

Forward rupture-directivity effects occur when two conditions are met: the rupture front propagates toward the site, 
and the direction of slip on the fault is aligned with the site. The propagation of rupture toward a site at a velocity that is 
almost as large as the shear-wave velocity causes most of the seismic energy from the rupture to arrive in a single large 
pulse of motion which occurs at the beginning of the record. This pulse of motion represents the cumulative effect of 
almost all of the seismic radiation from the fault. The radiation pattern of the shear dislocation on the fault causes this large 
pulse of motion to be oriented in the direction perpendicular to the fault. The resulting strike-normal ground motions are 
systematically larger than the strike-parallel motions at periods longer than 0.5 second. The conditions required for for
ward directivity are met in normal faulting when the rupture direction and the slip direction are both aligned up the fault 
plane. These conditions produce rupture-directivity effects at sites located around the surface exposure of the fault. There 
are few strong-motion recordings close to large normal-faulting earthquakes, but those that exist show evidence of the rup
ture-directivityeffect. Geometrically, rupture-directivity effects for normal faulting should be identical to those for reverse 
faulting (with the exception of a change in ground-motion polarity), so the empirical rupture-directivity model for dip-slip 
faulting derived by Somerville and others. (1997) should be applicable to normal-faulting earthquakes. However, if differ
ences in the fault dynamics between normal and reverse faulting exist, this may cause differences in the ground-motion 
characteristics between these two kinds of faults. 

To account for large ground-motion levels caused by rupture-directivity effects, the 1997 revision of the DBC includes 
a near-fault factor N which applies to sites located within 15 kilometers of major active faults in seismic zone 4. The near
source factor depends on the slip rate of the fault and the maximum magnitude of the earthquake that the fault can generate. 
If the slip rate of the fault is less than 2 mm/yr., which is the case for most faults in the Basin and Range, then the near
source factor does not apply. Also, with the exception of western Nevada and the Yellowstone region, the Basin and Range 
lies in seismic zones lower than 4 and the near-source factor does not apply. The intent of the code revision was to address 
near-fault ground motions only near the most active faults. However, this avoided the issue of how to address near-fault 
ground motions close to less active faults and close to smaller faults, which is particularly relevant in the Basin and Range. 
The 1997 NEHRP probabilistic ground-motion maps and design include the effects of proximity to faults, and thus address 
the issue of near-fault ground motions in the Basin and Range in a more specific way. However, they do not account for 
the increased level of long-period ground motions close to faults caused by rupture-directivity effects. To date, none of the 
code approaches addresses the issue of larger ground motions in the strike-normal than in the strike-parallel direction. 
However, for sites located close to major normal faults in the Basin and Range whose strike directions are known, this dif
ference can be quantified in a straightforward way using the empirical model of Somerville and other. (1997). 

STRONG GROUND MOTION EXPECTED FROM LARGE NORMAL-FAULT EARTHQUAKES 
BASED ON EVIDENCE FROM PRECARIOUS ROCKS AND SOURCE MODELING 

BRUNE, James N., andAbdolrasoolAnooshehpoor, Seismological Laboratory, Mackay School of Mines, University ofNV, MS 174, 
Reno, NV 89557 (brune@seismo.unr.edu) 

There are essentially no instrumental strong-motion data from rock sites very near large normal faults. Standard dislo
cation modeling does not provide a clear basis for predicting differences in expected ground motion for strike-slip, thrust, 
and normal faulting, since the source-time function is specified, not determined from the source physics. There are obvi
ously great geometrical differences in dynamic wave propagation near the rupture outcrop for strike-slip, thrust, and nor
mal faulting, but these differences have not generally been taken into account. 

We have constructed a foam rubber model of normal-fault dynamics. The strong motion near the fault outcrop is much 
less than that observed for strike-slip motions in the model. We interpret the difference to be due to two factors: (1) 
dynamic and geometrical effects of the normal-fault rupture intersecting the surface at an angle of 60 degrees, and the 
strike-slip rupture intersecting the surface at and angle of 90 degrees, and (2) the low stresses (normal and shear) at the tip 
of the normal fault, as compared to stresses in the strike-slip model. These differences should apply to real-earth condi-
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tions also, and thus from the modeling we might expect lower near-source ground accelerations for normal faults, as com
pared to strike-slip faults. 

Although there are no near-source instrumental acceleration data from normal faults in the Basin and Range, there is 
field evidence from semi-precarious rocks near large normal-faulting earthquakes that suggests relatively low ground 
motions. Earthquakes for which we have such data are: (1) the 1915 Pleasant Valley earthquake, (2) a subfault of the 1954 
Fairview peak earthquake, and (3) a 500-600 year old earthquake near Genoa, Nevada. All the data are for the hard-rock 
footwall of the faults. The data indicate that at these sites, the hard-rock ground motions on the footwall of these earth
quakes did not exceed about 0.25 g. This acceleration level is considerably less than indicated in some dislocation models, 
and also less than regression results based primarily on strike-slip earthquakes. 

ATTENUATION AND SITE EFFECTS IN NORTHERN AND SOUTHERN NEVADA FROM THREE
COMPONENT DIGITAL SEISMOGRAMS 

SMITH, Kenneth D., and Glenn P. Biasi, Seismological Laboratory, Mackay School of Mines, University of Nevada-Reno, Reno, NV 89557 
(ken@seismo.unr.edu) 

Since mid-1995, the University of Nevada Reno Seismological Laboratory has been operating a high-dynamic range, 
three-component digital seismic network in Nevada. Twenty-four instruments are in the region around the potential high
level nuclear waste storage site at Yucca Mountain and four are in northern Nevada in the Reno-Carson City area. The 
aperture of the array in southern Nevada is about 50 kilometers and this net is configured to record local earthquake activ
ity for seismic-hazard analysis for the Yucca Mountain Project. The data set for the southern Nevada array is more exten
sive than for the northern array, with most of the earthquake sources in the aftershock zone of the 1992 Little Skull 
Mountain earthquake. The network in northern Nevada has only been in operation for several months, but activity north of 
Reno provides an initial data set to generate some preliminary results for limited path coverage. 

Robust estimates of body-wave Q(f) and site effects can be developed because of the sensitivity of the network and sta
tion siting at low-noise locations. The magnitude detection threshold for the network in southern Nevada is as low as M = 
-1.0 in some locations and is generally about M = 1.0 for the entire 50-kilometer area. Because of this, we are able to select 
several thousand records that represent earthquakes that are large enough to trigger most stations in a regional array and 
also small enough that their comer frequencies are higher than the frequencies of interest in this study. This allows us to 
assume that the displacement spectra is flat at all frequencies, stabilizes the Q determination for weak motion, and reduces 
the source-dependent term to just the seismic moment. Site effects resulting from local structure, topographic relief, and 
sediment thickness are obvious in the time series records at many sites. Also, strong attenuation is observed along ray 
paths through Mt. Rose in the Reno area that is most likely associated with geothermal activity; these regions may be more 
accurately defined with further study. There has been some controversy with regard to the attenuation estimates in the 
southern Great Basin. The Rogers and others, (1987) study indicated a low attenuation in the southern Great Basin relative 
to California, but recent studies have contradicted these results. Preliminary results for this analysis indicate a Q(f) similar 
to that in California. 

NUMERICAL PREDICTION OF SEISMIC-WAVE AMPLIFICATION IN THE SALT LAKE BASIN, 
UTAH 

II, Xu, Kim B. Olsen, Iinlong Xu, Gerard T. Schuster, and lames C. Pechmann, Department of Geology and Geophysics, University of 
Utah, Salt Lake City, UT 84112 (jxu@mines.utah.edu) 

We have carried out a research program to investigate the major causes of ground-motion amplification in the Salt 
Lake Valley, Utah. This work involved (1) finite difference simulations of 2-D, and 3-D elastic and viscoelastic wave prop
agation through models oCthe sedimentary basin underlying the valley, and (2) comparisons between synthetic seismo
grams from these simulations and recordings of a teleseism and open-pit mining blasts obtained with a temporary 
seismograph network. 

In approximate order of importance, this study shows that the primary mechanisms influencing 0.2-1.2 Hz ground 
motion in the Salt Lake Valley are the following: 

(1) Multiple reflections and resonances in the basin, especially in the shallow, low-velocity, unconsolidated sediments, 
which trap energy near the surface to produce large-amplitude, long-duration shaking, 

(2) Anelastic attenuation in the sediments, which plays a dominant role in reducing the strength and duration of the 
later arrivals, including surface waves, 

(3) P-to-S wave conversions at strong velocity/density contrasts, which can contribute significantly to the strength 
and duration of the shaking, 

(4) Surface-wave generation at the edges of the basin, 
(5) Impedance effects, which in our models can approximately double body-wave amplitudes during propagation from 

bedrock into unconsolidated sediments, 
(6) Topographic scattering from the mountains bordering the basin, which increases shaking durations in the valley as 

well as in the mountains, and 
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(7) Seismic focusing by the curved walls of the basin. 
Synthetic seismograms for the teleseism and the blasts do not match the observed seismograms on a wiggle-for-wiggle 

basis. However, there is fair agreement between simulated and observed measures of ground-motion amplification in the 
basin relative to the surrounding rock, such as ratios of spectral magnitudes, peak velocities, and cumulative kinetic ener
gies. These results suggest the possibility that computer modeling can predict earthquake ground motions in the Salt Lake 
Valley. However, a more accurate knowledge of the subsurface velocity/density/attenuation structure of the basin, espe
cially at shallow depths, is needed for more accurate prediction of these ground motions. 

SITE EFFECTS ON STRONG MOTION IN LAS VEGAS 

SU, Feng, and John G. Anderson, Seismological Laboratory, Mackay School of Mines, University of Nevada, Reno, NV, 89557, 
(feng@seismo.unr.edu) 

The June 29, 1992 Little Skull Mountain earthquake (ML=5.6) was recorded at 9 strong-motion stations in Las Vegas. 
The epicenter is located more than a hundred kilometers away. Several of the strong-motion seismograms recorded in the 
Las Vegas Valley show a remarkable long duration of shaking. To study the site effect and basin response on ground 
motion in Las Vegas Valley, we used a new method we developed recently to calculate S-wave site amplification relative to 
a regional layered crust model. In this method, the site-response function is defined as a ratio of ground response of empir
ical Green's function to synthetic Green's function. To apply this method, we first computed the synthetic Green's function 
in a layered elastic model using an improved reflectivity method of Luco and Apsel (1983) with a Brune's rise-time func
tion (1970, 1971) at all the recording sites. Then we took the ratio of the observed acceleration data to the synthetics we 
calculated at the same site, with proper adjustment of the earthquake size and corner frequency. The logarithm of the ratio 
is defined as the site amplification function at that site. Our result shows more than a factor of 10 difference in site amplifi
cation for some sediment stations compared to a rock station at frequencies below 2 Hz. These site amplifications are 
much greater than those previously observed by Murphy and Hewlett (1975) because there is a strong site effect at the sta
tion they used for a reference. The strong site amplifications in Las Vegas Valley thus appear to have a great impact to the 
earthquake-hazard prospect in this area, especially to those buildings of five stories or higher. Large earthquakes at moder
ate distances, which would excite strong long-period waves are a particular concern. For example, the Death Valley fault 
system, which is the largest and potentially most active seismic source in the Basin and Range, is just 150 kilometers west 
of Las Vegas. To display the possible consequences of a large earthquake on the Death Valley fault system, we used the 
composite source model to generate a scenario ground motion from an assumed earthquake, including site amplification. 

CHARACTERIZING BASIN EFFECTS 

BAO, Hesheng, Jacobo Bielak, Omar Ghattas, Loukas Kallivokast, and Jifeng Xu, Computational Mechanics Laboratory, Department 
of Civil and Environmental Engineering, Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh PA 15213 

The importance of site effects on seismic ground motion has been dramatically underscored by several recent large 
earthquakes, such as the 1985 Michoacan, Mexico; the 1987 Valparaiso, Chile; the 1989 Loma Prieta, California, and the 
1994 Northridge, California, earthquakes. In all four instances it was observed that surface ground motion at various loca
tions within sedimentary valleys exceeded by factors of five or greater the corresponding motion on rock. In addition, these 
earthquakes also illustrate that surface ground motion can vary rapidly over short distances, as observed at sites in Santa 
Cruz and the San Fernando Valley, where different levels of shaking were detected by seismometers located as close as 50 
meters from each other. 

In order to gain a better understanding of basin effects on ground motion we have conducted parametric studies by 
computer simulation of the response to earthquake excitation of several basin models, ranging in size from a small 500 
meter valley in Kirovakan, Armenia to the entire San Fernando Valley in Southern California. One reason for considering 
the small valley is that available summaries of the building-damage statistics during the 1988 Armenia earthquake make it 
possible to compare the simulated behavior of the structures against their actual performance. In addition to evaluating the 
ground motion and structural response, attention is given to examining whether there is a correlation between the spatial 
distribution of ground motion and the modal properties of the valley, separate from the particular characteristics of the seis
mic excitation. Using the small Kirovakan valley as background, we then examine the synthetic ground motion of the San 
Fernando Valley to the main shock and several aftershocks of the 1994 Northridge earthquake. Results of the simulations 
indicate that (1) the duration of the surface ground motion is longest atop the deeper parts of the valley, (2) constructive 
interference of surface and trapped body waves in the shallower regions of the valley is responsible for the strong-motion 
amplification observed on the surface overlying these two regions, (3) strong response is also concentrated near interfaces 
where surficial material properties change abruptly, and (4) rapid spatial variation of ground motion may be associated 
with higher modal contributions of the valley response. Overall, these results indicate that simulations, combined with 
available observations from actual earthquakes, can significantly facilitate the task of seismic zonation in basins. 
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EARTHQUAKE DATABASE ISSUES FOR SEISMIC-HAZARD ANALYSIS IN THE UTAH REGION 

ARABASZ, Walter J., and James C. Pechmann, Department of Geology and Geophysics, University of Utah, Salt Lake City, UT 84112 
(arabasz@uuss.seis.utah.edu) 

Earthquake catalogs are critically important in seismic-hazard analysis, especially in cases where historical seismicity 
"drives the hazard" e.g., for relatively short exposure periods or for areas far removed from known active faults. Most 
earthquake catalogs, however, are fundamentally heterogeneous because of evolutionary changes in seismographic moni
toring and data analysis. Thus, it is necessary to recognize and account for inhomogeneities in the earthquake database, lest 
systematic errors propagate through the seismic-hazard analysis. Key issues include uniformity of earthquake size esti
mates, the relationship of these size estimates to moment magnitude (which is important for ground-motion modeling), the 
effective discrimination of main and secondary events for recurrence modeling, and the space-time completeness of the 
catalog. The accuracy of the results of national, regional, and local seismic-hazard analyses demands careful attention to 
these data-base issues. 

We examine the earthquake for what we term the "Utah region" (lat. 36.75° - 42.5° N, long. 108.75° - 114.25° W), 
with primary focus on the University of Utah's instrumental earthquake catalog from July 1962 through 1996. In order to 
address the issues outlined above, we compare the results of different approaches to "declustering" or differentiating the 
catalog into independent main shocks and secondary events (foreshocks, aftershocks, swarm earthquakes). We use the 
interactive software package ZMAP (see Wiemer and Wyss, 1994, BSSA, 84, 900) to systematically identify space-time 
changes in network sensitivity and inadvertent changes in magnitude estimation. We also address the challenge of arriving 
at uniform moment magnitude. Finally, using a maximum-likelihood algorithm for modeling recurrence with a truncated 
exponential relationship, we tabulate representative recurrence parameters for spatial subsets of the Utah region as a guide 
for regional and local seismic-hazard analyses. 

QUATERNARY FAULTS USED FOR THE 1996 NATIONAL SEISMIC-HAZARD MAPS 

BARNHARD, Ted, Geologic Hazards Team - Central Region, U.S. Geological Survey, P. O. Box 25046, MS 966, Denver, CO 80225 
(barnhard@gldvxa.cr.usgs.gov) 

The 1996 National Seismic-Hazard Maps, produced by the U.S. Geological Survey, used Quaternary faults with slip 
rates, along with seismicity and background zones, to determine probabilistic seismic hazards for the United States. Four 
hundred and forty-eight faults with slip rates, from 28 publications or personal communications, were used in the hazards 
calculations. Almost all of these faults are in the western United States (west of the eastern edge of the Colorado Plateau). 
The surficial fault traces were digitized, dip directions and amounts were tabulated, fault lengths calculated, segmentation 
information incorporated if available, and the slip rates for each fault were used as input into the hazard calculations. 

The 448 faults were divided into two types, A and B. A-type faults are faults with sufficient studies to produce models 
of fault segmentation. In California, the A-type faults are: San Andreas, San Jacinto, Elsinore, Hayward, Rodgers Creek, 
and Imperial. The only fault outside of California that we classified as A-type is the Wasatch fault in Utah. 

For California, we followed the rupture scenarios specified by Petersen, Cramer, and Bryant of CDMG, with input 
from Lienkaemper of USGS for northern California. We assumed single-segment, characteristic rupture for the San Jacinto 
and Elsinore faults. For the San Andreas fault, multiple-segment ruptures were included in the hazard calculation, includ
ing repeats of the 1906 and 1857 rupture zones, and a scenario with the southern San Andreas fault rupturing from San 
Bernardino through the Coachella segment. Both single-segment and double-segment ruptures of the Hayward fault were 
included. 

For California faults, we used characteristic magnitudes derived by CDMG from the fault area using the relations in 
Wells and Coppersmith (1994). For the remainder of the western U.S., we determined characteristic magnitude from the 
fault length using the relations of Wells and Coppersmith (1994) appropriate for that fault type. 

For the B-type faults, we felt there were insufficient studies to warrant specific segmentation boundaries. For these 
faults, we used both characteristic and Gutenberg-Richter (G-R; exponential) models of earthquake occurrence. These 
recurrence models were weighted equally. The G-R model basically accounts for the possibility that a fault is segmented 
and may rupture only part of its length. We assume that the G-R distribution applies from a minimum moment magnitude 
of 6.5 up to a moment magnitude corresponding to rupture of the entire fault length. In the Pasadena workshop, we showed 
that without the M = 6.5 minimum, Southern California faults would produce far too many M = 4-5 events compared to the 
historic record. For this comparison we determined the predicted rates of M = 4-5 events using fault slip rates and the equa
tion for a-values. 

Fault widths (except for California) were determined by assuming a seismogenic depth of 15 kilometers and then using 
the dip, so that the width equaled 15 kilometers divided by the sine of the dip. For most normal faults we assumed a dip of 
60°. Dip directions were taken from the literature. For the Wasatch, Lost River, Beaverhead, Lemhi, and Hebgen Lake 
faults, the dip angles were taken from the literature. Strike-slip faults were assigned a dip of 90°. Reverse faults ranged in 
dip from 15° to 45°. For California faults, widths were often defined using the depth of seismicity. Fault length was calcu
lated from the total length of the digitized fault trace. 

Wells, D.L., and K.1. Coppersmith (1994), New empirical relationships among magnitude, rupture length, rupture width, and sur
face displacement, Bulletin of the Seismological Society of America, v. 84, p. 974-1002. 
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IMPACT OF DISTRIBUTED FAULTING TO SEISMIC-HAZARD ASSESSMENTS IN THE BASIN 
AND RANGE PROVINCE - EXAMPLES FROM YUCCA MOUNTAIN, NEVADA 

PEZZOPANE, Silvio K., and John W Whitney U.S. Geological Survey, MS 425 Federal Center Box 25046, Denver, CO 80225 
(spezzo@ympbnwis1.cr.usgs.gov) 

Results of paleoseismic studies on late Quaternary faults within 15 kilometers of Yucca Mountain, Nevada, are used to 
model paleoearthquake magnitude and recurrence relations for ground-motion and fault-displacement hazard assessments 
at the nation's first potential nuclear waste repository in the southern Great Basin of the Basin and Range Province. Almost 
all Yucca Mountain Quaternary faults strike approximately north, dip moderately to steeply west, have mapped lengths less 
than 25 km, and are commonly spaced only a few kilometers apart. Paleoseismic studies there interpret cracking, fractur
ing (no measurable offset), and (or) displacement of late Quaternary deposits across faults as evidence of possible pale
oearthquakes (referred to here as paleoevents), and that fracturing paleoevents are nearly as common as displacement 
events. These interpretations have led to inferences that the fracturing events interpreted from trenches are either the 
record of relatively frequent, small- to moderate-magnitude earthquakes (Mw < 6) that commonly do not produce measur
able displacements at the surface, or they are a record of distributed fracturing and faulting produced by rarer, larger mag
nitude, surface-rupturing earthquakes on anyone of several closely spaced nearby faults in the Yucca Mountain site area. 

Paleoevent data from two to six exploratory trenches or natural exposures on each of the seven to eight principal nor
mal faults in the Yucca Mountain site area are modeled in three different ways to provide two end-member models and a 
preferred recurrence model. End-member models consider that the paleoevents from fault to fault do not correlate in time. 
The preferred model correlates the paleoevents in time using stratigraphic and geochronological constraints from the 
trench studies to produce paleoearthquake rupture scenarios for Yucca' Mountain faults. Using geological constraints to 
aggregate the probability density functions of paleoevent ages and their uncertainties indicates that most fracturing and 
small displacement paleoevents correlate with relatively larger displacelnent paleoevents. Comparing the impact of end
member models with the preferred model indicates that accounting for possible distributed faulting can lengthen interevent 
return times by as much as a factor of 4 and increase maximum magnitudes 0.1-0.3 moment magnitude units for cases 
where the distributed single-event displacements must be summed across two or more adjacent parallel faults. Surface
rupturing paleoearthquakes at the site likely produced distributed faulting on two to four nearby faults. Distributed faulting 
is probably common at sites having several closely spaced faults, and as a result, for relatively short time periods of engi
neering significance, ground motion and especially fault-displacement-hazard levels are lower because distributed faulting 
makes for larger magnitude events that occur less frequently. Over longer time periods, however, hazard levels are higher 
as a result of distributed faulting. 

EARTHQUAKE-RISK ASSESSMENT FOR SEISMICALLY DORMANT NORMAL FAULTS: AN 
EXAMPLE FROM THE WASATCH FRONT, UTAH, USING GPS MEASUREMENTS, QUATER
NARY FAULTS, AND SEISMICITY 

SMITH, Robert B., W L. Chang, and C. M. Meertens, Department of Geology and Geophysics, University of Utah, Salt Lake City, UT 
84112, (rbsmith@mines.utah.edu) 

Eighty percent of Utah's two million population lives along or near the 370-km-Iong, seismically dormant Wasatch 
fault that is considered the main contributor to its seismic risk. Because of its low historical seismicity, corresponding to 
displacements from cumulative moment release of 0.1 to 0.04 mmlyr., traditional methods of assessing seismic risk are 
most heavily weighed by the late Quaternary fault record with fault slip rates of up to -2 mm/yr. We will discuss the con
cept of using the rate of deformation of the crustal deformational field across the entire Wasatch fault zone using precise 
GPS (Global Positioning System) measurements, from 1992 to 1995, with comparisons of older geodetic observations, 
< 1940, that reveal consistent rates of E-W extension of -2.7 mm/yr. These rates are much larger than that for the Late Qua
ternary fault slip rates and many times larger than that implied by historical seismicity. An implication for this unexpected 
high rate, if concentrated on a the Wasatch fault modeled as a 60°, west-dipping, planar normal fault, is a very high -5 
mmlyr. fault slip rate. Assuming that this deformation is related to loading of the Wasatch fault, it increases the probabilis
tic estimate of the predicted PGA (peak ground accelerations) by 25 percent compared to using traditional data, historic 
earthquake, and Quaternary fault displacements. Another factor to consider is a recently completed PGA attenuation study 
for earthquakes in extensional regimes (Spudich and others, 1997) that predicts a reduction in ground accelerations for 
such areas as the Wasatch Front by 10 to 15 percent compared to attenuation models from strike-slip and compressional 
regimes. Alternate models for the observed high contemporary strain rate include loading of "hidden" faults beneath and 
surrounding the valleys of the Wasatch Front, as well as uniform extension of the entire Basin Range-Rocky Mountain 
transition. To accomplish time-dependent deformational monitoring of the Wasatch fault zone, the University of Utah in 
conjunction with the California Institute of Technology, the Smithsonian Institution, and Harvard University (funded by 
the USGS and NSF), is in the process of installing an array of up to 8 permanent GPS stations across the central Wasatch 
fault zone that will be monitored in real time. Data from these sites will be interpreted much like traditional earthquake data 
by time and spatial comparisons with historical seismicity, faults, etc. While we do not yet know the balance between aseis
mic loading versus fault-specific loading, this type of earthquake monitoring provides further information for assessments 
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of earthquake risk incorporating the full measurement of fault budget-the key to a complete earthquake-hazards assess
ment. 

SHAPE OF THE MAGNITUDE-FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION FOR INDIVIDUAL FAULTS 

STIRLING, Mark w., and Steven G. Wesnousky, Center for Neotectonic Studies and Department of Geological Sciences, University of 
Nevada, Reno, NY, 89557 (stirling@seismo.unr.edu) 

We examine whether the shape of the magnitude-frequency distribution for individual faults is described by the Guten
berg-Richter relationship (log(n)=a-bM) or the characteristic earthquake model, by analyzing a global data set of faults. 
For faults within regional seismic networks, curves of the form log(n/yr.) = a-bM are fit to the instrumental record of seis
micity, and geological data are used to estimate the size and recurrence rate of the largest earthquakes that would rupture 
the total fault length. Extrapolation of instrumentally derived curves to larger magnitudes agrees with the geological recur
rence rates for only four of the 22 faults, and significantly underestimates the geological recurrence rates in the remaining 
cases. Also, if we predict the seismicity of the faults as a function of fault length and slip rate, and the predicted seismicity 
is distributed in accord with the Gutenberg-Richter relationship, we find the predicted recurrence rate to be greater than the 
observed recurrence rates of smaller earthquakes along most faults. If individual fault zones satisfy the Gutenberg-Richter 
relationship over the long term, our observations imply that, during the recurrence interval of the largest earthquakes, the 
recurrence of lesser sized events is strongly clustered in time. However, if the instrumental records provide an estimate of 
the long-term rate of small to moderate earthquakes along the faults, our observations imply that the faults generally 
exhibit a magnitude-frequency distribution consistent with the characteristic earthquake model. Also, we observe that the 
four faults that are consistent with the Gutenberg-Richter relationship are among those characterized by the least amount of 
cumulative slip. We therefore suggest that the ratio of the recurrence rate of small to large earthquakes along a fault zone 
may decrease as slip accumulates on a fault. 

NEW SEISMIC-HAZARD l\1APS FOR THE WESTERN U.S. 

FRANKEL, A., C. Mueller, T. Barnhard, S. Harmsen, E. Leyendecker, D. Perkins, N. Dickman, and S. Hanson, U.S. Geological Survey, 
MS 966, Box 25046, Denver Federal Center, Denver, CO 80225 (afrankel@usgs.gov) 

We have recently completed new probabilistic seismic-hazard maps for the contiguous United States. These maps will 
be the basis for seismic-design maps in the 1997 edition of the NEHRP Recommended Provisions for Seismic Regulations 
for New Buildings, which is a resource document for model building codes prepared by the Building Seismic Safety Coun
cil and published by FEMA. The new maps are the result of a 3-year process consisting of six regional workshops where 
the methodology was presented and revised based on feedback from participants. The California portion of the maps was 
produced jointly with the California Division of Mines and Geology. The maps were generally constructed using three 
components of hazard: 1) spatially smoothed historic seismicity, 2) background source zones to quantify hazard in areas 
with little historic seismicity, and 3) specific fault sources. Recurrence times for faults were determined from geologic slip 
rates and/or paleo seismic event chronologies. Hazard estimates for approximately 500 Quaternary faults in the western 
U.S. were used in the new maps. We used geodetic information to constrain the expected seismicity rates in shear zones in 
western Nevada and northeastern California. The maps display peak ground acceleration and spectral response at 0.2,0.3, 
and 1.0 sec with 10 percent, 5 percent, and 2 percent probabilities of exceedance. We have also calculated hazard at 0.1, 
0.5, and 2.0 sec and have produced uniform hazard spectra. The maps are based on hazard curves calculated at about 
100,000 sites in the U.S. For several cities in the western U.S. we have de aggregated the hazard to assess the contribution 
as a function of magnitude and distance. We are estimating uncertainties in the hazard curves by using Monte Carlo simula
tions. We varied seismicity parameters, recurrence rates, and magnitudes to estimate uncertainties at selected sites. The 
maps and the gridded values used to make the maps are available for viewing and downloading from our Internet website 
(http://geohazards.cr.usgs.gov/eq/. 

SEISMIC HAZARDS IN THE BASIN AND RANGE PROVINCE: PERSPECTIVES FROM PROBA
BILISTIC ANALYSES 

WONG, Ivan, and Susan S. Olig, Woodward-Clyde Federal Services, 500 12th Street, Suite 200, Oakland, CA 94607 
(IGWONGXO@wcc.com) 

Much of the Basin and Range Province, particularly along its boundaries, is characterized by numerous major late 
Quaternary normal faults, which are capable of generating moment magnitude (Mw) 6 and greater earthquakes. Such 
events are, however, relatively infrequent on individual structures due to long recurrence intervals which range from a few 
thousand years for the most active faults to more than 100,000 years. 

We have evaluated the seismic hazard at seven sites located throughout the Basin and Range Province and neighboring 
extensional tectonic regimes in the western U.S. These sites include Yucca Mountain, Nevada; eastern Snake River Plain, 
eastern Idaho; Salt Lake Valley, Utah; northern Rio Grande rift, central Colorado; central Rio Grande rift, northern New 
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Mexico; Paradox Basin, Utah in the Colorado Plateau; and Sierra Nevada foothills, eastern California. These analyses 
emphasize the importance of several aspects of seismic sources which can significantly influence the probabilistic hazard 
at a given site including: (1) fault segmentation, particularly the potential for multiple segment ruptures, (2) temporal clus
tering, which can result in inter-event times that vary by more than an order of magnitude and the question of whether the 
fault is presently within an intercluster or intracluster period, (3) the rate of recurrence of background seismicity and the 
issue of nonstationarity, and (4) the possibility of low dynamic stress drops in extensional regimes, which can lead to lower 
ground motions than in compressional regimes. Path and site factors in the Basin and Range Province are also critical to 
deterministic as well as probabilistic hazard because many urban areas are situated in alluvial basins bounded by major 
normal faults. These factors include elevated ground motions in the hanging wall of nonnal faults, possible basin amplifi
cation of long-period ground motions, and site amplification due to the presence of near-surface, low-velocity, unconsoli
dated sediments. The lack of strong-motion records in the Basin and Range Province has also limited our understanding of 
crustal attenuation and in particular, whether it differs from California. 

Because of the range of interpretations and the associated uncertainties in addressing the above issues, probabilistic 
analysis is ideally suited for evaluating seismic hazards. Probabilistic seismic-hazard analysis also provides the best 
approach in assessing the seismic risk in regions where large but infrequent earthquakes can occur such as the Basin and 
Range Province. In this paper, we provide our perspectives on seismic hazards in the Basin and Range Province and the 
issues involved in evaluating such hazards based on the above case histories. 
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DETACHMENT FAULTS: SUPERSTARS OR BIT PLAYERS IN SEISMIC HAZARDS OF TIlE GREAT BASIN 

ANDERSON, R. Ernest, and, Sharon F. Diehl, U. S. Geological Survey, MS 966, Federal Center, Denver, CO 80225-0046 (ander
son@gldvxa) 

In highly extended parts of the Great Basin, low-angle normal faults (LANFs) or detachment faults are among the 
youngest structures known and, as such, are reasonable candidates for involvement in neotectonic deformation. Much 
uncertainty exists, however, as to their seismotectonic significance. To assess the likelihood that LANFs generate large 
(>M7.5) earthquakes, we evaluate the geometry, total displacement, tectonic setting, petrofabrics, and the stable-isotope 
properties of the damage zones of selected dormant examples including three major ones in the Nevada, Utah, Arizona tri
corner area, the Castle Cliff, Tule Springs, and Mormon Mountains faults. 

In theory, LANFs are efficient structures on which to accomplish extensional deformation. For them to generate large 
earthquakes requires down-dip widths and strike-parallel lengths ranging to 50 to 70 kilometers. Detachment-fault geom
etry in some well-exposed, highly extended areas reveals a conspicuous lack of fault continuity, interconnectedness, 
or planari ty over such dimensions. Geologic maps typically reveal strong differential uplift at widely varying scales and a 
resultant lumpy structural pattern. Only by postulating buried LANFs beneath the conspicuously lumpy structural pattern 
of the uppermost crust can the dimensions of large earthquakes be achieved. Assessing the seismic hazards of such postu
lated features can be an engaging process that tests the limits of the imagination. 

Part of the allure leading to considerations of LANFs as generators of major earthquakes stems from conclusions that 
they are primarily responsible for enormous simple-shear extension (ca. 200% or 55 km in the tricorner area) and that they 
have played important roles in long-range tectonic transport of blocks such as Frenchman Mountain in the Lake Mead area 
(65 km). In the tricorner area, we show that total extension is less by about an order of magnitude and that fluid-flow-dri
ven dissolution creep formed many of the features previously interpreted as formed in simple shear. For the large exten
sion in the Lake Mead area, we suggest that a fundamentally "aseismic" process such as tectonic rafting on an asthen
osphere-like ductile substrate is preferable over simple-shear detachment faulting. We do not suggest that the lumpy dis
continuous geometry or the involvement of dissolution creep or tectonic rafting portend truly aseismic deformation, only 
that they greatly diminish the opportunity for large earthquakes on LANFs and that evaluation of some geometry and 
processes may have province-wide application to seismic-hazard assessment. 

PALEO SEISMOLOGY FROM LUMINESCENCE DATING: TESTS AND APPLICATION NEAR 
LANDERS, CALIFORNIA 

BERGER, Glenn W, Desert Research Institute, P.O. Box 60220, Reno, NV 89506-0220 (gwberger@maxey . dri.edu); T.K. Rockwell, 
Geological Sciences, San Diego State Univ., San Diego, CA 9218; D.J. Huntley, Dept. Physics, Simon Fraser Univ., Burnaby, B.c., 
V5A lS6, Canada 

The magnitude 7.5 1992 event at Landers stimulated controversy. Some workers considered this as manifesting a 
young, previously unrecognized fault. Others considered that old fault slips may go unrecognized because of the difficulty 
of dating slip. The paucity of charcoal for 14C dating in trenches across the 1992 rupture trace led us to employ lumines
cence sediment-dating techniques (e.g., Berger, 1995), using detrital feldspars for measuring the time since the last expo
sure to daylight (the burial time), to determine the history of past ruptures. 

Because the depositional environment was apparently different from that of previous thermoluminescence (TL) studies 
of paleo-earthquakes (e.g., Forman and others., 1991), we chose to make some site-specific tests of the main assumptions 
of the luminescence techniques. To test the assumption of negligible post-depositional translocation of fine-silt (4-11 Tm 
diameter) grains in the sandy deposits, we compared fine-silt TL age estimates with ages from optical dating using infrared 
(IR at - 880 nm wavelengths) stimulation (IR-OSL) on sand-size ( -200 ,Tm diameter) feldspar grains from the same sam
ples. The TL and IR-OSL ages are statistically similar, from which we deduce there to be no measured grain-size effect. 
This implies that fine silt grains could be used reliably for such dating in similar environments, obviating the need for min
eral separation and special dose-rate measurements. 

To test the zeroing assumption, we chose sediment from active turbation features on the surface (an ant hill and a 
ground-squirrel nest), as well as the upper few centimeters of the A horizon ruptured by the 1992 event. Relict or residual 
ages obtained were -500+ 100 yr. for squirrel-nest feldspars, -300 yr. for the upper 1 centimeter from the ant hill, -50+ 10 
yr. (from IROSL) for the upper 1.5 centimeters from the surface A horizon, and 600-1,000 yr. for grains 4-5 centimeters 
below the surface within this A horizon. Other tests strongly suggest that each of these samples is a mixture of well-zeroed 
grains and poorly zeroed grains. These bulk-sample tests thus indicate a residual luminescence age of about 500 yr. at this 
site, less than the analytical error for samples older than 5-10 kyr. 

Samples from a trench across the Landers fault gave ages ranging from 4-5 kyr near the surface to -25 kyr at -2.5 
meter depth. Thus before 1992, this fault last ruptured at 4-5 kyr. Reconstruction of vertical displacement of other dated 
horizons in the trench suggests 3-4 1992-sized events since - 17 kyr, and 5-6 events in the past -25 kyr. These data there
fore suggest a - 5 kyr recurrence interval for large slip events along this fault. 
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EARTHQUAKE HAZARD ON THE WASATCH FRONT, UTAH, FROM FAULT INTERACTION AND 
TECTONIC INDUCED FLOOD INUNDATION ASSOCIATED WITH THE WASATCH FAULT 

CHANG, Wu-Lung, and R. B. Smith, Department of Geology and Geophysics; University of Utah, Salt Lake City, UT, 84112 
(wchang@mines.utah.gov); R. W Jr., Simpson (USGS, 345 Middlefield Road, Menlo Park, CA 94025 (rbsmith@mines.utah.edu) 

To evaluate the earthquake risk on the Wasatch Front from fault-related hazards, we have studied models of the interac
tion amongst individual segments of the 370-km-long, Wasatch fault using its paleoseismic record. Fault interaction and 
accompanying stress changes are often cited as evidence for systematic space-time variations in aftershock distributions. 
Changes in stress accompanying an earthquake can in turn affect loading or unloading of adjacent faults, changing their 
potential for future rupture. We studied this effect by examining the space-time behavior of events from 6,000 yr. to 475 yr. 
old, including more than a dozen 6.7 < M w > 7.1 paleoearthquakes on the Wasatch fault. We employed a 3-D elastic, 
boundary element code (Simpson, 1994) to examine how stress on a specific fault was perturbed by rupture on a nearby 
fault. These results revealed how prehistoric earthquakes may affect the current state of stress on the Wasatch fault. 
We also analyzed an unusual earthquake hazard for the Wasatch Front due to possible flooding by tectonically induced 
inundation by the Great Salt Lake accompanying large normal-faulting earthquakes on the Wasatch fault. We first devel
oped a high-resolution topographic data set, digitized at 500-foot horizontal intervals and at a 2-foot vertical interval, then 
applied the boundary element modeling method to calculate vertical displacements for scenario normal-faulting earth
quakes. Differences between the undeformed and deformed topography reveals where water could flow into the hanging
wall subsidence basin. We also used the observed ground deformation of the maximum credible earthquake for the 
Intermountain region, the Ms 7.5, 1959 Hebgen Lake, Montana, event as a scenario earthquake. Because of the close prox
imity of the Great Salt Lake to Salt Lake City, we will demonstrate that this unappreciated hazard is very important 
depending upon the lake level and the location and size of the scenario earthquake. We are also examining another hazard 
related to hanging-wall deformation due to backtilt of sewer lines that could malfunction with sediment settling given suf
ficiently large changes in gradient. 

PLANNING SCENARIO FOR A MAJOR EARTHQUAKE IN WESTERN NEVADA 

dePOLO, Craig M., Jim G Rigby, Gary L. Johnson, and Steven L. Jacobson, Nevada Bureau of Mines and Geology, University of 
Nevada, Reno; John G. Anderson, Seismological Laboratory, University of Nevada, Mail Stop 178, Reno, NV 89557-0088 
cdepolo@nbmg.unr.edu) and Thomas J. l{)lthes, WESTEC 

The western Nevada earthquake planning scenario was created to aid in understanding what a large local earthquake 
could be like. The goals of the scenario are to intensify the understanding of the earthquake hazards in western Nevada, to 
explain potential consequences from a major earthquake, to encourage local preparedness and mitigation measures, and to 
enhance disaster-response planning. 

A magnitude 7.1 earthquake along the northern Carson Range fault system is used as the scenario event. Earthquake 
effects presented are modified Mercalli earthquake intensity, surface faulting, liquefaction, and landsliding. The resulting 
map of intensity from the scenario event indicates very intense and potentially damaging shaking (intensity IX) in the 
Reno, Washoe Valley, and Carson City areas. The surrounding mountains have intensities of VII to VIII. A zone of nor
mal-slip surface faulting 32 kilometers long and up to 33 meters wide extends from Washoe Valley, along the base of the 
Carson Range, and into southwest Reno. The ground is offset 2 meters vertically over much of this distance, with a local
ized maximum of 4 meters, and the rupture decreases to 0.5 meters and less in Reno. High and moderate liquefaction sus
ceptibility areas are scattered throughout the urban corridor, and localized damage from liquefaction would be anticipated 
from the scenario event. Areas of major rockslide and landslide hazards pose threats mostly to transportation routes, with a 
few communities and utilities threatened as well. 

The second part of the scenario describes some of the general consequences and impacts to lifeline utilities from the 
scenario event. These include general descriptions of the most hazardous types of buildings (e.g., unreinforced masonry 
buildings); impacts on the school system and the number of children at risk; potential impacts on medical systems, fire, 
police, and emergency facilities (including decision-making facilities, such as city halls, emergency operating centers, and 
emergency information dispatch centers); and generalizations of hazardous materials incidents. The impact on the trans
portation system (principally roads and airports) is described by hours or days out of service, and specifications for airports 
(e.g., runway length, wheel-bearing load capacity) are given for emergency planning involving large transport planes. 
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Impacts to communication systems, electric power, natural gas, water systems, wastewater systems, and petroleum are 
described with input from the local utilities. Local input helps assure accuracy, but more importantly, helps obtain local 
"buy in" and "ownership" of the scenario, increasing its ultimate usage. 

The consequences described are a combination of general impacts that likely would result from a large earthquake, and 
some specific, hypothetical information for illustration. N onstructural mitigation is emphasized throughout the text. The 
scenario earthquake strongly shakes western Nevada and poses many serious geologic hazards, engineering risks, and 
potential impacts on important lifeline systems. Preparation for an event of this severity would, in general, be adequate for 
any earthquake that could affect the region. 

HISTORICAL EARTHQUAKES, AND PATTERNS AND BEHAVIOR OF SEISMICITY IN WESTERN 
NEVADA AND EASTERN CALIFORNIA 

dePOLO, Diane M., Ken D. Smith, and John G. Anderson, Seismological Laboratory, University of Nevada, Reno, MS 174, Reno, NV 
89557 (diane@seismo.unr.edu); Craig M. dePolo, Nevada Bureau of Mines and Geology, University of Nevada, Reno, MS 178, Reno, 
NV 89557 (cdepolo@nbmg.unr.edu) 

Western Nevada has a notable earthquake history, and high levels of background seismicity are warning signs of future 
strong earthquakes. The region is part of the belt of seismicity that occurs in the western Great Basin and along the eastern 
Sierra Nevada, referred to as the Eastern California seismic belt. Although distinct earthquakes and earthquake sequences 
occur along the eastern Sierra Nevada front, the seismicity of western Nevada might better be described as part of a higher 
level of seismicity that occurs in the Walker Lane belt of the western Basin and Range Province. Thirteen historical earth
quakes of magnitude 6 have occurred in the western Nevada region, many of which occurred early in the Nevada's history. 
In the past 30 years, only one earthquake of magnitude 6 has occurred, a contrast to the earlier history. The University of 
Nevada, Reno Seismological Laboratory (UNRSL) operates a seismic network in western Nevada and eastern California, 
and has recorded and located earthquakes for the past 27 years. Nearly 6,000 earthquakes have been recorded by this net
work in the Reno-Carson City region confirming the active earthquake character of the area. 

A detailed study of a subset of these earthquakes (1980 -1996) reveals the distribution and character of this seismicity. 
Phase data from UNRSL and Northern California Seismic Network were merged and the events relocated. Different veloc
ity models were tested against a series of quality criteria. Seismicity in the area tends to cluster at the intersections and 
ends of faults and, in some cases, appears to outline faults. Northwest and northeast trends to the seismicity, mimicking 
local fault patterns, are common. Focal mechanisms are dominated by strike-slip and oblique strike-slip, with fewer nor
mal-slip mechanisms, consistent with translational activity in the Walker Lane belt. Although, relatively aseismic, the 
Sierra Nevada block has had earthquakes of up to magnitude 5.2 within it, such as the 1980 Soda Springs earthquake. The 
depth of seismicity increases into the Sierra Nevada block from the Basin and Range Province, reflecting the thermal struc
ture. Ninety percent of the earthquakes locate at depths of 10 kilometers or shallower in the Basin and Range Province, 
with this depth increasing to 18 kilometers in the Soda Springs area within the Sierra Nevada block. The change in depth 
appears to occur gradually over 30 to 40 kilometers, whereas the transition between the seismically active Walker Lane belt 
and the aseismic Sierra Nevada occurs over a more abrupt 10 to 20 kilometer transition. 

GEOLOGIC INPUT FOR SEISMIC-HAZARDS MAPS - EXAMPLES FROM THE DATABASE OF 
QUATERNARY FAULTS IN MONTANA 

HALLER, Kathleen M., U.S. Geological Survey, Central Region Geologic Hazards Team, Denver, Colorado, P. O. Box 25046, Mail 
Stop 966, Denver Federal Center, Denver, CO 80225 (haller@ gldvxa.cr.usgs.gov) -

Seismic-hazards analyses based primarily on historical seismic record can be improved by incorporating Quaternary 
fault data, particularly in regions characterized by low slip rates. Geologic data on faults expand the time frame considered 
from less than a few hundreds of years for the historical record to hundreds of thousands of years for the paleo seismic 
record. The detailed paleoseismic and historical data that we compiled on Quaternary faults in Montana not only augments 
seismicity for seismic-hazards analyses, but also displays the current level of understanding of the Quaternary history of 
large-magnitude earthquakes and, thus, surface faulting in Montana. 

Our compilation provides digital fault data, as well as paleoseismologic data that characterize the history of the faults. 
The former include the location, sense of movement, and length; paleoseismic data include timing of most recent move
ment and slip rate that are portrayed graphically by color and line thickness, respectively. The graphical fault data are com
piled digitally, and from that data, fault length can be computed, which provides some constraint on maximum magnitude. 
Timing of the most recent movement are constrained to five age categories, which include Historic, post-latest Pleistocene 
«15 kyr), late Quaternary «130 kyr), late and middle Quaternary «750 kyr), and Quaternary «1.6 myr). These age cate
gories define the maximum time of the most recent movement and thus allow some latitude in age assignment. We define 
four ranges of slip rate for this project: <0.2 mmlyr., 0.2-1 mm1yr., 1-5 mm1yr., and >5 mmlyr.; however, published data 
indicate that all of the faults in Montana fall into the two lower ranges. 

We compiled data on 68 Quaternary faults in Montana; the 1996 National Seismic-Hazards Maps incorporate data on 
15 of those faults. Future iterations of the national maps will be able to incorporate the paleo seismic data in this compila-
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tion, and the other state compilations that follow. The data we present are compiled in a consistent manner; this will pro
vide the same level of consistency in the data used to produce future national maps. Paleo seismological studies and recent 
geologic studies are given preferential citation in the compilation. In general, most of the faults in Montana are not well 
studied; data are lacking in some critical piece of information. The timing of most recent events on many of the faults is 
poorly constrained and is inferred primarily from morphologic studies and surficial geologic relations; there are few cases 
where faulting events are constrained by numerical age determinations. Fewer than 20 percent of the faults are character
ized by published recurrence intervals; only one of these is well constrained, where the timing of the two most recent 
events is known. Slip rates are published for about 10 percent of the faults and, of those, half are highly suspect. Even 
though specific timing, recurrence interval, and slip-rate parameters may not be complete, data are presented in the compi
lation that allows the user to determine permissive values in the absence of published parameters. Clearly, additional stud
ies are needed to better characterize the histories of these faults and, thus, better define the seismic hazards of the region. 

THE SEISMOTECTONICS AND SOURCE PARAMETERS OF RECENT EARTHQUAKES NEAR 
RENO, NEVADA 

fCRINOSE, Gene A., Kenneth D. Smith, John G. Anderson, and James N. Brune, University of Nevada Reno Seismological Labora
tory, Mail Stop 178, Reno, NV 89557-0088 (ichinose@seismo.unr.edu) 

We examine recent earthquake sequences in western Nevada since 1994 using broadband networks and portable digital 
recorders. The mechanisms of these earthquakes provide constraints on the strain transfer through the Walker Lane belt 
and eastern Sierras in northern Nevada, and earthquake stress drops and site 'effects can be used to estimate the high fre
quency ground motion for potentially damaging earthquakes in the Reno-Carson City metropolitan area. 

The September 12, 1994 Mw 5.9 Double Spring Flat (DSF) earthquake has been followed by an unusual aftershock 
period for western Basin and Range sequences. The mainshock initiated at the intersection of a northeast and northwest 
striking set of conjugate faults; rupture progressed on the northeast striking fault plane (dePolo and others, 1994). Eight 
days after the mainshock, the activity migrated from the mainshock fault plane to the northwest striking high-angle, right
lateral structure. Over the next two years the focus of activity moved southward, primarily into the footwall block of the 
Antelope Valley fault zone. This sequence has produced a total of 18 M = 4 to 5.9 events. The focal mechanisms ofM > 4 
events were estimated from moment tensor inversion (Dreger and others, 1993) using broadband regional data. There are a 
variety of faulting mechanisms. The T-axis (minimum stress direction) is oriented east-west (N80E to N140E) for the 
sequence. The style of focal mechanisms and the east-west oriented T-axis is commonly observed along the Eastern Sier
ran front in northern Nevada. The estimated static stress drop for the mainshock, using an average slip of 54 centimeters, 
and a seismic moment of 5.7xl01\24 dyne-cm is 15 bars. We have calculated about the stress drops of about 200 after
shocks. 

The 15 November 1995, Mw 4.5 Border Town, Nevada, earthquake sequence occurred near the California-Nevada 
border approximately 20 kilometers northwest of Reno, Nevada (Ichinose and others, 1997). The mainshock occurred on a 
steeply west-dipping fault at a depth of 14 kilometers, and showed a normal-oblique slip mechanism. The projection of the 
preferred fault plane to the surface coincides with the trace of a suspected Quaternary fault. We infer that the more promi
nent through going Last Chance fault, to the west, is also a high-angle fault most likely accommodating strike-slip motion. 
The mainshock static stress drop is 65 bars estimated from spectral inversion of waveforms recorded at an intermediate 
period station at Washoe City, Nevada. The December 2, 1996, M = 4.3 Sutcliffe, Nevada, earthquake occurred in the 
Pyramid Lake zault zone at a depth of 13.5 kilometers. A high-angle, strike-slip mechanism and seismic moment of 2.2 x 
1022 dyne-cm has been estimated from the moment tensor inversion. Using a spectra inversion method from data recorded 
at a local broadband station we estimate a static stress drop of 10 bars for the Sutcliffe event. 

IMPLICATIONS OF VARIABLE LATE QUATERNARY RECURRENCE INTERVALS FOR PROBA
BILISTIC SEISMIC-HAZARD ASSESSMENTS; EXAMPLES FROM UTAH AND WEST TEXAS 

KEATON, Jeffrey R., AGRA Earth & Environmental, Inc., 130 Yucca Drive, Sedona, AZ 86336-3222 (72560.1510@CompuServe.COM) 

Probabilistic seismic-hazard assessments are based in part on recurrence intervals of future earthquakes generated by 
all possible sources. Future recurrence intervals are based on historical and paleo seismic data. Average recurrence inter
vals of major earthquakes traditionally are represented as uniform with time. Episodic or variable recurrence of surface
faulting earthquakes has been found for some faults. The present abstract summarizes such evidence for two normal faults 
in the Basin & Range Province: the West Valley fault zone (WVFZ) near Salt Lake City, Utah, and the East Franklin Moun
tains fault zone (EFMFZ) near El Paso, Texas. The WVFZ consists of two subparallel traces, the western Granger fault and 
the eastern Taylorsville fault, with east-facing scarps as high as 6.1 meters in late Pleistocene Lake Bonneville sediments. 
It displays increasing slip rate over the past 140 kyr with clear evidence for tectonic quiescence during deposition of Lake 
Bonneville sediments (27 to 12 kyr in the elevation range of the WVFZ). Boring cores and sediment ages estimated from 
TL and amino acid racemization methods indicate that the top of the 140-kyr Little Valley Alloformation has a vertical sep
aration of 17.4 to 18.9 meters across the Granger fault (slip rate >0.12 to >0.14 mlkyr). The top of the 60-kyr Cutler Dam 
Alloformation has a vertical separation of 12.8 to 14.3 meters across the Granger fault (slip rate >0.21 to >0.24 mlkyr). 
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The top of the 12-kyr Lake Bonneville Alloformation has a vertical separation of 5.2 to 6.7 meters across the Granger fault 
(slip rate >0.43 to >0.56 m/kyr). Post-Bonneville sediments «12 kyr) are displaced or warped 1.2 to 1.5 meters across the 
Taylorsville fault (deformation rate >0.10 to >0.13 m/kyr). Slip rates for the WVFZ are shown on figure 1. Previously pub
lished drill-hole data suggests that buried 1.8-myr late Pliocene pediment surfaces are offset 64 to 77 meters across the 
WVFZ (average Quaternary slip rate of 0.03 to 0.04 mlkyr). The Taylorsville fault displays 2 flexure-displacement events 
in post-Gilbert «10.3 kyr) littoral and lagoonal sediments (Holocene recurrence rate of 5.15 kyr). The southern part of the 
Granger fault displays 2 normal-slip events in post-Bonneville «12 kyr) lacustrine sediments, and 3 normal-slip events in 
post-Gilbert paleochannels of the Jordan River and other geomorphic features (Holocene recurrence rate of 2.4 kyr). A 
combined Holocene recurrence rate of 1.7 kyr would result if the events on the Taylorsville fault were independent of those 
on the Granger fault. 

The north-trending EFMFZ is one of many Quaternary faults in the Rio Grande rift area of west Texas and New Mex
ico. It is the southern part of the 182-kilometer-Iong San Andres-Organ-East Franklin Mountains fault system. The EFMFZ 
obviously offsets Quaternary units by as much as 125 meters in a non-urbanized area north of EI Paso. Using units correl
ative to those established for the Desert Project in southern New Mexico, geologic mapping indicated faulting of Jornada 
II-age calcrete units (150 to 25 kyr) and older. No younger units displayed conclusive evidence of offset. It remains 
unclear if Isaack's Ranch-age units (15 to 8 kyr) exist in the area; however, younger Organ units «8 kyr) are clearly 
unfaulted. Drill-hole data reveals more than 48.3 meters of vertical separation of the top of 250 to 400-kyr Camp Rice For
mation (Jornada I surface). Trenching of a 10.7-meter-high scarp revealed multiple post-Jornada II displacements (4 to 6 
events) with approximately 1.8 to 3.5 meters of offset per event. Interpretations of slip rate for the EFMFZ are based on 
two radiometric dates from colluvial-wedge sediments and speculations regarding time for soil carbonate development and 
ages of alluvial units and geomorphic surfaces. The most recent colluvial wedge on the EFMFZ yielded a soil carbonate 
date of approximately 10.9 kyr, whereas the penultimate colluvial wedge yielded a soil carbonate date of approximately 
15.6 kyr. Substantial periods of seismic quiescence must have occurred to allow multiple stage IV calcretes to develop. The 
variability in time between surface-faulting earthquakes on the EFMFZ may be episodic. A slip rate of 0.1 m/kyr for the 
past 500 kyr appears reasonable, as shown on figure 2; however, a slip rate of 0.3 m/kyr is justified by the two most recent 
surface-faulting events. The faulted stratigraphy along the WVFZ indicates that the Holocene slip rate is an order of mag
nitude greater than the early Quaternary slip rate. Paleo seismic quiescence occurred during the Bonneville deep-lake 
cycle. The relationship of the WVFZ to the nearby Wasatch fault and the potential independence of the WVFZ as a gener
ator of seismicity in the Salt Lake Valley remain unresolved. Assessment of earthquake hazards in the EI Paso area depends 
on a judgment about the frequency of future earthquakes: Is the EFMFZ still in a episode of relatively frequent surface
faulting earthquakes, or has it entered another episode of seismic quiescence? Issues such as these contribute to uncer
tainty in the results of probabilistic seismic-hazard assessments. 
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RECOGNITION OF ACTIVE BUT NON-SEISMOGENIC SALT-RELATED DEFORMATION 
WITHIN AN EXTENSIONAL ENVIRONMENT, WEST-CENTRAL COLORADO 

KIRKHAM, Robert M., and Randall K. Streufert, Colorado Geological Survey, PO Box 172, Montevista, CO 81144 
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During the past five years the Colorado Geological Survey has mapped the geology of six 7.5-minute quadrangles in 
the Glenwood Springs-Carbondale-Dotsero area of west-central Colorado, which lies about 45 kilometers west of the 
northern end of the Rio Grande rift. This region contains widespread late Cenozoic volcanic rocks, including the 4,150-
year-old Dotsero volcano, it has experienced a moderate level of historic seismicity, and several previous investigators had 
reported evidence of late Tertiary and Quaternary extensional deformation. During the initial phases of our project we dis
covered several geologically young structures which could be interpreted as evidence of significant paleo seismicity, sug
gesting this area had potential for large future earthquakes. 

As geologic mapping progressed, we encountered many more young structures but began to realize that these were 
unusual types of structures unlike those typically found in extensional environments. They included diapiric valley anti
clines which fold .late Pleistocene terraces, synclinal sags, ductily folded, yet brittle volcanic flows, intrusive contacts 
between evaporitic and clastic formations, large topographic troughs in outwash terraces, and extensive deposits of broken 
and rubbly rock. These unusual structural features lie within a 650 kilometer area where Pennsylvanian evaporitic rocks 
occur at or near the ground surface. Late Tertiary volcanic rocks are downdropped up to 1,300 meters within this collapsed 
block. Deformation along the boundaries of the collapse block include monoclinal folding of late Tertiary volcanic flows 
and relaxation or unfolding of the Laramide Grand Hogback monocline. 

We now interpret this widespread, geologically young structural deformation as resulting from regional and localized 
collapse due to flowage, dissolution, and diapirism of underlying evaporitic rocks. This interpretation greatly affects the 
seismogenic potential of these structures. If these features were related to crustal extension, they could be capable of gener
ating potentially damaging earthquakes of magnitude 6.5 to 7.0. If, as we suspect, they are shallow structures resultant 
from predominantly plastic deformation in the underlying evaporitic rocks or from subsidence or collapse into dissolution 
cavities in the evaporite, then their seismic potential is much lower. 

GEOPHYSICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF ACTIVE FAULTS IN THE BASIN AND RANGE, AND 
THE EARTHQUAKE HAZARD OF THE PAHRUMP VALLEY FAULT ZONE 

LOUIE, John, Gordon Shields, Gene Ichinose, Michael Hasting, Gabriel Plank, and Steve Bowman, Associate Professor of Seismol-
ogy, Seismological Lab (174) The University of Nevada, Reno, Reno, NV 89557-0141 (louie@seismo.unr.edu) . 

We employ the seismic-reflection, gravity, magnetic, and electromagnetic geophysical techniques to examine the sub-. 
surface geometry of seismogenic structures such as the Pahrump Valley fault zone (PVFZ), 50 to 100 kilometers west of 
Las Vegas. Geophysical techniques can provide clues to segmentation and rates of activity in advance of detailed trench 
studies, and can uncover deeper and older displacements. On the PVFZ we can locate fault strands near eroded fault-line 
scarps from pronounced magnetic and soil conductivity anomalies. We also observe truncations and limit the vertical off
sets of reflective ash beds in shallow seismic profiles. The sharpness of the magnetic and soil conductivity anomalies 
appears to correlate with the relative geomorphic youth of the scarps. These three geophysical techniques in combination 
can locate faults that lack clear surface expressions. PVFZ strands in southern Stewart Valley show clear evidence for more 
than 18 meters of Holocene dextral displacement in a 3-D seismic survey, but without any vertical component of displace
ment. The Pahrump Valley faul~ zone appears to have little potential for segmentation, suggesting ruptures as long as 100 
kilometers. The 18 meter minimum displacement of Wisconsin and pre-Wisconsin age lacustrine formations likely results 
from a Holocene dextral slip rate above 0.1 mm/yr.; the rate is certainly larger than 0.03 mm/yr., and probably less than 2 
mm/yr. Having a slip rate above that of other faults in southern Nevada, and more typical of Great Basin faults in general, 
the PVFZ may be able to produce a magnitude 7 event only 50 kilometers from the Las Vegas metropolitan area. 

CHARACTER OF FAULTING ALONG THE HUNTER MOUNTAIN FAULT ZONE AND EVIDENCE 
FOR ACTIVE DEXTRAL SLIP TRANSFER ACROSS SALINE VALLEY RHOMBOCHASM, EAST
ERN CALIFORNIA 

OSWALD, John A., and S. G. Wesnousky, Center for Neotectonic Studies, m/s 169, University of Nevada, Reno, NY, 89557-0135 
(johno@seismo.unr.edu SteveW@seismo.unr.edu) 

The Hunter Mountain fault zone is a 46-kilometer-Iong, northwest trending, right-lateral fault zone that links the north
ern end of the Panamint Valley fault zone to the southern end of the Saline Valley fault. When combined, the three faults 
total approximately 160 kilometers of nearly continuous fault scarps, and fault-related features. The Panamint Valley
Hunter Mountain-Saline Valley fault zone is one of three major fault zones that distribute approximately 8 mm/yr. of dex
tral slip from the Mojave Desert northward into the Walker Lane belt. Dextral slip on the Hunter Mountain fault zone 
accommodates the opening of Saline Valley and northern Panamint Valley, forming near perfect rhombochasms. 

Our observations show that the pass between Panamint Valley and Saline Valley exhibits a clear history of dextral off-
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set in preserved geomorphic features. In southern Saline Valley, in addition to faulting along the Inyo Mountains range 
front, there exist several normal faults that splay northward off the main trace and trend toward Eureka Valley. Scarps 
along the normal faults within Saline Valley display a morphology and offset units that we interpret to represent a Holocene 
event. 

A single event scarp, east of Daisy Canyon and on the Hunter Mountain fault zone, shows a 2: 1 ratio of dextral to nor
mal separation of a channel levee. The youthful appearance of the scarp, and the surficial characteristics of the -offset unit 
suggest 2 meters of right-lateral separation at this location in the 
Holocene. The discrepancy in the style of offset between the two sites 
can be explained by one of two scenarios: (1) two separate events within 
the Holocene, a dextral event on the Hunter Mountain fault, and a nor
mal event on the Saline Valley fault, or (2) a single event that produced 
spatial variations in the dextral and normal component of offset due to 
variations in fault strike. 

RECENT LARGE-MAGNITUDE EVENTS ALONG THE 
CARSON RANGE FAULT SYSTEM, A PRINCIPAL FRONTAL 
FAULT OF THE NORTHERN SIERRA NEVADA 

RAMELLI, Alan R, Craig M. dePolo, and John W Bell, Nevada Bureau of 
Mines and GeologylMS178, University of Nevada, Reno, NV 89557 
(rame lli @ nbmg. unr. edu) 

The Carson Range fault system (CRFS) bounds the eastern sides of 
the urbanized basins of western Nevada and poses the primary seismic 
hazard to the Reno/Carson City area, the second most populated area in 
the state. The CRFS, one of the most active faults in the west-central 
Basin and Range Province, has generated multiple large-magnitude 
earthquakes within the past few thousand years. 

The southern CRFS, commonly referred to as the Genoa fault, dis
plays a conspicuous paleoseismic scarp indicating at least one recent 
surface-rupturing event. Three exploratory trenches excavated across 
the main stretch of the Genoa fault revealed evidence of two late 
Holocene events with normal surface displacements of 3 to 5.5 meters 
per event. Such offsets are comparable to the largest historical Basin 
and Range Province earthquakes (e.g., 1915 Pleasant Valley, NV and 
1959 Hebgen Lake, MT) and suggest earthquakes of about magnitude 
7.5. Based on 14C ages derived from stratified charcoal in two trenches, 
the niost recent and penultimate events on this part of the Genoa fault 
appear to have occurred during ranges of 500-650 yr B.P., and 2,000-
2,200 yr B .P., respectively. The southern Genoa fault lacks a prominent 
paleo seismic scarp, and bedrock outcrops and mid-Pleistocene alluvial 
fans present on the down thrown side indicate a significantly lower rate 
of activity. Nonetheless, latest Pleistocene glacial outwash terraces 
along the West Carson River at Woodfords are displaced vertically by at 
least 10 meters. 

From Carson City to Reno, constraints on recent activity of the 
CRFS are not as good as for the Genoa fault, but what data exist suggest 
similar timing and smaller offsets. One or more of three northeast-strik
ing faults in the Carson City area (Kings Canyon, Carson City, and 
Indian Hill faults) may rupture with the Genoa fault. A left step and 
bedrock high separate the Kings Canyon and Washoe Valley faults, re
flecting a probable earthquake segment boundary. Trenching in Washoe 
Valley similarly indicates two events within the past 2 kyr (about 2 m 
offset per event), but stratigraphic constraints were insufficient to 
bracket the timing of individual events. Near Reno, the CRFS is a 
highly distributed zone, with several subparallel, nested grabens cutting 
the Pleistocene Mt. Rose outwash fan. Timing constraints are ~oor in 
this area due to a paucity of Holocene alluvial surfaces, but a 4C age 
from organic material within a fissure along the range-front trace about 1 
kilometer north of Nevada Highway 431, suggests an event within the 
past several hundred years. 
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Generalized strip map of the Carson Range fault system 
(CRFS), a principal frontal fault of the northern Sierra 
Nevada and the primary seismic hazard to the Reno/Car
son City urban corridor. Sections of the CRFS include: 1) 
southern Genoa fault; 2) main section of the Genoa fault; 
3) Indian Hill fault; 4) Carson City fault; 5) Kings 
Canyon fault zone; 6) Washoe Valley fault; 7) Little Valley 
fault; and 8) Mt. Rose frontal fault. 
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HOLOCENE PALEOSEISMICITY, SEGMENTATION, AND SEISMIC POTENTIAL OF THE FISH 
LAKE VALLEY FAULT ZONE, NEVADA AND CALIFORNIA 

43 

SAWYER, T.L., Consultant, 10455 San Fernando Rd. Reno, NV 89506 (103253.1322@compuserve.com); M.e. Reheis, U.S. Geologi
cal Survey, MS 980, Federal Center, P.O. Box 25046, Lakewood, CO 80225 (mreheis@usgs.gov) 

The ~ 70-km-Iong, right-oblique Fish Lake Valley fault zone (FLVFZ) is the northern part of the Furnace Creek fault 
zone; the adjacent section is the Northern Death Valley fault zone (NDVFZ). We conducted detailed mapping of this major 
fault zone and a well-dated sequence of surficial deposits, and interpreted trench exposures at six sites to assess the 
Holocene fault behavior and seismic potential of the FLVFZ. Our results indicate that the FLVFZ has produced several 
moderate to large earthquakes in the past 5,000 years. 

We propose that the fault zone in-
cludes four earthquake-rupture segments, 
from north to south: Leidy Creek, Wild
horse Creek, Oasis, and Cucomongo Can
yon segments (see figure). These segments 
differ somewhat from the sections defined 
by Reheis and Sawyer (1977, GSA Bull., 
v. 109). The en echelon, N25° - 40° W
striking Leidy Creek segment, Oasis seg
ment, and NDVFZ fonn two approximately 
4-kilometer-wide left (i.e., restraining) 
steps, in which the N50° W to east-west
striking Wildhorse Creek and Cucomongo 
Canyon segments are located. The Leidy 
Creek and Oasis segments are character
ized by right-oblique-normal slip, have 
ruptured in the past 700 to 1,500 years, 
and have average recurrence intervals of 
approximately 500 to 1,000 years. In con
trast, the Wildhorse Creek and Cucomon
go Canyon segments are characterized by 
right-oblique-reverse slip, have not rup
tured in the past 1,700 years, and probably 
have recurrence intervals <1,700 years. 
Thus, adjacent rupture segments different 
in sense of dip-slip and are separated by, 
or occupy, large (~4-km-wide) releasing 
or restraining steps. Smaller releasing and 
restraining steps on the Leidy Creek seg
ment appear to have had no effect on the 
rupture associated with the most recent 
event (MRE). 

Recent comparisons of geodetic and 
geologic slip rates help constrain the seis
mic potential of the FL VFZ. The FLVFZ 
and NDVFZ account for about half the 
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rate of 10-12 mmlyr of Pacific-North American plate-boundary shear accommodated in the Basin and Range Province 
between about lat. 36° 30' and 38° N (Klinger and Piety, 1996, USBR report 96-10; Reheis and Sawyer, 1997). Our trench 
and mapping data combined with these slip rates indicate the following: (1) the MRE on each of the four proposed seg
ments is distinct in time and space, (2) roughly> 7 meters of right-lateral strain has accumulated on both the Wildhorse 
Creek and Cucomongo Canyon segments, if strain accumulates at our preferred late Pleistocene rate of 4 mmlyr on the 
FLVFZ, (3) empirical relations suggest characteristic earthquakes on the Leidy Creek and Oasis segments of Mw 6.7 to 6.8 
an~ on the Wildhorse Creek and Cucomongo Canyon segments of about Mw 6.2 to 6.3. Thus, either (a) these right-
0(bbbque-reverse-sliP segments should have ruptured more than 30 times in the past 1,700 years, which has not occurred; or 
th) we .suspect that some earthquakes nucleating on the Wildhorse Creek and Cucomongo Canyon segments may rupture 

e entIre FLVFZ producing Mw 7 or greater maximum earthquakes, which suggests a complex "nested" segmentation 
m~el, (4) recurrence intervals range from 500 to ~1,700 years and are longest where the dip-slip component is reverse, 
ra er .than normal, (5) elapsed times since the MRE on the Leidy Creek and Oasis segments equal or exceed their recur
re~ce .Intervals, suggesting that the FLVFZ is a prime candidate for producing an earthquake within the White Mountain 
:;srruc ~ap, and (6) restraining steps ~ 4 kilometers wide along strike-slip faults should be considered as potential segment 

undanes or as containing obliquely oriented, nested(?) rupture segments. 
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NONLINEAR AMPLIFICATION STUDIES ON DEEP SOIL DEPOSITS IN RENO, NEVADA 

SIDDHARTHAN, Raj v., Professor of Civil Engineering, University of Nevada, Reno, NV 89557 (siddhart@ unr.edu) Ni Shean-Der, 
Graduate Student, John G. Anderson, Professor of Seismology 

Many field investigations of past earthquake damage have clearly revealed the role of the foundation soil on the dam
age to structures founded in soil. The contribution of foundation soil may be viewed as from (1) wave-passage effects, and 
(2) soil-structure interaction effects. The wave-passage effect is due to the fact that the seismic waves have to travel 
through the foundation soil to reach the structure. A realistic evaluation of the wave-passage effects using the free-field 
typically is the first step in the study of the seismic-risk evaluation of a superstructure. 

There is clear evidence (Lotung SMART1 array data, Lorna Prieta, Kobe and other earthquakes) that soil exhibits non
linear characteristics above an acceleration level of 0.1g or so. Thus soil nonlinearity can playa significant role in many of 
the seismic designs of structures such as bridges and buildings. The soil nonlinearity can influence characteristics of the 
motion (amplitude, frequency, and duration) that reaches the foundation level. 

A modified version of DESRA2 dynamic response model for saturated soil has been applied to study the nonlinear 
seismic response, including liquefaction of a typical soil deposit found in Reno-Sparks area. This deposit is deep (over 120 
m in depth) with water table near the surface. Soil properties needed to use in the model were obtained from in-situ seis
mic-velocity measurements and from the recent design guidelines proposed for the dynamic soil properties by EPRI. 
These EPRI guidelines recommend that the dynamic soil properties (shear modulus ratio and damping) be characterized as 
a function of depth (or stress level). The influence of important parameters such as the excitation strength and residual 
porewater pressure on the response of the deep soil column are presented in the paper. The base excitation used with the 
DESRA2 model was developed based on the recently completed work on Reno Scenario Earthquake. 

The study reveals that (1) there is substantial deamplification in the surface motion as the strength of the base excita
tion increased, (2) influence of generation of porewater pressure is important in higher excitation levels, and (3) response 
predicted from conventionally used stress-independent soil properties (e.g., SHAKE) is unconservative. 

MAGMA INTRUSION AND SEISMIC-HAZARDS ASSESSMENT IN THE BASIN AND RANGE PROVINCE 

SMITH, Richard P., and S.M. Jackson, Idaho National Engineering and Environmental Laboratory, P.O. Box 1625, Idaho Falls, ID 
83415-2107, (rps3@inel.gov); W.R. Hackett, WRH Associates, 2880 E. Naniloa Circle, Salt Lake City, UT 84117 

In Basin and Range Province seismic-hazards assessments it is often appropriate to consider the influence of magmatic 
processes on tectonic faulting. Magma intrusion into the seismogenic crust tends to supplant single, large tectonic earth
quakes with swarms of low to moderate magnitude earthquakes. If magma intrusion is not considered, both maximum 
magnitude and frequency of large earthquakes can be overestimated. 

Magma intrusion and normal faulting are fundamental processes of crustal extension. In areas with sufficient magma 
output rates, extension is accommodated in the upper crust by intrusion of vertical dikes perpendicular to the extension 
direction and tectonic normal faulting is suppressed or replaced. This is because the dike intrusion process prevents differ
ential stresses from building to levels necessary for normal faulting. Dike intrusion commonly induces surface deforma
tion in extensional volcanic terrains. Surface deformation includes open fissures, monoclines, normal faults, and graben. 
They are caused by extensional stresses above and ahead of dikes propagating in the shallow subsurface. 

The mechanism of dike intrusion and the nature of co-intrusive seismicity have important implications for determina
tion of the maximum magnitude and recurrence of earthquakes. Observational seismicity from volcanic rift zones world
wide suggests the maximum magnitUdes of dike-induced earthquakes are 3.8 ± 0.8. Earthquakes are generally- small to 
moderate because downdip extents of dike-induced faults and fissures are controlled by the depth to the top of the associ
ated dike (usually <5 km), permitting only small rupture areas. Also, rupture and displacement on faults and fissures 
migrate incrementally at about the velocity of propagating dikes (0.5 m/s) as dike dilation stresses the zone above and 
ahead of the dike. Earthquake recurrence is tied to recurrence of volcanic cycles based on the geochronology of the associ
ated volcanic materials. The volcanic recurrence data must be interpreted as representing recurring periods of co-intrusive 
seismicity, not the recurrence of individual earthquakes as are typically used for estimating slip rates in normal faults. 

Areas where magmatism has affected the activity of Basin and Range normal faults include the eastern Snake River 
Plain (ESRP) of Idaho, the Mono Basin of eastern California, the Northern Nevada rift in the central Great Basin, and pos
sibly the Yucca Mountain area of southern Nevada and the Modoc Plateau-Lassen volcanic highland of northern Califor
nia. The distribution of Quaternary igneous rocks in the Basin and Range Province shows that magma intrusion may be 
important over large areas of southwestern Nevada and southwestern Utah. 

In the ESRP (Smith and others, 1996, JGR, 101,6277-6292), Quaternary basaltic magmatism has·completely replaced 
normal faulting as the primary extension mechanism. Northwest-trending volcanic rift zones with both volcanoes and 
dike-induced extensional structures are the surficial manifestations of magmatic accommodation of northeast-directed 
extension. In the Mono Basin (Bursik and Sieh, 1989, JGR, 94, 15587-15609), volcanism and dike intrusion in the Mono 
Craters and Inyo Domes, beginning at about 40 kyr, caused shutdown of normal-fault slip on the adjacent portions of the 
Sierra Nevada range-front normal fault. Recognition of magma intrusion as the source of seismicity in place of large, nor
mal-faulting earthquakes can greatly affect seismic-hazards assessments. Because of low magnitudes and long recurrence 
intervals, the seismic hazard associated with magma intrusion is commonly less than that posed by background (non-sur
face rupturing) tectonic seismicity. 
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DEFINITION OF FAULT SEGMENTS ON YOUNG NORMAL FAULTS: GEOMETRY, OFFSET, AND 
SCARPS OF THE HURRICANE FAULT, UTAH AND HIKO FAULT, NEVADA 

TAYLOR, Wanda J., Douglas D. Switzer, and K. Jill Hammond, Dept. of Geoscience, University of Nevada, 4505 Maryland Parkway, 
Las Vegas, NV 89154-4010 (wjt@nevada.edu) 

Segmented faults have distinct sections that may rupture during a single earthquake. Thus, it is important to define 
segments on individual faults and to evaluate the seismic risk associated with the entire fault as well as with each segment. 

In cases where high-quality seismic data are not available, it is more straightforward to define fault segment bound
aries rather than the fault segments. Segment boundaries, the connecting zones between segments, may be geometric or 
behavioral (cf., dePolo and others, 1991, Journal of Structural Geology). Geometric boundaries are relatively large bends 
that are convex toward a normal-fault hanging wall; the fault strike and dip change across a geometric boundary. Geomet
ric boundaries and segments can be simply defined based on marked changes in strike and dip· along the trace of a fault. 
Behavioral boundaries are locations of rupture initiation or termination. Therefore, behavioral boundaries are directly 
related to earthquakes. A significant issue, then, is whether or not geometric boundaries correspond to behavioral bound
aries, and thus, are important to defining seismic hazards. 

Along the -250-kilometer-long, generally north-striking Hurricane fault in southwestern Utah five geometric bound
aries are evident. All of the these boundaries are p1arked bends that are convex toward the hanging wall. We suggest that 
at least two of these geometric bends are also behavioral bends. One of these bends lies near Toquerville, Utah, and the 
other lies about 15 kilometers south of the Utah-Arizona state line. At each bend (1) the total stratigraphic separation along 
the fault markedly decreases at the bend suggesting that the numbers or sizes of earthquakes that crossed the bend are dif
ferent from those that occurred north and south of the bend, and (2) the scarps north of the bend are larger or younger sug
gesting that the last earthquake on each of the bends were of different ages or sizes. In addition, on the boundary near 
Toquerville, the number of fault strands south of the boundary is larger than north of the boundary (cf., Stewart and Taylor, 
1996, Journal of Structural Geology). 

Along the -45-kilometer-Iong, generally north-striking Hiko fault in southeastern Nevada one geometric boundary is 
evident. The boundary is broad bend (-8-kilometers-Iong) and convex toward the hanging wall. This bend is both a geo
metric and a structural boundary. The fault changes geometry across the bend; specifically the strike changes from north
northeast to north-northwest. This bend also is a structural boundary because the location of the bend is controlled by the 
location of older northeast-to east -striking oblique-slip faults. The older faults crop out near the north and south edges of 
the geometric barrier. These faults are presently cut by various strands of the Hiko fault. North of the bend the fault has 
one to four strands, whereas, south of the bend the fault has six to eight strands. The difference in the number of strands 
suggests that the number or distribution of earthquakes is different north and south of the bend. 

RELATION OF GRAVITATIONALLY DRIVEN LITHOSPHERIC EXTENSION TO LOW SLIP-RATE 
FAULTS AND REGIONAL SEISMIC HAZARDS IN THE WESTERN U.S. 

UNRUH, l.R., Lettis & Associates, William Lettis & As., 1777 Botelho Dr., #262, Walnut Creek, CA 94596 (unruh@lettis.com); C.R. 
Jones, CIRES, University of Colorado, Boulder; L.J. Sonder Dartmouth College, Hanover, NH 

Quaternary normal faults with very low slip rates and long recurrence intervals for surface-rupturing events are well 
documented in the interior of the western Cordillera. In contrast to plate boundary structures (e.g., the San Andreas fault 
system in western California) and zones of localized deformation in the interior of the Cordillera (e.g. the Wasatch fault 
sy.stem in Utah), where active faults exhibit slip rates on the order of mm/;rr. to tens of mm/yr., low slip-rate faults in moun
taInOUS regions of the western U.S. typically move at rates of 10-2 to 10- mm/yr. These structures are best documented in 
the Sierra Nevada of California, but examples also are present in the Basin and Range and southern Rocky Mountains. 
Locally, these faults are recognized as potentially significant seismic sources for engineered and critical facilities. To date, 
however, low slip-rate normal faults have not been the subject of focused research to place them in a regional tectonic con
text, .or to evaluate quantitatively the forces responsible for active (but very slow) extensional deformation of the 
CordIlleran interior. 

We propose that low slip-rate normal faults in areas of high elevation like the Sierra Nevada primarily accommodate 
slow extension driven by gradients in gravitational potential energy (PE) in the lithosphere. Our previous work (Jones and 
others, 1996, Nature, v. 381, p. 37-41) has shown that PE values over much of the southwestern United States are capable 
of driv~ng extensional strain rates of 10-16/S to 10-15/S, similar to those measured in the Basin and Range by geodetic and 
geO~ogIc techniques. The Sierra Nevada is characterized by values of gravitational potential energy similar to those in the 
BaSIn a~d Range, which should give rise to similar horizontal tensile deviatoric stresses. Indeed, analysis of seismic focal 
me~han~sms from the Sierra Nevada consistently show evidence for horizontal extension, distinct from strike-slip de for
:at~~n In th~ Walker Lane belt to the east. Based on our preliminary analyses using estimates of the average strength of 
fi ~ Ierran lIthosphere, we find that the PE available to drive extensional deformation in the northern Sierra Nevada is suf-
~Clent to produce average extension rates of 10-18/S to 10-17/s. These extension rates are at least an order of magnitude 
~ OWer than the average extension rates across the Basin and Range. Total dip-slip displacement of late Miocene volcanic 

ows along an 70 kilometer NE-SW transect across the northern Sierra Nevada (Page and others, 1995) suggests an aver-
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age integrated late Cenozoic extensional velocity of approximately 10-1 mm/yr. The corresponding extensional strain rate 
is approximately 10-17/s, consistent at the order-of-magnitude level with our predictions derived from PE estimates. Addi
tional work is needed to further evaluate the relations between PE and low slip-rate faults in the Sierra Nevada and other 
regions of the Cordillera. 

The PE-based approach has implications for seismic-hazard assessment in large areas of the western United States. 
Evaluating hazards associated with low slip-rate faults is problematic using classic deterministic methods because thelow 
rates of activity imply very long return periods between large events. The contribution to total hazard posed by these faults 
probably is better evaluated using probabilistic techniques. Our approach provides a theoretical basis for confidently 
assigning very low rates of activity to normal faults outside of well-defined zones of active tectonism. Our method also 
provides a means of estimating maximum regional strain rates in continental interiors due to PE gradients. Although large 
uncertainties are attached to the method, it may be useful for assessing the possibility that high-hazard faults (i.e., long rup
ture segments; high slip rates) have been overlooked by reconnaissance investigations. 

SEISMICITY IN THE SGB: WHAT DO EARTHQUAKE CATALOGS ACCURATELY INDICATE? 
VON SEGGERN, D. H., and J. N. Brune, Seismological Laboratory, MS 174, University of Nevada-Reno, MS 174, Reno, NV 89557 
(vonseg@seismo.unr.edu) 

The Great Basin has not been adequately instrumented for many aspects of seismicity studies, even to the current time. 
The southern Great Basin is an exception due to issues related to weapons testing and nuclear waste storage. But even 
here, the duration of the well-determined seismic catalog is short, only starting in the 1960s. The earliest seismic catalog 
entry is for 1868; this, and most entries until 1932 are based on felt reports. Due to the extremely sparse popUlation of this 
area, the epicenters are very poorly determined from the felt data and the intensity estimates. Beginning in 1932, earth
quakes of reasonable size (M > 3.5 ) in the southern Great Basin were reported by Pasadena and Berkeley. However, the 
locations were of poor quality, with nominal depths and large epicenter uncertainties. The installation of seismic-monitor
ing instruments in the 1960s for weapons' tests at the Nevada Test Site improved earthquake catalog quality in the southern 
Great Basin, but these installations were usually temporary and not utilized specifically for earthquake monitoring. In 
1978, the USGS started operation of a network in southern Nevada in support of the Yucca Mountain site characterization 
program. This network provided continuous coverage of the southern Great Basin through 1995. In late 1995, a network 
of digital, 3-component instruments was put into operation by the UNR Seismological Laboratory. Although covering a 
lesser area, this latest network has returned exceptional data quality. 

This paper traces the data quality aspects of the seismic catalogs in the southern Great Basin from the felt earthquakes 
of the late 1800s through the currently detected microearthquakes at Yucca Mountain, as small as -1.0 in magnitude. The 
limitations of the reported data are discussed, along with estimates of the reliability. Three cases illustrate the problems 
with seismic-catalog data in the Great Basin. One, a large earthquake in the Death Valley area in 1916 (M ~ 6) has a loca
tion which changes by up to 100 kilometers, depending on the interpretation of key recordings. Another case, aM = 3.6 
earthquake originally located within 10 kilometers of Yucca Mountain by Pasadena, was found to lie significantly farther 
south after a careful re-examination of available seismograms. The last case is the Non-Proliferation Experiment (NPE) of 
1993. In spite of excellent first-arrival times and many stations well spaced in azimuth and distance, the epicentral error 
was 2 kilometers. Other aspects of the southern Great Basin catalogs which hinder unqualified use, are the large number of 
presumably induced earthquakes in the areas of underground nuclear tests and a significant number of probably falsely 
identified earthquakes whose signals arise from cultural sources. 

Although the seismic catalog in the southern Great Basin has steadily improved over time, the lack of instrumental 
locations until just 60 years ago and the cultural component make the earthquake record since the late 1800s somewhat dif
ficult to interpret. Moreover, the relatively slow deformation of the southern Great Basin makes prehistoric measures of 
seismic activity, such as provided by trenching or precarious rocks, less certain. 

THE SEISMO-WATCH WEEKLY EARTHQUAKE REPORT, A WEEKLY BROADCAST OF GLOBAL 
AND REGIONAL EARTHQUAKE INFORMATION ON COMMUNITY ACCESS TELEVISION 
WATSON, Charles P., Advanced Geologic Exploration, Reno, NV (watson@seismo-watch.com) 

Since November 1996, Advanced Geologic Exploration has featured the television series, "The Seismo-Watch Weekly 
Earthquake Report" on Sierra Nevada Community Access Television (SNCAT), in Reno, Nevada. The television series 
consists of a sequence of 7 to 12 non-audio earthquake graphic panels shown on an electronic community message bill
board. The panels are nested in a stack of community service messages and are updated on a weekly basis with new infor
mation about global and regional earthquake activity. The billboard operates about 70 percent of a 24 hour broadcast 
schedule and cycles through the message stack about two or three times per hour. This indicates the Seismo-Watch Weekly 
Earthquake Report is potentially shown from 30-50 times a day, or 200 to 400 times per week per network channel. 
SNCAT operates a pair of community access channels on two of the primary cable television networks (TCl and Continental 
Television) in the Reno/Sparks metropolitan area, with a combined potential viewership of 221,000 people from 65,000 homes. 

The Seismo-Watch Earthquake Report is built around two panel-sets: two global-activity panels, and two regional-
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act~vity 'pan~ls. E~ch yanel-set includes an earthqua~e. activi~y base map a~d a discussion panel, or Seismic ~ummary, 
whIch hIghlIghts sIgnIfIcant or notable earthquake actIVIty dunng the week uSIng bullet text form. Earthquake actIvity base 
maps feature magnitude, time, and date annotations for epicenters plotted on well-designed and colorful base maps. Earth
quake magnitude totals are summarized for the current week as well as for the previous week. The global map presents 
M5+ earthquake activity and the regional map features M+ 1.0 seismicity for the CalifornialNevada border region, inclUd
ing the very active Mammoth Lakes region and Long Valley caldera. Data sources include the National Earthquake Infor
mation Center, U. S. Geological Survey, and the Seismological Laboratory at University of Nevada, Reno. 

These foundation panel-sets are preceded by an Introduction panel which highlights the sequence content, and fol
lowed by three panels: (1) a Source panel presenting the data and information sources, (2) a Preparedness panel which pre
sents earthquake safety tips and emergency preparedness procedures, and (3) an Exit panel showing the Advanced 
Geologic Exploration contact number for more earthquake and preparedness information. Special Earthquake Report pan
els are also inserted in the sequence to show information about notable earthquake activity from outside the region. Pro
gram underwriters are acknowledged with a one-line organization or company slogan in a format similar to the Public 
Broadcasting System. Underwriting panel(s) are inserted after the Introduction panel and/or before the Exit panel. 

The weekly television series of the Seismo-Watch Earthquake Report begins a new era of transferring earthquake 
information from the seismic-monitoring networks to the public at large via an effective media - television. With its excel
lent graphic presentation, high broadcast frequency, and its relatively economical format, Seismo-Watch Earthquake 
Report provides the people of the Reno/Sparks metropolitan area with increased awareness to earthquake activity of their 
region. The community message billboard is a common feature for Community Access Television stations throughout the 
United States, and similar broadcasts for these networks are being explored. 

CHARACTER OF LATE QUATERNARY LOW-ANGLE(?) NORMAL FAULTING ON THE NORTH
WESTERN SIDE OF THE RUBY MOUNTAINS I EAST HUMBOLDT RANGE, NORTHEASTERN 
NEVADA 

WILLOUGHBY, C.H., and S. G. Wesnousky, Center for Neotectonic Studies, MS 169, University of Nevada, Reno, NV 89557, 
(chrisw@seismo.unr.edu, stevew@seismo.unr.edu) 

Triangular facets on the range front and fault scarps of varying height in Quaternary glacial and alluvial deposits indi
cate the presence of an active normal fault along the northwestern side of the Ruby Mountains and East Humboldt Range. 
We are currently examining the neotectonic character of the fault within an area :""10 kilometers west of Ruby Dome in the 
south, to an area near the small town of Welcome on Interstate 80 in the north. 

The fault trace exists either as an active range-front trace, or as an active piedmont trace -5 kilometers outboard from a 
less active range-front trace. The active trace of the fault consists of three major overlapping en echelon traces each sepa
rated by a -5 kilometer left-step. Slopes are less steep and triangular facets are less developed where faulting exists out
board of the range front. The fault forms grabens -50 to 200 meters wide at many localities. 

Interpretations of a seismic profile line in Lamoille Valley by previous workers suggest that a 15 to 20 degree dipping 
fault zone projects up to scarps in Quaternary deposits at the range front of the northern Ruby Mountains. In addition, the 
slope of triangular facets from apex to fault trace is 14 to 23 degrees throughout the study area. Hence, the fault zone in 
this study possibly dips at a low angle. 

Previous workers recognize two ages of glacial deposits: the older more extensive Lamoille (early Wisconsin), and the 
younger Angel Lake (late Wisconsin). At the mouth of Lamoille, Seitz, and Hennen Canyons, the fault offsets glacial 
moraines and glacial outwash surfaces. Offset Lamoille moraine crests at Seitz Canyon indicate the displacement on the 
fault is principally dip-slip. Measurements of an offset Lamoille glacial moraine crest constrain a slip-rate of 0.1 to 1.0 
mm1yr. The smallest vertical separations on Angel Lake and correlative surfaces are 1 to 2 meters along the southern 32 
kilometers, and 2 to 3 meters along the northern 41 kilometers of the fault zone. Assuming the scarp measurements repre
sent a single event that ruptured the entire fault zone, a Mw 7.2 or greater earthquake occurred sometime in the past 13 to 
20 kyr. 

RECENT MICROSEISMICITY IN THE WESTERN SNAKE RIVER PLAIN, IDAHO, AND TRENCH 
EVIDENCE FOR RECURRENT LATE QUATERNARY FAULTING NEAR THE WSRP SOUTHERN 
MARGIN 

ZOLLWEG, 1. E., G. S. Beukelman, and C. J. Waag, Dept of Geosciences, Boise State University, Boise, ID 83725 (zollweg@sisy
phus. idbsu. edu) 

The Western Snake River Plain (WSRP) of southwestern Idaho is a large northwest-trending graben bounded by com
plex late Cenozoic normal-fault zones. The age of most recent faulting related to WSRP development has been commonly 
accepted to be in excess of 100 kyr. Historically, the WSRP and its margins have been an area of extremely low seismicity, 
although until recently location thresholds have been limited to M = 4+ events. A small number of recent earthquakes in the 
M = 1-2 range demonstrate the WSRP is seismically active at the microearthquake level, with epicenters located in the 
interior and near both margins of the WSRP. 
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Scarp slope/height characteristics indicate Holocene surface rupture occurred on the Halfway Gulch fault at the WSRP 
southern margin, and on the Water Tank fault located about 8 kilometers into the WSRP. Trenching of a late Quaternary fan 
deposit offset by the Water Tank fault revealed a sequence of five complete and one partial colluvial wedges, suggesting a 
minimum of 6 earthquakes have occurred in the late Pleistocene and Holocene. Colluvial-wedge thicknesses were used to 
estimate moment magnitudes of approximately 6.5 to 6.7 for the five most recent events. Pedogenic carbonate analysis of 
wedge deposits indicates the five most recent events occurred within approximately the past 30· kyr, and that the most 
recent event occurred about 3 kyr. The recurrent fault motion and the observed micro seismicity are evidence that portions 
of the WSRP are tectonically active. The majority of Idaho's population resides within the WSRP, and this study indicates 
that seismic hazard in the Boise-Mountain Home area may be greater than was previously thought. 
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1997 UNIFORM BUILDING CODE GROUND-SHAKING CRITERIA 

Robert E. Bachman, S.E. 
Fluor Daniel, Inc., 3353 Michelson Drive 

Irvine, California 92698 

ABSTRACT 

The recently published 1997 Uniform Building Code (UBC) incorporates two significant changes to the ground-shak
ing criteria which apply to all structures. The first change is a revision to soil types and soil-amplification factors. The sec
ond change is the incorporation of near-source factors in UBC seismic zone 4. Together these changes result in the largest 
increases in code ground-shaking criteria in the past 30 years. Records obtained from the Strong Motion Instrumentation 
Program (SMIP) along with U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) records were the primary sources of data used to justify these 
code changes. 

SOIL TYPES AND SOIL-AMPLIFICATION 
FACTORS 

The ground shaking basis for code design is reflected 
in the 5 percent damped elastic response spectra shown in 
figure 1 (UBC figure 16-3). The response spectra is de
fined in terms of two site seismic coefficients Ca and Cy. 
The site seismic coefficients are determined as a function 
of seismic zone; soil type; and in zone 4, near-source fac
tors. The soil profiles are subdivided into six types based 
on the average soil properties in the top 100 feet of the soil 
profile. The types are identified as SA through SF and are 
defined in accordance with table 16-J (attached) from the 
1997 UBC. The types are based on consensus delibera
tions from the USGS/National Center for Earthquake 
Engineering Research (NCEER)/Structural Engineers Assoc
iation of California (SEAOC) workshop held at the Uni
versity Southern California (USC) in 1992. These are 
identical to the soil-profile types found in 1994 National 
Earthquake Hazards Reduction Program (NEHRP) Provi
sions. 
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Figure 1. Design response spectra. 

The site seismic coefficients Ca and Cv are deter
mined from tables 16-Q and table 16-R (attached) based 
upon the soil-profile type; seismic zone; and in UBC zone 
4, the near source factors Na and Ny. It should be noted 
that the value of the soil factors depart significantly from 
previous codes in that both short-period and long-period 
structures are affected by soil effects and that the amplifi
cations increase significantly at lower ground-acceleration 
levels. In previous codes soil effects were only consid
ered for long -period structures. The amplification factors 
are consistent with the consensus from the previously ref
erenced USC workshop and are identical to those found in 
the 1994 NEHRP provisions. These effects are consistent 
with observations in the Mexico City and the Lorna Prieta 
earthquakes 

NEAR-SOURCE FACTORS 

The near-source factors were developed by the 
Ground-Motion Ad Hoc Committee of the SEAOC 
Seismology Committee to account for the effects of 
ground motions near the source of seismic events. 
The factors are a refinement of what was developed 
for seismically isolated structures included initially in 
the 1991 UBC. Near-source ground-motion records 
and observed damage from Northridge and Kobe 
have provided convincing evidence of significantly 
more intense ground shaking near the fault rupture 
than had been previously accounted for. 

In order to establish the near-source factors, the 
first step is to identify and locate known active faults 
in UBC zone 4 and classify them into one of three 
source types based on maximum moment magnitude 
and slip rate in accordance with table 16-U (attached). 
Faults are classified based on their maximum magni
tude M, and slip rate, R. Type A sources are faults that 
have a moment magnitude potential of M ~ 7.0 and a 
slip rate of R ~ 5 mm/year. These types of faults are 
considered to be active and capable of producing 
large magnitude events. Most segments of the San 
Andreas fault would be classified as a Type A fault. 
Type C sources are faults that have a moment magni
tude potential of M less than 6.5 and a slip rate of R 
less than or equal to 2 mm/year. Type C faults are 
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Table 16-J. Soil Profile Types 

Average Soil Properties for Top 100 Feet (30 480 mm) of Soil Profile 

Shear Wave Standard Penetration 

Soil Soil Profile Velocity, Vs feet! Test, N (or NCh for Undrained Shear 

Profile Name/Generic second cohesion less soil Strength, Su psf 
Type Description (m/s) layers) (blows/foot) (kPa) 

SA Hard rock >5000 
(1500) 

S8 Rock 2,500 to 5,000 
(760 to 1500) 

Sc Very dense soil 1,200 to 2,500 >50 >2,000 (100) 
and soft rock (360 to 760) 

SD Stiff soil profile 600 to 1,200 15 to 50 1,000 to 2,000 
(180 to 360) (50 to 100) 

SE1 Soft soil profile <600 (180) <15 <1,000 (50) 

SF Soil requiring site-specific evaluation. See Section 1644.3.1 

Soil profile Type S E also includes any soil profile with more than lOft (3048 rom) 
of soft clay defined as a soil with a plasticity index, PI> 20, wmc > 40 percent and 
Su < 500 psf (25 kPa). The Plasticity Index, PI, the moisture content, Wmco shall be 
determined in accordance with approved national standards. 

Table 16-Q. Seismic Coefficient Ca 

Seismic Zone Factor, Z 
Soil Profile 

Type Z = 0.075 Z = 0.15 Z=0.2 Z=0.3 Z=O.4 

SA 0.06 0.12 0.16 0.24 O.32Na 

Sa 0.08 0.15 0.20 0.30 O.40Na 

Sc 0.09 0.18 0.24 0.33 0.40Na 

So 0.12 0.22 0.28 0.36 O.44Na 

SE 0.19 0.30 0.34 0.36 0.36Na 

SF See Footnote 1 

Site-specific geotechnical investigation and dynamic site response analysis shall 
be performed to determine seismic coefficients for Soil Profile Type SF' 

Table 16-R. Seismic Coefficient Cv 

Seismic Zone Factor, Z 
Soil Profile 

Type Z = 0.075 Z = 0.15 Z=0.2 Z=0.3 Z=O.4 

SA 0.06 0.12 0.16 0.24 O.32Nv 

Sa 0.08 0.15 0.20 0.30 OAONv 

Sc 0.13 0.25 0.32 0045 0.56Nv 

So 0.18 0.32 0.40 0.54 O.64Nv 

SE 0.26 0.50 0.64 0.84 0.96Nv 

SF See Footnote 1 

Site-specifIC geotechnical investigation and dynamic site response analysis shall 
be perfonned to detennine seismic coefficients for Soil Profile Type SF' 

Utah Geological Survey 
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considered to be sufficiently inactive and not capable of 
producing large magnitude events such that potential near
source ground-shaking effects can be ignored. Most faults 
outside of California are Type C. Type B sources are all 
faults that are not either Type A or Type C and include 
most of the active faults in California. The 1997 UBC 
requires that the locations and characteristics of these 
faults be established based on geotechnical data from rep
utable sources such as the California Division of Mines 
and Geology (CDMG) and the USGS. 

Once faults are located relative to a site and the source 
type is established, the near source factors Na and Nv are 
determined in accordance with tables 16-S and 16-T 
(attached). These factors were established by the Ground
Motion Ad Hoc Committee and are based on the average 
increase, measured in the near field from Northridge and 
other earthquakes. The near-source factors apply to both 

Table 16-U. Seismic Source Type 1 

Seismic- Seismic Source 
Source Type Description 

A Faults that are capable of 
producing large magnitude 
events and which have a 
high rate of seismic activity 

B All fauits other than Types A 
andC 

C Faults which are not 
capable of producing large 
magnitude earthquakes and 
which have a relatively low 
rate of seismic activity 
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strike-slip and reverse-slip (thrust) fault mechanism al
though reverse-slip faults produce about 20 percent 
greater shaking on average. The short period (accelera
tion domain) near-source factor (Na) is based on response 
at 0.3 seconds and long-period (velocity-domain) near
source factor (Nv) based on a 1.0 second response. Values 
of N v are bumped upward by about 20 percent to account 
for the increase in average response in the fault-normal 
direction above that predicted by the attenuation function 
for the random component of horizontal ground shaking 
(ref. Somerville, 1996 7th US/Japan Workshop, Lessons 
learned from Kobe and Northridge). The commentary to 
the SEAOC bluebook notes ground shaking at "forward 
directivity" sites is likely to be 1.25 times the Cy and Ca 
coefficients based on average fault -normal response. The 
values of Na and Nv are used in tables 16-S and 16-T to 
determine the values of Ca and Cy in UBC Zone 4 (Z = 0040). 

Seismic Source Definition 

Maximum Moment Slip Rate, SR 
Magnitude, M (mm/year) 

M ~ 7.0and SR ~ 5 

M < 6.5 and SRS2 

Subduction sources shall be evaluated on a site specific basis. 

2 

3 

Table 16-5. Near-Source Factor Na 1 

Closest Distance to Known Seismic Source 2,3 

Seismic-Source 
Type ~2km Skm 10 km 

A 1.5 1.2 1.0 

B 1.3 1.0 1.0 

C 1.0 1.0 1.0 

The near-source factor may be based on the linear interpolation of values for 
distances other than those shown in the table. 

The location and type of seismic sources to be used for design shall be 
established based on approved geotechnical data (e.g. most recent mapping of 
active faults by the United States Geological Surveyor the California Division of 
Mines and Geology). 

The closest distance to seismic source shall be taken as the minimum distance 
between the site and the area described by the vertical projection of the source on 
the surface (i.e., surface projection of fault plane). The surface projection need 
not include portions of the source at depths of 10 km, or greater. The largest value 
of the near-source factor considering all sources shall be used for design. 
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Table 16-T. Near-Source Factor Nv
1 

2 

3 

Closest Distance to Known Seismic Source 2,3 

Seismic-Source 
Type s2km Skm 10km 15km 

A 2.0 1.6 1.2 1.0 

B 1.6 1.2 1.0 1.0 

C 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 

The near-source factor may be based on the linear interpolation of values for 
distances other than those shown in the table. 

The location and type of seismic sources to be used for design shall be established 
based on approved geotechnical data (e.g. most recent mapping of active faults by 
the United States Geological Surveyor the California Division of Mines and 
Geology). 

The closest distance to seismic source shall be taken as the minimum distance 
between the site and the area described by the vertical projection of the source on 
the surface (i.e., surface projection of fault plane). The surface projection need 
not include portions of the source at depths of 10 km, or greater. The largest value 
of the near-source factor considering all sources shall be used for design. 

Utah Geological Survey 

DISTANCE FROM FAULTS AND FAULT MAPS oped for California zone 4 by the CDMG. The form of the 
maps will be like a Thomas Guide and will be at a scale of 
1: 150,000. The background will include street maps and 
freeways. An individual will be able to find their house on 
the maps. The USGS is providing fault information 
developed for the 1997 NEHRP Provisions ground
motion maps for areas outside of California. The maps 
will be published for sale by International Conference of 
Building Officials in fall of this year. Examples of the 
legend sheet are shown in figure 3 and examples of 
expected near-field maps are shown in figures 4 and 5. 

The rules for measuring distance from a fault were 
also established by the Ground-Motion Ad Hoc Commit
tee and are found in the code. The rules are illustrated in 
figure 2 for a variety of fault types and depths. It is inter
esting to note that for non-vertical faults, a zero distance 
fault zone has been established as illustrated. The distance 
from a fault is measured from this zero distance fault 
zone. 

Active fault near-field maps are currently being devel-

1997 UBC NEAR SOURCE FACTOR 
RULES FOR DETERMINING PLOTTED FAULT LOCATION 

AND DISTANCE FROM FAULT 

DISTANCE DISTANCE 

n~OH f AU!. T 1 fROM r ':'u 

GROUND 
SURfAC£--.......... 

D1~TANCE t ASstKD TO lI£ t DIST~ 
f'ROtC rAUl' "0' kn fROM f' AlA. T fROH rAUL T 

DOTTED UN( GROUND 
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fAlIL l 

TO BE PLonED ---.".I. "'-F"V' 

ON MAP 

ACTIVE A Ie B SEISMIC SOURCES 
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Figure 2. 1997 VBe near-source factor, rules for determining plotted fault location and distance from fault. 
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Figure 2 (continued) 
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The maps are intended for use with the 1997 Unifonn Building Code (UBC), Tables 16-S and 16-T, 
to detennine near fault seismic factors No and Nv. 

The shaded areas are near field zones of active faults where the the near source factors are maximum 
(within 2 km of "zero" fault width zones). 

Active faults are classified as A or B in accordance with Table 16-u of 1997 UBC. 

The dotted lines indicate distances ors, 10, and 15 km from the "zero" fault width zones. 

Figure 3. Example legend page for near-field fault maps. 
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X-15 Active F~ult Near Field Zones 
This map is Intended to be used In conjunction with the 1997 Unlfonn Building Code, Tables 16-8 and 1S·T 
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CONCLUSION 

The inclusion of soil and near-field effects in the 1997 
UBC represent one of the most state-of-the-art, meaning
ful, and impactive changes in the code by the geoscience 
community in the history of seismic codes. The effects 
will continue to be improved in the new International 
Building Code which replaces the UBC beginning in the 
year 2000. 
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WHAT EMERGENCY MANAGERS NEED FROM GEOSCIENTISTS 

Stephen Weiser 
Idaho Bureau of Disaster Services 

4040 Guard Street Boise, Idaho 83705 
sweiser@bds.state.id.us 

With all the sophisticated maps on display at this con
ference, it's easy to forget that for some emergency man
agers, the most important filap in our portfolio is the 
Seismic Zonation map of the Uniform Building Code 
(UBC). For a number of states in the Basin and Range 
Province, the essential task still is to convince govern
ment-wary populaces that building codes are useful, 
important, and ultimately cost-beneficial. Idaho, for 
instance, does not have a state-wide building code, so we 
have a wide range of enforcement-from the current edi
tion of the UBC to the 1973 edition to none at all. Not 
surprisingly to us, none at all includes a county that is 
partly zone 4. Luckily, all our major urban areas enforce a 
current edition of the code, which will have a positive 
impact on a rapidly growing new building stock. And 
many cities are also adopting or at least applying the Uni
form Code for Building Conservation, which will 
strengthen unreinforced masonry buildings when they are 
renovated to trendy restaurants, upscale offices, and bou
tiques. We're making progress, but it's a real challenge to 
convince 44 counties and a score of towns that earth
quakes are something to prepare for. 

After the UBC map, my next most-used map is one of 
historic epicenters in and near Idaho to get people's atten
tion, and then a map of faults with Plio-Pleistocene to 
Holocene offsets to remind them why our scenic moun
tains are scenic. Plio-Pleistocene may be cheating, but 
with long recurrence intervals for our earthquakes, I need 
convincing that it is truly dishonest. I also use a lot of iso
seismic maps to show people that earthquakes don't need 
to be close to be dangerous. Isoseismic maps of course 
report on the perception of physical phenomena, but by 
people who have no idea of the difference between ML 
and MB, and are therefore inherently non-scientific. 

Modified Mercalli, an extended concept of "active 
fault," and straight peak-ground-acceleration maps are not 
very sophisticated in comparison with what we see next 
door. But for emergency management in Idaho, shaking is 
shaking, and shaking is what knocks down chimneys, 
buildings, and bridges. As soon as we have a significant 
awareness of seismic safety and a conscious, state-wide 
application of measures to increase it, then we can invest 
in the concepts that drive the maps next door. 

So what do we need from scientists? We have your 
e~barrassingly old stuff and we use it in grossly unprofes
sIOnal ways to accomplish devious goals. So what else 
could we possibly want from you? 

Cooperation-several kinds of cooperation. At the 
most obvious and most crassly opportunistic level, there is 
good reason for emergency managers and geoscientists to 
talk to each other. Just as your science can lend credibility 
to OUr efforts, our needs can fund science. As an example, 
a 1991 stUdy by Breckeridge and Sprenke, Seismic Inten-

sities in Idaho, was funded partly by the Idaho Bureau of 
Disaster Services as a foundation for a study of seismic 
exposure of Idaho public school buildings by the Univer
sity of Idaho School of Engineering. Seismic Intensities is 
a probabilistic assessment for the state on a regional basis, 
and, because of limited historical records, the region 
around Pocatello in southeast Idaho indicates a surpris
ingly low hazard from shaking, given its proximity to 
major active fault systems. Such a low hazard doesn't 
appear consistent with the message we're delivering to the 
rest of the state. 

To get another perspective, we have worked on a 
multi-year project with the Idaho Geological Survey to 
characterize the alluvial soils of the valley in which 
Pocatello is located and to assess amplification potential 
using two deterministic events, a near-field "background" 
quake and a distant large-magnitude event. The results of 
this study are useful to emergency management in dis
cussing seismic-safety issues in Pocatello. And IGS was 
able to combine our grant with other funds to support its 
urban mapping, soil characterization, acquisition of mod
eling software, and a doctoral dissertation. 

We also need a model for basin-and-range earth
quakes, including a definition for "active" faults. For in
stance, Idaho's local land-use planning act requires 
counties to assess the impact of surface ruptures and shak
ing' but gives no further guidance. California's ten-thou
sand year rule appears arbitrarily in various places, such 
as EPA's regulations for siting of landfills, and is com
monly applied as a definition of "active," but few people 
know why. We talk to folks about long recurrences tem
pered by segmentation, but it would be useful to point to a 
Respected Name - citing authority being an important tool 
for convincing people of things hard to believe. A more 
regionally defined set of parameters like attenuation and 
recurrence would be useful for modeling and evaluating 
urban hazard to complement the current risk-assessment 
program, HAZUS, being used by us in mitigating seismic 
risk in Idaho. 

And we need your cooperation when the press calls. 
There is usually a reason for their calling - an event or 
anniversary, something that makes a story. So when the 
press shows up, recognize it as an opportunity to advance 
both our causes. 

Realistic scenarios would be helpful to our cause. 
Hardly anyone reacts to worst-case projections of death 
and destruction. While extreme visions hold a fascination 
for many of us - and certainly emergency managers are 
among the most gleeful - they frustrate attempts to pro
mote mitigation. People's reaction is, not unreasonably, if 
we are going to experience a catastrophic event that can be 
mitigated only by infusion of gigabucks for rebuilding our 
cities and towns, we'll just have to live with the threat. 
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But if we prepare for less-than-catastrophic events, not 
only are the fixes less costly, but reducing recurrence 
intervals to something less than the span of human civi
lization makes selling the fixes a lot easier. And of course, 
if we are prepared for moderate events, we are better pre
pared for large ones. 

Next, no hobby horses. Reporters are looking for a 
story, you can confuse them by giving them stories that 
they don't know how to deal with. Help them to focus on 
the one they came to get. This is not the time to espouse 
pet theories or attack colleagues. Even though it catches 
in your throat, say "Most seismologists think that .... " 

And finally, consistent stories are essential to dealing 
with skeptical publics. Everybody is guilty of inconsis
tency. When we discuss seismic hazards, we often mix in 
risk without any definitions - a hazard puts people "at 
risk," but this is a different kind of risk than potential dol
lar losses. And again, worst-case scenarios do little to con
vince people of mitigation or reasoned approaches to pre
paredness. 

And then, with respect to consistent stories, I return to 
maps. FEMA publishes colored maps that picture Idaho 
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entirely red like California, and at the same time they pub
lish maps that make most of the state look like an aseismic 
paradise. Neither version resembles UBC maps. Like
wise, USGS maps, NEHRP maps, and state maps all have 
their own flavor that, because they all seem to speak with 
equal authority, cloud the issue for the people we are try
ing to convince. And how about the map that graces the 
cover of this conference? I'm here because I'm convinced 
that basin-and-range seismicity has a direct impact on 
Boise. And what kind of support do I get from this map? 

So after cooperation at that most important level of 
funding and technical support, what we want from you is 
another kind of cooperation - a recognition that emergen
cy management is not another scientific forum. Instead, it 
is a sober, narrow, prosaic institution - one that provides 
all of us an opportunity to reinforce a sober, narrow, pro
saic message: Natural hazards surround us, and we can 
neither predict nor prevent them. But, as wise and pru
dent creatures, we can take wise and prudent measures to 
lessen their effect on our infrastructure, our communities, 
and our lives. 
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CHALLENGES OF CHARACTERIZING SEISMIC HAZARDS IN THE 
BASIN AND RANGE PROVINCE 

Clarence R. Allen, Seismological Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA 91125 

I am somewhat embarrassed to be standing here today 
speaking on this topic, because at least half of the audi
ence knows more about the subject than I do! But I've 
been asked to "set the stage" for the conference, at least in 
a geological and seismological context, and that I'll try to 
do - particularly for those of you who are not geologists or 
seismologists. And I have the great advantage in this role, 
as compared to subsequent speakers, of being permitted to 
ask questions that I cannot answer! 

The first and foremost question for this conference is 
whether, from the seismic-hazard point of view, the Basin 
and Range Province is unusual. That is, is it worthy of a 
special conference or "summit" devoted to this subject 
alone? I think the answer is "yes," and let me explain why. 

The Basin and Range Province is certainly not the 
only area in the world of active normal faulting. But 
before I go further, let me explain to the non-earth scien
tists that the word "normal" in this context is geological 
jargon that might perhaps be easily misunderstood. Are 
all faults divided into two categories, "normal" and 
"abnormal"? In fact, in the minds of early coal miners in 
England, this was indeed the case. The usual or "normal" 
situation was to encounter in the mine faces steeply 
slanted faults whose displacements of the coal-bearing 
strata reflected horizontal extension, and thus the word 
"normal" came to be associated with this particular style 
of faulting. Only subsequently have geologists learned 
that the coal mines of England are, in fact not typical of 
the rest of the world. Particularly for large, damaging 
earthquakes, causative faults associated with horizontal 
compression (i.e., thrust and reverse faults) are far more 
numerous than those associated with crustal extension. 
But the word"normal fault" has nevertheless remained in 
the geological jargon as describing extensional faulting 
such as that characteristic of the Basin and Range Province. 

The astute listener might ask, parenthetically, whe
ther, if compressional faults outnumber extensional faults 
worldwide, should not the Earth be getting smaller with 
time? The fact is, we now think that the bulk of the exten
sion is going on beneath the ocean floor - in the regions of 
the mid-oceanic ridges - where the newly generated crust
al materials are sufficiently hot so that large earthquakes 
do not typically occur, despite the large extensional 
strains. Thus, we think that worldwide extension really is 
roughly equal to worldwide compression, although large 
earthquakes in themselves do not manifest this equality. 

.But to return to the question of the uniqueness of the 
Basm and Range Province, there are, in fact, a number of 
other worldwide areas on the continents that are also typi
fied by normal faults. But none of these areas has either 
the great areal extent or the high degree of seismic activity 
as that of the Basin and Range Province. The east African 
rift valleys, for example, cover an area about as long as 
~hat of the Basin and Range Province (from Montana to 
onora - some 2,000 kilometers), but not as wide nor 

nearly as active; only one earthquake exceeding magni-

tude 6.4 has occurred in this part of east Africa within the 
historical record. Thus, the Basin and Range Province really 
is some-what unusual, and it really does have some aspects 
of seismic-hazard assessment that deserve special study and 
discussion. 

Because most large, damaging earthquakes worldwide 
are associated with thrust and reverse faults, we some
times forget that areas of normal faulting can also be asso
ciated with disastrous earthquakes. In fact, seven normal 
fault earthquakes of magnitude 7.2 or greater have oc
curred in the Basin and Range Province within the histori
cal record, and this represents a very short period of only 
about 150 years. In this context, one should note that both 
the 1989 Lorna Prieta and 1994 Northridge earthquakes in 
California were of lesser magnitude than any of these 
seven Basin and Range earthquakes. 

What is the largest worldwide normal-fault earth
quake of record? Insofar as I am aware, it is the 1933 San
riku earthquake off the coast of Japan, which well exceeded 
magnitude 8. But this earthquake was associated with 
bending of the brittle oceanic plate as it starts to be sub
ducted beneath the adjacent tectonic plate underlying 
Japan, and it is of little relevance to typical Basin and 
Range earthquakes. That is, it didn't represent regional 
extension. On the other hand, many of you may not ap
preciate that the most disastrous earthquake in recorded 
human history was the normal-fault event of 1556 near 
Xian, China, involving the well-documented loss of more 
than 800,000 lives. And this particular area is geologi
cally very similar to the Basin and Range Province. Satel
lite images reveal, for example, steep serrated mountain 
fronts in the Xian region that are remarkably reminiscent 
of similar features on satellite images of the Wasatch 
Range front in Utah. A primary contributor to the great 
loss of life in 1556 was the high population density in the 
Xian region, but we must recognize that the population of 
the Wasatch region - Ogden, Salt Lake City, Provo, and 
other cities - is also increasing very rapidly. 

Turning to the challenges of earthquake hazard assess
ment in the Basin and Range Province, let me discuss spe
cific historic earthquakes. Each of these events, of course, 
displayed a variety of relevant geological and seismologi
cal phenomena, but let me pick out, in each case, one par
ticular subject representing a challenge to our understanding 
of regional seismic hazard. 

The 1872 Owens Valley (California) earthquake, of 
estimated magnitUde 7.6, was associated with both hori
zontal and vertical displacements along a 100-km-Iong 
fault trace near the east base of the Sierra Nevada. Several 
investigators have pointed out that the vertical displace
ments that occurred in 1872 account for only about a third 
of the total height of the late Quaternary scarp, and if one 
had visited the area in the years prior to 1872, one would 
have seen a relatively fresh scarp extending along much of 
the same trace that subsequently broke in 1872. Thus, one 
must conclude that the 1872 rupture was essentially a re-
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peat of what had happened in two earlier events. But how 
is this possible? The entire Sierra Nevada front is much 
longer than the segment that broke in 1872 and its prede
cessor earthquakes, yet similar fresh scarps do not occur 
north and south of this segment. Why does one particular 
segment break several times repeatedly, during which 
time other adjoining segments do not? In this light, how 
does one evaluate the overall seismic hazard? Typically, 
one assumes that in a long, active fault system, individual 
segments will break - either randomly or system- atically -
until the entire zone has ruptured, and then the process 
will start over again. Will the next large earthquake along 
the eastern Sierra front simply be a repeat of 1872, or will 
another segment break? 

The 1915 Pleasant Valley (Nevada) earthquake, also 
of estimated magnitude 7.6, is the northernmost historic 
large earthquake within the Central Nevada Seismic Zone, 
and most - but not all - of this extensive zone has now bro
ken in association with the 1915 and subsequent large 
earthquakes at other localities along the zone (e.g., 1932, 
1934, 1954.) Once the entire zone has broken, will earth
quakes recur within the same zone, or will activity shift to 
another fault system somewhere else within the Basin and I 

Range Province? Other zones have been active at earlier 
times within the Quaternary Epoch - zones which are now 
relatively quiescent - but how often do such major 
changes take place in the locations of areas of activity? Is 
Pleasant Valley, for example, now a likely or an unlikely 
place for a large earthquake similar to that of 1915, as 
compared to other areas of Quaternary faulting in the 
Basin and Range Province? 

The 1954 Fairview Peak-Dixie Valley (Nevada) earth
quake, of magnitude 7.2, occurred in a relatively remote 
area, but one of the most widely printed photographs of a 
fresh scarp - taken by Karl Steinbrugge - shows an essen
tially undamaged cabin situated only a few meters away 
from the base of the spectacular 4-meter-high scarp. And 
anecdotal reports indicate that unbroken cups and bottles 
remained on the shelves within the cabin. Was the ground 
shaking as intense as one would normally have thought 
during an earthquake of this size and this close to the fault 
- well within the "near field"? Do normal-fault earth
quakes have different ground-motion parameters from 
those of thrust, reverse, and strike-slip faults? There is 
some evidence to suggest that this may, in fact, be the 
case, and James Brune and Paul Spudich will be reporting 
on some of this research later in the conference. It's 
clearly a very critical subject for seismic-hazard assess
ment in the Basin and Range Province. 

The 1959 Hebgen Lake or West Yellowstone (Mon
tana) earthquake, also of magnitude 7.6, was characterized 
by a very complex surface fault pattern involving several 
individual faults and a very complicated tectonic environ
ment - perhaps affected here by the proximity to the Yel
lowstone volcanic area. Although earlier Quaternary 
scarps had been identified along some of the same faults 
that broke in 1959, would anyone have thought that all of 
these would break together in an earthquake as large as 
magnitude 7.6? How would geologists have segmented 
these faults prior to 1959? Other Basin and Range earth
quakes have also been characterized by multiple fault rup-
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tures, such as at Cedar Mountain in 1932 (M = 7.2), and 
this type of scenario is being proposed by a number of sci
entists at the proposed high-level nuclear-waste repository 
at Yucca Mountain, Nevada. The 1959 Hebgen Lake 
earthquake, along with the 1992 Landers earthquake in 
California, calls into question the present capability of 
geologists to predict how many adjacent and adjoining 
faults will "get their act together" in a single large earth
quake. 

The 1983 Borah Peak (Idaho) earthquake, of magni
tude 7.3, was much more intensively monitored geophysi
cally than any earlier large Basin and Range event. 
Aftershock hypocenters clearly delineate the fault plane, 
which was remarkably planar, dipping about 50°, to the 
depth of the deepest aftershocks near 16 kilometers. This 
was surprising to many scientists, who instead expected 
that the fault would have been listric, that is, displaying a 
curved cross section flattening with depth, perhaps ap
proaching horizontality. Indeed, many near-horizontal 
normal faults, known as detachments, have been imaged 
by seismic reflection surveys at various localities in the 
Basin and Range Province, and a number of very old, 
deformed, and eroded detachment surfaces are exposed in 
the province at the earth's surface. Yet the 1983 fault 
plane extended in perfectly planar fashion to a depth well 
below that of many imaged detachments in the region. Is 
the 1983 earthquake unique, or are detachment surfaces 
simply not currently seismogenic - that is, "active" - in the 
Basin and Range Province? Ongoing controversy exists 
among investigators as to whether any detachments in this 
region - or even elsewhere in the world - are active at the 
present time, and the subject remains an important chal
lenge to our understanding of Basin and Range tectonics, 
as well as to its seismic hazard. If detachments are not, in 
fact, now active in the province, how was the tectonic 
environment in which they originated different? 

The multitudes of small earthquakes currently occur
ring in the Basin and Range Province are concentrated 
near the western and eastern borders of the province. But 
is the ongoing regional tectonic strain across the provInce 
similarly divided? That is, is the bulk of the current exten
sional strain concentrated near the borders? This has been 
the subject of some discussion for many years, but we 
now finally have a tool that may give us the answer 
quickly. The Global Positioning System (GPS) offers 
unprecedented opportunities for understanding rapidly 
and relatively cheaply the details of ongoing tectonic de
formation. A vigorous program of GPS surveys across the 
Basin and Range Province is currently underway, and we 
will hear some initial results of the project during this con
ference. 

Let me conclude by asking and answering two ques
tions that hark back to the title of this presentation: First, 
do significant challenges remain in the understanding of 
the seismotectonics of the Basin and Range Province? 
My simple answer is: "You bet they do!" Second, are the 
resolution of these challenges relevant to seismic-hazard 
assessment in the Basin and Range Province. And my 
simple answer is: "You bet they are!" 

Thus, I hope I have helped to "set the stage" for the 
research papers that will follow. 
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In the Wasatch Front of Utah, as elsewhere in the Basin and Range Province, active faults trend through major urban 
areas. The amount of surface displacement expected in a basin-and-range surface-faulting earthquake is sufficient to cause 
severe damage to structures and threaten life safety. Although little damage has occurred historically from surface faulting, 
the hazard is significant and its impact may be minimized with appropriate land use. 

The likelihood of surface faulting depends on the activity of the fault. In Utah, most local governments define "active" 
faults for purposes of urban land-use planning as those with evidence for surface rupture in Holocene time. Requirements 
for detailed studies and hazard reduction may vary according to the type of land use and proposed facility, and the level of 
risk acceptable to society and the regulatory authority. 

Assessing the surface-rupture hazard of a fault requires information on its activity, including recurrence interval, time 
of most recent event, and/or slip rate. The Quaternary fault map of Utah classifies faults according to the time of the most 
recent surface-faulting event, with the youngest fault class being younger than the initial rise of Lake Bonneville about 
30,000 years ago. This age is used because Lake Bonneville deposits provide a useful, regional datum to assess fault activ
ity. A derivative surface fault-rupture hazard map for Utah subdivides faults in this youngest class into those with evidence 
for: 

(1) multiple Holocene events, average recurrence intervals of several thousand years, and slip rates of 1 millimeter 
(0.04 in)/year or more (high hazard); 

(2) multiple post-30,000-year-old events, average recurrence intervals on the order of 10,000 years, and slip rates from 
0.1-1 millimeter (0.004-0.04 in)/year (moderate to high hazard); and 

(3) a single post-30,000-year-old event, average recurrence intervals of tens of thousands of years, and slip rates less 
than 0.1 millimeter (0.004 in)/ye~r (moderate hazard). 

Older, pre-Bonneville faults have a lower surface-faulting hazard. These classes give a direct indication of fault activ
ity and resulting potential for surface fault rupture so that users may determine which faults are important for their particu
lar needs. 

The principal technique used to reduce surface-faulting hazards is to set structures back from faults. Because surface 
fault ruptures occur repeatedly on the same traces, studies to address surface-faulting hazards focus on mapping these 
traces. In addition, these studies must evaluate whether a fault meets criteria to be considered "active" as defined in the 
applicable regulations and, where possible, estimate the displacement per event. 

For land-use regulation along faults in the Wasatch Front, special-study areas extending 500 feet (152 m) on the down
thrown side and 250 feet (76 m) (or more, depending on scarp height) on the upthrown side delineate the area where site
specific studies may be required prior to development. These studies usually include surficial geologic mapping and 
Subsurface investigations including trenches, boreholes, and/or geophysical surveys. At sites with predetermined structure 
~ocations, trenches are typically oriented perpendicular to fault trends, covering and extending beyond the proposed build
Ing footprint, to determine if faults are present. At sites where structures may be located to avoid faults, such as residential 
sub~ivisions, trenches are located to identify faults, map them across the property, and define the widths of zones of defor
matton. Fault setback distances are based on these site-specific conditions. In areas where deep fill, thick late Holocene 
(post-most-recent-event) deposits, shallow ground water, or heavy urbanization make trenching inconclusive or impracti
cal, boreholes and geophysical techniques may be needed to identify faults. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Fault scarps are perhaps the most visible reminders of 
the earthquake threat in the Basin and Range Province of 
the western United States. Future surface ruptures in large 
earthquakes are expected along known faults, and the 
likelihood of the hazard is directly related to the activity 
of the fault. The purpose of this paper is to examine how 
the hazard from surface fault rupture along normal faults 
is considered in land-use regulation in Utah as an example 
of an earthquake-hazard-reduction technique in the Basin 
and Range Province. 

The Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault Zoning Act of 
1972 in California represents the most significant attempt 
in the western states to deal with surface fault-rupture haz
ards in land-use regulation (Hart, 1994). The act defines 
"active" faults as those with Holocene (younger than 
11,000 years) displacement and tasks the state to delineate 
"earthquake-fault" zones along "active" faults. Local gov
ernments are required to regulate land use within these 
zones to reduce risk from surface faulting. The state pro
vides regulatory guidelines to assist local government 
with this mandate. 

Similar regulations specific to Basin and Range nor
mal faults have been adopted by many local governments 
in Utah. Administratively, all land-use regulation in Utah 
is performed by local governments. No state statutes exist 
such as California's Alquist-Priolo Act, and the state only 
provides technical advice to local governments regarding 
land use and earthquake hazards. 

Historically, land use near recognized active faults in 
Utah has proceeded without systematic consideration for 
reducing the risk. Dense, high-rise development (figure 
1), commercial buildings, less dense residential develop
ment (figure 2), and open space (figure 3) are found near 
and within active fault zones. Regulations regarding 
development in fault zones have varied with time, and the 
specific language addressing surface fault-rupture hazards 
in ordinances varies among local governments. However, 
most local governments now take a similar approach and 
address surface fault-rupture hazards in subdivision, sen
sitive-area, hillside-protection, or natural-hazards ordi
nances (Christenson, 1987). This is particularly true along 
the Wasatch Front, where the 1985-88 Wasatch Front 

Figure 1. High-rise structures in the Wasatch fault zone in Salt Lake 
City. 
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Figure 2. Subdivision in the Wasatch fault zone at the mouth of Little 
Cottonwood Canyon in Salt Lake County. 

Figure 3. City park along the Wasatchfault zone in Salt Lake City 
across the street from figure 1. 

County Hazards Geologist Program (Christenson, 1993) 
promoted such a uniform approach to earthquake and 
other geologic hazards. Presently, only Salt Lake County 
employs a permanent, full-time geologist to assist in 
implementing these and other geologic-hazard regula
tions. The Utah Geological Survey (UGS) assists other 
cities and counties with enforcement, and has published 
guidelines for surface fault-rupture hazard studies (Utah 
Section of the Association of Engineering Geologists, 
1987; Nelson and Christenson, 1992). 

SURFACE FAULTING 

Effects 

Surface faulting occurs in an earthquake when the 
rupture at depth propagates to the surface, and commonly 
occurs in Basin and Range earthquakes larger than magni
tude 6.5 (Smith and Arabasz, 1991; dePolo, 1994). Stud
ies along the Wasatch fault and other normal faults in Utah 
indicate that "characteristic" surface-faulting earthquakes 
on these faults may displace the ground 1 meter (3 ft) or 
more (Schwartz and Coppersmith, 1984; McCalpin, 1987, 
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1994; Jackson, 1991; Lund and others, 1991; Machette 
and others, 1991, 1992; McCalpin and Foreman, 1994; 
McCalpin and others, 1994; Olig and others, 1995; Black 
and others, 1996). In a survey of surface-faulting events 
throughout the Basin and Range Province, dePolo and 
others (1991) and dePolo (1994) also showed that primary 
surface rupture in such events typically exceeds 1 meter (3 
ft). The result is formation of a near-vertical scarp and a 
zone of associated deformation perhaps hundreds of 
meters wide (figure 4) . Hazards associated with such sur
face faulting include ground displacement, tilting, crack
ing, and erosional raveling and slope instability in result
ing scarps. 

Figure 4. View of the fault scarp and zone of deformation from the 
1983 Borah Peak, Idaho earthquake illustrating the type of effects to 
be expectedfrom typical basin-and-range surface faulting. 

In a study of the effects of ground displacements in 
earthquakes, Youd (1980) found that damage was related 
to displacement as shown in table 1. Although his mea
sured displacements were caused by liquefaction-induced 
ground failure, the resulting damages would presumably 
be the same for displacements from other causes such as 
faulting. As shown in table 1, the typical displacement 
expected in a basin-and-range surface-faulting event of 
more than 1 meter (3 feet) is generally large enough to 
cause severe damage and perhaps collapse of a structure. 
To date, losses from surface faulting in historical earth-
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quakes have been relatively low compared to losses from 
other earthquake hazards such as ground shaking and liq
uefaction. This is partly because of the relatively small 
areas affected by surface faulting, and partly because few 
surface fault ruptures have occurred in urban areas. How
ever, many faults in Utah and, in particular the Wasatch 
fault, traverse heavily urbanized areas and thus have the 
potential for causing significant damage (figure 5). Loss 
estimates by the Applied Technology Council (Stephanie 
King, written communication, 1997) indicate that over 
$600 million in damage may result in the Salt Lake City 
area from surface faulting in a large Wasatch fault earth
quake. 

Figure 5. Eastward view of the East Bench fault (Salt Lake City seg
ment, Wasatch fault zone; shown by arrows) trending through the cen
tral Salt Lake City metropolitan area. 

Hazard Areas 

The area affected in a typical Basin and Range nor
mal-faulting earthquake is along a pre-existing fault trace 
in generally long, narrow corridors along a fault-bounded 
mountain front. Much work has shown that such ruptures 
occur repeatedly along the same traces (Yeats and others, 
1997), even when ruptures are propagating upward 
through unconsolidated deposits of varying thicknesses. 
Bonilla (1970) surveyed historical normal fault ruptures 
and found that nearly all major displacements followed 
pre-existing faults for all or nearly all of their extent. The 
scarp of the 1983 Borah Peak, Idaho earthquake followed 

Table 1. Relation between ground displacement and damage to structures (Youd, 1980). 

GROUND DISPLACEMENT LEVEL OF EXPECTED DAMAGE 

Less than 4 inches (0.1 m) Little damage, repairable 

4 inches (0.1 m) to 1 foot (0.3 m) Severe damage, repairable 

1 foot (0.3 m) to 2 feet (0.6 m) Severe damage, non-repairable 

More than 2 feet (0.6 m) Collapse, non-repairable 
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pre-existing scarps for much of its length (Crone and Ma
chette, 1984; McCalpin, 1987). Trenching along the 
Wasatch fault and other Basin and Range normal faults 
documents repeated displacements along the same or 
closely related traces (McCalpin, 1987, 1994; Jackson, 
1991; Lund and others, 1991; Machette and others, 1991, 
1992; McCalpin and Foreman, 1994; McCalpin and oth
ers, 1994; Olig and others, 1995; Black and others, 1996). 
However, in some cases normal-faulting has extended 
beyond mapped traces into previously unfaulted material, 
as in the 1959 Hebgen Lake earthquake (Myers and Ham
ilton, 1964). 

Repeated faulting along existing traces is also evident 
along minor and antithetic faults within the zone of defor
mation of a major fault. Remapping of a pre-1983 Borah 
Peak earthquake trench at Doublespring Pass indicated 
that nearly all pre-existing faults in the graben were simi
larly displaced in 1983 (Schwartz and Crone, 1985). 
However, not all events evident on main traces displace all 
minor faults in a zone of deformation in every event. 
Likewise, in a fault zone which consists of many subparal
lel main traces, rupture does not occur on every trace in 
every earthquake (Black and others, 1996). 

In a study of the fault-rupture history of a 400-meter 
(1,200-ft)-wide fault zone consisting of six main fault 
traces, Black and others (1996) found that ruptures occur 
on different traces in different events (figure 6), and that a 
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lack of rupture in one event does not indicate that rupture 
would not occur again in subsequent events. Thus, in 
dealing with surface fault-rupture hazards, we must as
sume that any existing fault may be reactivated in subse
quent earthquakes, and recognize that new faults may 
form as well. 

FAULT CLASSIFICATION 

Fault Activity and Acceptable Risk 

The hazard due to surface faulting is directly related 
to the activity of a fault; that is, how often the fault rup
tures the ground surface and how likely it is to rupture in 
the future. Determining the level of activity that is accept
able involves making both scientific decisions regarding 
uncertainty in our understanding of faulting, and societal 
decisions regarding what levels of risk and uncertainty are 
acceptable. 

Scientific decisions relate principally to assessing fault 
activity and the likelihood of surface faulting, which de
pends on the model used to characterize earthquake occur
rence. U sing a Poisson model, earthquake occurrence is 
considered random and the likelihood of a surface-fault
ing earthquake is related only to past average recurrence. 
The shorter the average recurrence, the higher the likeli
hood, and the likelihood does not change with time. In a 
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Figure 6. Pattern of suiface faulting in a section of the Salt Lake City segment of the Wasatch fault zone. Main scarps (S-1 through S-6) known to be 
active during individual suifaceJaulting earthquakes are shown by heavy solid lines; scarps possibly active are shown by heavy dotted lines (Black 
and others, 1996). 
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time-dependent model, the likelihood of faulting increases 
as the time since the most recent event (MRE) approaches 
the average recurrence (Working Group on California 
Earthquake Probabilities, 1990; McCalpin and Nishenko, 
1996). Although a Poisson model is generally applied to 
Basin and Range normal faults (McCalpin and Nishenko, 
1996), other models may apply. The most appropriate 
model remains uncertain. 

To assess the potential for surface fault rupture in 
Utah, we consider the average recurrence and the time of 
the MRE. Where average recurrence information is avail
able, a Poisson model is used and faults with evidence for 
repeated Holocene displacements and shorter average 
recurrence intervals are considered to have a relatively 
higher hazard than faults with either single or no 
Holocene events. Where only the timing of the MRE is 
known, the time since the MRE is considered a minimum 
recurrence interval and is used to estimate the relative rup
ture probability. Large uncertainties exist in assessing 
rupture probabilities on Basin and Range faults because of 
their generally irregular recurrence, the lack of paleoseis
mic data, and the possibility of shorter term temporal clus
tering (Wallace, 1987; Yeats and others, 1997). 

Slip rates are another useful secondary parameter for 
assessing surface-faulting hazards when recurrence and 
MRE timing data are lacking. However, slip rates not 
only reflect the frequency of surface faulting but also the 
amount of displacement per event. In assessing surface
faulting hazards, we need to know, for instance, whether a 
1 millimeter (0.04 in)/year slip-rate fault generates five 2-
meter (6-ft) displacements or ten I-meter (3-ft) displace
ments every 10,000 years. Because displacements on 
Basin and Range normal faults are capable of causing 
life-threatening damage, all surface-faulting events on 
main faults are considered significant from a surface fault
rupture hazard standpoint and the actual amount of dis
placement is of secondary importance. 

Few paleoseismic studies have been able to bracket 
more than one or two recurrence intervals on a given fault. 
For the more active faults such as the Wasatch fault, multi
ple bracketed intervals on each of the five central seg
ments indicate a bimodal regularity, with a relatively re
gular recurrence of about 1,200 years on some segments 
and 2,600 years on others (McCalpin and Nishenko, 
1996). Calculated 50-year probabilities assuming vari
ous recurrence models are given in table 2. To de
rive the two different time-dependent (renewal) models, 
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McCalpin and Nishenko (1996) empirically fit the paleo
seismic data to two different families of recurrence-time 
distributions (lognormal and Weibull). In both of these 
time-dependent models, the higher probability for the Salt 
Lake City segment reflects the relatively long time since 
the MRE in comparison to the average recurrence. For 
faults with longer recurrence intervals than the central 
Wasatch fault zone, we commonly can only estimate the 
minimum recurrence, or time since the MRE. 

Dealing with surface-faulting hazards requires mak
ing societal decisions regarding risk tolerance. This 
involves defining "active" faults; a definition that varies 
depending on facility type and land use. For example, 
"active" faults for siting of a dam are generally less active 
than those for siting single-family dwellings. This is 
because, from a societal standpoint, the level of accept
able risk is generally less for a critical facility such as a 
dam than for a single-family dwelling, so less "active" 
faults are considered in the hazard analysis. Society's risk 
tolerance appears to be decreasing in light of the many 
natural disasters in the 1990s. Present seismic provisions 
in the 1997 Uniform Building Code (UBC; International 
Conference of Building Officials, 1997) require minimum 
design for ground-shaking levels with a return period of 
475 years (10 percent probability of exceedance in 50 
years). Provisions in the draft International Building 
Code, proposed to replace the UBC in 2000, use the 
ground-shaking levels with a return period of 2,500 years 
(2 percent probability of exceedance in 50 years) in its 
"maximum considered earthquake ground motion" maps. 
A 2,500-year return period approximates the average re
currence for surface faulting at a given location on the 
more active Basin and Range faults such as the Wasatch 
fault (table 2), but is shorter than the return period for 
many less active Basin and Range faults. 

For regulation of standard residential and commercial 
development in fault zones, cities and counties in Utah 
have adopted a definition of "active" faults similar to that 
used in the Alquist-Priolo Act in California. Any fault 
with evidence for displacement during Holocene time 
(defined as the past 10,000 years), or any fault closely 
associated with a fault having evidence for Holocene dis
placement, is considered "active." This definition includes 
some faults with a single Holocene displacement and rela
tively long recurrence intervals, sometimes more than 
10,000 years. This recurrence period is longer than that 
considered for some other hazards (for example, 100-year 

Table 2. Probabilities of surface faulting (percent) in 50 years on three central segments of the Wasatch fault zone 
(McCalpin and Nishenko, 1996). 

Recurrence Segment 

Model Weber Salt Lake City Provo 

Poisson 2.6 3.5 2.6 
Time-dependent (renewal) 

Lognormal 3.2 5.4 0.2 
Weibull 1.4 25.2 0.0 
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floods or 475/2,500-year ground shaking, as discussed 
above). One reason to consider longer return times for 
surface faulting than for ground shaking is the severity of 
the consequences to structures subjected to both faulting 
and ground shaking over that from ground shaking alone. 
A second rea~on is that individual buildings are consid
ered to have a 50- to 100-year life span, so ground-shak
ing requirements in building codes are meant to prevent 
collapse of a specific building for a specific time period. 
Land use, however, is more permanent, and once an area 
is urbanized it is likely to remain urbanized for the fore
seeable future. 

Evaluating surface fault-rupture hazards must in some 
cases include consideration of minimum displacements 
per event. Main fault traces typically generate large, 
destructive, single-event displacements. The amount of 
displacement becomes, an issue when considering anti
thetic faults, secondary faults, fissures, or folds within the 
zone of deformation where displacements can be small. 
Faults with minimum displacements of 1 foot (0.3 m) or 
more can cause life-threatening damage and collapse 
(table 1), and faults with 4-12 inches (0.1-0.3 m) of dis
placement can cause severe damage. Thus, in Salt Lake 
County, any Holocene fault with evidence for 4 inches 
(0.1 m) or more of displacement must be avoided. How
ever, developers are encouraged not to build across any 
Holocene fault, even those with small displacements. 

Surface Fault-Rupture Hazard Map 

Utah's surface fault-rupture hazard map is derived 
from the Quaternary tectonics map of Hecker (1993). She 
depicted faults based on the time of the MRE using the 
following subdivisions: 

Holocene to latest Pleistocene (0-30,000 years ago) 
Late Pleistocene (10,000-130,000 years ago) 
Middle to late Pleistocene (10,000-750,000 years ago) 
Early to middle Pleistocene (130,000-1,650,000 years ago) 
Quaternary (?) (less than 1,650,000 years ago). 

The Holocene-latest Pleistocene definition for the 
youngest faults is based on a natural geologic datum pre
sent over most of northern Utah. Lake Bonneville 
expanded to cover much of the area (figure 7) beginning 
around 30,000 years ago, and had contracted to a level 
below the present Great Salt Lake by early Holocene time 
(Oviatt and others, 1992). Deposits of Lake Bonneville 
cover the floors of the basins in northern Utah where 
urban development is occurring, and most of the pre
served Lake Bonneville geomorphic features and the shal
low stratigraphic units commonly exposed in trenches 
date from the later stages of the lake. These Lake Bon
neville beds form a natural datum for assessing fault activ
ity and calculating slip rates. Although Hecker's (1993) 
post-30,000-year definition does not correspond to the 
Holocene definition used in Wasatch Front ordinances, for 
practical purposes, any fault which cuts late-stage Lake 
Bonneville deposits is considered active unless overlain 
by uncut early Holocene deposits. Outside of the Bon
neville basin, other techniques, chiefly involving dating of 
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Figure 7. Maximum extent of Lake Bonneville in Utah. 

fault scarps and displaced units in unconsolidated depo
sits, are used to estimate ages of faulting. 

Hecker (1993) also compiled recurrence and slip-rate 
data which Christenson (in preparation) used in conjunc
tion with the timing of the MRE to categorize Utah faults 
with respect to potential for surface fault rupture (figure 
8). This classification divides faults relative to the near
term (for example, the next few hundred years) likelihood 
of surface fault rupture. Slip rate is used as a principal 
factor only where data on recurrence and time of the 
MRE are lacking. The surface fault-rupture hazard classi
fication is as follows: 

High - multiple Holocene events, average recurrence 
in- tervals of several thousand years, and slip rates of 
1 millimeter (0.04 in)/year or more. 
Moderate to high - multiple post-30,000-year-old 
events, average recurrence intervals on the order of 
10,000 years, and slip rates from 0.1-1 millimeter 
(0.004-0.04 in)/year. 
Moderate - single post-30,000-year-old 'event, aver
age re-currence intervals of tens of thousands of 
years, and slip rates less than 0.1 millimeter (0.004 
in)/year. 
Moderate to low - no Holocene events, last rupture 
during the late Pleistocene; average recurrence inter
vals of many tens of thousands of years, and slip rates 
much less than 0.1 millimeter (0.004 in)/year. 
Low - last rupture probably early to middle Pleis
tocene; average recurrence intervals of many tens to 
hundreds of thousands of years. 
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Figure 8. Quaternary faults in Utah; heavy lines indicate faults with high and moderate to high surface fault-rupture hazard (faults: W, Wasatch; BR, 
Bear River; EC, East Cache; BL, East Bear Lake; HV, Hansel Valley; 0, Oquirrh; wv, West Valley; GSL, East Great Salt Lake; UL, Utah Lake; H, 
Hurricane; P, Paragonah; Sv, Sevier; ST, Strawberry; fV, foes Valley; G, Gunnison). 

Hecker's (1993) youngest fault grouping of post-
30,000-year faults is subdivided into the moderate, mod
erate to high, and high surface fault-rupture hazard rat
ings. Older pre-Bonneville faults in Utah, where in gen
eral the only evidence for recurrence is the minimum 
obtained from the timing of the MRE, are generally 
included in the low and moderate to low classes. 

This classification system provides a breakdown of 
relative fault activity based on practical geologic con
straints, and represents the relative hazard posed by the 
faults. All faults in the high, moderate to high, and moder
ate categories must be considered "active" for purposes of 
local government land-use regulation and landfill siting 
(which consider active faults to be Holocene age), as well 
as for seismic evaluations of dams and nuclear facilities 
(which consider active faults to be those with displace-

ment less than 35,000 years old). These regulatory defini
tions are practical to apply in geologic studies, particularly 
in northern Utah, because of the widespread and readily 
identifiable datum provided by Lake Bonneville deposits. 
Many older faults are probably buried by Lake Bonneville 
deposits. Where found, older faults in the low and moder
ate to low categories lack evidence for post-30,000-year 
surface faulting, but detailed paleo seismic studies have 
generally not been performed on these faults and further 
investigation is needed. Based on the level of acceptable 
risk for the proposed land use, regulators can choose 
which fault classes they wish to consider in their ordi
nances or other regulatory functions. In doing so, regula
tors must keep in mind that surface fault-rupture hazard 
classes are based on relative likelihood, and that rupture 
may occur on any fault at any time. 
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LAND-USE REGULATION 

Approach 

Local government ordin~nces r~quire that ."active" 
faults be identified and aVOIded uSIng appropnate set
backs (Loweand others, 1991). These ordinances typically 
adopt 1 :24,000- or larger-scale fault maps, where avail
able, and define special-study areas (SSA) a.long faults 
within which surface fault-rupture hazard studIes must be 
performed (figure 9). Because the zone of deformation 
along normal faults is typically wider on the down thrown 
than upthrown sides, the SSA extends 500 feet (152 m) 
from mapped traces on the downthrown side, and 250 feet 
(76 m) on the upthrown side. These distances are taken 
not just from the main trace but from the outermost traces 
mapped in the fault zone, including antithetic faults. ~n 
areas of steep, high scarps where the top of the scarp IS 

Figure 9. Special-study area (cross-hatched) surrounding mapped 
traces of the Wasatchfault (heavy lines) near Big Cottonwood Canyon 
in Salt Lake County. 

more than 250 feet (76 m) from the mapped trace, the SSA 
is increased to 500 feet (152 m) on the up thrown side to 
include the entire scarp. The width of the SSA is based 
qualitatively on a typical maximu~ width ?f the z~ne of 
deformation from previous trenchIng studIes, maXImum 
scarp heights, and the scale of original fault maps (gener
ally 1 :24,000) used to draw the SSA in the ordinance. 

Within the SSA, the developer must map scarps, 
define faults and zones of deformation (back-tilting, 
grabens), and recommend setbacks for struct~res. T?is 
typically involves detailed Quaternary geologIc mappIng 
and trenching by a consulting engineering geologist. 
Ordinances may vary their special-study require~en~s 
according to the type of proposed structure. A matnx IS 
typically included in the ordinance outlining the special
study requirements according to proposed land us~. Table 
3 shows the general special-study recommendatIOns by 
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Table 3. Special-study recommendations for suiface faulting in Utah. 
Disclosure recommended for all structures in SSAs. 

"Active" Fault Critical Commercial and 
Facilities Residential 

Facilities 

Holocene Yes* Yes* 
Pre-Holocene Yes No** 

*setback required 
* *only disclosure required 

the UGS. Once site-specific investigations have been per
formed, a report is submitted to the local government and 
either reviewed by the county geologist or by the UGS 
(Nelson and Christenson, 1992). This review is an essen
tial part of the process to ensure the adequacy of the 'study. 
The following section discusses implementation of sur
face fault-rupture hazard regulations in the unincorporated 
areas of Salt Lake County as an example of typical meth
ods used in Utah. 

UNINCORPORATED SALT LAKE COUNTY 

Site-Specific Studies 

Salt Lake County's Natural Hazards Ordinance (chap
ter 19.75 of the county's zoning ordinance) defines SSAs 
in which, prior to any development, certain natural haz
ards must be evaluated to identify risks to "the health, 
safety and general welfare of the citizens of the county." 
The ordinance is presently limited to three natural haz
ards; surface fault rupture, liquefaction, and avalanches. 
The surface fault-rupture SSA is associated with known 
faults in Salt Lake County which have had surface rupture 
in the Holocene. If a proposed development site lies 
within a surface fault-rupture SSA, a fault investigation is 
required. Trenching perpendicular to the known fault 
trace is the preferred means of investigation (McCalpin, 
1996), but if near-surface ground water is present or rela
tively young alluvial soils or fill are too thick for trench
ing, various borehole and/or geophysical techniques may 
be substituted (Benson and Baer, 1987; Stephenson and 
others, 1993; Benson and Mustoe, 1995; Benson and oth
ers, 1995). 

The purpose of the investigation is to determine if 
active faults exist on the site and, if present, to make rec
ommendations concerning setbacks and possible design 
specifications for structures. Trenching precisely locates 
mapped faults and identifies unmapped faults and sec
ondary features which are no longer recognizable at the 
surface due to natural erosion or deposition, or cover by 
urbanization. On smaller sites such as single lots, and on 
sites with predetermined structure locations, the fault 
trench is typically cut perpendicular to the fault trend cov
ering and extending beyond the proposed building foot
print. The distance investigated beyond the limits of the 
structure would be the largest setback distance anticipated 
for the general area or to the limits of the property. On 
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subdivisions or large commercial projects with flexibility 
in site layout, the whole site may be investigated, faults 
and setbacks designated, and non-buildable areas delin
eated. Areas with faults can be designated roadways, 
parking, or open space. In practice, because most of the 
Salt Lake County urbanized area is underlain by Lake 
Bonneville or post-Bonneville deposits, all faults in the 
SSAs are considered active unless compelling geologic 
evidence suggests otherwise. 

For single-family dwellings, a site reconnaissance and 
aerial-photograph analysis is first performed to determine 
if a fault may pass beneath the proposed house. If a fault 
is suspected beneath a house, a subsurface investigation is 
required. If not, at least a disclosure document must be 
completed by the owners acknowledging that they are 
aware the house is in the surface fault-rupture SSA. If an 
investigation shows that a fault is present, setback recom
mendations must be presented. The process may become 
very controversial because discovery of a fault requires 
avoidance, which may limit the size of houses that can be 
built or, in rare cases, eliminate development. 

When Lake Bonneville sediments are exposed during 
an investigation, fault identification and vertical separa
tion of displaced beds is generally straightforward due to 
the layering of the lacustrine sediments. However, in 
some massive or chaotic coarse deposits along the 
Wasatch Front, fault identification is more difficult. Lack
ing evidence to suggest multiple events such as colluvial 
wedges, vertical separation is considered to represent a 
single event. 

Ideally, trenches will extend into Pleistocene sedi
ments, usually Lake Bonneville deposits, to confirm that 
the entire Holocene section is being observed for possible 
faulting. In some cases this is not possible, however, and 
a report will conclude that no faulting was observed, even 
though buried Holocene faulting may be present. In such 
cases, borehole or geophysical techniques may be required. 

Setbacks 

McCalpin (1987) performed a statistical analysis of 
fault-related parameters important in defining setbacks 
using data from trenches on·the Wasatch and other normal 
faults. He found that a main fault is commonly located at 
or slightly below the midpoint of its scarp, and that in 
areas lacking grabens or other related wide zones of defor
mation, that the mean width of deformation from the main 
fault on the downthrown side was about 13 meters (43 ft) 
and on the upthrown side about 2 meters (6 ft). 

In addition to the extent of faulting, McCalpin (1987) 
also considered the final stable slope configuration fol
lowing a typical scarp-forming event. Assuming this to be 
an angle-of-repose slope forming from a free-face height 
varying from 2 to 4 meters (6-12 ft), he calculated set
backs from faults in newly faulted material (no existing 
scarp) to be 40 feet (12 m) on the upthrown side and 50 
fe~t (15 m) on the downthrown side. On existing scarps 
WIth a stable slope angle, he found these setbacks to be 
somewhat less. 
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in California under the Alquist-Priolo Act. In practice, 
however, site modifications and uncertainty in fault loca
tions typically require subsurface investigations, and ac
tual setbacks are then based on the results of these 
site-specific investigations. 

Salt Lake County's Natural Hazards Ordinance states 
that no habitable structures "shall be built astride an active 
fault." The distance a structure is set back from a fault is 
determined on a case-by-case basis. Generally, the greater 
the expected vertical separation during a single faulting 
event, the greater the setback distance. Setbacks are de
signed to keep the structure off the fault, allow for inaccu
racies in fault trace mapping across the property, and 
allow for a setback away from any created vertical face if 
surface rupture should occur. For structures with deep 
foundations, the dip of the fault must be considered when 
determining setbacks. 

Disclosure 

Salt Lake County requires that a disclosure form be 
completed if a development lies within a natural-hazards 
SSA. Three different disclosure forms are used: (1) an 
Acknowledgment and Disclosure form indicating only 
that the site lies within a SSA; (2) an Acknowledgment 
and Disclosure form indicating that the natural hazard has 
been evaluated by a qualified professional and the submit
ted report or letter is available for review in the county 
planning division; and (3) an Acknowledgment, Disclo
sure and Agreement form which indicates that the natural 
hazard has been evaluated and that specific recommenda
tions must be followed during development of the site. 
All forms are recorded and attached to the deeds of the 
parcels so that subsequent property owners will be 
informed of any natural hazard risk potential on the site. 

SUMMARY 

Along the Wasatch Front in Utah and in other urban 
areas in the Basin and Range Province, "active" faults are 
a hazard. Displacements typical of Basin and Range sur
face-faulting earthquakes are sufficient to damage struc
tures and cause life-threatening collapse. The probability 
of the hazard, and resulting loss, depends on the relative 
activity of the fault. In Utah, local governments define 
active faults as those with evidence for movement in the 
Holocene. Ruptures occur repeatedly on the same fault 
traces, although not on all traces in every earthquake. 

Assessing the relative hazard from surface fault rup
ture requires information on recurrence and time of the 
MRE, or slip-rate data where the former are lacking. The 
Quaternary fault map of Utah classifies faults according to 
the time of the MRE, with the youngest fault class post
dating the onset of Lake Bonneville, or younger than 
30,000 years. For purposes of assessing relative surface 
fault-rupture hazards, faults in this class have been further 
subdivided into those with evidence for multiple Holo
cene (high hazard), multiple post-30,000-year-old (mod-
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generally have a lower hazard. When considering surface 
fault rupture as a geologic hazard, the fault class( es) 
appropriate to the level of acceptable risk for the proposed 
land use can be chosen. 

For land-use regulation along faults in the Wasatch 
Front, SSAs extending 500 feet (152 m) on the down
thrown side and 250 feet (76 m) (or more, depending on 
scarp height) on the upthrown side delineate the area 
where detailed studies are required prior to development. 
Detailed studies usually include geologic mapping of sur
ficial deposits and subsurface investigations, usually tren
ches, but may include boreholes and/or geophysical sur
veys. At sites with predetermined structure locations, 
trenches are typically oriented perpendicular to fault 
trends, covering and extending beyond the proposed 
building footprint, to determine if faults are present. At 
sites where structures may be located to avoid faults, such 
as residential subdivisions or large commercial develop
ments, trenches are located to identify faults, map them 
across the property, define the widths of zones of defor
mation, and determine setbacks. Final setback distances 
are based on these site-specific conditions. 
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ABSTRACT 

A Holocene (10,000 year) criterion is commonly used to discriminate "active" faults in the Basin and Range Province. 
This "time-since-the-last-event" definition is used to define faults that could move during future earthquakes, for avoiding 
building structures across them, and for estimating potential earthquake ground motion. However, observations from the 
Basin and Range Province suggest that a longer time period is appropriate for this criterion, especially since most (but by 
no means all) earthquake recurrence intervals exceed 10,000 years. We advocate the use of a latest Pleistocene age crite
rion, specifically 130,000 years, for active fault classification in the province. A l30,000-year activity criterion is appro
priate for use in the Basin and Range Province because: 1) it encompasses most recurrence intervals for faults in the 
province, which typically are between a few thousand to a few hundred thousand years; 2) it accounts for temporal cluster
ing of the earthquake activity along a fault by capturing most intercluster periods; 3) it is linked with the beginning of a rec
ognizable climatic episode, Oxygen Isotope Stage 5, a strong interglacial period when distinct surfaces and soils were 
formed (Sangamon-age soils), and 4) at least 50 percent of historical earthquakes of magnitude 6.5 in the province 
involved fault traces that lacked prior Holocene faulting. Another practical aspect of using a 130,000-year activity crite
rion is that it is sufficiently long that most hazardous faults have had several surface-rupturing events producing discern
able geomorphic expression, to aid in their identification and delineation. In Nevada, this latest Quaternary fault 
classification would include most significant faults that define the contemporary seismotectonic pattern. 

INTRODUCTION 

An "active fault" criterion is a set of definitions to dis
tinguish faults that are capable in the future of having 
earthquakes and potential surface rupture. Most defini
tions are based on considerations, such as the risk to peo
ple and the geological chance of an earthquake occurring 
along faults having certain characteristics. For risk deci
sions to be relevant decision makers need the best infor
mation available; this includes information about the 
seismotectonic environment. 

In this paper we examine the geological input needed 
to define an "active fault" for the Basin and Range 
Province. We evaluate the 10,000-year criterion com
monly used and suggest that this definition is inadequate 
based on historical earthquake data and the general char
acter of earthquake occurrence in the province. We pro
pose that a much longer time frame than Holocene 
(10,000 years) is needed, and recommend 130,000 years. 

ACTIVE FAULT DEFINITIONS 

Active-fault definitions present criterion for determin
ing which faults to use in an assessment of earthquake 
sources for seismic-hazard analyses, or which to consider 
for evaluating surface-faulting hazard. Examples of sur
face-faulting hazards and avoidance are illustrated in fig
ures 1 through 4. Another use of active-fault definitions is 
in the review of the seismic safety of dams. The Utah 
Division of Dam Safety and the California Division of 

Safety of Dams both employ a 35,000-year active-fault 
criterion for consideration of ground shaking and surface
displacement hazards. In the Basin and Range Province, a 
10,000-year cri~erion is used for fault set-backs in urban 
areas (e.g., Robison, 1993, Alquist-Priolo Special Studies 
Zones [technically this is an 11 ,OOO-year criterion] Hart, 
1994, and Nevada Association of Engineering Geologists, 
1996), for the consideration of faults to include in a seis
mic-hazard analysis, such as for the seismic design of 
mine tailings dams. In the near future, the 10,000-year cri
terion is proposed for use in new building codes (Bach
man, 1997). 

Although we endorse a late Pleistocene "active fault" 
criterion for use in the Basin and Range Province, we 
acknowledge that there are shortcomings to a simple time
since-the-last-event active-fault definition. Some of these 
ideas are presented in the "Overview and Recommenda
tions" of the National Research Council's book on "Active 
Tectonics" (National Research Council, 1986). The over
view states that the historical lack of agreement on an 
active-fault definitions has "caused confusion and atten
dant engineering, social, and legal difficulties." The over
view further notes that, "Many of the definitions inap
propriately have mixed elements including criteria for 
identifying faults, criteria for estimating degree of activity, 
and value judgements about the level of activity that con
stitutes acceptable risk to mankind." This issue is addres
sed in this paper by focusing on the geological input to the 
decision. At the 1997 Basin and Range Province Seismic
Hazard Summit, an anonymous written comment suggest-
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Figure 1. HallsI' on the left is built across afault scarp. The upper part of the house, just to the right of the telephone pole, is built on the upper offset 
sUfFice {lnd the lower part is built on the lower offset swface. The fault in this area likely lies midslope on the scarp or beneath the middle of'the 
hilliSI'. The house on the right is built immediately adjacent to the toe of'scarp and would likely be subject to secondary faulting if' an earthquake rup
tured Ihe sUiface along th is fault. (Photograph by C. dePolo) 

Figure 2. House built across fault scarp in a rural Basin and Range Province setting. There is little developmental pressure here and the house could 
have easily been ofi,etfrom the fault had the owner known it was an active fault. (Photograph by C. Willoughby) 
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Figure 3. Barn that crossed the Red Canyon/ault and was offset during the 1959 Hebgen Lake, Montana, earthquake. The back wall o/the barn is 
crushed and the whole structure is disrupted. (Photograph by K. Steznbrugge) 

ed the term "active" is misleading and should be replaced 
by the term "earthquake." Labeling faults ~s active, ~nd 
by inference, inactive, leads to the expectatI~n of havIng 
"good" versus "bad" faults. Good faults don t have ~.arth
quakes (at least of any consequences); ~hese are the lI~ac
tive" faults . Confusion and a certain dIstrust from socIety 
ensues when good faults suddenly tum bad. A policy re~
ommendation from the Summit notes that earthquakes In 
the province will occur on faults of different age criteria, 
including Holocene faults, late Quaternary faults (13~,000 
years), and Quaternary faults (1.6 million years). ~t.IS the 
prerogative of the user to decide the degree of antICIpated 
risk and what degree of fault activity is consider~d "dan
gerous" (from the conference policy recommen~~tIOn): 

There are practical reasons to employ specIfIc actIve
fault definitions, and current usage is anticip~ted to co~
tinue. Therefore, geoscientists need to be In~ol.ved In 
evaluating the input for these decision~ .. ~ha~ IS Incum
bent on the users of an active-fault defImtIOn IS that they 
clearly understand what the criterion me~s and ~oesn't 
mean, and what input elements were used In making .the 
definition. This helps achieve optimum use of the cnte
rion and the information it represents. 

HISTORICAL EARTHQUAKES IN THE BASIN 
AND RANGE PROVINCE 

To gain a perspective on the time criterion applied to 
faults to determine which are most likely to have future 

earthquakes we compare existing criteria with the activity 
of faults with historical earthquakes. How well can a 
given criterion predict faults along which historical earth
quakes have occurred? To answer this question, we exam
ined earthquakes with magnitudes of 6.5 and greater. 
Earthquakes of this size are more likely to rupture the sur
face (dePolo, 1994). 

Historical earthquakes with surface faulting in the 
Basin and Range Province and the activity of the faults 
and fault traces involved in these events are listed in table 
I (for further discussion of these earthquakes see dePolo 
and others (1989, 1991). Constraints on earlier fault act
ivity ~re b~sed .0!1 t~enching studies, scarp-degradation 
modelIng, IdentIfIcatIOn of offset alluvial surface and 
soils, and cross-cutting relations with pluvial shorelines 
and deposits. Six to nine of the eleven fault zones that 
generated the historical earthquakes had prior Holocene 
activity along some portion of them, and at least two did 
not. In contrast, six to eight of these events (>50%) 
involved significant surface faulting along fault traces that 
lacked prior Holocene activity. 

Ten of the eleve!1 events (91 %) occurred along faults 
t~at h~ve ruptured SInce 130,~00 year.s (not including the 
histoncal event). Only the Pitaycachl fault, along which 
the 1887 Sonora, Mexico earthquake occurred, definitely 
had a pre-130,000 year penultimate event. Thus, a 
130,000-year criterion would have been more complete 
than a 1O,000-year criterion at identifying fault zones that 
generated historical earthquakes, and especially at identi
fying fault traces involved in historical surface rupture. 
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Figure 4. ExampLe of avoidance mitigation of sUiface-fauLting hazard aLong the Hayward fauLt in CaLifornia. A major trace of the fauLt passes from 
the righr of the bus through the gap in the apartment buiLdings. This gap is the set-back area to avoid the fauLt; the area was repLanned to be a smaLL. 
Opl'll . grassy area and parking spaces. Many communities in the Basin and Range Province have the opportunity to guide pLanning such that buildings 
and orher structures avoid crossing fauLts when it is unnecessary. (Photograph by C. dePolo) 

Table 1. 
Activity offaults that were involved in historical earthquakes in the Basin and Range Province. 

magnitude 6.5 and greater. 

Earthquake Holocene Activity Fault Traces Reference 
along the without Holocene 

Fault Zone Activity 

1872 Owens Valley Eq. Yes No Bierman and others (1995) 

1887 Sonora, Mexico Eq. No Yes Bull and Pearthree (1988) 

1915 Pleasant Valley Eq. No/Yes? Yes Pearthree (1990) 

1932 Cedar Mountain Eq. Yes No Bell and others (in press) 

1934 Hansel Valley Eq. No? Yes McCalpin (1986) 

1954 Rainbow Mountain Eq. Yes Yes Bell (1981) 

1954 Stillwater Eq. ? Yes? Bell (1981) 

1954 Fairview Peak Eq. No Yes Pearthree (1990) 

1954 Dixie Valley Eq. Yes Yes Bell and Katzer (1990) 

1959 Hebgen Lake Eq. Yes No? N oller and others (1996) 

1983 Borah Peak Eq. Yes No Hanks and Schwartz (1987) 
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A 10,000-YEAR CRITERION 

A 10,000-year (Holocene) criterion for active faults is 
widely used in the Basin and Range Province. Selection 
of the Holocene appears to have come from the gradual 
adoption of this criterion from California. The significant 
attribute of the Holocene is that it is defined by the change 
from a glacial to interglacial environment, which has led 
to the development of distinctive soils and geomorphic 
surfaces. It is also within the range of the radiocarbon dat
ing method. In California, particularly west of the Basin 
and Range Province where the rate of earthquake activity 
is high, a Holocene criterion encompasses most faults a 
geologist would be concerned about when assessing seis
mic hazard. Many of these faults have had multiple Holo
cene events. 

Because most average earthquake recurrence intervals 
for faults in the Basin and Range Province are longer than 
10,000 years, we consider a Holocene time frame inade
quate for an active-fault criterion in the Basin and Range 
Province. Most Quaternary faults in the province appear 
to lack Holocene activity, and most of the large historical 
earthquakes in the province occurred along faults that did 
not show evidence of prior Holocene activity. 

A shortcoming of a Holocene activity criterion is that 
most of the range-bounding faults that are involved in the 
contemporary deformation of the province would be con
sidered inactive. Fault slip rates in Basin and Range Pro
vince range from a few m/kyr (m/kyr are equivalent to 
mm/yr) to below a thousanth of a m/kyr, with values 
around a tenth of a m/kyr being common (dePolo, unpub
lished research). If we consider 1 to 5 meters as a typical 
range of maximum surface offset during an event, a slip 
rate of a tenth of a m/kyr yields average earthquake return 
times of 10 to 50 kiloyears; thus, a 10,000-year criterion 
only represents a fraction of the recurrence intervals for 
these faults. 

Faults with Holocene activity taken from Dohren
wend and others (1996) are shown in figure 5. Holocene 
faults include those with the highest rates of activity (a 
few tenths of a m/kyr or greater) and a subset of the rest of 
the late Quaternary faults. It is this subset aspect that ren
ders a Holocene activity criterion incomplete. A 1990 
reconnaissance study of Quaternary faults in Nevada (Sid
darthan and others, 1990) indicates the level of incom
pleteness. Only 16 percent of known and suspected 
Quaternary faults were estimated to have earthquake 
recurrence intervals of 10,000 years or less. 

Reiterating, six to eight of the eleven historical earth
quakes involved significant surface faulting along fault 
traces that lacked prior Holocene activity. This observa
tion further casts doubt on the utility of a Holocene crite
rion. Society expects an active-fault criterion to disting
guish fault traces that are the most hazardous and which 
potentially will rupture in future earthquakes. A Holocene 
criterion fails this expectation in the Basin and Range 
Province. Because more faults in the contemporary defor
mational pattern lack Holocene activity than have it, it is 
likely that the next large earthquakes in the Basin and 
Range Province will occur on non-Holocene faults. We 
conclude that the Holocene is inadequate as an active fault 
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criterion in the Basin and Range Province. 

A 130,000-YEAR CRITERION 

We recommend using a 130,000-year criterion for 
active fault definitions in the Basin and Range province 
because: (1) it encompasses most recurrence intervals for 
faults in the province, which typically are between a few 
thousand to a few hundred thousand years; (2) it accounts 
for temporal clustering of the earthquake activity along a 
fault by capturing most intercluster periods; (3) it is linked 
with the beginning of a recognizable climatic episode, 
Oxygen Isotope Stage 5, a strong interglacial period when 
distinct surfaces and soils were formed (Sangamon-age 
soils), and (4) at least 60 percent of historical earthquakes 
of magnitude 6 in the province occurred along faults that 
generally lack Holocene faulting. 

To demonstrate the utility of a 130,000-year criterion, 
we present Dohrenwend and other's (1996) map of faults 
with this age activity or younger in figure 6. This map 
includes many more major range-bounding faults than the 
map highlighting only Holocene activity (figure 5). With 
respect to Siddarthan and others (1990), 59 percent of the 
faults had average earthquake recurrence intervals of 
130,000 years of less. Using the 1990 study as an indica
tor, even the 130,000-year criterion is incomplete, but it is 
three times better than using the Holocene for identifying 
faults that could have future major earthquakes in Nevada 
(59% versus 16%). 

Temporal clustering of earthquakes along faults in the 
Basin and Range Province also warrants consideration. 
As noted by Wallace (1987), earthquakes appear to cluster 
through time along faults, in contrast to a model of quasi
periodicity (see figure 7). It is unclear to what extent a 
Holocene criterion would include (and proportionately 
highlight) faults in periods of clustered behavior, but it 
would definitely bias against those about to return to a 
more active phase from dormancy. Although well-dated 
examples are sparse, 130,000 years appears be longer than 
many of these swings between active and less active peri
ods, making it a better indicator of faults that are part of 
the contemporary deformation in the province. 

With respect to historical surface faulting, a 130,000-
year criterion does quite well. All but the 1887 Sonora, 
Mexico earthquake occurred along faults that have rup
tured in the past 130,000 years (see table 1). 

There are two practical aspects to a 130,000-year cri
terion: (1) it marks the beginning of a pronounced inter
glacial period that yielded surfaces and soils that are still 
recognizable in many places, and (2) it allows sufficient 
time for multiple earthquakes along many faults, thus cre
ating the geomorphic expression with which to identify 
them. The 130,000-year boundary is at the beginning of 
the Sangamon interglacial period, or Oxygen Isotope 
Stage 5 (Gallup and others, 1994; Ehlers, 1996; see figure 
8). Estimates for the age of this boundary have ranged 
from 128 kiloyears (Morrison, 1991) to 132 kiloyears 
(Richmond and Fullerton, 1986). Recent estimates are 
130 ka (Gallup and others, 1994; Ehlers, 1996) and this 
value is adopted in this paper. During the Sangamon, 
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Figure 5. Reconnaissance photogeologic map of Quaternary faults in Nevada, produced by Dohrenwend and others (1996). Holocene and possible 
Holocene faults are highlighted. This map indicates a relatively small percentage of the faults would be classified as Holocene. Recent studies con
ducted since this map was made would add some additional Holocene faults, but would not change the overall impression that most faults lack 
Holocene activity. 
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Figure 6. Reconnaissance photogeologic map of Quaternary faults in Nevada, produced by Dohrenwend and others (1996). Faults active in the late 
Pleistocene (130,000 years) are highlighted. Many more range-front faults are included in the late Pleistocene criterion versus the Holocene criterion 
(figure 5). 
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Figure 7. Diagrammatic graphs of two types offault displacement time histories. (A) Temporal grouping of slip events separated by quiescent peri
ods (solid lines). For afew thousand years during groups of events, the average slip rate (dotted lines) may be several times that of the long-term slip 
rate averaged over tens of thousands of years (dashed line). (B) More regular recurrence of slip events. Dashed lines show an average displacement 
rate which is the same in both examples. Wallace suggests that (A) rather than (B) represents more nearly the characteristic time history of individual 
faults and fault segments in the Basin and Range Province (figure and caption from Wallace, 1987). 
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Figure 8. Record of 180/160 variations in five deep-sea cores as a function of time, prepared by Morrison (1991). Shades areas are interglacial 
episodes, based on a cut-off at -0.5 (5180 oxygen-isotope values (equivalent to Holocene interglacial values). The numbers along the graph indicate 
oxygen-isotope stages: the even-numbered peaks (at top) are glacial maxima, and odd-numbered troughs are interglacial minima. This fugure illus
trates that Sangamon (Stage 5) is the penultimate interglacial period and that the 130,000-year criterion is at the beginning of the Sangamon. 
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strong soils were formed that can be identified (e.g., Bell 
and Pease, 19S0). In the arid to semiarid setting of much 
of the Basin and Range Province, direct dating opportuni
ties are rare, thus soil correlation and age assignment have 
a particular importance, despite the difficulty often associ-
ated with soils. 

The estimate of average earthquake occurrence rate in 
the province is on the order of 10 to 50 kiloyear (as noted 
earlier). Many faults would therefore have produced sev
eral earthquakes in 130,000 years, making them easy to 
identify and delineate. 

PROBABILITY OF EARTHQUAKES IMPLIED 
BY A 130,000-YEAR CRITERION 

An important consideration when defining an active 
fault is the probability that an individual fault will have an 
earthquake. If you only know the time since the last 
event, what are its chances of having an earthquake? 
Some might infer that if a 130,000-year criterion is used 
that the chances are 1 in 130,000 in a given year. How
ever, consider the number of historical earthquakes in 
Nevada that have occurred on faults that have had activity 
in the past 130,000 years. There are about 300 relatively 
large faults in Nevada and it would be conservative to 
consider that they all have been active in the past 130,000 
years (see figure 4). Six to nine earthquakes of magnitude 
6.5 or great -er have occurred among these 300 faults in 
the past 150 years in Nevada. The range in the number of 
historical events is due to uncertainty in magnitude values 
and whether the events are association with faults. There 
is an implied earthquake recurrence interval for faults that 
have moved in the past 130,000 years considering these 
historical earthquakes. The rate of M 6.5 earthquakes in 
Nevada over the past 150 years is 0.04 to 0.06 events per 
year among about 300 faults. When normalized to a per 
fault value (divided by 300), this becomes 0.0001 to 
0.0002 events per year per fault. In other words, given the 
historical record, events might occur along Nevadan late 
Pleistocene faults once every 5000 to 10,000 years on 
average. This is not meant to be a rigorous estimate, as 
much as an illustration. This historical earthquake proba
bility implies that a 130,000-year time criterion for fault 
activity should be multiplied by a coefficient of less than 
one when compared to a risk time frame. For example, 
10,000 years (on average) = "a" times 130,000 years, 
where the coefficient "a" is -O.OOOOS. This example 
implies that in Nevada, the general probability of an earth
quake along a fault, for which all that is known is that it 
has moved in the last 130,000 years, is significantly less 
than a 1 in 130,000 chance a year. 

DISCUSSION 

We acknowledge the practicality and applicability of a 
simple, single fault activity criterion for seismic-hazard 
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characterization, but emphasize that for more detailed an~l
yse~, a spectrum of time frames is more useful. In the 
BaSIn. a!ld Range Province, several different time frames 
of actIvIty have been used, generally the oldest being Qua
ternary. A better way to characterize hazard is to estimate 
the earthquake recurrence interval of a fault. Whether 
earthquakes occur along an individual fault every 1000, 
10,000, or 100,000 years makes a big difference in how 
dangerous a fault might be considered. 

. The di!ference' iri the suggested time criterion for 
actIve faultIng between the Basin and Range Province and 
~an Andreas plate boundary system (for which Holocene 
IS generally used) is largely related to differences in the 
style and .rate~ of tectonism. In the plate boundary system, 
deformatIOn IS focused on relatively high slip rate faults 
and these dominate the earthquake hazard. In the Basi~ 
and Range P~ovi~ce,. earthquake return times are longer 
and deformatIO~ IS WIdely ~istributed among many faults. 
T~us, a longer tIme frame IS needed to include faults that 
mIght have earthquakes in the future. 

CONCLUSIONS 

If a t~me-since-the-last-event criterion is to be used to 
~haractenze fault. activity .in the Basin and Range Prov
Ince, the late PleIstocene IS a more appropriate criterion 
than the Holocene. A Holocene criterion selects only a 
small percen~age of the faults that are likely to produce 
earthquakes In the future. This is because most earth
quake recurrence intervals in the province appear to be 
longer than 10,000 years. In addition, most large earth
quakes i~ the province have ruptured fault traces that 
lac~ed pnor Holocene activity. Thus, the Holocene in the 
B~sIn a~d Range Province is a poor indicator of faults that 
wIll be Involved in large earthquakes in the future. In con
trast, a 130,000-year criterion would have identified most 
of the faults t~at gene~ated large historical earthquakes 
and that ",:ere Involved In surface faulting, and it encom
passes typIcal earthquake recurrence intervals in the pro v -
Ince. Furtherm?r~, the 130,~00-year criterion is practical 
to 1:lse b~caus~ ~t IS the begInning of a major interglacial 
penod ~Ith dIStInct surfaces and soils that can be used to 
constraIn fault activity. Also, many faults have produced 
~ore ~han ?~e earthquake during this time period aiding 
In the IdentI!Ication and delineation of fault traces. There
for~, we behe7'e ~ 30,000 years i~ an effective and practical 
actIve fault cntenon for the BaSIn and Range Province. 
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ABSTRACT 

The Rio Grande rift has a relatively short and unimpressive record of historical seismicity. However, there is abundant 
evidence of prehistoric (Quaternary) surface faulting associated with large (M>6) earthquakes. This paradox between his
torical and prehistoric seismicity (paleoseismicity) has important implications for seismic-hazards analyses based primar
ily on modem seismicity. 

The paleoseismic record of faulting in the rift is poorly documented compared to most seismically active regions, 
mainly because there have been few detailed studies and partly because many of the faults have long recurrence intervals 
(e.g., 10,000-100,000 years), which makes dating them difficult by radiocarbon methods alone. Nevertheless, a new com
pilation of Quaternary fault data for the rift suggests Holocene «10,000 years) movement on at least 20 faults. Several of 
these faults have evidence for multiple movements; thus, at least 22 large earthquakes of probable M >6.25 were associated 
with surface ruptures during the past 10,000 years, or one about every 450 years. 

Because the level of seismicity of the Rio Grande rift is generally low, the populace (in general) believes that earth
quakes do not pose a significant threat to them, whereas the presence of abundant young faults tells a different story. From 
a geologic viewpoint, it seems obvious that modem seismic-hazards assessments for regions like the Rio Grande rift must 
use not only catalogs of modern seismicity, but also integrate data from a comprehensive inventory of Quaternary faults, 
especially those structures showing evidence of movement in the past 100,000 years (a time interval which encompasses a 
complete earthquake cycle for most all active faults). A myopic view of earthquake hazards posed by individual faults (i.e., 
having recurrence intervals of 10,000 years or more) can lead to a complacent attitude that strengthens a perception of low 
seismic potential for the region. Without proper caution, this attitude can be manifested in inappropriate construction 
styles, building codes, land-use policies, and the siting (or relocation) of important or critical facilities. 

INTRODUCTION 

Virtually all modem earthquake-hazards assessments 
are based primarily on historical seismicity coupled with 
geologic evidence of faulting that is associated with 
strong ground motion (paleoseismology). The predictive 
nature of these assessments follows the widely accepted 
paradigm that "the past is the key to the future." This seis
mological basis for earthquake-hazards assessments is 
natural, quantitative, and justified through traditional 
practice. However, a paradox exists in many recently 
developed countries with short historical records, such as 
the United States where the recorded history of seismicity 
may be only 100-300 years long and the instrumental 
record may be considerably shorter. The problem lies in 
the potential disparity between short-term records of 
strong ground motion reflected by historical seismicity 
and long-term records of strong ground motion indicated 
from paleoseismic studies. This paper reflects on these 
disparities and the reasons they exist. 

The U.S. and many other countries have geologically 
distinct regions that fall into markedly different seismo
genic settings. Commonly, these regions are directly asso
ciated with tectonic provinces, their seismic activity being 

controlled by their proximity to tectonic plate margins, 
regional geologic setting, and their current state of stress. 
Although there is probably a continuum between these 
regions, let us consider that there are three' general types 
of seismogenic settings in the United States. This simple 
characterization allows us to frame the present and Neo
gene seismotectonic setting of the Rio Grande rift. 

In tectonically active regions, especially those border
ing convergent or transpressive plate margins, large (M 
>6) earthquakes are associated with catastrophic move
ment on faults having slip rates that are typically tens of 
mm/year to several cm/year and recurrence intervals of 
several hundreds (e.g., San Andreas fault) to several thou
sand years long (e.g., blind thrust faults within the Los 
Angeles basin). Strike-slip and thrust faults in coastal 
California and the Cascadia subduction zone fall in this 
broad category of tectonically active regions. Here, the 
brief record of felt seismicity (100-150 years) may ade
quately portray many of the active faults. Nevertheless, 
even seismicity fails to image some seismogenic struc
tures, such as blind thrusts (e.g., the 1994 Northridge 
earthquake ). 

In tectonically less-active regions such as the exten
sional domains of the Basin and Range Province and Rio 
Grande rift of the western U.S., fault slip rates are typi-
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cally <1-2 mm/year; thus, recurrence intervals for surface 
rupturing fault are as little as several thousand years (e.g., 
the Wasatch fault zone) or as long as 10,000 years (e.g., a 
typical Basin and Range fault) to 100,000 years (e.g., 
some of the least active Quaternary faults in the Rio 
Grande rift). Obviously, the 150- to 300-year-Iong record 
of felt seismicity only portrays a small fraction of the 
potentially a~tive faults in these. regions. . . 

Finally, In even less tectonIcally active regIOns, such 
as the passive margin of the eastern U.S. and compres
sional domain of the stable continental interior of the 
U.S., Canada, and Australia, fault slip rates are probably 
measured in hundredths of a mm/year, and intervals be
tween surface rupturing events may be extremely long 
(>100,000 years) or immeasurable. However, th~s~ re
gions also seem pro~e t.o clustered earthquake aCtIVIt~
that is, one where seIsmIC structures are recurrently actIve 
over relatively short geologic time frames (hundreds to 
thousands of years), then inactive for long intervals of 
time (thousands to tens of thousands of years). The New 
Madrid and Charleston seismic zones (mid-continent and 
eastern U.S., respectively) and the Cheraw fault (south
eastern Colorado) are examples of faults that have evi
dence of short-term clustering but no geologic evidence 
of similar long-term tectonic activity. 

In extensional domains such as the Rio Grande rift, a 
situation exists where the record of historical seismicity is 
relatively short and generally unimpressive. Instrumental 
data exist from the mid-1960s and felt reports go back to 
the 1600s in specific locations (e.g., Santa Fe). Although 
the paleo seismic record reveals evidence of abundant late 
Pleistocene (i.e., 10,000-130,000 years ago) and Holocene 
«10,000 years ago) faulting in the rift, we only have evi
dence of a single historic surface rupture from an earth
quake that occurred a little more than 110 years ago in 
northern Sonora, Mexico, south of Douglas, Arizona. 
Within the U.S. portion of. the rift, the largest felt or 
recorded earthquake (Ms 6.3) occurred in 1931 near 
Valentine, Texas, and although this event did not form a 
demonstrable surface rupture, it may have had as much as 
38 centimeters of slip in the subsurface (Doser, 1987). 
This earthquake, and similar-size ones in the Basin and 
Range Province (see Wells and Coppersmith, 1994), sug
gest that the threshold for surface ruptures is in the lower 
half of the M 6 range (i.e., M 6.25±0.25) for normal faults 
that have earthquakes nucleating at depths of 15 kilome
ters to perhaps 20 kilometers. Thus, there is an apparent 
paradox in the Rio Grande rift between the short-term 
record of seismicity (relatively aseismic, no surface rup
ture) and the long-term record (abundant evidence of late 
Quaternary faults and, hence, paleoseismicity). The man
ner in which this disparity is dealt with has important 
implications for seismic-hazards analyses. 

QUATERNARY FAULTING IN THE RIO 
GRANDE RIFT 

The Rio Grande rift lies within the eastern part of the 
Basin and Range and the southern part of the Rocky 
Mountain provinces as defined by Fenneman (1931); it 
forms a neady continuous, deep, sediment-filled valley of 
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Figure 1. Index map of the Rio Grande rift showing cultural and geo
graphic features mentioned in the text. Physiographic provinces (from 
Fenneman, 1931) are asfollows: BR, Basin and Range; Cp, Colorado 
Plateau; Gp, Great Plains; MR, Middle Rocky Mountains (includes 
wyoming Basin); RGR, Rio Grande rift subprovince (shaded pattern); 
and SR, Southern Rocky Mountains. Solid lines show province bound
aries; dashed line shows limits of Rio Grande rift as used in this paper. 

Neogene age that extends almost 1,000 kilometers from 
Leadville, Colorado, south into western Texas, southeast
ern Arizona, and northern Chihuahua and Sonora (north
ernmost Mexico) (figure 1). The rift widens to the south; 
it is a singular 30- to 40-kilometer-wide, half-graben north 
of Taos, New Mexico. The down-to-the-west Sangre de 
Cristo fault zone (faults 3 and 4 , figure 2) is the predomi
nate rift-bounding structure in this area. South from a line 
between roughly Taos and Los Alamos, New Mexico, the 
rift widens to 40-60 kilometers, with alternating-polarity 
half grabens in the Espanola, Santo Domingo, and Albu
querque basins. South of Socorro, the rift becomes even 
wider (60-150 kilometers) and is comprised of 2 or more 
half grabens or grabens. The southern part of the Rio 
Grande rift lies with a southeastern part (extension) of the 
Basin and Range, the rift's western margin is herein -con
sidered to be near the ArizonalNew Mexico border; how
ever, some have placed the boundary of the Neogene Rio 
Grande rift further east near Deming, New Mexico. Nev
ertheless, at the International Border with Mexico, the rift 
is on the order of about 400 kilometers wide. On the basis 
of the north-south orientation and youthfulness of fault
ing, the Quaternary Rio Grande rift probably extends from 
the Animas Valley in southwestern New Mexico and San 
Bernardino Valley in northern Sonora, Mexico (on the 
west) to the Lobo Valley near Valentine, Texas (on the 
east) (figure 2). 
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Figure 2. Generalized map of Quaternary faults of the Rio Grande rift 
in southern Colorado, New Mexico, western Texas, and northern Mex
ico. Faults of Holocene (and historic) age are numbered and descri
bed in table 1. 

Quaternary faults are both widespread and common in 
the Rio Grande rift (Nakata and others, 1982; Machette 
and others, 1996), but relatively young «15,000 year old) 
surface ruptures are restricted primarily to major range
bounding faults (Machette and Haw ley, 1996) such as 
those along the Sangre de Cristo, Jemez, Socorro, Mag
dalena, Caballo, San Andres, Organ, and Franklin Moun
tains (see figure 2). The paleoseismic record of faulting in 
the rift is poorly understood, mainly because there have 
been few detailed studies and partly because many of the 
faults have long recurrence intervals (i.e., 10,000-100,000 
years), which makes dating times of movement on them 
difficult by radiocarbon methods. Thus, it is difficult to 
assess prehistoric levels of sei~micity in the rift. How
ever, based on preliminary studies of fault age and distrib
ution, I previously suggested a composite recurrence 
interval (CRI) of about 750±250 years for a major surface
rupturing earthquake in the New Mexico part of the Rio 
Grande rift (Machette, 1987a). We now have a compila
tion of paleoseismic data for the rift in southern Colorado 
(Sangre de Cristo fault), New Mexico, west Texas and 
northern Mexico (Collins and others, 1996; Machette and 
others, 1996; respectively). These data indicate Holocene 
movement on 20 faults (table 1), including the one histori
cal rupture in northern Mexico. In addition to these 20 
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earthquake events, the Sangre de Cristo and Organ Mou~
tains faults have evidence for two separate movements In 
the Holocene; thus, one should consider that there have 
been at least 22 large (M >6.25) earthquakes associated 
with surface ruptures in the Rio Grande rift in the past 
10,000 years. These data suggest a Holocene composite 
recurrence interval (CRI) of about 450 years for the above 
mentioned portion of the 'rift. Some portions of the rift, 
especially those settled by Spanish missionaries along the 
Rio Grande, have been continuously occupied since 
nearly A.D. 1600 , thus the CRI is approaching the time 
that the region has been occupied by Americans of Euro
pean origin (i.e. the historical record). The new calculated 
CRI is considerably less than before (750 years) because I 
have included faults from a larger area (Texas, Mexico, 
and southern ' Colorado) and because there are several 
newly documented faults in the listing. The most recent 
movement on the prehistoric faults seems to have been 
along the Organ Mountains fault about 1,000 years ago 
(Gile, 1987), whereas the Pitaycachi fault is the only his
toric surface rupture in the rift (see table 1). Based on past 
experience, it seems likely that with further paleo seismic 
studies the number of faults with known Holocene move
ment will probably increase, and the CRI will decrease 
somewhat, as it has in many other parts of the Basin and 
Range. In contrast, the CRI for the rift is roughly equiva
lent to that of the Wasatch fault zone (5 active segments) 
in Utah (Machette and others, 1991, table 2), a fault zone 
which is considerably more active that those typical of the 
Basin and Range Province. 

There are two major urban centers in the relatively 
sparsely populated Rio Grande rift. The northern ce~ter 
includes Los Alamos, Santa Fe, and Albuquerque, a regIOn 
where an estimated 50 percent (i.e., 750,000) of New 
Mexico's population lives (ca. 1.5 million in 1990). This 
area is close to or includes several Quaternary faults (the 
Embudo, Parajito, Guaye Mountain, Rendija Canyon, and 
Hubbell Springs) that have clear evidence for either 
Holocene or latest Pleistocene movements associated with 
large earthquakes. New studies of the Parajito fault indi
cate latest Pleistocene (Kelson and others, 1993) or possi
bly younger movement (James McCalpin, oral com
munication 1997), whereas two of its subsidiary faults 
(the Rendija and Guaye Mountain) are known to be 
Holocene (Kelson and others, 1993). The Parajito fault 
has a long history of Quaternary movement-its scarp on 
1.1-million-year-old Bandelier Tuff is commonly 120 
meters high; more importantly, the fault bounds the west 
side of the Los Alamos National Laboratory, an important 
research and defense-related facility. In addition, the~e are 
several other critical facilities (Kirkland Air Force Base 
and Sandia National Laboratory), the State Capital, and 
Cochiti Reservoir within this region, all of which could be 
subject to damage from severe ground shaking during 
large earthquakes on nearby active faults. 

, At the southern margin of the rift, popUlation is 
mainly concentrated in the El Paso/Juarez metropolitan 
area (estimated popUlation of more than 1.8 million), with 
a smaller urban area at Las Cruces (70 kilometers to the 
north-northwest). El Paso has nearly 600,000 people liv
ing in a relatively small area (El Paso County), whereas 
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Table 1. Faults with known or suspected Holocene movement in the Rio Grande rift. 

(Abbreviations: SM, scarp morphology; ST, stratigraphic relations; S, soils; C14, radiocarbon dating; T, trenching; Mtns., mountains; 
EQ, earthquake) 

Name of fault Number & general location Time of most Evidence for timing 
(see figure 2) recent event & main reference(s) 

Sangre de Cristo 1. West front of Sangre de Cristo Early Holocene SM, ST, S, C14, & T; McCalpin,1982. 
(section A) Mtns., NE of Alamosa, Colorado. 

Sangre de Cristo 2. West front of Sangre de Cristo 2-3(?) events ST & C14; Kirkham & Rogers, 1981. 
(section B) Mtns., E of San Luis, Colorado. in Holocene 

Sangre de Cristo 3. West front of Sangre de Cristo Mtns., Middle to early SM & ST; Menges, 1990. 
(section C) near Cuesta, New Mexico. Holocene 

Sangre de Cristo 4. West front of Sangre de Cristo Mtns., Early (7) Holocene SM & ST; Machette & 
(section D) near Taos, New Mexico. Personius, 1984. 

Valle de Vidal 5. East side of Valle Vidal, Late to middle SM; Menges & Walker, 1990. 
northern New Mexico. Holocene 

Guaye Mountain 6. West side of Espanola basin, Middle Holocene ST, T, & C14; Kelson & others, 1993. 
N of Los Alamos, New Mexico. 

Rendija Canyon 7. West side of Espanola basin, Early Holocene ST, T, & C14; Kelson & others, 1993. 
N of Los Alamos, New Mexico. 

Coyote Springs 8. North flank of Ladrone Mtns., Early (7) Holocene SM; Machette & McGimsey, 1983. 
central New Mexico. 

La Jencia 9. West side of La Jencia basin, 1-2(7) events in Holocene SM, ST, S, & T; Machette, 1988. 
central New Mexico. 

Socorro Canyon 10. East side of Socorro Mtns., Early (7) Holocene SM; Machette & McGimsey, 1983. 
S of Socorro, New Mexico. 

Caballo 11. Northern segment of Caballo Late(7) Holocene SM, ST, C14, & T; Machette, 1987c, 
(Williamsburg scarp) fault, S of Truth or Consequences, Foley & others, 1988. 

New Mexico. 

Caballo 12. Central segment of Caballo fault, S of Middle Holocene SM, ST, & T; Machette, 1987c, Foley 
Truth or Consequences, New Mexico. & others, 1988. 

Alamogordo 13. West flank of Sacramento Mtns, Early (?) Holocene SM & ST; Machette, 1987b. 
Alamogordo, New Mexico. 

Organ Mountains 14. East flank of Organ Mtns., 2 events in Holocene SM, S, C14, & T; Gile, 1987; 
southern New Mexico. Machette, 1987b. 

East Franklin Mountains 15. East flank of Franklin Mtns., Early (7) Holocene SM & ST; Machette, 1987b. 
north of El Paso, Texas. 

Washburn (zone) 16. East flank of Pelloncillo Mtns., Holocene SM; Machette & others, 1986. 
W. of Animas, New Mexico. 

Gillespie Mtn. 17. West flank of Animas Mtns., Holocene SM; Machette & others, 1986. 
Animas Valley, SW New Mexico. 

Pitaycachi 18. East side of San Bernardino Historic (May 3, 1887) 75 km rupture, scarp height 4 m max., 
(SonoraEQ) Valley, NE Sonora, Mexico Bull & Pearthree, 1988. 

West Lobo Valley 19. West side of Lobo Valley, Holocene (?) SM; Machette unpubl. data, 1982; 
W of Valentine, Texas. Collins & Raney, 1991. 

Amargosa 20. Northeast side of Amargosa Mtns., Early (?) Holocene SM, ST; Collins & Raney, 1991. 
NW _Chihuahua, Mexico. 
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Ciudad Juarez just across the Rio Grande has a burgeon
ing population roughly estimated at ].2 million in 1990. 
The largest historical earthquake to affect the EI Paso 
region was a MM VI (cited in Collins and Raney, 1991). 
However, both El Paso and Juarez would be threatened by 
movement of the East Franklln Mountains fault, which 
extends through the heart of both urban areas. The East 
Franklin Mountains fault is just the southern one-quarter 
of a 182-kilometer-Iong fault zone that extends frOl11 south 
of the International B'Order with Mexico (in the city of 
Juarez) north through El Paso and Fort Bliss and into New 
Mexico along the west side of White Sands Missile Range 
and the Tul~rosa Basin. This fault zone is one of the 
longer active normal faults in the Rio Grande rift, ex
ceeded only by the Sangre de Cristo fault zone in north
ern New Mexico and southern Colorado. The most recent 
movement on the East Franklin Mountains fault probably 
was in the latest Pleistocene or early(?) Holocene (J. 
Keaton and J. Barnes, written communication, 1995), but 
the fault has a history of recurrent lnovement as docu
mented by Quaternary scarps as much as 60 meters hig~. 
In earlier studies, Machette (1987b) estimated that thIS 
entire fault zone is comprised of five discrete parts (fault 
segments), each having recurrence intervals of 10,000-
20,000 years. If this is true, then a major surface-ruptur
ing earthquake may occur, on average, about once every 
2,000-4,000 years (CRT) somewhere on the 182-kilome
ter-Iong fault lone. This fault system and many others are 
invisible (not imaged) on seismicity 111aps of the Rio 
Grande rift. 

SEISMICITY 

Seismicity in the rift is relatively diffuse with few 
meaningful concentrations or associations with active 
faults (figure 3). About half of the earthquakes shown in 
figure 3 are within the rift, and the other half are in the 
Colorado Plateaus Province and, to a lesser extent, the 
Great Plains Province adjacent to the rift. Much of the felt 
(but not recorded) seismicity for the period ] 849-1961 
(Northrup, 1976) was concentrated along the Rio Grande 
Valley between Albuquerque and Socorro. The historical 
documentation of these earthquakes probably reflects the 
concentration of early settlers in towns along the Rio 
Grande and local sources of low to moderate seismicity. 
For example, the swarm of earthquakes that occurred at 
Soccoro in 1906 (MM VIII: Sanford and others, 1991) 
appears likely a result of magma movement at depth. The 
Socorro area continues to be a focus of smalL but numer
ous earthquakes (figure 3). Conversely, the distribution of 
M2:2.S earthquakes in New Mexico for the period of 
1962-86 (figure 5 in Sanford and others, 1991), shows 
only a weak association with the rift and some of the 
transverse structures such as the Jemez lineament, which 
partly control the geometry of the rift (i.e., accommoda
tion zones). 

Within New Mexico between 1962 and 1986, there 
were only six earthquakes larger than M 3.5, and the 
largest (1966 Ms 4.6-4.9 ; Sanford and others, 1991) 
occurred in the Colorado Plateaus province near the bor-
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der with Colorado (fi~ure 3) .. The largest instrumentally 
recorded earthquakes In the nft have been a M 5 in 1989 
near Bernardo (between Socorro and Belen, New Mexico: 
Sanford and oth~rs ( 1991) and a significantly larger Ms 
6.3 earthquake m 1931 near Valentine, Texas (Doser, 
1987). Although the Valentine earthquake was not quite 
large enough to cause surface faulting, the epicentral area 
has several Quaternary faults that have been active in the 
Holocene(?) or latest Pleistocene (table 1; Collins and 
Ra~ey, 1991; Collins and others, 1996). Also, it is inter
estmg to note that on the basis of instrumental data 
(through 1977), the Great Plains and Colorado Plateaus -
two. provinces considered to be tectonically stable-had 
eqUIvalent or greater seismicity than the Rio Grande rift 
(Sanford and others, 1991). The most recent moderate 
size earthquake wa.s, af!- MS.? shock that struck Alpine, 
Texas (east of the nft) 111 Apnl 1995 . Thus modern seis
micity within the rift is remarkable only f~r its subdued 
I_evel and lack of association with known Quaternary 
taults. 

. Even ~houg~ the rift seems to be a relatively quite 
selsmogemc regIOn, past history shows its potential for 
large and devastating earthquakes. For example, the great 
1887 Sonoran earthquake (Mw 7.4) of northern Mexico 
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l!'igure 3. Map shmvil1E; earthquakes ';Fith magnitudes 4.0 and greater 
Tn Nnv MeXICO and adjacent regions. Ea rthqllakes, keyed to magni
tude by symbols) are f rom the combined catalog u.sed bv Frankel and 
~)thers ( ] 996) .. The. 1887 Sonora, Mexico earthquake (table / , no. 18) 
IS the lc~ fxeSl lllstonc surface-rupturing earthquake to have occurred in 
the regIOn. Other large earthquakes, sl/ ch as the] 93] Valentine. Texas 
earthquake and the 1906 Sonora) Nev.' Mexico earthquake (swarm), 
are discussed in the text. 
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has not been traditionally associated with the Rio Grande 
rift because the earthquake occurred in Mexico and the rift 
has been considered to be a largely U.S. feature. How
ever, many of the rift structures in New Mexico and west 
Texas continue south into Chihuahua and Sonora. The 
1887 Sonoran earthquake occurred along the Pitachychi 
fault (Bull and Pearthree, 1988)-a range-bounding, 
north-south-trending, high-angle normal fault that is a 
southward continuation of Quaternary faulting in the San 
Bernardino Valley of southwestern New Mexico (see 
Machette and others, 1986). As such, this fault should be 
considered as a modern rift structure. It has the character
istics of a major surface-rupturing rift fault (see for exam
ple Pearthree and Calvo, 1987; Machette, 1988) in that it 
has an extremely low slip rate and long-recurrence inter
val (Bull and Pearthree, 1988). Although almost forgotten 
because it occurred about 110 years ago, movement on the 
Pitachychi fault formed the longest (75 kilometers) his
toric surface rupture of a normal fault in North America. 
Tucson, then a dusty frontier town and now a major urban 
area of Arizona, was subject to strong ground motion and 
portions of the intervening countryside experienced both 
liquefaction and artesian water spouts. 
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SEISMIC HAZARDS IN THE RIO GRANDE 
RIFT 
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The scarcity of historical surface faulting (figure 2) 
and the general low level of seismicity of the Rio Grande 
rift (figure 3) has led the populace in that area to believe 
that earthquakes do not pose a significant threat to the 
region. In fact, the most recent series of USGS seismic
hazard maps (Frankel and others, 1996) indicate 1) low 
levels of ground acceleration (:::;;0.1 g) with 10 percent 
probability of excedance in 50 years and 2) low to moder
ate (:::;;0.3 g) levels of ground acceleration with 2 percent 
probability of excedance in 50 years (see figure 4a and 4b, 
respectively). For example, 0.10 g may be an appropriate 
threshold for damage to older structures (pre-1965 dwel
lings) or dwellings not made resistant to earthquakes (see 
Frankel and others, 1996). The seismic-hazard maps 
shown in figure 4a illustrates the domination of moderate 
seismicity in areas of slow extension, such as the Rio 
Grande rift, whereas figure 4b starts to show the affect of 
faults on the hazard. Thus, the populace's perceptions 
are well based on what has happened in New Mexico 
over the past several centuries. The areas of highest map-

I I ! I 

100 200 mi 

Figur~ 4. Recent seismic-hazard maps oj the New Mexico portion oj the Rio Grande rift. Maps show ground-motion hazard (contoured in percent g) 
at a given level oJprobability. A) 10 percent probability oj exceedance in 50 years. B) 2 percent probability oj exceedance in 50 years. Maps based 
on Frankel and others, 1996. Data downloadedJrom U.S. Geological Survey web site at http://gldage.cr.usgs.gov/eqlhtmllcustom.shtml, which allows 
you to create custom flround-motin-hazard maDS usinf! varvinf! Darameters. 
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ped ground acceleration are centered over areas where M 
>4 earthquakes have occurred historically (compare figure 
3 with figures 4a and 4b). Interestingly, one of the areas 
of large predicted ground acceleration ($;0.2 g, figure 4b) 
is centered over the 1887 Sonoran Mw 7.4 earthquake 
partly as a result of continued M 4 earthquakes in the area 
(which might be aftershocks from 1887 earthquake). 
Interestingly, the Pitachychi fault, on which this earth
quake occurred, has an estimated recurrence interval of 
100,000 years or more (see Bull and Pearthree, 1987) for 
large surface ruptures. Thus, although the maps indicate 
potential for moderate ground acceleration associated 
with a M <6 earthquake in Sonora, Mexico area, paleo
seismologic studies predict an extremely long return time 
for another 1887-like M >7 earthquake. 

The paleoseismic record clearly demonstrates that 
potentially large and devastating earthquakes may occur 
somewhere in New Mexico as frequently as every 750 
years (or less) to as frequently as every 450 years for the 
rift. On this basis alone, one cannot argue that large earth
quakes will not occur on low-slip (long-recurrence) faults. 
More likely, one might argue that these faults are typically 
aseismic for long intervals between movements, and that 
most of the seismicity that is occurring in the rift occurs as 
minor adjustments on a myriad of non-surface rupturing 
faults. In a sense, the elephant is snoring. From a geo
logic perspective, it seems that most major surface-ruptur
ing, normal faults tend to be aseismic (the normal mode), 
but can move during M >6.25 earthquakes without signifi
cant precursory activity (foreshocks). Similarly, the 
Wasatch fault zone in Utah (a world-class normal fault 
with a Holocene slip rate of 1-2 mm/year) is currently less 
seismic that the surrounding basin-and-range blocks, yet it 
has a proven history of recurrent movement on roughly 
400-year intervals during the Holocene (see Machette and 
others, 1991, 1992a, 1992b). 

Variations in Slip Rate Through Time 

When geologic data are used in probabilistic hazard 
assessments, one of the most important parameters is the 
slip rate (and the associated recurrence interval) of a fault. 
In regions such as the Rio Grande rift and Basin and 
Range Province (as a whole), reliable slip-rate data are 
difficult to obtain. In many cases, one must use long-term 
slip rates because data for recent deformation (i.e., Holo
cene or late Pleistocene) do not exist. 

The main problem with long-term slip rates (those 
averaged over several to hundreds of earthquake cycles) is 
that there can be major variations in slip rate through time. 
These variations are difficult to document and many times 
are based on first-order observations such as geomorphol
ogy or sedimentation rates. One moderately well docu
mented example exists for the Wasatch fault zone. On this 
fault, most of the slip-rate data are from faulted deposits 
of Holocene or latest Pleistocene age (post high stand of 
Lake Bonneville; 15,000 years ago). These slip rates are 
typically 1-2 mm/yr, but some data from the interval 
between 12,000 and 15,000 years ago suggest much 
higher slip rates, perhaps related to the catastrophic drain
ing and crustal rebound of Lake Bonneville (see Machette 
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and others, 1992b for a more complete discussion). Con
versely, sparse data from older datums (70,000- to 
140,000-year-old lake deposits) indicate much slower slip 
rates (i.e., 0.1-0.2 mmlyr) on the Wasatch and associated 
faults. Thus, in the span of one complete climatic cycle 
(e.g., 120,000 years), the Wasatch fault zone may have 
had a 10-fold variation in slip rate. This example may be 
somewhat extreme owing to possible lake/rebound 
affects, but an analysis of slip rates at Socorro, New Mex
ico suggests a similar potential change through time. 

The Socorro Canyon fault zone (fault 10 on table 1 
and figure 2) bounds the eastern margin of the Socorro 
Mountains, a rotated fault block which is composed of 
Precambrian and Paleozoic rocks and intruded by a mid
Tertiary volcanic caldera. The northern margin of the 
caldera is spectacularly exposed in cross section within 
the mountain front escarpment. The range was uplifted 
during early rift formation (early Miocene time), but by 
late Miocene time (ca. 9-10 million years ago) the range 
was covered by playa deposits of the Popotosa Formation. 
Subsequent rejuvenation of the mountain range by uplift 
along the Socorro Canyon fault zone has resulted in about 
500 meters of local relief and about 750 meters of vertical 
offset of the 9-million-year-old playa deposits (C, figure 
5). Although these ages and offset amounts are relatively 
crude estimates, they yield a long-term vertical slip rate of 
0.08 mm/yr (750 m in 9 million years). 

Two additional datums are present across the fault 
zone for temporal comparison of slip rate: 4.1- to 4.5-mil
lion year-old basalts and a early Quaternary (ca. 750,000 
years) piedmont surface. These datums have about 200 
meters and 25 meters of vertical offset, respectively (see A 
and B, figure 4). Using the three datums, the slip rate on 
the Socorro Canyon fault zone appears to have slowed 
from about 0.18-0.20 mm/yr in the latest Miocene, to 
about 0.05 mm/yr in the Pliocene, and 0.02-0.04 mm/yr in 
the past 750,000 years of the Quaternary. As with the 
Wasatch fault zone, there appears to be a 5- to 10-fold 
change (decrease in this case) in slip rate and, by infer
ence, seismic activity along the Socorro Canyon fault 
zone. The youngest slip rate is extremely slow (0.02-0.04 
mm/yr) and the recurrence interval is probably on the 
order of 50,000-100,000 years, but the fault is characteris
tic of many other major faults within the rift. The most 
recent surface-rupturing event on the Socorro Canyon 
fault zone appears to have occurred in latest Pleistocene 
time (Machette and McGimsey, 1983), and thus would be 
considered to be an active fault in the seismic-hazards 
sense. 

Hazard versus Recurrence Time 

In regions of high seismicity such as the West Coast, 
many Holocene faults have a record of movement that 
suggests relatively high rates of slip (>5 mm/year), short 
recurrence intervals (hundreds to a thousand years), and 
are often associated with ongoing seismicity. Thus, these 
faults pose an obvious hazard and are recognized as such. 
However, as we know, much of the Rio Grande rift is 
characterized by faults with low slip rates and long recur
rence intervals; they are most often not associated with 
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Figure 5. Schematic cross section near Socorro, New Mexico, showing evidence for late Cenozoic and Quaternary slip rates on the Socorro Canyon 
fault zone. Three age datums exist in the area: playa deposits of the Popotosa Formation (overlain by ca. 9-million-year-old rhyolite of Socorro 
Peak), early Pliocene basalts (4.1 - 4.5 million years old) that flowed on Rio Grande sediment (Sierra Ladrones Formation), and the uppermost pied
mont-slope surface (Las Canas; ca. 750,000 years old) related to an ancient basin floor of the Rio Grande valley. The amounts of offset are estimates 
based on geologic mapping and stratigraphic relations in the area. 

obvious patterns of seismicity and thus appear to be inactive 
(aseismic). This relation suggests the question of which 
faults pose more of a seismic hazard in terms of earth
quake occurrence: a late Holocene (e.g., 1,000- to 2,000-
year-old) fault with a 40,000-year recurrence interval or a 
35,000-year-old fault with a 40,000-year recurrence inter
val? The answer may seem obvious from a geologic (Le., 
deterministic) viewpoint, but most probabilistic seismic
hazard assessments, which are driven by patterns and rates 
of modem seismicity, see the younger fault as the poten
tial hazard and minimize (or ignore) the older fault. 
Rarely is there adequate fault-timing information to make 
a meaningful deterministic assessment. 

Preservation of Paleoseismic Evidence 

Another problem that must be considered in regional 
analyses of fault activity is the preservation of the geo
logic record. Detailed analysis of subsurface well-logs, 
geologic mapping, and geophysical data from the Albu
querquebasin by Hawley (1996) reveals a complex pat
tern of late Cenozoic deformation (figure 6), far more 
complex then previously determined from reconnaissance 
mapping of the basin. Although most of the faults in the 
subsurface strike north-south, there are a large number of 
subordinate faults that strike northeast-southwest. Previ
ous mapping did not reveal surficial evidence for these 
c~oss-basin faults, perhaps because the prevailing para
dIgm was one of Quaternary north-south faulting related 
to east-west extension. However, recent surficial geologic 
mapping and the excellent subsurface work by Hawley 

(1996) is starting to reveal relations between the fault pat
terns shown in figure 6 and the location and lateral extent 
of young volcanic centers, deep basins, and the Quater
nary geology of the basin. 

The preservation of surficial evidence of this complex 
structural pattern is another complication in seismic-haz
ards analysis for this particular area, and likely for other 
basins of the rift. For example, large parts of the land
scape in the Rio Grande rift are formed by either high
level surfaces related to the early Pleistocene filling of the 
basins (prior to Rio Grande entrenchment) or are formed 
by latest Pleistocene (10,000-30,000 year old) sediment in 
alluvial-fan complexes or in entrenched stream valleys 
(figure 7). If faults in such basins have average recurrence 
intervals of 50,000-100,000 years, then virtually all faults 
would be recorded on the high-level surfaces whereas 
only some of the faults would be expected to have dis
turbed surfaces of late Pleistocene or Holocene age. Thus, 
in regions where faults are characterized by long recur
rence intervals (10,000-100,000 years), one must look at a 
geologic record that is at least one recurrence interval long 
(or longer) in order to capture spatial and temporal pat
terns of faulting. Additional research using subsurface 
methods (high-resolution seismic reflection, geophysical 
surveys, analysis of water-well data, etc.) are needed to 
detect potentially active faults in areas of young land
scape. One should note that most of the older buildings in 
the business districts of Albuquerque and EI Paso are 
located close to the Rio Grande on young, low, flood-plain 
surfaces. 
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Figure 6. Late Cenozoic (Pliocene and Quaternary) faulting in the Albuquerque basin, middle Rio Grande rift. Fault pattern (simplified here) was 
determined by Hawley (1996) on the basis of detailed analysis of subsuiface wells, geophysical data, and geologic mapping. Note the bimodel distri
bution of faults: predominately north-south with northeast-trending faults that accommodate disparate basin geometries and/or transfer slip. The 
basin deposits are shown as QT (undifferentiated Quaternary and upper Cenozoic sediment, light stipple pattern); Pliocene and Pleistocene basalts as 
QTb (v-pattern), and Tertiary and older bedrock (dark stippled pattern). 
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Figure 7. Quaternary faults and generalized geology of the Albuquerque basin, middle Rio Grande rift. Faults with surficial evidence of Quaternary 
movement are shown in black; those without such evidence are shown in gray (datafrom unpublished compilation; see Machette and others, 1996). 
Symbols: QTb, Quaternary and late Cenozoic basalts; QT, undivided basin deposits; ep, early Pleistocene sediment; mp, middle Pleistocene sedi
ment; lp, late Pleistocene sediment; and H; Holocene sediment. Bedrock is shown by the darkest stippled pattern. 
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A GEOLOGIC PERSPECTIVE 

From a geologic viewpoint, it seems obvious that 
modern seismic-hazard assessments for regions like the 
Rio Grande rift must use not only catalogs of modern seis
micity, but also must integrate data from a comprehen
sive inventory of Quaternary faults, especially those 
structures showing evidence of movement in the past 
lOO,OOO years. By doing so, the geologic data will portray 
the true potential for surface-rupturing earthquakes on a 
time frame equivalent to the average earthquake cycle 
(10,000- to 100,000- year recurrence intervals). Once 
accomplished, the probability of occurrence of large 
earthquakes on individual structures may prove to be 
extremely low, but the location of these potential, strong
ground-motion-generating structures will be known in 
relation to urban areas and critical facilities. In addition, 
the hazard posed by numerous low-slip-rate faults within 
a given radius (e.g., 50-100 kilometers) of a town, city, or 
critical facility results in a composite recurrence interval 
(CRI) that can be just a fraction (i.e., 1/10th) of each indi
vidual fault. A myopic approach of not appreciating the 
potential for earthquake hazards posed by individual 
structures (i.e., recurrence intervals of 10,000 years or 
more) can lead to a complacent attitude that strengthens a 
perception of low seismic potential. Without proper cau
tion, this attitude can be manifested in inappropriate con
struction styles, building codes, land-use policies, and the 
siting (or relocation) of important or critical facilities. 

Various mitigation strategies require different por
trayals of earthquake hazard. Emergency planning and 
disaster response plans, for example, generally require 
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information regarding the potential effects of a large earth
quake that are possible, but perhaps unlikely to occur. 
Their intention is to base such plans on a worst-case or 
near-worst-case earthquake scenario. If response plans 
are in place and can operate effectively for such an earth
quake, response to smaller-magnitude earthquakes can 
easily be accomplished. Probabilistic ground-motion haz
ard maps for the engineering design of buildings of stan
dard construction have customarily used a 1/500 annual 
probability of exceedance (roughly 10 percent in 50 years) 
as a standard (see figure 4a). In some circumstances, a 
lower probability (2 percent in 50 years, figure 4b) might 
be used for facilities of special interest. These ground
motion hazard maps generally will not reflect the influ
ence of the large rare earthquakes in the rift that have 
recurrence times of thousands of years since the probabil
ity of that earthquake occurring in any 50-year period is 
low. On the other hand, design of important or critical 
facilities such as nuclear and defense facilities, reservoirs, 
hospitals, and any structures that should remain in service 
following a large earthquake are generally engine_ered to 
stricter standards and may make use of ground-motion 
estimates at very low probability levels (i.e., III 0,000 
annual or 5 percent in 500 years). In this case, the occur
rence of rare, but large earthquakes on long-recurrence 
faults is of considerable importance. Thus, as paleoseis
mological information for the western United States 
becomes more widely known to user communities and to 
the public, there likely will be concerns and controversies 
over what is considered acceptable levels of risk. Clearly, 
resolution of such seismic-safety issues will require the 
cooperation and participation of a wide range of users of 
earthquake-hazard information and the research community. 
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THE CHARACTERISTICS AND QUANTIFICATION OF NEAR-FAULT GROUND 
MOTION, WITH IMPLICATIONS FOR THE BASIN AND RANGE PROVINCE 

Paul Somerville 

Woodward-Clyde 

566 El Dorado Street, Suite 100, Pasadena, CA, 91101-2560 

ABSTRACT 

This paper explains the effects of rupture directivity on near-fault ground motions, describes an empirical model of 
these effects, provides guidelines for the specification of response spectra and time histories to represent near-fault ground 
motions, provides guidelines for the selection of time histories, and describes the adequacy of current building codes in 
representing near-fault effects in the Basin and Range Province. 

INTRODUCTION 

An earthquake is a shear dislocation that begins at a 
point on a fault and spreads at a velocity that is almost as 
large as the shear wave velocity. The propagation of fault 
rupture toward a site at a velocity close to the shear wave 
velocity causes most of the seismic energy from the rup
ture to arrive in a single, large, long-period pulse of mo
tion that occurs at the beginning of the record (Somerville 
and Graves, 1993). This pulse of motion, sometimes 
referred to as "fling," represents the cumulative effect of 
almost all of the seismic radiation from the fault. The 
radiation pattern of the shear dislocation on the fault 
causes this large pulse of motion to be oriented in the 
direction perpendicular to the fault, causing the strike-nor
mal peak velocity to be larger than the strike-parallel peak 
velocity. The effect of forward rupture directivity on the 
response spectrum is to increase the level of the response 
spectrum of the horizontal component normal to the fault 
strike at periods longer than 0.5 seconds. This causes the 
peak response spectral acceleration of the strike-normal 
component to shift to longer periods, for example from 
0.25 seconds to as much as 0.75 seconds. Near-fault 
effects cannot be adequately described by uniform scaling 
of a fixed response spectral shape; the shape of the spec
trum must become richer in long periods as the level of 
the spectrum increases. Figure 1 shows these effects of 
rupture directivity in the time history and response spec
trum of the Rinaldi recording of the 1994 Northridge earth
quake. 

Forward-rupture-directivity effects occur when two 
conditions are met: the rupture front propagates toward 
the site, and the direction of slip on the fault is aligned 
with the site. The conditions for generating forward-rup
ture-directivity effects are readily met in strike-slip fault
ing, where the fault slip direction is oriented horizontally 
in the direction along the strike of the fault, and rupture 
propagates horizontally along strike either unilaterally or 
bilaterally. However, not all near-fault locations experi
ence forward-rupture-directivity effects in a given event. 
Backward-directivity effects, which occur when the rup
ture propagates away from the site, give rise to the oppo
site effect: long-duration motions having low amplitudes 

at long periods. This is illustrated in figure 2, which 
shows the directivity effect in strike-slip faulting using the 
strike-normal components of ground velocity from two 
near-fault recordings of the magnitude 7.3 Landers earth
quake of 1992 (Wald and Heaton, 1994). The Lucerne 
record, which is located 1.1 kilometers from the surface 
rupture and 45 kilometers from the epicenter of the Lan
ders earthquake, consists of a large, brief pulse of motion 
(due to forward-directivity effects), while the Joshua Tree 
record, located near the epicenter, consists of a long-dura
tion, low amplitude record (due to backward-directivity 
effects). 

The conditions required for forward directivity are 
also met in dip-slip faulting, including both reverse and 
normal faults. The alignment of both the rupture direction 
and the slip direction up the fault plane produces rupture
directivity effects at sites located around the surface expo
sure of the fault (or its updip projection if it does not break 
the surface). Consequently, it is generally the case that all 
sites located near the surface exposure of a dip-slip fault 
experience forward rupture directivity when an earth
quake occurs on that fault. Unlike the case for strike-slip 
faulting, where forward-rupture-directivity effects are ex
pected to be most concentrated away from the hypocenter, 
dip-slip faulting produces directivity effects on the ground 
surface that are most concentrated updip from the hypo
center. Recordings of the 1994 Northridge earthquake 
from the northern margin of the San Fernando Valley, such 
as the one at Rinaldi shown in figure 1, contain forward
rupture-directivity effects. 

Guidelines for the specification and selection of near
fault strong-motion time histories for use in design are 
provided at the end of this paper. It is important that the 
selection of time histories be based on an awareness of the 
rupture-directivity effects that they contain. The large dif
ferences between near-fault recordings that have directiv
ity effects and those that do not are shown in figures 3 and 
4. For each of four earthquakes, we show the response 
spectra of one recording that contains forward directivity 
and one recording that does not. The recordings that con
tain forward directivity are characterized by large re
sponse spectral displacements in the strike-normal direc
tion at long periods, while those that do not are character
ized by much smaller displacements. 
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Figure 1. Acceleration and velocity time histories for the strike-nor
ma~ and strike-parallel horizontal components of ground motion, and 
t~elr 5 percent damped response spectra, recorded at Rinaldi during 
t e 1994 Northridge earthquake. 
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Figure 2. Map of the Landers region showing the location of the rup
ture of the 1992 Landers earthquake (which occurred in three fault 
segments), the epicenter, and the recording stations at Lucerne and 
Joshua Tree. The strike-normal velocity time histories at Lucerne and 
Joshua Tree exhibit forward and backward-rupture directivity effects 
respectively. 

EMPIRICAL MODEL OF NEAR-FAULT 
GROUND MOTIONS 

Somerville and others (1997a) used a large set of near
fault strong-motion recordings to develop a quantitative 
model of rupture-directivity effects. The data set contains 
strong-motion recordings from earthquakes having mag
nitudes larger than 6. It includes data from strike-slip and 
reverse-slip earthquakes, but does not contain any strong
motion data from normal faulting earthquakes. The near
fault ground-motion model derived from these recordings 
includes separate models for strike-slip and reverse fault
ing. As described in more detail below, the geometrical 
similarity between reverse and normal faulting suggests 
that the model for reverse faulting provides a reasonable 
basis for estimating the near-fault motions from normal 
faults, after reduction of the reverse-faulting model by 25 
percent to account for observed differences between re
verse- and normal-faulting earthquakes at larger distances. 

The near-fault-ground-motion model derived by 
Somerville and others (1997a) can be used to modify ex
isting ground-motion attenuation relations to incorporate 
directivity effects in ground motions used for seismic de-
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Figure 3. Response spectral acceleration - displacement at 5 per
cent damping of pairs of near-fault recordings: 1992 Landers and 
1989 Loma Prieta earthquakes. For each earthquake, one recording 
has forward-rupture directivity and the other has backward-rupture 
directivity. SN: strike-normal; SP: strike-parallel. 
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sign. The ground-motion parameters that are modified for 
directivity effects include the average horizontal response 
spectral acceleration, the average duration of the two hori
zontal acceleration time histories, and the ratio of strike
normal to strike-parallel spectral acceleration. Strike-normal 
refers to the horizontal component of motion normal to 
the strike of the fault. Strike-parallel refers to the hori
zontal component of motion parallel to the strike of the 
fault. Following the method of Husid (1969), duration is 
defined as the time between 5 percent and 75 percent of 
the cumulative squared acceleration. 

In this model, amplitude variations due to rupture 
directivity depend on two geometrical parameters. First, 
the smaller the angle between the direction of rupture pro
pagation and the direction of waves travelling from the 
fault to the site, the larger the amplitude. Second, the 
larger the fraction of the fault rupture surface that lies 
between the hypocenter and the site, the larger the ampli
tude. The duration of strong motion is modeled using the 
same two parameters, with an inverse relationship be
tween duration and amplitude. The azimuth and zenith 
angles and length and width ratios are illustrated for 
strike-slip and dip-slip faulting in figure 5. For strike-slip 
faults, the angle e and length ratio X are measured from the 
epicenter to the site in the horizontal plane. For dip-slip 
faults, the angle <1> and width ratio Yare measured from the 
hypocenter to the site in the vertical plane oriented normal 
to the fault. 

The effects of rupture directivity on ground-motion 
amplitudes and duration are modeled using the function X 
cos e for strike-slip faults and Y cos <1> for dip-slip faults. 
For strike-slip faults, the variation of ground-motion para
meters with e is independent of the distance from the rup-

ture, rrup. However, between the ends of a dip-slip fault, the 
variation of ground-motion parameters with <1> is indisting
uishable from its variation with rupture distance rrup. 
Since rupture distance is a primary ground-motion para
meter already included in attenuation 'relations, we find 
more spatial variability of strike-slip motions with cos e 
than of dip-slip motions with cos <1>. The strike-normal to 
strike-parallel ratio was modeled using a cos 2~ depen
dence of the strike-normal to strike-parallel ratio, where ~ 
is e for strike-slip and <1> for dip-slip in the range of a to 45 
degrees. 

The dependence of the spectral amplification factor 
on X cos e for strike-slip faulting and Y cos <1> for dip-slip 
faulting is shown in figure 6a. These effects begin at 0.6 
seconds period and increase with period. For strike-slip 
faulting, maximum directivity conditions (X cos e = 1) 
cause an amplitude about 1.8 times larger than average at 
2 seconds period, while minimum directivity effects cause 
an amplitude about 0.6 times average. In the model for 
dip-slip faulting, which excludes sites off the ends of the 
fault as shown in figure 5, the effects lie in the range of 
about 1.2 to 0.8. 

The dependence of the duration factor on X cos e for 
strike-slip faulting and on Y cos <1> for dip-slip faulting is 
shown in figure 6b. As expected, there is an inverse corre
lation between duration residuals and amplitude residuals. 
For maximum directivity conditions (X cos e or Y cos 
<1> = 1), the duration is about 0.55 times the average dura
tion for both strike-slip and dip-slip faulting. For mini
mum directivity conditions, the ground-motion durations 
are 2.1 and 1.6 times longer than average for dip-slip and 
strike-slip faulting respectively. 

The model of the strike-normal to average horizontal 
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Figure 6a. Empirical model of the response spectral factor, showing 
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ratio, which is independent of faulting mechanism, is dis
played in figure 7. The top part of the figure shows the 
period dependence of the ratio for various magnitudes and 
distances, and the bottom part of the figure shows the dis
tance dependence of the ratio for various magnitudes and 
periods, averaged over all values of the angles e and <1>. 

The strike-normal motion is obtained by mUltiplying the 
attenuation relation value by the strike-normal to average 
horizontal ratio, and the strike-parallel motion is obtained 
by dividing the attenuation relation value by this ratio. 
The bottom right part of the figure shows the dependence 
of the ratio on e or <I> for M = 7 and rrup = 5 as a function of 
period. The period dependence of the ratio indicates a 
transition, at a period of about 0.6 seconds, from coherent 
source radiation and wave propagation conditions at long 
periods to incoherent source radiation and wave propaga
tion conditions at short periods. 

NEAR-FAULT GROUND MOTIONS FROM 
NORMAL-FAULTING EARTHQUAKES 

The model for near-fault ground motions described 
above is based on a strong-motion data set from magni
tude 6 and larger earthquakes that does not contain any 
recordings from normal faults. The recordings in the data 
set are from either strike-slip or reverse faults, and sepa
rate near-fault-ground-motion models were derived for 
these two categories of earthquake mechanism. However, 
the conditions required for forward directivity for normal 
faulting are identical to those for reverse faulting: they 
occur when the rupture direction and the slip direction are 
both aligned up the fault plane. Geometrically, rupture
directivity effects for normal faulting should be identical 
to those for reverse faulting (with the exception of a 
change in ground-motion polarity), so the empirical rup
ture-directivity model for dip-slip faulting described 
above should be applicable to normal-faulting earth
quakes. Although there are few strong-motion data close 
to large normal-faulting earthquakes, it appears overall 
that the ground motions from reverse faults are 30 percent 
to 50 percent larger than for normal faults. Moreover, 
hypothesized differences in the fault dynamics between 
normal and reverse faulting exist (Shi and others, 1997) 
which may cause the near-fault ground motions from nor
mal faults to be even lower than this. Given the presently 
available data, it seems appropriate to assume that near
fault ground motions from normal faults can be approxi
mated by taking 75 percent of the near-fault ground 
motions predicted for reverse faulting in the model 
described above. 

SPECIFICATION OF RESPONSE SPECTRA 
FOR NEAR-FAULT GROUND MOTIONS 

Scenario Earthquake Approach 

The ground motions used in the design or evaluation 
of a structure are usually specified in the form of a 
response spectrum or set of response spectra. In some 
instances, the response spectrum may represent a speci-
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Figure 7. Empirical model of the strike-normal to average horizontal response spectral ratio excluding dependence on the angles eor cp, shown as a 
function of period for various magnitudes and distances (top), and as function of distance for various magnitudes and periods (bottom). The depen
dence on angle eor cpfor M = 7 and rrup = 5 kilometers is shown as afunction of period on the bottom right. 
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fied earthquake magnitude and distance. Until recently, 
the state of practice was to assume that near-fault effects 
are adequately represented in empirical ground-motion 
models that are used to estimate the response spectrum for 
the specified magnitude and distance. The ground mo
tions predicted by these empirical models represent the 
average of all rupture-directivity conditions: forward, 
backward, and neutral. However, ground motions influ
enced by forward rupture directivity are much larger than 
those for average rupture directivity for periods longer 
than 0.5 seconds. Since forward directivity has a high 
likelihood of occurring at any near-fault site, it may be 
appropriate to include forward rupture directivity as a cri
terion for the development of ground motions for the max
imum credible event. The common practice of using the 
84th percentile ground motion instead of the mean may in 
part accomplish this objective. 

During the past 5 years, response spectra for the 
design of retrofits of Caltrans toll bridges have contained 
modifications of these empirical models to incorporate 
near-fault effects. These modifications consist of increas
ing the response spectrum level of the average horizontal 
component of ground motion at periods longer than 1 sec
ond, and specifying separate response spectra for the 
strike-normal and strike-parallel components of motion, 
using models such as that described by Somerville and 
others (1995a). These modifications provide a response 
spectrum that is more nearly representative of forward
rupture-directivity effects. To date, Caltrans is the only 
organization that has adopted the use of different response 
spectra in the strike-normal and strike-parallel directions. 

Modifications to the response spectral level have been 
included in the Structural Engineers' Association of Cali
fornia (SEAOC) Strength Code Change (SEAOC, 1996) 
in the form of the near-source factor N. This factor modi
fies the basic response spectrum using factors Na and Nv 
that depend on the distance to the fault, the slip rate of the 
fault, and the maximum magnitude that the fault can gen
erate. At distances close to major active faults, the design 
values ("maximum considered") ground-motion map in 
the 1997 National Earthquake Hazard Reduction Program 
(NEHRP) Provisions (Building Seismic Safety Council, 
1997) incorporates an increase in the 1994 NEHRP re
sponse spectrum. 

In figures 8 and 9 we compare response spectra for the 
same earthquake (magnitude 7 strike-slip, distance 5 kilo
meters, stiff soil conditions) but two different rupture
directivity conditions. The spectra at the top are for 
average rupture-directivity conditions (sites located ran
domly around the fault), while the spectra at the bottom 
are for forward-rupture-directivity conditions (where rup
ture propagates towards the site). In each case, we show 
the strike-normal, strike-parallel, and average horizontal 
response spectra based on the model of Somerville (1996). 
For comparison, we show proposed 1997 SEAOC code 
spectra including the near-fault factor for the appropriate 
source category (B) and site category (So), We use the 
"design basis" spectrum for comparison wIth average rup
ture-directivity conditions, and the "maximum capable" 
spectrum from the base isolation part of the code (a factor 
of 1.25 higher) for .comparison with forward-rupture-
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directivity conditions. The modifications for rupture
directivity effects in Somerville (1996) are based not on 
the general model described above, but on a model 
derived from ten recordings at close distances to the 1989 
Loma Prieta, 1994 Northridge, and 1995 Kobe earth
quakes. This model has larger modifications than the gen
eral model for periods between 0.5 and 2.0 seconds. 

The model for average directivity conditions shown at 
the top of figures 8 and 9 does not change the average hor
izontal spectrum given by the empirical model (Abraham
son and Silva, 1997), but gives a strike-normal component 
that is larger and a strike-parallel component that is smal
ler. The model for forward-directivity conditions, shown 
at the bottom of the figures, not only has a larger differ
ence between these two components, but also increases 

CODE ••• Design Basis-Source B (M=7.0).5 km 
MODEL - Average Directivity Conditions 

H: average 
FN: fault normal 
FP: fault paraUel 

5 Percent Damping 

Period (sec) 

CODE ••• Maximum Capable-8ource B (M=7.0),5 km 
MODEL- Forward Directivity Conditions 

H: average 
FN: fault normal 
FP: fault parallel 

5 Percent Damping 

Period (sec) 

Figure 8. Acceleration response spectra for (top) average rupture
directivity conditions (bottom) and fOlWard-rupture-directivity condi
tions for a magnitude 7 earthquake at a distance of 5 kilometers on 
soil. The response spectra are shown for the strike-normal, strike-par
allel, and average horizontal components. Also shown for comparison 
are UBe spectra including the near-fault factor for design basis (top) 
and maximum capable events (bottom). 
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Figure 9. Displacement response spectra for (top) average rupture
directivity conditions and (bottom) forward-rupture-directivity condi
tions for a magnitude 7 earthquake at a distance of 5 kilometers on 
soil. The response spectra are shown for the strike-normal, strike-par
allel, and average horizontal components. Also shown for comparison 
are VBe spectra including the near-fault factor for design basis (top) 
and maximum capable events (bottom). 

the average horizontal component above that given by the 
empirical attenuation relation. The combination of these 
two modifications for forward-directivity conditions re
s~lts in the strike-normal motion being about 2 times 
hlgh~r than the average given by the empirical attenuation 
rel~hon for periods longer than about 0.5 seconds, and the 
s~ke-parallel motion being about the same as the average 
gIVen by the empirical attenuation relation. 

Comparing the response spectral models at the top 
and bottom of figures 8 and 9, we see that the most impor
tant effect of forward rupture directivity on the response 
spect~m is to increase the level of the response spectrum 
at pel!ods longer than 0.5 seconds. This is manifested in a 
shift III the peak of response spectral acceleration from 0.3 
seconds (which is also the peak for the strike parallel com-
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ponent) to 0.5 seconds for the average of the horizontal 
components and to 0.75 for the strike-normal component. 
This indicates that near-fault effects cannot be adequately 
described by uniform scaling of a fixed response spectral 
shape; the shape of the spectrum must become richer in 
long periods as the level of the spectrum increases. This 
has been implemented in the proposed 1997 SEAOC code 
change by using separate near-fault factors Na and Nv for 
the acceleration and velocity parts of the code response 
spectrum. 

The "design basis" spectrum at the top of figures 8 
and 9 envelopes both the strike-normal and strike-parallel 
components of motion for average directivity. However, 
the "maximum capable" spectrum at the bottom of the fig
ures lies below the strike-normal component for forward
rupture directivity. Should engineers be concerned about 
the possibility of the strike-normal component exceeding 
the design criterion? There are two reasons for thinking 
that the answer is yes. First, recent destructive earth
quakes have shown evidence of near-fault damage occur
ring in preferred directions that correspond to the 
strike-normal direction (north-south in the 1994 North
ridge earthquake; northwest-southeast in the 1995 Kobe 
earthquake). Second, the difference between strike-nor
mal and average motions is statistically significant close 
to large earthquakes. For example, in the case shown in 
the lower part of figures 8 and 9, (forward-rupture direc
tivity at a distance of 5 kilometers from a magnitude 7 
earthquake), the strike-normal component is a factor of 
1.4 times larger than the average horizontal component at 
long periods, with a standard error of a factor of 1.28. 

In figure 10, we compare the near-fault spectra for 
average (top) and forward (bottom) directivity conditions 
with the ground-motion model of Abrahamson and Silva 
(1997) from which they were modified. For periods 
longer than about 0.75 seconds, the strike-normal compo
nent for forward-rupture directivity is about 25 percent 
larger than the 84th percentile ground motion for the aver
age of the two horizontal components for average rupture
directivity conditions, as given by the Abrahamson and 
Silva (1997) model. This indicates that use of the 84th 
percentile may partly, if not completely, accommodate the 
ground-motion level in the strike-normal direction for for
ward-rupture-directivity conditions. 

Since fault strike is usually well known close to major 
faults, it is straightforward to take the difference between 
the strike-normal and strike-parallel components of 
motion into account in the evaluation of near-fault ground 
motions, especially for structures that are sensitive to 
long-period ground motions. Consideration of these dif
ferences may be especially important for the retrofit of 
existing structures near active faults (e.g., Salah-Mars and 
others, 1994). For new structures, the stronger ground 
motion in the strike-normal direction could be accommo
dated by orienting the structure with its long axis normal 
to the fault, as shown in figure 11. Even if the specific 
location and orientation of faults is not known, there may 
be a high enough level of certainty in the strike of faults in 
a region (for example, of blind thrust faults in the Los 
Angeles basin) to warrant consideration of larger strike
normal ground motions. 
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Figure 10. Response spectra for average rupture-directivity (left) andforward-rupture-directivity (right) conditions for a magnitude 7 earthquake aJ 

a distance of 5 kilometers on soil. The response spectra are shown for the strike-normal, strike-parallel, and average horizontal components. Alsc 
shown for comparison are the median and 84th percentile spectra for the empirical attenuation relation (Abrahamson and Silva, 1997) on which the 
modifications for near-fault effects are based. 
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Figure 11. Schematic diagram of the orientation of ground motion at a recording site, its rotation into strike-normal and strike-parallel components, 
transfer to a structure site in that orientation, and rotation into longitudinal and transverse components of the structure. 

Probabilistic Approach 

In many instances, the response spectrum is defined 
probabilistically as that having a specified annual proba
bility of exceedance. A probabilistic response spectrum 
contains contributions from the entire range of magnitude
distance pairs that affect the site. This is the approach that 
is used to generate response spectra using the site-specific 
method prescribed by the Uniform Building Code. It is 
also the approach used by the United States Geological 
Survey to generate the National Seismic-Hazard Maps. 
The "maximum capable" ground motion used in the base 
isolation code is associated with a specified probability of 
occurrence (10% in 100 years). 

The current state of practice in the development of 
probabilistic response spectra is to assume that near-fault 
effects are adequately represented in the empirical 
ground-motion models that are used to estimate the 
response spectrum for the specified magnitude and dis
tance. However, the means now exist to incorporate near
fault effects in a more specific way by using the empirical 
model of Somerville and others (1997a) which is summa
rized in figures 6 and 7. This model can be implemented 

by randomizing the location of the hypocenter on the fault 
planes of earthquakes having magnitudes larger than 6. 
The model has not yet been implemented in a probabilistic 
seismic-hazard analysis. However, the main anticipated 
effect is a larger strike-normal response spectrum and a 
smaller strike-parallel response spectrum than the average 
horizontal spectrum estimated by current methods. At low 
probabilities, there may also be some increase in the aver
age response spectrum due to the larger variability in 
ground motions predicted by the model. 

SPECIFICATION OF TIME HISTORIES FOR 
NEAR-FAULT GROUND MOTIONS 

Design and analysis of large structures is often done 
using time histories that are representative of the design 
response spectrum. The time histories, which may be 
from recorded earthquakes or from strong-motion simula
tions of the kind described below, are sometimes spec
trally matched to a design response spectrum. The mod
ifications that we have developed to incorporate ruptur~
directivity effects in the response spectrum are not suffl-
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cient to ensure the appropriate incorporation of rupture
directivity effects in time histories that are matched to 
these spectra. This is because the forward-rupture-direc
tivity effecf is manifested in the time domain by a large 
pulse of long-period ground motion, and the spectral 
matching process cannot build a rupture-directivity pulse 
into a record where none is present to begin with. For
ward-rupture-directivity effects are present in some but 
not all near-fault strong-motion recordings. Since the 
response spectrum developed for design or evaluation of a 
near-fault site will be influenced by forward-rupture
directivity effects at most sites, it is important to select an 
appropriate proportion of time histories that include for
ward-rupture-directivity effects if time histories are being 
used to represent the response spectrum. 

Orientation of Time Histories 

If it is desired to fully represent near-fault conditions 
in the time histories, then it is necessary to initially specify 
the strike-normal and strike-parallel components of the 
time histories. If the axis of the structure is aligned at 
some angle e to the strike of the fault, then the longitudi
nal and transverse time histories should then be derived 
from the strike-normal (SN) and strike-parallel (SP) time 
histories using the following equation: 

long = SPcos e + SN sin e 
trans = SP sin e - SN cos e 

In figure 11, we schematically illustrate the recording 
of strong motion near fault A on the north and east compo
nents, the rotation of the north and east to strike-normal 
and strike-parallel, the transposition of the strike-normal 
and strike-parallel components to the structure site near 
fault B, and the rotation of the, strike-normal and strike
parallel components into longitudinal and transverse com
ponents at the structure site. We have begun to archive 
near-fault strong-motion recordings and simulations in 
their strike-normal and strike-parallel components. 

Although near-fault ground displacements contain 
permanent displacements due to the static displacement 
field of the earthquake, traditional analog recording sys
tems do not retain these displacements, and in any case 
they are removed by highpass filtering in traditional pro
cessing methods. However, in some cases the permanent 
ground displacements may be significant for design, and 
in these cases it is important to specify the correct orienta
tion of the static and dynamic ground displacements. In 
figure 12, we show the sense of motion of the permanent 
ground displacement near left-lateral and right-lateral uni
lateral strike-slip faults for rupture propagation in either 
direction (that is, for epicenters at either end of the fault). 
The sense of strike-normal displacement is continuous 
across the fault, whereas the sense of strike-parallel dis
placement is discontinuous across the fault (reflecting the 
displacement on the fault). For a given sense of slip (e.g., 
~trike-slip), the polahty of the strike-parallel displacement 
IS the same for rupture in either direction, but the polarity 
?f the strike-normal displacement is opposite for rupture 
In opposite directions. Current design procedures assume 
that the two horizontal components are uncorrelated, and 
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prescribe interchanging the two horizontal components in 
structural analyses. This is clearly inappropriate for near
fault ground motions, in which there are systematic differ
ences between the strike-normal and strike-parallel com
ponents. Interchanging the components can represent 
physically unrealizable scenarios given the known orien
tation of the fault. 
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Figure 12. Schematic diagram of the polarity of permanent ground 
displacement for strike-slip earthquakes. The motions are shown for 
both left-lateral and right-lateral unilateral faults, and for both 
northerly and southerly rupture propagation on north-striking faults. 

Scenario Earthquake Approach 

If the response spectrum is derived from a scenario 
earthquake, then the magnitude and distance of the earth
quake are specified, and time histories representative of 
that magnitude and distance need to be selected. If the 
response spectrum is based on the median level ground 
motion, then it represents average directivity conditions, 
and it is appropriate to select time histories that span a 
range of directivity conditions. However, if the response 
spectrum is based on the mean plus one standard deviation 
ground-motion level, then it represents forward-directivity 
conditions, and most if not all of the time histories should 
be for forward-rupture-directivity conditions. As describ
ed in figure 10, the strike-normal ground-motion level for 
forward-rupture-directivity conditions is about as large as 
or larger than' the 84th percentile response spectrum for 
average directivity conditions. 

With the exception of Caltrans toll bridges noted ab
ove, design or analysis response spectra apply to the aver
age of the two horizontal components of ground motion. 
When scaling a time history to match this spectrum, a 
scaling factor should be found that matches the average of 
the two horizontal components of the time history to the 
design spectrum. This factor should then be applied to 
each of the two horizontal components in order to leave 
unchanged the ratio between the two horizontal compo
nents. In the case when the response spectra of the strike-
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normal and strike-parallel components of motion are se
parately specified (e.g., for Caltrans toll bridges), then the 
time histories can be scaled separately to these response 
spectra. 

Probabilistic Approach 

A probabilistic seismic-hazard analysis (PSHA) takes 
into account the ground motions from the full range of 
earthquake magnitudes that can occur on each fault or 
source zone that can affect the site. The time histories 
selected must represent the dominant combinations of 
magnitude, distance, and E that contribute to the response 
spectrum. The parameter E is defined as the number of 
standard deviations above or below the median ground
motion level for that magnitude and distance that is re
quired to match the probabilistic spectrum. The magnitude, 
distance, and E combinations are identified through deag
gregation of the seismic hazard (McGuire, 1995; Silva and 
Toro, 1996). 

If the probabilistic seismic-hazard analysis were to 
include the near-fault modifications for rupture-directivity 
effects described above, then the deaggregation could 
include values of the directivity function X cos 8 for 
strike-slip faults and Y cos <p for dip-slip faults, and the 
directivity content of time histories could be selected 
based on the predominant value of the directivity function. 
Otherwise, some estimate of the appropriate directivity 
content of the time histories can be obtained from the 
parameter E defined above. If the predominant value of E 

is near zero, then the response spectrum approximately 
represents average directivity conditions, and it is appro
priate to select time histories that span a range of directiv
ity conditions. However, if the predominant value of E is one, 
then the response spectrum is at the mean plus one stan
dard deviation ground-motion level for that event, repre
senting forward-directivity conditions, and most if not all 
of the time histories should be for forward-rupture-direc
tivity conditions. For example, in the deaggregation of 
seismic hazard at 10 percent probability of exceedance in 
50 years in Los Angeles and San Francisco, Silva and 
Toro (1996) found that the E value was approximately one 
on average for the predominant contribution to the hazard. 
This indicates the need to select time histories having pre
dominantly forward-rupture-directivity conditions in or
der to represent the 10 percent in 50 year ground motions 
in Los Angeles and San Francisco. In the Basin and 
Range Province, the lower slip rates of faults means that 
the 10 percent in 50 year ground motions would be repre
sented by average rather than forward-directivity condi
tions. 

SELECTION OF TIME HISTORIES FOR' 
NEAR-FAULT GROUND MOTIONS 

If time histories are used in conjunction with the 
response spectrum, it is important to select time histories 
which appropriately include rupture-directivity effects 
because the spectral matching process cannot build a rup
ture-directivity pulse into a record where none is present 
to begin with. As a guide to the selection of time histories 
for use in design and evaluation of structures that are sen-
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sitive to long-period ground motions, a set of near-fault 
strong -motion recordings, indicating the nature of the 
ruture-directivity effects that they contain, is listed 
in table 1. It includes those whose closest distance to the 
fault rupture is 10 kilometers or less in the data set that 
was used by Somerville and others (1995a, 1997a) to 
develop an empirical model of directivity effects on strong 
ground motions. The influence of rupture-directivity ef
fects on each record is indicated, based on the geometrical 
relations between the recording site, the fault rupture, the 
epicenter, and the direction of slip on the fault. The table 
lists the peak horizontal accelerations and velocities of the 
records in the strike- normal and strike-parallel directions. 
This table can complement the extensive classification 
and evaluation of earthquake records using a range of 
ground-motion parameters provided by Naeim and Ander
son (1993, 1996). 

The recorded time histories listed in table 1 include a 
limited number of recordings at close distances to large 
earthquakes. Broadband simulation techniques which 
have been validated against recorded strong ground mo
tions can be used to generate time histories for large mag
nitudes and close distances. For example, broadband time 
histories for hypothesized magnitude 7 earthquakes on the 
Elysian Park thrust beneath downtown Los Angeles 
(Somerville and others, 1995b), and on the predominantly 
strike-slip Palos Verdes fault in the Long Beach area, were 
used by Somerville and others (1997b) to complement 
recorded ground motions in a set of near-fault recordings 
for use in Phase 2 of the Federal Emergency Management 
Agency (FEMA) and SAC Joint Venture, SAC is a part
nership of the Structural Engineers Association of Califor
nia (SEAOC), the Applied Technology Council (ATC) , 
and the California Universities for Research in Earth
quake Engineering (CUREe) (SAC) Steel Project. Both 
the recorded and simulated near-fault time histories can be 
accessed by anonymous ftp to "ftp.csn.net" in the direc
tory wwclyde/SAC2, file NearFault. They are rotated into 
strike-normal and strike-parallel components. 

In the following sections, some specific guidelines for 
the selection of appropriate time histories for the represen
tation of near-fault rupture-directivity effects are pro
vided. 

Forward Rupture Directivity 

Forward directivity occurs when the rupture propa
gates toward the site and the direction of slip on the fault 
is also toward the site. Most near-fault strike-slip record
ings, and all near-fault reverse-fault recordings, are influ
enced by forward directivity. Backward directivity occurs 
when the rupture propagates away from the site. Record
ings near the epicenters of strike-slip earthquakes, a rela
tively small group, fall in the backward-directivity 
category. None of the reverse faults in our data set rup
tured in the downdip direction away from surface stations, 
so none have backward directivity. Recordings that do not 
clearly belong in either of these categories are grouped in 
a neutral category. This category includes sites located 
fairly close to the epicenters of strike-slip earthquakes, 
and sites located off the end of the updip projection of 
reverse faults. 
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Table 1. Description of rupture-directivity effects in near-fault strong-motion recordings. (See table 8 of Somerville and 
others, 1997afor a listing that includes directivity parameters X and q for strike-slip faults, andf and Y for dip-slip faults, 
in place of the general directivity [forward, neutral, backward] provided in this table). 

EQK STAT. 
CLOSEST SITE 

DATE NO. 
STATION DISTANCE CODE' 

(km) 

400519 117 IMPERIAL VAL IRRIG. DIST, EL CENTRO 10.0 SL 
6606Tl 014 CHOLAME, SHANDON, CA ARY 5 3.7 SL 
660627 015 CHOLAME, SHANDON, CA ARY 8 8.0 SL 
660627 097 TEMBLOR, CA, STATION 2 4.4 HR 
671210 9001 KOYNADAM 3.0 HR 
710209 24207 PACOIMA DAM 3.3 HR 
760517 9201 KARAKYR POINT, USSR 3.0 SR 
780916 9101 TABAS 1.2 SR 
791015 6616 AEROPUERTO MEXICALI 0.4 SL 
791015 6618 AGRARIAS 0.8 SL 
791015 955 EL CENTRO ARY 4, ANDERSON ROAD 7.1 SL 
791015 952 EL CENTRO ARY 5, JAMES ROAD 4.1 SL 
791015 942 EL CENTRO ARY 6, HUSTON ROAD 1.2 SL 
791015 5028 EL CENTRO ARY 7, IMPERIAL VAL COLL. 0.2 SL 
791015 958 EL CENTRO ARY 8, CRUICKSHANK RD 3.8 SL 
791015 412 EL CENTRO ARY 10, HOSPITAL 9.0 SL 
791015 5054 BONDS CORNER. EL CENTRO 2.4 SL 
791015 5053 FIRE STATION, CALEXICO 10.1 SL 
791015 6619 MEXICALI CASA fLORES ~ 9.7 SL 
791015 6622 COMPUERTAS 4.5 SL 
791015 9301 EL CENTRO DIFFERENTIAL ARRAY 1 5.5 SL 
791015 9302 EL CENTRO DIFFERENTIAL ARRAY 2 5.5 SL 
791015 9304 EL CENTRO DIFFERENTIAL ARRAY 3 5,4 SL 
791015 9305 EL CENTRO DIFFERENTIAL ARRAY 4 5.2 SL 
791015 9306 EL CENTRO DIFFERENTIAL ARRAYS 5.1 SL 
791015 5165 DIFFERENTIAL ARRAY-DOGWOOD ROAD 5.2 SL 
791015 5055 POST OFFICE, HOLTVILLE 7.5 SL 
191015 335 IMPERIAL COUNTY FF 7.4 SL 
840424 1652 ANDERSON DAM. DOWNSTREAM 4.5 SL 
840424 57217 COYOTE LAKE DAM. SAN MARTIN 0.01 SR 
840424 51191 HALLS VALLEY 2.5 SL 
851223 6097 IVERSON, NW TERRITORIES (STA I) 9.6 HR 
851223 6098 SLIDE MOUNTAIN (STA 2) 6.1 HR 
860708 5073 CABAZON - POST OFFICE 8.4 SL 
860708 12149 DESERT HOT SPRINGS 6.7 SL 
860708 5997 DEVERS HILL SUBSTATION 4.1 SL 
860708 5070 NORTIi PALM SPRINGS POST OFFICE 4.0 SL 
860708 12025 PALM SPRINGS AIRPORT 9.6 SL 
860708 5072 WHITEWATER CANYON TROUT FARM 5.9 SL 
891017 57007 CORRALITOS 3.4 SR 
891017 47006 GA VILAN COLLEGE PHYS. SCI. BLDG. 9.5 SL 
891017 47379 GILROY II - GAVILAN WATER TOWER 9.2 SR 
891017 57180 LEXINGTON DAM - LEFT ABUI'MENT 6.3 SR 
891017 LOS GATOS PRESENTATION CNTR 3.5 HR 
891017 58065 SARATOGA - ALOHA AVENUE 8.3 SL 
920313 9401 ERZINCAN, TURKEY 2.0 SL 
920628 22170 lOSHUATREE· FIRE STATION 7.4 SL 
920628 LUCERNE VALLEY 1.1 SL 
940117 655 JENSEN FILTRATION PLANT 6.5 SL 
940117 24088 PACODMA;KAGELCANYON 8.0 HR 
940117 24279 NEWHALL; LA COUNTY FIRE STATION 6.7 SL 
940117 24087 ARLETA; NORDHOFF FlRB STATION 9.5 SL 
940117 24207 PACOIMA DAM - DOWNSTREAM 7.6 HR 
940117 5968 RINALDI RECEIVING STATION - FF 7.5 SL 
940117 306 SYLMAR CONVERTER STATION - FF 6.4 SL 
940117 6273 SYLMAR CONVERTER STATION E • FF 6.2 SL 
940117 637 SBPULVEDA VA HOSPITAL 9.3 SL 
940117 24514 SYLMAR; OLIVE VIEW FF 6.2 SL 
950117 KOBE UNIVERSITY (CEORKA) 3.8 RK 
950111 KOBE (CEORKA) 6.2 SL 
950117 KOBE (lMA) 3.4 SL 
950117 KOBE PORT ISLAND. SURFACE 6.6 SL 
950117 TAKA TORI OR) 4.3 SL 

'HR-HARD ROCK; SR-SEDIMENTARY AND CONGLOMERATE ROCK; SL-SOIL AND ALLUVIUM 
2PN-FAULT NORMAL; FP-FAULT PARALLEL 
IF-FORW ARD; N-NBUI'RAL; B-BACKWARD 

PEAK HORIZONTAL 
ACCEL (g) VEL (cmIs) DIRECTIVITY' 
N Fp2 N Fp2 

0.21 0.32 32.2 60.1 B 
0.33 0.36 26.1 23.6 F 
0.24 0.28 11.7 12.2 F 
0.36 0.25 23.5 12.6 F 
0.51 0.45 32.9 21.9 B 
1.17 1.08 114.9 59.3 F 
0.65 0.67 63.7 59.8 N 
0.90 0.98 110.2 106.7 N 
0.28 0.36 27.1 42.7 B 
0.24 0.36 38.7 39.7 B 
0.36 0.49 77.7 38.0 F 
0.37 0.53 88.1 43.8 F 
0.43 0.35 106.2 62.9 F 
0.46 0.33 106.4 44.7 F 
0.47 0.61 50.1 52.7 F 
0.18 0.23 44.9 39.9 F 
0.79 0.59 48.6 43.8 B 
0.26 0.21 18.3 15.4 N 
0.23 0.43 19.3 28.8 B 
0.15 0.15 9.7 13.7 B 
0.73 0.74 119.8 111.8 P 
0.62 0.77 121.6 110.4 P 
0.61 0.68 120.8 109.5 P 
0.83 0.73 117.9 104.4 P 
1.19 2.07 131.4 135.7 F 
0.41 0.45 56.0 49.3 F 
0.27 0.23 50.3 42.7 N 
0.18 0.22 52.1 41.3 F 
0.44 0.28 27.0 28.9 F 
0.85 0.93 66.5 68.3 F 
0.31 0.16 39.0 14.2 B 
1.24 1.20 45.3 44.1 N 
0.40 0.42 27.0 31.6 N 
0.23 0.20 6.9 16.2 F 
0.34 0.29 29.1 22.9 N 
1.10 0.42 90.0 14.7 F 
0.71 0.60 67.8 32.9 F 
0.16 0.15 14.7 to.3 F 
0.50 0.58 - 39.6 29.9 F 
0.47 0.51 45.7 43.9 B 
0.30 0.39 31.9 27.6 N 
0.42 0.41 39.5 29.8 N 
0.45 0.39 118.0 45.6 F 
0.66 0.44 105.5 57.4 F 
0.37 0.35 51.0 44.8 P 
0.43 0.46 120.2 65.4 F 
0.28 0.19 42.7 30.0 B 
0.76 0.73 127.5 95.3 F 
0.38 0.62 45.4 100.1 F 
0.53 0.24 55.5 36.8 N 
0.72 0.65 118.2 49.3 P 
0.24 0.33 26.0 31.4 N 
0.50 0.24 48.5 18.9 F 
0.89 0.39 178.4 67.5 F 
0.59 0.80 130.1 89.3 F 
0.84 0.49 116.3 75.8 p 

0.73 0.79 48.7 76.0 F 
0.73 0.59 122.2 54.3 F 
0.33 0.26 49.1 38.8 F 
0.67 0.54 56.4 38.2 F 
0.86 0.52 104.3 51.9 F 
0.43 0.14 95.9 30.3 F 
0.81 0.42 174.9 62.7 F 
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Recordings Close to Epicenters 

It is a cornmon fallacy to assume that recordings close 
to the epicenters of strike-slip and oblique-slip earth
quakes (such as Bond's Corner, 1971 Imperial Valley 
earthquake; Corralitos, 1987 Loma Prieta earthquake; and 
Joshua Tree, 1992 Landers earthquake) contain forward
rupture-directivity effects. On the contrary, these records 
contain neutral or backward-directivity effects, produced 
when the rupture propagates away from the site, and are 
characterized by relatively low amplitudes of long-period 
ground motions. Also, strong-motion recordings above 
shallow thrust faults, such as the Cape Mendocino and 
Petrolia recordings of the 1992 Cape Mendocino earth
quake, do not contain rupture-directivity effects. The ef
fects of rupture directivity are primarily manifested at the 
longer periods, so that large peak accelerations in near
fault recordings do not necessarily imply large long-per
iod ground motions. 

Faulting Mechanism 

If the seismic hazard at a site is dominated by a partic
ular style of faulting (e.g., strike-slip or normal), it is 
preferable to use time histories from that style of faulting. 
In the recorded data analyzed by Somerville and others 
(l997a), it was found that the relation between strike-nor
mal and strike-parallel ground motions is similar for 
strike-slip and reverse earthquakes. However, differences 
between strike-slip and reverse faulting were found in the 
azimuthal variation of duration and response spectral 
amplification. Also, for larger earthquakes, there may be 
differences between strike-slip and reverse ground mo
tions because the rupture-directivity effect in reverse 
faulting builds up over a limited fault width, whereas for 
strike-slip faulting it can build up over a much larger fault 
length. There are few strong-motion recordings close to 
large normal-faulting earthquakes. Given the presently 
available data, it seems appropriate to assume that near
fault ground-motion time histories from normal faults can 
be represented by time histories from reverse faults, or 
from broadband time history simulations for normal fault
ing. The response spectrum for the normal-faulting time 
history can be approximated by taking 75 percent of the 
near-fault ground motions predicted for reverse faulting in 
the model described above. 

Duration 

It is a common fallacy to assume that near-fault 
ground-motion time histories close to large earthquakes 
should have a long duration. As shown in figure 6b, the 
stronger the near-fault directivity effect, the shorter the 
duration. This is because the forward-directivity effect 
causes nearly all of the seismic radation from the fault to 
arrive in a single brief pulse of motion. It does not make 
sense to sequentially combine several near-fault records 
containing brief pulses to make up for the short duration 
that is characteristic of forward-rupture-directivity effects. 
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ADEQUACY OF 1997 NEHRP AND UBC CODE 
SPECTRA IN REPRESENTING NEAR-FAULT 

MOTIONS FROM NORMAL FAULTS 

To account for large ground-motion levels caused by 
rupture-directivity effects, the 1997 revision of the UBC 
includes a near-fault factor N which applies to sites lo
cated within 15 kilometers of major active faults in seis
mic zone 4. The near-source factor depends on the slip 
rate of the fault and the maximum magnitude of the earth
quake that the fault can generate. If the slip rate of the 
fault is less than 2 mm/yr, which is the case for mostfaults 
in the Basin and Range Province, then the near-source fac
tor does not apply. Also, with the exception of western 
Nevada and the Yellowstone region, the Basin and Range 
Province lies in seismic zones lower than 4 and the near
source factor does not apply. The intent of the code revi
sion was to address near-fault ground motions only near 
the most active faults. However, this avoided the issue of 
how to address near-fault ground motions close to less 
active faults and close to smaller faults, which is particu
larly relevant in the Basin and Range Province. 

The 1997 NEHRP probabilistic ground-motion maps 
and design include the effects of proximity to faults, and 
thus address the issue of near-fault ground motions in the 
Basin and Range Province in a more specific way. How
ever, they do not account for the increased level of long
period ground motions close to faults caused by 
rupture-directivity effects. To date, none of the code ap
proaches addresses the issue of larger ground motions in 
the strike-normal than in the strike-parallel direction. 
However, for sites located close to major normal faults in 
the Basin and Range Province whose strike directions are 
known, this difference can be quantified in a straightfor
ward way using the empirical model for reverse faults 
described by Somerville and others (l997b), reduced by 
25 percent to account for style of faulting differences. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The propagation of fault rupture toward a site at a 
velocity close to the shear wave velocity causes most of 
the seismic energy from the rupture to arrive in a single 
large, long-period pulse of motion which occurs at the 
beginning of the record. This pulse of motion represents 
the cumulative effect of almost all of the seismic radiation 
from the fault. The radiation pattern of the shear disloca
tion on the fault causes this large pulse of motion to be ori
ented in the direction perpendicular to the fault, causing 
the strike-normal peak velocity to be larger than the strike
parallel peak velocity. 

The effect of forward rupture directivity on the 
response spectrum is to increase the level of the response 
spectrum of the horizontal component normal to the fault 
strike at periods longer than 0.5 seconds. Consequently, 
near-fault effects cannot be adequately described by uni
form scaling of a fixed response spectral shape. A com
plete representation of the near-fault response spectrum 
requires the specification of separate horizontal compo
nents in the strike-normal and strike-parallel directions. 
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These components are significantly different within about 
15 kilometers of the fault at periods longer than about 0.5 
seconds. Since fault strike is usually well known close to 
major faults, it is straighforward to take the difference 
between the strike-normal and strike-parallel components 
of motion into account in the evaluation of near-fault 
ground motions, especially for structures that are sensitive 
to long-period ground motions. 

If time histories are used in conjunction with the 
response spectrum, it is important to select time histories 
that appropriately include forward-rupture-directivity ef
fects. This is true even if time histories are being matched 
to a design spectrum, because the spectral matching 
process cannot build a rupture-directivity pulse into a 
record where none is present to begin with. This indicates 
the need to identify the ground-motion conditions that 
control the design spectrum. When the design spectra are 
based on scenario earthquakes, there may be two levels of 
design spectra, one based on the median ground-motion 
level and the other based on the median plus one standard 
deviation ground-motion level. If the response spectrum 
is based on the median ground-motion level, then it repre
sents average directivity conditions, and it is appropriate 
to select time histories that span a range of directivity con
ditions. However, if the response spectrum is based on the 
mean plus one standard deviation ground-motion level, 
then it represents forward-directivity conditions, and most 
if not all of the time histories should be for forward-rup
ture-directivity conditions. If the' design spectra are based 
on probabilistic seismic-hazard analysis, then deaggrega
tion of the seismic hazard can be used to identify the 
degree to which the ground motions that dominate the 
seismic hazard represent larger than median levels, which 
in turn provides a basis for selecting the appropriate pro
portion of recordings containing forward rupture directiv
ity in the suite of time histories used for analysis. 

As a guide to the selection of time histories for use in 
design and evaluation of structures that are sensitive to 
long-period ground motions, a list of near-fault strong
motion recordings indicating the nature of the rupture
directivity effects that they contain has been prepared. In 
situations where there are insufficient recorded time histo
ries, strong-motion simulation methods can be used to 
generate time histories for the required combinations of 
magnitudes and distances. 
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ABSTRACT 

In this paper, we summarize the results of probabilistic seismic-hazard analyses for seven sites located throughout the 
Basin and Range Province and neighboring extensional tectonic regimes in the western U.S. The levels of probabilistic 
hazard at these sites range from one of the highest in the Basin and Range Province, in the seismically active Salt Lake Val
ley adjacent to the Wasatch fault, to one of the lowest in the Canyonlands area in the Colorado Plateau interior, where seis
micity is low and known late Quaternary faults are scarce. Based on these analyses, the dominant contributors to ground 
shaking in the western U.S. interior are active faults and background earthquakes within a few tens of kilometers of a site. 
More distant active faults characterized by large maximum earthquakes and high slip rates (> 1 mm/yr) can contribute sig
nificantly to long-period ground-motion hazard. The probabilistic analyses described in this paper emphasize the impor
tance of several aspects of seismic sources that can significantly influence the probabilistic hazard at a given site, 
including: (1) fault segmentation and its correlation with recurrence; (2) earthquake recurrence models (truncated expo
nential or characteristic), and the approach used to characterize recurrence (recurrence intervals or slip rates); (3) temporal 
clustering, which can result in inter-event times that vary by more than an order of magnitude and the issue of whether the 
fault is presently within an intercluster or intracluster period; (4) the rate of recurrence of background seismicity and the 
issue of nonstationarity; and (5) the possibility of low dynamic stress drops in extensional regimes, which can lead to lower 
ground motions than in compressional settings. Path and site factors in the Basin and Range Province are also critical to 
probabilistic as well as deterministic hazard because many urban areas are situated in alluvial basins bounded by major 
normal faults. These factors include site amplification due to the presence of near-surface, low-velocity unconsolidated 
sediments and possible basin amplification of long-period ground motions. 

INTRODUCTION 

The Basin and Range Province dominates the interior 
of the western U.S. both in terms of areal extent and tec
tonic deformation rates. Extensional tectonic processes 
operating in the province can also be found in the neigh
boring but less active Colorado Plateau, Northern and 
Southern Rocky Mountains, and all western states with 
the possible exception of Washington. Seismicity rates in 
these four distinctive tectonic provinces range from low to 
moderate compared to California. Late Quaternary nor
mal faults, particularly along the boundaries of the Basin 
and Range Province with the Colorado Plateau and Rocky 
Mountains, exhibit evidence of past ruptures indicative of 
large earthquakes of moment magnitude (Mw) 6 % and 
greater. Such events are, however, infrequent on individ
ual structures, with recurrence intervals ranging from less 
than a few thousand years for the most active faults to 
more than 100,000 years for the least active. 

Evaluating the seismic hazard in regions like the 
Basin and Range Province or less active regions such as 
the Northern or Southern Rocky Mountain provinces 
poses unique problems compared to active plate boundary 
regions like California because, although the hazard can 
be low due to the long fault recurrence times, the risk can 
be high. Many of the major urban centers in the western 
U.S. interior are located adjacent to or in the vicinity of 
major late Quaternary faults including Salt Lake City, 
Utah, Reno, Nevada, and Albuquerque, New Mexico, re-

sulting in high seismic exposure. In addition, although 
smaller in size, potentiall y damaging moderate-sized 
"background" (non-surface rupturing) earthquakes as 
large as Mw 6 to 6 ~ generated by buried, unknown and 
unmapped faults can occur at much higher rates than large 
surface-faulting events throughout many areas of the 
western interior (e.g., Intermountain seismic belt and Rio 
Grande rift). 

The assessment of seismic risk requires an evaluation 
of the probability of occurrence of specific seismic haz
ards. Probabilistic seismic-hazard analysis, as first devel
oped by Cornell (1968), has become the approach most 
suited for quantifying these probabilities in seismic set
tings such as the Basin and Range Province where there 
are large uncertainties in characterizing seismic sources 
and ground-motion attenuation. There are several reasons 
why these uncertainties are large. For example, active 
faults in the western U.S. interior have not been studied to 
as great a degree as in California. The short and incom
plete historical seismicity record and the low activity of 
the faults that have been investigated also make estima
tion of earthquake recurrence difficult. Thus, because 
there may be a range of interpretations and large uncer
tainties in characterizing the rupture geometry and behav
ior of late Quaternary faults in regions such as the Basin 
and Range Province, probabilistic seismic-hazard analysis 
has been and should be used more extensively in quantify
ing the level of hazards in the western U.S. interior. 

In this paper, we briefly describe the results of proba-
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bilistic analyses performed at seven sites located through
out the Basin and Range Province and neighboring exten
sional tectonic regimes. These analyses emphasize the 
importance of several aspects of seismic source and 
ground-motion characterization that can significantly 
impact probabilistic hazard. Several issues are also raised 
by these analyses that should be addressed in future earth 
science research in the western U.S. interior. 

CASE STUDIES 

The seven sites described in this paper are: Yucca 
Mountain, southern Nevada (YM); an area straddling the 
boundary between the eastern Snake River Plain (ESRP) 
and northern Basin and Range (NBR) province, southeast
ern Idaho (ESRP-NBR); west Salt Lake Valley, northern 
Utah (WSLV); northern Rio Grande rift, central Colorado 
(NRGR); southern Rio Grande rift, northern New Mexico 
(SRGR); Canyonlands, southeastern Utah in the interior 
of the Colorado Plateau (C); and the Sierra Nevada 
Foothills, eastern California (SNF) (figure 1). 

Yucca Mountain 

Wong and others (1997a) performed a preliminary 
probabilistic analysis of the U.S. Department of Energy's 
potential high-level nuclear waste repository northwest of 
Las Vegas in the southern Great Basin to develop criteria 
for early seismic-design studies. A total of 88 Quaternary 
faults located within 100 kilometers of the site was con
sid~r~d. in the ~azard analysis (figure 2a). Fifteen faults 
e~hl~ntmg yarylng degrees of Quaternary activity occur 
wlthm 15 kilometers of the site (table 1). Individual faults 
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are characterized by maximum earthquakes that range 
from Mw 5.1 to 7.6. Fault slip rates range from a very low 
0.00001 mm/yr to as much as 4 mm/yr. Potentially signif
icant faults include, for example, the Paintbrush Canyon, 
Solitario Canyon, Bare Mountain, Furnace Creek, and 
Death Valley faults. Wong and others (1997a) used a sin
gle areal source zone representing background earth
quakes up to Mw 6 X ± X in the analysis. Recurrence rates 
for these background earthquakes are based on the 1904-
1996 historical record, which contains events up to Mw 5.6 
in size. -

A significant aspect of the analysis was the use of a 
new attenuation relationship for earthquakes in exten
sional tectonic regimes (Spudich and others, 1996). This 
relationship, developed as part of the Yucca Mountain 
Project, gives significantly lower ground motions than 
five other predominantly California-based relationships 
used in the analysis (Wong and others, 1997a). 

Eastern Snake River Plain - Northern Basin and 
Range Province 

Woodward-Clyde Federal Services (WCFS) and oth
ers (1996) performed a site-specific probabilistic seismic
hazard analysis for seven facility sites at the Idaho 
National Engineering Laboratory (INEL). The INEL is 
located within the ESRP but adjacent to and just south of 
the northern Basin and Range Province. Because of its 
location within the ESRP volcano-tectonic regime, three 
types of seismic sources were considered significant to the 
INEL: (1) three major Basin and Range faults immedi
ately to the north to northwest including the Lost River, 

Table 1. Significant nearby faults. 

Shortest Best Estimate 
Horizontal Probability Maximum Best Estimate 
Distance of Being Magnitude Slip Rate 

Location Faults (km) Seismogenic <Mw) (mmlyr) 

Yucca Mountain, 9 Local Faults ~10 ~0.5 6.2-6.7 0.002-0.02 
NY 

ESRP-NBR, ID Lost RiverlLemhi 15/20 1.0 717 0.05-1 

West Salt Lake East Great Salt 2112 1.0 717Y.. 0.3-0.5/1-2 
Valley, UT LakelWasatch 

Northern Rio MosquitolWilliams 3/2 0.5/1.0 7/6lh. 0.05/0.12 
Grande Rift, CO Fork MOlmtain 

Southern Rio 
Grande Rift, NM 

Pajarito System ~5 1.0 6.9 0.01-0.1 

Canyonlands, UT Moab 0 0.1 6lh.-7 0.015 

Sierran Foothills, Maidu East and 14 1.0 6Y.. 0.004 
CA Rescue 
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Figure 1. Seismicity (M ~ 3.0) of the western U.S. (1808 to 1996), physiographic provinces and major seismic source zones located in or adjacent to 
the Basin and Range Province. Also shown are locations (stars) of the case studies described in this paper. Abbreviation are: C, Canyonlands; 
ESRP-NBR, eastern Snake River Plain-northern Basin and Range; NRGR, northern Rio Grande rift; WSLV, west Salt Lake Valley; SNF, Sierra 
Nevada Foothills; SRGR, southern Rio Grande rift; and YM, Yucca Mountain. Seismicity data are from the USGS National Earthquake Information 
Center. 
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Lemhi, and Beaverhea.d ~aults (figure ~a an~ table 1); (2) 
four volcanic zones within the ESRP mcludmg the Arco, 
Lava Ridge-Hells Half Acre, and Gre~t ri.ft zones and the 
axial volcanic zone; and (3) areal seismic-source zones, 
including most significantly, the northern Basin and 
Range Province and the ESRP. MaximuD?- earthquak~s for 
the various fault segments of the Lost River, Lemhi, and 
Beaverhead faults ranged from Mw 6.7 to 7.4 and slip rates 
from 0.02 to 1.0 mm/yr (WCFS and others, 1996). They 
considered the maximum earthquake for the volcanic rift 
zones to be a low probability Mw 51i ± 1i and the recur
rence of such events is based on the estimated recurrence 
of episodes of dike injection. Maximum earthquakes for 
the seismic-source zones ranged from Mw 51i ± 1i for the 
ESRP to Mw 7 y,; ± y,; for portions of the Intermountain 
seismic belt where distant Quaternary faults were not 
specifically included as separate sources. Thus, the source 
zones for the latter included both faults and background 
earthquakes. 

Woodward Clyde Federal Services and others (1996) 
modeled ground-motion attenuation and site effects using 
four empirical western U.S. rock relationships and site
specific relationships developed for each of the facility 
sites. The latter were calculated using a stochastic point
source numerical modeling technique (Silva, 1992) which 
incorporated a best estimate range of earthquake stress 
drops of 50 to 75 bars, magnitude-dependent focal depths, 
region-specific attenuation with a qualify factor of Q(j) = 
2001°.44, site-specific near-surface attenuation as expressed 
by the parameter kappa (Anderson and Hough, 1994), 
which ranged from 0.012 to 0.033 sec, and site-specific 
shear-wave and density profiles. Typical kappa values for 
western U.S. rock range from 0.02 to 0.06 sec (Silva and 
Darragh, 1995). Incorporating the site response at the 
INEL is especially significant because of the unique sedi
mentary interbedded nature of the underlying basalt. This 
volcanic stratigraphy differs significantly from typical 
western U.S. rock in terms of site effects (WCFS and oth
ers, 1996). 

West Salt Lake Valley 

Wong and others (1995) performed a seismic-hazards 
evaluation to develop the seismic-design criteria for a tail
ings impoundment near the town of Magna on the west 
side of Salt Lake Valley. Late Quaternary faults consid
ered in the probabilistic seismic-hazard analysis included 
the East Great Salt Lake fault, whose southern end 
extends to within 1 to 3 kilometers of the site (table 1), the 
Oquirrh, West Valley, East Cache, Hansel Valley, and 
Stansbury faults and segments of the Wasatch fault (Wong 
and others, 1995) (figure 2a). The East Great Salt Lake 
fault consists of two segments of which the closest, the 
Antelope Island segment, can generate a maximum earth
quake of Mw 7. Its Quaternary slip rate is estimated at 0.4 
to 0.7 mmlyr. 

The site also lies due west of the Salt Lake City seg
ment of the Wasatch fault (figure 2a). Its estimated maxi
mum earthquake is M w 7 which occurs on average eve~y 
1,350 ± 500 years (Black and others, 1995). Wong and 
others (1995) also included the Brigham City, Weber, 
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Provo, Nephi, and Levan segments of the Wasatch fault in 
the hazard analysis. An areal source zone of background 
earthquakes with a maximum magnitude of Mw 6 y,; ± y,; 
was also incorporated into the probabilistic seismic-haz
ard analysis. Wong and others (1995) used three empirical 
attenuation relationships appropriate for deep soil to esti
mate the ground motions. 

Northern Rio Grande Rift 

A probabilistic seismic-hazard analysis was per
formed to evaluate the seismic safety of two tailings dams 
located north of Leadville in central Colorado (Wong and 
others, 1996a). Although the sites lie within the Southern 
Rocky Mountain province, the tectonic setting is similar 
to the Basin and Range Province in that normal faulting 
and extensional stresses characterize the earthquake 
processes in the region. The two sites are in fact located 
in the vicinity of the northern Rio Grande rift in central 
Colorado. Unlike the southern portion of the rift, how
ever, seismicity is relatively low level and known late 
Quaternary faults are relatively few in number (Wong and 
others, 1996a). 

Wong and others (1996a) considered nine late Quater
nary faults in the probabilistic analysis with the most sig
nificant structures being the Mosquito, Williams Fork 
Mountain, Frontal, and Skylark faults because of their 
proximity to the two sites (figure 2a and table 1). Slip 
rates for these faults ranged from about 0.1 to 0.4 mm/yr. 
Maximum earthquakes ranged from Mw 61i to 7 and a sin
gle background zone for the Colorado Rocky Mountains 
was utilized with a maximum magnitude of Mw 6.5 ± 0.3. 
Ground-motion attenuation was characterized by three 
empirical relationships for stiff soil conditions. 

Southern Rio Grande Rift 

From 1991 to 1995, Wong and others (1996b) per
formed an extensive seismic-hazard evaluation of the Los 
Alamos National Laboratory (LANL). As part of this pro
gram, a site-specific probabilistic analysis of eight techni
cal areas was carried out to update the seismic-design 
criteria for the LANL. Seismic sources within the site 
region included 25 Quaternary faults (figure 2b) and four 
seismic-source zones; the latter to account for background 
earthquakes. The source zones included the Rio Grande 
rift, Colorado Plateau transition zone, Southern Rocky 
Mountains province, and the Great Plains. The most sig
nificant faults were those of the Pajarito fault system (fig
ure 2b and table 1) which consists of the Pajarito, Guaje 
Mountain, and Rendija Canyon faults. The main 41-kilo
meters-long Pajarito fault is located along the western 
margin of the LANL, and has an estimated maximum 
earthquake of Mw 6.9 ± 0.3 and a long-term slip rate of 
about 0.1 mm/yr. It is a down-to-the-east normal fault that 
dips beneath LANL. Both the Rendija Canyon and Guaje 
Mountain faults are west-dipping faults that are probably 
antithetic to the main Pajarito fault and transect portions 
of the LANL. 

Wong and others (1996b) addressed crustal attenua
tion and site response beneath the LANL through numeri
cally modeling-based site-specific attenuation relationships 
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developed using an approach similar to that used at the 
INEL and three empirical relationships. They performed a 
program of drilling, downhole velocity measurements, 
and dynamic laboratory testing to characterize the mater
ial properties of the volcanic stratigraphy beneath the 
LANL. A site-specific kappa of 0.035 sec was estimated 
based on an analysis of microearthquakes recorded by the 
local seismographic network. Although LANL is gener
ally situated on volcanic tuff, the site conditions are most 
similar to deep soil conditions. 

Canyonlands, Colorado Plateau 

Wong and others (1996c; 1997b) performed a seis
mic-hazards evaluation as part of the reclamation of a ura
nium mills tailings site near Moab, Utah. The site came 
under regulatory review by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission (NRC), which typically requires a determin
istic specification of the seismic-design criteria. How
ever, because of the large uncertainties regarding active 
faulting and background earthquakes in the Colorado 
Plateau interior, a probabilistic seismic-hazard analysis 
accepted by the NRC was also carried out as an alternative 
approach to developing seismic-design criteria for on-site 
disposal. 

Potential seismic sources that could affect the site 
include 11 faults and 2 seismic-source zones (figure 2b). 
Ten of the faults including the Moab (table 1), Lisbon Val
ley, Salt Valley, and Paradox Valley faults developed as a 
result of salt dissolution and are probably not seismogenic 
(Wong and others, 1996c). To accommodate the remote 
possibility, however, that these faults could generate 
earthquakes, Wong and others (1996c) considered them in 
the seismic-hazard analysis with very low probabilities of 
being seismogenic. Seismogenic structures included the 
frontal faults associated with the Uncompahgre uplift. 

Although the Colorado Plateau interior is seismically 
active, few studies have seismicity definitively associated 
with known faults. Wong and others (1996c) incorporated 
the contribution to seismic hazard from such background 
earthquakes into the hazard analysis as the Colorado 
Plateau interior seismic-source zone. They adopted a 
maximum earthquake of Mw 6 ± ~ for this zone. The sec
ond seismic-source zone (maximum magnitude Mw 5% ± 
% considered in this analysis was a northeast-trending 
zone of micro seismicity aligned approximately along the 
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stretch of the Colorado River southwest of Moab. Three 
soil empirical attenuation relationships were used in the 
probabilistic analysis to characterize the ground motions. 

Sierra Nevada Foothills 

Wong and others (1994) performed a probabilistic 
seismic-hazard analysis to evaluate the existing seismic 
design of the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation's Mormon 
Island Auxiliary Dam in the Sierra Nevada Foothills near 
Folsom, California. The Sierra Nevada Foothills lie 
within an extensional transitional zone between the com
pressional regime along the San Andreas plate boundary 
and the Basin and Range Province whose western bound
ary is 120 kilometers to the east along the eastern margin 
of the Sierra Nevada. The region is characterized by a low 
to moderate level of seismicity and very low slip rate 
faults including the Foothills fault system. 

In the analysis, Wong and others (1994) considered a 
total of 17 faults within the Sierra Nevada Foothills (fig
ure 2b), five major faults within the San Andreas fault sys
tem, the Sierra-Nevada Frontal fault, and the Coast 
Ranges-Sierran Block boundary zone. The relatively 
short Foothills faults (e.g., Maidu East and Rescue) gener
ally have estimated maximum earthquakes of Mw 6 Yz ± ~ 
and slip rates significantly less than 0.01 mm/yr. The 
closest known faults were at a distance of 14 kilometers 
(figure 2b and table 1). 

A background source zone for the Foothills was char
acterized by a maximum earthquake of Mw 6 ± Y4 and 
recurrence rates based on the historical record. Ground
motion attenuation was characterized by four western 
U.S. empirical relationships believed appropriate for soft 
rock. 

PROBABILISTIC SEISMIC HAZARD 

To understand which earthquake sources drive the 
ground-shaking hazard at these seven sites, we must 
understand the contributions of both seismogenic faults 
and background earthquakes to the total probabilistic haz
ard. Based on probabilistic seismic-hazard analyses per
formed for each of the seven sites, we summarize in table 
2 the calculated peak horizontal accelerations for three 
return periods of engineering significance: 500, 2,000, and 
10,000 years. Note that the ground motions are for both 

Table 2. Site-specific probabilistic peak horizontal accelerations (g's). 

Return Period 

Location 500 years 2,000 years 102000 years 

Yucca Mountain, NY 0.16 0.28 0.50 

ESRP-NBR, ID 0.06-0.09 0.10-0.18 0.16-0.33 

West Salt Lake Valley, UT 0.27 0.43 0.72 

Northern Rio Grande Rift, CO 0.09-0.12 0.21-0.25 0.42-0.43 

Southern Rio Grande Rift, NM 0.15 0.30 0.55 

Canyonlands, UT 0.04 0.10 0.21 

Sierran Foothills, CA 0.10 0.23 0.47 

Bold values indicate soil sites. Remaining values are for rock sites. 
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rock and soil sites, although, as we will discuss later, our 
use of multiple empirical relationships results in very little 
difference in ground motions for the two types of site con
ditions. The highest peak horizontal-acceleration hazard 
occurs in the western Salt Lake Valley, while the lowest is, 
not surprisingly, in the Canyonlands area in the Colorado 
Plateau interior. Comparatively moderate hazard is esti
mated for the southern Rio Grande rift, Yucca Mountain, 
and somewhat surprisingly, the Sierran Foothills and the 
northern Rio Grande rift. 

In table 1, we summarize the closest and generally 
most significant faults to the seven sites. Reflecting the 
varied levels of fault activity rates found in the Basin and 
Range Province and adjacent extensional regimes, slip 
rates range from 0.002 mmlyr for the low activity Yucca 
Mountain faults to 1 to 2 mmlyr for the active Wasatch 
fault. Maximum magnitudes are as low as Mw 61

/4 for the 
short reactivated faults in the Sierra Nevada Foothills fault 
system to Mw 71

/4 for segments of the Wasatch fault. 
Table 3 summarizes the recurrence parameters (a and 

b) for the background seismic-source zones in which the 
sites are located, with the exception of the INEL where we 
cite the parameters for the adjacent northern Basin and 
Range Province. Both a and b parameters are listed as well 
as the return periods for Mw 5 and 6 and greater earth
quakes normalized to an area of 10,000 km2 (100 km x 
100 km). A truncated exponential form of the recurrence 
curve (Youngs and Coppersmith, 1985) has been assumed 
for all background source zones. Yucca Mountain, the 
northern Basin and Range Province, and Salt Lake Valley 
exhibit the highest rates of background seismicity with 
return periods for M ~ 5 and M ~ 6 earthquakes of less 
than 50 years and less than about 800 years, respectively. 
Not surprisingly, the Canyonlands in the interior of the 
Colorado Plateau and the northern Rio Grande rift in cen
tral Colorado are the least seismically active areas consid
ered in our studies (table 3). 

To identify the major contributors to the peak horizon
tal-acceleration hazard at each site, we can deaggregate 
the hazard by seismic source; the dominant contributors 
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are listed in table 4. The western side of Salt Lake Valley 
has the highest hazard of any of the seven sites studied 
due to the high level of background seismicity (table 3) 
and the proximity of the nearby and moderate slip rate 
East Great Salt Lake fault system. (In a very recent analy
sis of sites within a few kilometers of the Wasatch fault, it 
is the dominant contributor to hazard at return periods 
greater than 50 years [Wong and others, 1997c].) Simi
larly, the southern Rio Grande rift has a moderate hazard 
level because of the moderate rate of background seismic
ity (table 3) and the proximity of the moderately active 
Pajarito fault system (table 1). Although the hazard is 
somewhat lower due to a lower level of background seis
micity, a similar situation exists at the two northern Rio 
Grande rift sites (table 4). 

At both short and long return periods, the moderate 
levels of background seismicity control the moderate 
peak-acceleration hazard at Yucca Mountain and the 
Sierra Nevada Foothills (table 4). Although Quaternary 
faults exist close to both sites, their low slip rates (table 1) 
result in small contributions to hazard even up to return 
periods of 10,000 years. At the INEL, the peak-accelera
tion hazard is comparatively lower because the distance to 
the nearest faults, the Lost River and Lemhi faults, is 
approximately 15 to 20 kilometers and the sites are all 
located in the adjacent aseismic ESRP. The lowest peak
acceleration hazard exists at the Canyonlands site in the 
Colorado Plateau interior (table 2) where only the low 
level of background seismicity contributes to the hazard 
(table 4). 

For low-frequency (long-period ~ 1 sec) ground shak
ing, faults rather than background earthquakes are often 
the major contributors to hazard except at short return 
periods or in the absence of moderately active Quaternary 
faults (slip rates ~ 0.1 mmlyr) in the region. At longer 
spectral periods, the faults are even more dominant. This 
is because faults produce the largest events and the larger 
the rupture area, the greater the amount of long-period 
ground motions generated. 

Table 3. Recurrence of background earthquakes. 

Approximate Return 
Periods (yrs) 

(per 10,000 km2
) 

a-value 

Location b-value (per km2
) Mmax M:?!5 M:?!6 

---
Yucca Mountain, NV 0.87 -1.08 61,4 30 350 

Northern Basin and Range, ID 0.81 -1.32 6% 25 160 

West Salt Lake Valley, UT 0.78 -1.64 61A 40 770 

Northern Rio Grande Rift, CO 0.90 -2.33 6% 670 10,000 

Southern Rio Grande Rift, NM 0.75 -2.45 6.3 100 1,000 

Canyonlands, UT 0.92 -2.15 6 560 7,000 

Sierran Foothills, CA 0.85 -1.53 6 60 500 
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Table 4. Dominant contributors to peak horizontal acceleration hazard. 

Return Period 

Location 
Yucca Mountain, NY 

500 years 

Background Earthquakes 

10,000 years 

Background Earthquakes 

ESRP-NBR,ID 

West Salt Lake Valley, UT 

Northern Rio Grande Rift, CO 

Lost River Fault 

Background Earthquakes 

Background Earthquakes 

Lost River Fault 

East Great Salt Lake Fault 

Mosquito & Williams Fork 

Mountain Faults 

Southern Rio Grande Rift, NM 

Canyonlands, UT 

Background Earthquakes 

Background Earthquakes 

Pajarito Fault System 

Background Earthquakes 

Sierran Foothills, CA 

OBSERVATIONS AND ISSUES 

Based on these case histories, we discuss and summa
rize the following observations and issues regarding seis
mic-source and ground-motion characterization and their 
impacts on probabilistic seismic hazard. 

Major Contributors to Hazard 

As previously illustrated, probabilistic seismic hazard 
in the Basin and Range Province and similar extensional 
regimes in the western U.S. interior is a product of the 
hazard generated by both late Quaternary (or Quaternary) 
faults and background seismicity (buried faults). The 
level of hazard is controlled by the proximity of these 
faults, their maximum earthquakes and activity rates, and 
the rate of background seismicity. The most hazardous 
sites are those adjacent to active faults whose slip rates are 
greater than 0.1 mmlyr and/or in areas with high levels of 
background seismicity. Areas such as Salt Lake Valley 
adjacent to the East Great Salt Lake and Wasatch faults 
and along the active margins of the southern Rio Grande 
rift (e.g., LANL) are examples. 

Because the rate of background earthquakes (defined 
as Mw 5, the minimum magnitude considered in most 
probabilistic-hazard analyses, to about Mw 6~) is much 
higher than for surface-faulting earthquakes generated by 
known faults, the probabilistic hazard is usually domi
nated by background seismicity at short return periods. 
This situation is exaggerated by the tendency for faults to 
behave in a characteristic manner (see discussion in next 
section). The exceptions to the dominance of background 
seismicity are sites in areas of very low seismicity (e.g., 
ESRP) or adjacent to very active faults whose slip rates 
are greater than 1 mmlyr such as along the Wasatch fault 
(Wong and others, 1997c). 

At long return periods, greater than a few thousand 
years (which begins to approach the recurrence intervals 
of many faults), faults within a distance of 10 to 20 kilo
meters will generally be the dominant contributor to high-

frequency hazard (e.g., peak horizontal acceleration). If 
no such faults exist or if they have low slip rates, the back
ground earthquake will dominate the probabilistic hazard. 

Our discussion so far has focused on high-frequency 
seismic hazard. For most engineered structures, interme
diate to high-frequency seismic waves (1 to 10 Hz) are of 
greatest concern in terms of potential damage. For low
frequency ground-shaking hazard, which is important for 
tall or long structures such as high-rise buildings and 
bridges, the dominant contributor will often be faults. 

This trade-off between faults and background earth
quakes is illustrated in figure 3, which shows the deaggre
gated peak horizontal acceleration and 1.0 sec 
spectral-acceleration hazard at Yucca Mountain for the 
return periods of 2,000 and 10,000 years. At 2,000 years, 
the peak -acceleration hazard is dominated by background 
earthquakes of Mw 5 to 6~ at short distances «20 Ian) 
with a small contribution from distant active faults. At a 
10,000-year return period, the contribution of the Paint
brush Canyon fault becomes more significant and the 
dominant magnitude range shifts to slightly higher values 
(figure 3). For 1.0 sec spectral acceleration, background 
earthquakes continue to dominate, but the Furnace Creek 
and Death Valley faults also contribute significantly, par
ticularly at return periods less than about 10,000 years 
(figure 3). 

Earthquake Recurrence Models 

In the seven probabilistic seismic-hazard analyses, we 
have generally adopted the position that faults largely fol
low the "characteristic" earthquake model. In most cases, 
we have weighted the model about 0.70 compared to a 
weight of 0.30 assigned to the truncated exponential 
model. The specific form of the characteristic model we 
have adopted in our analyses is taken from Youngs and 
Coppersmith (1985) and we refer the reader to their paper 
for a more detailed description of their model. In their 
model, the magnitude range of the characteristic earth
quake is ± Y4 magnitude unit and the interval between the 
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Figure 3. Magnitude and distance contributions to the mean peak horizontal acceleration and 1.0 second spectral acceleration hazard at Yucca 
Mountain/or the return periods 0/2,000 and 10,000 years. 

minimum characteristic magnitude and the exponential 
portion of the recurrence curve is about one magnitude 
unit. As previously mentioned, fewer moderate-sized 
events in the characteristic model compared to the trun
cated exponential model can result in lower probabilistic 
hazard at return periods of most engineering significance. 
It is thus crucial that sufficient paleo seismic investigations 
of significant faults be performed to assess their recur
rence behavior. The Wasatch fault is possibly the most 
studied fault in the Basin and Range Province and it 
clearly exhibits a dominantly characteristic behavior 
(Schwartz and Coppersmith, 1984; Machette and others, 
1992). 

Displacement data from paleoseismic studies of the 
Lost River and Lemhi faults also suggest dominantly 
ch~racteristic behavior (e.g., Schwartz and Crone, 1985; 
Ohg and others, 1995), however, rupture behavior patterns 
appear much more complex than the Wasatch fault with 
some segments exhibiting non-characteristic displacement 
patterns, non-persistent segment boundaries, and partial 

segment ruptures (Crone and others, 1987; Hemphill
Haley and others, 1994; Olig and others, 1995). Incorpo
rating these rupture behavior uncertainties into the 
probabilistic analyses not only affects recurrence models 
used but also segmentation models (discussed in the next 
section). 

Earthquake Recurrence Methods 

The earthquake recurrence on an individual fault can 
be expressed in terms of either recurrence intervals 
or slip rates. Recurrence interval data are not available 
for most faults in the western U.S. and the use of slip rates 
is often a "fall-back" approach when faults are poorly 
understood. Recurrence intervals are used directly to 
determine the recurrence rates for the maximum earth
quakes along a fault. The frequency-magnitude distribu
tion (recurrence curve) of a fault is anchored by the 
recurrence intervals for the maximum earthquakes and its 
shape is controlled by the recurrence model(s) assumed 
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appropriate for that fault. For the slip-rate approach, aver
age net slip rates are first converted to seismic-moment 
rates (assuming a rupture area and shear modulus), and 
then events of different sizes are proportioned according 
to the recurrence models, similar to the recurrence interval 
approach (see Youngs and Coppersmith, 1985, for further 
discussion of both methods). Thus, the extra step of con
verting to moment rates in the slip-rate approach requires 
introducing a dependence of recurrence rates on fault 
geometry. This introduced dependence may be undesir
able, particularly when fault length and downdip width are 
poorly constrained or highly variable. It not only some
what arbitrarily introduces additional uncertainties but can 
also measurably affect hazard assessments (effects of 
varying fault length are discussed further in the later sec
tion on segmentation). Thus, if adequate recurrence inter
val data are available, we believe its use is preferable to 
the slip-rate approach, however, the quality of the avail
able activity rate data should always be a primary consid
eration in weighting the two approaches. For example, 
assuming arbitrary displacements per event combined 
with slip rate to estimate average recurrence values also 
introduces additional uncertainties and is not necessarily 
preferable to using slip rates directly. 

Another often overlooked aspect of the slip-rate 
approach is the difficulty and uncertainty of assessing 
average slip rates from typically only a few data points 
along the fault. Along-strike variations in fault displace
ment patterns can be significant and often slip-rate data 
are only available from a few selected sites, typically 
where the fault is best expressed in the youngest deposits. 
Whether data from these sites are representative of aver
age rates or are closer to maximum values is difficult to 
assess. An example of how this could result in overesti
mating the hazard is illustrated by data on the Pajarito 
fault in the southern Rio Grande rift, where the average 
1.2 million-year slip rate of 0.07 mmlyr (integrated from 
data at over two dozen sites along strike) is about half the 
maximum 1.2-million year slip rate of 0.13 mmlyr which 
was measured near the along-strike midpoint of the fault 
(Olig and others, 1996a). 

Added to the uncertainty in estimating average slip 
along the fault is uncertainty in determining net slip, often 
from vertical slip data. The differences, however, are usu
ally not significant for most normal faults in the Basin and 
Range Province. The dip slip is 10 to 41 percent greater 
than the vertical slip for typical fault dips (i.e., 45° to 65°). 
Similarly, lateral slip components are often small «30 
percent) for most faults in the Basin and Range, however, 
they can be significant in some areas (e.g., Walker Lane) 
and do need to be explicitly considered. 

Both slip rates and recurrence intervals are usually the 
result of paleoseismic investigations, but recurrence inter
vals are usually limited to trench investigations whereas 
slip rates can come from both trench and surficial (such as 
scarp morphology) studies. Slip rates, similar to recur
rence intervals, are best determined for well-defined, 
complete seismic cycles (see Machette and others, 1992 
for further discussion), that is, by dividing displacements 
per event into recurrence intervals. This type of data are 
usually only available from trench investigations, whereas 
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slip rates from surficial studies include unknown open
ended time periods that can bias results. These open
ended periods include (1) the time since the most recent 
event and (2) the time between the age of the surface that 
the displacement is measured on and the time of the first 
event to offset the surface. The length of these open
ended periods can significantly affect slip-rate estimates. 
An example is provided by the Arco segment of the Lost 
River fault, where surficial data indicate a slip rate of 0.05 
± 0.01 mmlyr since 100,000 to 130,000 years ago, in con
trast to trench data, which reveal that the slip rate for the 
past three or four complete seismic cycles is actually 
about 0.12 mmlyr (Olig and others, 1995). The difference 
is a result of the large open-ended time periods (about 
20,000 years since the most recent event and about 40,000 
to 70,000 years until the first event offsets the alluvial-fan 
surface). Inclusion of large open-ended periods in long
term slip-rate data from surficial studies may, in part, 
explain why McCalpin (1995) observed much higher 
short-term slip rates than long-term rates in his data com
pilation for the Basin and Range Province and the Rio 
Grande rift. Although the data may not always be avail
able to assess the effects of including open-ended intervals 
in slip-rates, one can attempt to estimate uncertainties that 
may result from such intervals and incorporate them into 
the source characterization for the hazard assessment. 

Finally, and probably most significantly, recurrence 
rates of surface-rupturing earthquakes on faults can vary 
significantly through time (e.g., Wallace, 1984; Machette 
and others, 1992). Temporal clustering of earthquakes 
results in large variations in recurrence parameters and 
adequately incorporating these variations is very impor
tant to hazard assessments. Detailed paleoseismic investi
gations indicate temporal clustering of surface-faulting 
earthquakes on both the Lemhi and Lost River faults 
(Schwartz, 1989; Hemphill-Haley and others, 1994; Olig 
and others, 1996b). For example, intervals for the Lost 
River fault have varied by more than an order of magni
tude during the past 100,000 to 200,000 years, ranging 
from hundreds to a few thousand years during cluster peri
ods, compared to many tens of thousands of years 
between cluster-periods (Olig and others, 1995; 1996b). 

In the probabilistic seismic-hazard analysis for the 
INEL, we attempted for the first time to incorporate tem
poral clustering into the recurrence modeling of both the 
Lost River and Lemhi faults (WCFS and others, 1996). 
For the Lost River fault, the intercluster recurrence inter
vals ranged from 10,000 to 50,000 years. The intracluster 
recurrence intervals were significantly less ranging from a 
few hundred to 9,000 years. Determining that a fault is in 
a intracluster interval obviously can significantly raise the 
probabilistic hazard at a site. Conversely, the hazard can 
be significantly lower during an intercluster period. To 
some degree, this modeling of temporal clustering incor
porates a real time element. 

With regard to using slip rates or recurrence intervals, 
the approach taken to model faults that exhibit temporal 
clustering can be important in probabilistic-hazard analy
sis. For example, in the hazard analysis of the INEL, 
recurrence for both the Lost River and Lemhi faults were 
modeled using slip rates and recurrence intervals. Both 
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approaches resulted in very similar rates for the maximum 
events on the Lemhi fault, but significantly higher rates 
for the Lost River fault when using recurrence intervals 
due to its greater temporal clustering. Because the Lost 
River fault is the dominant fault contributing to the hazard 
at the INEL, the hazard is higher when using recurrence 
intervals and this is true at peak horizontal accelerations 
as well as at 0.1 and 1.0 sec spectral accelerations (figure 
4). 

As slip rates are usually measured over longer time 
periods than recurrence intervals, they may not reflect the 
most recent paleoseismic behavior of a fault or its short
term variations. Because in performing probabilistic seis
mic-hazard analysis, the intent is usually to assess the 
hazard in the near future for engineering applications, a 
characterization of the most recent behavior of seismic 
sources is often desired. Unfortunately, detailed slip-rate 
data to characterize possible short-term variations in 
activity is lacking for most faults. To address this problem 
in our southern Rio Grande rift study, we used an 
approach similar to that described by McCalpin (1995). 
As previously noted, he found that of the available slip
rate data for faults in the rift (34 vertical slip measure
ments on seven faults), short-term rates are generally 
higher than long-term rates, which may be due to both 
temporal clustering of earthquakes and inherent epistemic 
uncertainties due to large open-ended time periods in the 
long-term slip-rate data, as previously discussed. 

Regardless of the source of the variations, one can 
address uncertainties in slip rates when data are lacking 
for a particular fault by assuming that variations for the 
fault can be characterized by variability of the local fault 
population as a whole for a particular tectonic regime. 
This ergodic substitution of space for time is the same in 
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principal as that used in defining areal source zones to 
characterize background earthquakes at a site. To do this, 
one normalizes the slip rates in the fault population to a 
common factor that is relevant to the fault of interest such 
as its long-term slip rate (see McCalpin, 1995 for details 
on normalizing). In our case (Wong and others, 1995), we 
normalized Rio Grande rift slip rates to 0.07 mmlyr, the 
long-term average vertical slip rate of the Pajarito fault. 
Figure 5 shows a cumulative frequency plot for these nor
malized rates, which reflects the expected variation or 
probability distribution in slip rate for the Pajarito fault, 
assuming it behaves similarly to the overall fault popula
tion in the rift. Slip-rate values and associated weights for 
hazard analysis can be determined directly from this 
curve, such as the 5th, 50th and 95th percentile values 
(0.01, 0.07, and 0.77 mmlyr). These values are then 
assigned probabilities of 0.185,0.63, and 0.185, as recom
mended by Keefer and Bodily (1983) for a best three
point approximation of a continuous distribution. 
McCalpin (1995) also compiled slip-rate data for the 
Basin and Range Province which can be used to character
ize slip-rate distributions for poorly understood faults 
throughout the region. Surely, it is a big assumption that a 
particular fault acts similarly to such a generalized distrib
ution but when better data are lacking, this approach at 
least provides an objective and rational approach to char
acterizing uncertainties. 

Fault Segmentation 

Fault segmentation for nearby long faults (greater 
than about 50 km), such as the Wasatch or Lost River 
faults, is important to probabilistic hazard because there is 
often a significant correlation with recurrence. For exam-
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Figure 4. Effect of recurrence calculation method on seismic hazard from fault sources at the INEL. 
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Figure 5. Slip rates normalized to 0.07 mmlyr for faults in the southern Rio Grande rift. 

pIe, for a site located near a long fault like the Wasatch, if 
the fault is assumed to be unsegmented and have a uni
form along-strike slip rate (fixed seismic-moment rate), 
use of a single maximum earthquake will result in lower 
probabilistic hazard than smaller but more frequent maxi
mum events which may characterize the fault if it were 
segmented. In other words, if the slip rate approach is 
used, lowering the maximum magnitude of a fault 
increases the frequency of moderate-sized events, which 
can result in increased hazard depending on the distance 
to the fault. This is a surprising consequence to many 
practitioners, although Youngs and Coppersmith (1985) 
discussed this observation more than a decade ago. 

In the probabilistic analysis of the INEL, we consid
ered both segmented and unsegmented models of the 
northern Basin and Range faults, weighted 0.70 and 0.30, 
respectively. The use of an unsegmented model recog
nizes the uncertainties in our segmentation model and the 
possibility of multiple segment ruptures. In the unseg
mented model, continuous sections of the fault are 
allowed to rupture unconstrained by segment boundaries. 
To determine rupture lengths for this model, we calculated 
average segment lengths (from the segmented models) for 
each scenario on each fault. We then considered ruptures 
with this length (22 to 29 km), twice this length (44 to 58 
km), and triple this length (66 to 87 km), weighted 0.185, 
0.63, and 0.185, respectively. The greater weight for 
longer, "multiple segment" ruptures in the unsegmented 
model is primarily to account for uncertainty and the pos
sibility of longer ruptures not accounted for in the seg
mented model. The segmented model produced the 
higher probabilistic hazard because it results in the higher 
estimate of earthquake recurrence (figure 6). 

Background Seismicity 

As previously discussed, background earthquakes are 
often the dominant contributor to probabilistic hazard. 

Thus the calculation of the recurrence parameters a and b 
based on the historical seismicity record is crucial in prob
abilistic seismic-hazard analysis. Unfortunately, the his
torical record in the Basin and Range Province and many 
other regions in the western U.S. interior offers some dif
ficult challenges in estimating earthquake recurrence. 
Because of the shortness of the historical period, it is often 
the case that the earthquake record contains a small num
ber of events covering a narrow range of magnitudes with 
too few at the higher magnitudes. Many issues raised dur
ing the past few decades can also result in large uncertain
ties in recurrence parameters. They include for example, 
the uncertainties in magnitude values (particularly for pre
instrumental events and in converting from different mag
nitude scales), the issues regarding the definition of a 
seismotectonically uniform area in which recurrence is to 
be calculated, the adequacy of current techniques to re
move all dependent events whose behavior appears to 
vary from region to region, and the removal of seismicity 
associated with faults to avoid double-counting. Finally, 
the ultimate question always remains, whether the histori
cal record is adequately sampling the long-term behavior 
of the region. 

Almost all of these issues are not only important for 
assessing the recurrence of background seismicity, but 
they also play a role in defining the recurrence of earth
quakes along faults smaller than the maximum, usually 
surface-faulting, earthquakes. It is generally assumed that 
the slope of the recurrence curve for faults is the same as 
the b-value calculated for the surrounding region based on 
the historical record. This is the case regardless of the re
currence model (exponential or characteristic) assumed 
appropriate for the fault. Thus, great care must be taken in 
calculating the regional earthquake recurrence and the 
above issues need to be considered when incorporating 
uncertainties in the recurrence parameters in the proba
bilistic-hazard analysis. Simply inputting a range of band 
a values, which account for the standard errors computed 
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Figure 6. Effect offault segmentation model on seismic hazard at the INEL. 

in the regression analysis, is not adequate and in our opin
ion, underestimates the true uncertainties in the recurrence 
parameters. Systematic sensitivity analyses of the histori
cal record by varying catalog parameters can provide a 
more realistic assessment of the uncertainties in earth
quake recurrence and it is these estimated uncertainties 
that should be input into probabilistic-hazard analyses. 

Another important issue is the non-stationarity of 
background seismicity. It has been the norm in probabilis
tic analyses to define areal seismic-source zones repre
senting seismotectonic provinces domains. This was the 
case in each of the seven analyses described herein_ In 
adopting this approach, the background seismicity is 
assumed to be distributed homogeneously and randomly 
within each source zone, thus displaying non-stationary 
behavior. This assumption is at least partially warranted 
because some areas in the Basin and Range Province have 
become seismically active after not exhibiting any previ
ous seismicity, albeit over a short historical record. Areal 
seismic-source zones average or smooth out the seismicity 
t~oughout an area making it uniform in terms of its spa
tial and temporal occurrence_ Thus the seismicity rates in 
areas of high historical seismicity are subdued and rates in 
low activity areas are enhanced. In general, the use of 
areal source zones has been effective in modeling seismic 
hazard for . most engineering applications, particularly 
b~ca~se information suggesting nonhomogeneous spatial 
dIstnbution is often not available. Note that statistical 
techniques are available to test the assumption of homo
geneity (e.g., EPRI, 1991). 

There are areas of persistent historical seismicity in 
th~ B~sin and Range Province and thus some background 
seIsmIcity can be considered stationary. Hence, the de-

gree to which stationarity of background seismICIty is 
incorporated into hazard analysis can be significant. In 
the recently developed U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) 
national ground-shaking maps, Frankel and others (1996) 
smoothed the historical seismicity using a set of Gaussian 
filters and calculated the hazard from this smoothed seis
micity. (An alternative approach is to subdivide the areal 
source zones until more homogeneous zones are 
obtained.) This approach largely retains the stationarity of 
the historical record. The USGS also employs some areal 
source zones to account for potential nonstationarity of 
seismicity. In our view, this combination of approaches is 
the best way to address the uncertainty regarding the sta
tionarity of historical seismicity. 

Earthquake Stress Drops 

To some degree, the results of the probabilistic analy
sis of Yucca Mountain cannot be directly compared with 
the results of the other six analyses described in this paper 
because of its use of the Spudich and others (1996) rela
tionship. The use of this attenuation relationship can 
lower the spectral-acceleration hazard by up to 20 percent 
compared to other relationships which are largely based 
on California strong-motion data. Lower stress drop 
earthquakes in extensional regimes compared to compres
sional regimes have been suggested as the reason for 
lower ground motions in the former (McGarr, 1984). 
Analyses of earthquakes in the Basin and Range Province 
indicate that their stress drops tend to be lower on average, 
about 50 bars, than stress drops of earthquakes in Califor
nia (Stark and others, 1992; Becker and Abrahamson, 
1997). The average stress drop for California earthquakes 
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ranges from about 70 to 100 bars (Atkinson, 1995). 
In our hazard analyses of the INEL and LANL, we 

incorporated this observation by using a lower range of 
stress drops when developing site-specific attenuation 
relationships. We used a best-estimate stress drop of 75 
bars which, in retrospect, is still probably too high. Fur
ther research into this issue is important because of its sig
nificant impact on hazard, including the further 
development of attenuation relationships based solely on 
extensional earthquake strong-motion records. 

Crustal Attenuation 

Crustal attenuation of strong ground motions (M ~ 5) 
is not well constrained in the Basin and Range Province 
and other neighboring provinces due to a lack of strong
motion records. This path effect, which can be expressed 
in terms of the fre~uencY(f )-dependent attenuation para
meter Q(f ) = Qof , is particularly important at distances 
greater than 50 kilometers and for long-period ground 
motions. Studies by several researchers in the Basin and 
Range Province summarized in Benz and others (1997) 
indicate that crustal attenuation may be slightly less 
(higher Q) than in California .. For example, Jackson and 
Boatwright (1987) observed that two free-field recordings 
of the 1983 Mw 6.8 Borah Peak earthquake are slightly 
higher in peak horizontal acceleration than what would be 
predicted by the Joyner and Boore (1981) attenuation rela
tionship at a distance of about 90 kilometers. In adjacent 
tectonic provinces (e.g., Colorado Plateau), attenuation 
may be significantly less (Singh and Herrmann, 1983). 

Thus, use of California-based empirical attenuation 
relationships may underestimate the seismic hazard in the 
western U.S. interior to varying degrees at longer dis-
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tances, although this effect may be offset by the higher 
stress drops of California earthquakes compared to possi
bly lower stress drops in extensional regimes. We have 
incorporated region-specific Qo and 11 values from Singh 
and Herrmann (1983) in the development of site-specific 
stochastic attenuation relationships for the INEL and 
LANL and, as previously mentioned, a lower range of 
stress drops. The sensitivity of probabilistic hazard to Qo 
for the INEL is illustrated in figure 7 and the impact is 
particularly significant for long-period ground motions. 
Although large earthquakes have been relatively infre
quent in the western U.S. interior in modem times, efforts 
to increase the number of strong-motion instruments will 
hopefully yield new data to characterize the attenuation of 
strong ground motions in this region. 

Near-Surface Geologic Effects 

Both site and basin response and near-surface rock 
attenuation (expressed by the parameter kappa) in alluvial 
basins and volcanic terrains can be important in modify
ing the levels of ground-shaking hazard. Although strong
motion records and hence, empirical attenuation 
relationships include, to some degree, soil amplification 
(and damping), basin effects, and a range of kappa values, 
these effects at significant levels can only be captured by 
using the higher fractiles of the relationships. In fact, 
based on our experience, using multiple empirical rela
tionships results in only small differences between soil 
and rock sites for peak horizontal acceleration. 

The increase in hazard due to soil amplification can be 
critically important in urbanized alluvial valleys in the 
Basin and Range Province such as the Salt Lake Valley 
(e.g., Wong and Silva, 1993) and the Rio Grande Valley in 
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Figure 7. Effect of Qo on stochastic-based mean seismic hazard curve at the INEL. 
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Figure 8_ Effect of 1( on stochastic-based mean seismic hazard curve at the INEL. 

New Mexico. Basin effects, which are most prevalent at 
long periods (> 1.0 sec), can pose significant hazard to tall 
and long structures. 

Volcanic terrains (e.g., INEL and LANL) pose unique 
site response effects due to their distinctive highly vari
able velocity profiles as previously described. The effects 
of varying values of kappa are particularly significant for 
high-frequency ground motions and this is illustrated in 
figure 8 for the INEL. For important and critical facilities 
and structures, analyses of site response, basin effects, and 
site-specific kappas should be performed if such fre
quency-dependent effects are considered to be important. 

FINAL REMARKS 

Probabilistic seismic-hazard analysis is well suited for 
sites in the Basin and Range Province and neighboring 
extensional tectonic regimes in the western u.S. interior 
where there can be large uncertainties in seismic-source 
and ground-motion characterization. Also these regions 
are characterized by large, infrequent earthquakes which 

require engineering and societal decisions based on 
assessments of seismic risk. In particular, probabilistic 
analyses will be increasingly used due to the need for 
urban micro zonation, probabilistic loss estimation, and 
seismic-risk evaluations for all manner of engineered 
structures including critical facilities. 
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POTENTIAL FOR TECTONICALLY INDUCED TILTING AND FLOODING BY THE 
GREAT SALT LAKE, UTAH, FROM LARGE EARTHQUAKES ON THE WASATCH 

FAULT 

Wu-Lung Chang and Robert B. Smith 
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ABSTRACT 

Flooding from the Great Salt Lake due to ground tilt accompanying large earthquakes on the Wasatch fault is shown to 
be an unusual and largely unrecognized hazard for the Wasatch Front, Utah, including parts of Salt Lake City, Salt Lake 
County, and Davis County. Following a large normal-faulting earthquake on the Wasatch fault, lake water could flow into 
hanging-wall subsidence troughs depending on pre-existing topography, location, size, and geometry of the fault, and the 
lake level. In this study, we investigated the earthquake-induced flooding problem by subtracting earthquake induced 
topography changes from ground elevations to determine the deformed topography and new lake shoreline locations and 
therefore potential for flooding and shoreline migration of the nearby Great Salt Lake. We first developed a high-resolution 
digital topographic data set from orthophoto maps with a horizontal interval of 500 feet and a vertical interval of 2 feet. 
Two methods were used to simulate ground deformation accompanying plausible earthquake scenarios for the Wasatch 
fault: 1) applying a three-dimensional boundary element modeling method with normal-fault earthquake scaling relation
ships between magnitude and fault parameters (length and displacement), and 2) by using the observed hanging-wall 
deformation accompanying the largest historic earthquake in the Intermountain seismic belt, the 1959 (Ms 7.5) Hebgen 
Lake, Montana, earthquake as an empirical model. Because of the proximity of the Wasatch fault to the Great Salt Lake, we 
demonstrate that earthquake induced ground tilt could displace the lake shoreline southward up to 3.5 miles (5.6 kilometers 
into areas around Salt Lake City not now covered by the lake, and in tum produce flooding of places occupied by trans
portation corridors, commercial developments, etc. We stress that the tectonically induced flood hazard for the Wasatch 
Front requires much more information for site-specific analyses, including development of a higher resolution topographic 
data and more refined earthquake scenarios. This information is important for engineering analyses, emergency response 
preparation, and as a guide to long-term land use. 

INTRODUCTION 

Tectonically induced flooding and ground tilt associ
ated with large normal-faulting earthquakes is an impor
tant and unappreciated hazard for parts of the Wasatch 
fault zone, Utah. The area potentially affected by such a 
hazard contains parts of Utah's growing population cen
ters, including commercial zones and transportation corri
dors. 

Motivation for this study came from observations of 
significant hanging-wall deformation accompanying large 
basin and range-style normal-faulting earthquakes (figure 
1): (1) the Ms 7.1 1954 Dixie Valley earthquake, Nevada 
(Savage and Hastie, 1969); (2) the Ms 7.5 1959 Hebgen 
Lake earthquake, Montana (Myers and Hamilton, 1964; 
Barrientos and others, 1987); and (3) the Ms 7.3 1983 
Borah Peak earthquake, Idaho (Barrientos and others, 
1987). These events provide a working model for large, 
normal-faulting earthquakes for the Wasatch Front that are 
hypothesized to occur on planar faults that dip from -45° 
to 60° and nucleate at mid-crustal depths of -15 to 20 
kilometers near the brittle-ductile transition (Smith and 
Bruhn, 1984; Smith and Arabasz, 1991). 

Figure 1 shows the theoretical ground response pro
duced by a large normal-faulting earthquakes (King and 
others, 1988). The model reveals an asymmetric pattern 
of greater hanging-wall subsidence than footwall uplift, an 

important consideration along the Wasatch Front where 
the southeast part of the Great Salt Lake is in the hanging 
wall of the Wasatch fault. We assumed that scenario 
earthquakes can be applied to the Wasatch fault using 
models from the above historical normal-faulting ruptures 
in the Basin and Range Province. 

Although the Wasatch fault has not experienced a 
scarp-forming earthquake in historic time, paleoeartquake 
studies reveal that· several large events, magnitude 6.8 to 
7.3, have occurred in the past 6,000 years (McCalpin and 
Nishenko, 1996). This of course implies the potential for 
future earthquakes of similar size. The flooding hazard of 
such large events is based on the premise that the nearby 
flat shoreline topography of the Great Salt Lake can be 
altered by tilting due to hanging-wall subsidence. This 
will cause faultward migration of the shoreline, allowing 
water from the lake to inundate adjacent lands. 

The tectonically induced flooding hazard of the 
Wasatch Front was first recognized by Smith and Richins 
(1984). They estimated potential flooding areas by sub
tracting observed crustal deformation of the Ms 7.5 Heb
gen Lake earthquake from ground elevations in the Great 
Salt Lake and Utah Lake areas. However their study, as 
well as the follow-up analysis by Keaton (1987) using a 
dislocation method to model the faulting, demonstrated 
that existing topographic data from U. S. Geological Sur
vey (USGS) topography maps were not of sufficient reso-
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We note a limitation of our analyses for the 
Wasatch fault: while one of the best studied in the 
U.S., there is little data on the geometry and depth 
extent of the fault beneath the alluvial filled valleys 
of the Wasatch Front. This restricted our simula
tions to those typified by the large historic Basin and 
Range earthquakes. 

Data And Methodology 

For the purpose of this study, we developed 
topographic data at the highest resolution available 
to represent ground elevations. An elastic, three
dimensional boundary element model (Okada, 1992; 
Simpson and Reasenberg, 1994) was used to simu
late surface deformation associated with scarp-form
ing scenario earthquakes on the Weber and the Salt 
Lake City segments of the Wasatch fault (Hecker, 
1993; Mason, 1996). We also used observed hang
ing-wall ground deformation accompanying the 
largest normal-faulting earthquake in the Intermoun
tain region, the 1959 Ms 7.5 Hebgen Lake, Montana 

Figure 1. (a) Coseismic and postseismic deformation accompanying large nor
mal-faulting earthquakes of the Basin and Range, including the Ms = 7.1, 1954 
Dixie Valley, Nevada; the Ms = 7.5, 1959 Hebgen Lake, Montana; and the Ms = 
7.3, 1983 Borah Peak, Idaho earthquakes (from Smith and Arabasz, 1991); and 
(b) theoretical surface deformation profile by 1 meter of normal displacement dis
tributed from 0 to 16 kilometers, on a 45 degree dipping normal fault (from King 
and others, 1988). 

earthquake (Myers and Hamilton, 1964), as an em
pirical example that we consider a reasonable maxi
mum earthquake for the Wasatch fault. 

Figure 2 shows our study area for the central 
Wasatch Front, Utah. It extends about 37 miles (60 
kilometers) north-south, and 18 miles (30 kilome
ters) east-west, from Bountiful to the southern end of 

lution and accuracy for detailed assessments. Further
more, analytic modeling methods were not as flexible or 
refined as those now provided by the boundary-element 
methods (Okada, 1992; Simpson and Reasenberg, 1994) 
and a detailed paleo earthquake history for the Wasatch 
fault had not yet been worked out to better assess the large 
earthquake potential for the Wasatch fault. 

Objectives for this study were to develop a numerical 
method to calculate the hanging-wall deformation accom
panying geologically plausible earthquakes and to acquire 
the most accurate topographic data for meaningful analy
ses of the flooding hazard. Scenario earthquakes were 
hypothesized that reflect the seismic potential for the 
Wasatch fault. For example, we used magnitudes and 
extent of faulting commensurate with our knowledge of 
Basin and Range seismotectonics to characterize the 
Wasatch fault (Smith and Arabasz, 1991). Further, we 
employed scenario earthquakes from the maximum his
toric event in the Intermountain region, at locations on the 
~asatch fault that best fit mapped fault lengths, fault 
ahgnments, and the late Quaternary earthquake history 
(see McCalpin and Nishenko, 1996 for a summary of 
Wasatch fault paleoseismicity information). 

Salt Lake City, and including the southern Weber 
and the northern Salt Lake City segments of the Wasatch 
fault. See Machette and others (1992) for a definition of 
segment boundaries used in this study. 

TOPOGRAPHIC DATA 

Our study used orthophoto quadrangle contour maps 
that were produced for Salt Lake and Davis County 
authorities primarily for flood-management purposes. 
The accuracy of these maps is estimated to be ±20 feet (± 
6.1 meters) horizontal, and ± 2 feet (± 0.6 meters) vertical. 
We digitized 210 of these maps covering the study area 
that were obtained from the Davis County Surveyors 
Office, the Salt Lake City Corporation Engineering De
partment, and the Salt Lake County Flooding Control 
Office. The horizontal digitization interval was 500 feet 
(152.4 meters) with elevations of the digitized points 
forming a three-dimensional data base. 

Because different datums and projections were used 
in the original orthophoto maps, for example, NAD-27 for 
Davis County (Northern Utah Zone) and NAD-83 for Salt 
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Areas of potential flooding can then be esti
mated by subtracting the calculated vertical dis
placement from the undeformed topographic data. 
For the Salt Lake Valley normal-faulting scenario, 
the Great Salt Lake shoreline migrates toward the 
fault, allowing the lake to flood into depressed 
areas where the original shoreline is dropped 
below its undeformed dammed level. 

Figure 5 shows how the hanging wall, such as 
for the northern Salt Lake Valley, could subside 
during a normal-faulting earthquake (figure 5a) 
with the amount of deformation depending on the 
distance from fault (figure 5b), fault displacement, 
and fault dip angle. Figure 5c illustrates locations 
with post-event elevations lower than the original 
height of the Great Salt Lake that could be flooded 
if the original shoreline is lowered. We caution 
that the amount of the ground subsidence would 
be only a few inches to a maximum of 1 or 2 feet 
(0.3 to 0.6 meters) in the deformed basin, and that 
man-made features could impede or enhance 
flooding. 

Figure 2. Map shows the study area (black dashed block) in northern Utah, includ
ing the Weber and Salt Lake City segments of the Wasatch fault (bold black lines). 
Light gray lines represent other late-Quaternary faults and the triangle is the loca
tion of Salt Lake City. 

Figure 5 reveals that lake elevation is a critical 
factor in assessing hazard scenarios. Because it 
varies annually and with long-term climate varia
tions, we considered its extreme and average his
toric levels. Figure 6 shows the fluctuations of the 
Great Salt Lake measured at its south end since 
1845 (Currey and others, 1983; Arnow and 
Stephens, 1990). In historic time, the maximum 

Lake City and County (Central Utah Zone), we employed 
the USGS program "TRALANE" to transform data coor
dinates into latitude, longitude, and elevation. A mini
mum curvature method (Webring, 1981) was then used to 
interpolate the data points into high-resolution topo
graphic grids for the study area. 

Figure 3a shows the location of our newly compiled 
topographic data, where "+" symbols in the polygon are 
the digitized points from orthophoto maps. The irregular 
outline of the polygon is the result of our decision to 
include only possible flooding regions with elevations 
lower than 4,240 feet (1,292.3 meters) and higher than the 
minimum elevation contour of the orthophoto maps 
(4,200 feet, or 1,280 meters). Areas outside the polygon 
are not included in our calculations. Figure 3b shows the 
location of the topographic data polygon with some 
important features or landmarks such as highways (1-15,1-
80 and 1-215), the Salt Lake City International Airport, 
and the mapped exposures of the Wasatch fault. 

Methodology 

Figure 4 illustrates how the numerical modeling me
thod was used to calculate hanging-wall subsidence ac
companying a typical normal-faulting earthquake. Figure 
4b and 4c show respectively the horizontal and vertical 
components of the theoretically calculated ground dis
placements. The hanging wall in this example has drop
ped while the footwall has risen by a smaller amount. 

difference was as large as 20 feet (6.1 meters). 
The elevations ranged from the lowest value of 

4,192 feet (1,278 meters) in 1965 to its highest level of 
4,212 feet (1,284 meters) in 1985, both notably within the 
past 20 years. In 1997, the lake level was near its long
term average of 4,200 feet (1,280 meters). The maximum 
(4,212 feet), long-term average (4,200 feet), and mini
mum (4,192 feet) height of lake water were used in the 
following analyses. 

SCENARIO EARTHQUAKE MODELING 

Scaling From Late Quaternary Paleo earthquake Data 

We developed deformation models from plausible 
earthquake scenarios based on paleoseismological data 
and postulated geometry of the Wasatch fault (Schwartz 
and Coppersmith, 1984; Smith and Arabasz, 1991; 
Machette and others, 1992; Mason, 1996; McCalpin and 
Nishenko, 1996). For example, prehistoric fault histories 
and displacements taken from a trench on the Salt Lake 
City segment of the Wasatch fault at the mouth of Little 
Cottonwood Canyon, about 12 miles (19.3 kilometers) 
southeast of Salt Lake City, revealed a 13 foot (4 meter) 
tectonic displacement for two scarp-forming earthquakes 
(Swan and others, 1981). Moreover, studies of Basin and 
Range normal-faulting earthquakes by Smith and Bruhn 
(1984) suggested that the fault dip angle ranges from 40° 
to 60° based on seismic modeling and other geophysical 
data. On the basis of these data, we postulated a normal-
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Figure 3. (a) Area of digital topographic data. Small crosses in the white polygon show data points that were digitized from photomaps. (b) Location 
of data polygon (bold black bounded, same as the white one at (a) in the study area. Also shown are late Quaternary faults (gray lines), main roads, 
airport, etc. 

faulting earthquake scenario with 6.5 feet (2 meters) of 
displacement, a 45°W dip, and 28 miles (45 kilometers) of 
rupture length (corresponding to magnitude 7.0) for the 
Salt Lake City segment. 

The inundation resulting from this scenario earth
quake is shown in figure 7. The thick black lines repre
sent the scenario fault segment and gray lines show 
surface traces of mapped Quaternary faults. Shaded pat
terns show areas potentially inundated by water at the 
~hr~e different lake elevations. Because of the close prox
Imity of the Great Salt Lake to the modeled fault, at a lake 
el~vation of 4,212 feet, water could flood approximately 1 
mile 0.6 kilometers) southward and 2 miles (3.2 kilome
~rs) westward into areas near highway 1-215 and part of 

e Salt Lake City International Airport. 
~ Another scenario earthquake model was developed 
Of. the Weber segment of the Wasatch fault (figure 2). 
~u.s p~ of the fault has experienced a net vertical tec-
8 Ole dIsplacement of 5.9 feet (1.8 meters) in the past 600-
s ~ (years according to paleoearthquake data from a trench 
n~ e Swan and others, 1980; McCalpin and others, 1994) 
(I ~ Kaysville, Utah (figure 7b). Therefore a 5.9-foot 
Wi'th-meter) displacement on a 45°W dipping fault plane 

a rupture length of 35.4 miles (57 kilometers) was 

assumed as the scenario earthquake rupture (magnitude 
7.1). Figure 7b shows plausible inundation produced by 
this model. Due to the relatively steeper topographic gra
dient east of the lake shore in Davis County, the 4,212-
foot 0,284-meter) contour line shifts less than 1,000 feet 
(305 meters) toward the fault (eastward). The 4,200-foot 
(1,280-meter) shoreline, on the other hand, is shifted to 
the southeast about 1 mile (1.6 kilometers). 

Scaled Earthquake Modeling 

Mason (1996) developed an updated, worldwide set 
of historical, normal-faulting earthquakes to scale surface
faulting parameters to magnitude. He applied linear least
squares regressions between surface-wave magnitude (Ms) 
and maximum surface displacement, Dmax, as well as the 
product of Dmax and surface rupture length (L), DmaxL as 
follows: 

Ms = 0.74Iog(DmaJ + 6.81 
Ms = 0.55 log(DmaxL) +5.95 

(1) 
(2) 

U sing these relations on the Salt Lake City segment 
would produce a Ms = 7.0 scenario earthquake, with 28 
miles (45 kilometers) of surface rupture and a maximum 
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Figure 4. Example of the three-dimentional fault model used in this 
study; (a) cross section of a normal-faulting earthquake with 2 meter 
slip, (b) map view of the vertical displacement field on the surface, and 
(c) displacement cross section. Bold black lines represent projection of 
the fault plane boundary and white lines show contours of ground sub
sidences. 
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Figure 5. Example showing tectonically induced lake inundation by a 
normalfaulting earthquake. Deformed topography is obtained by sub
tracting undeformed elevation (a) from the co-seismic vertical dis
placement (b). Following the earthquake, areas with elevations lower 
than the lake level (4200 feet in this figure) can be flooded by lake 
water, and the shoreline at point A moves toward the fault, A', (c). 
Dashed lines show the shape of the hanging-wall and foot-wall defor
mation pattern. 
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surface displacement of 5.9 feet (1.8 meters). These para
meters are similar to those from paleoearthquake data for 
the Salt Lake City segment, discussed above. However, 
for the 35.4-mile (57-kilometer)-long Weber segment, a 
corresponding Dmax of 11.8 feet (3.6 meters), Ms = 
7.2 are significantly larger than the 5.9-foot (l.8-meter) 
fault slip inferred by paleoearthquakes. Hence, for the 
Weber segment, the scaled earthquake models would pro
~uce a larger area of hanging-wall subsidence and poten
tIal flooding compared with paleoearthquake models. 

Multiple segment rupture scenarios were also consid
ered in this study. For example, Mason (l996) noted sev
eral multiple-segment rupture scenarios, i.e., rupture on 
?ne or more contiguous segments in a single event. These 
Included the two largest historic earthquakes of the Inter-

mountain region, the 1959 Ms 7.5 Hebgen Lake (Myers 
and Hamilton, 1964) and the 1983 Ms 7.3 Borah Peak 
earthquakes (Richins and others, 1987), that had surface 
offsets on two or more fault segments. Jackson and others 
(1995) also proposed multiple segment ruptures for earth
quakes on the San Andreas fault, California, and that a 
cascade or multi-segment model was more appropriate to 
estimate earthquake recurrence rate for equivalent charac
teristic earthquakes. Further, fault-stress interaction stud
ies of paleoearthquakes also suggests that the Wasatch 
fault can rupture in multiple segments (Chang and Smith, 
1996). 

Our first scenario is for a multi-segment rupture along 
most of the Salt Lake City segment (25 miles, 40 kilome
ters) and the southern part of the Weber segment (l0.6 
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Figure 7. Paleoearthquake scenario modeling: (a) 2 meter slip on the Salt Lake City segment, and (b) 1.8 meter slip on the Weber segment. Gray 
shading represents potential inundation areas corresponding to selected lake elevations (4192, 4200, and 4212-foot). Bold black lines show surface 
traces offault-segment model, and gray lines represent late Quaternary faults. Notice that the digital elevation data are not available inside the dash
line polygon. 

miles, 17 kilometers). This corresponds to an event of Ms 
= 7.2 and Dmax = 11.8 feet (3.6 meters) according to equa
tions (1) and (2). Assuming a 45°W dipping fault plane, 
figure 8a shows that the larger hanging-wall subsidence 
compared with a single-segment rupture would allow 
inundation at the 4,212-foot (1 ,284-meter) lake elevation 
into areas northwest of Salt Lake City. 

Normal-faulting earthquakes with dips greater than 45 
have been observed in the Basin and Range Province; for 
example, 62° for the 1954 Dixie Valley, Nevada, earth
quake (Okaya and Thompson, 1985; Doser, 1986) and 
multiple, 40° to 60°, dipping ruptures for the 1959 Hebgen 
Lake, Montana, earthquake (Doser, 1985). We note that a 
fault with a larger dip angle would reduce the area of 
flooding because the hanging wall would have a narrower 
subsidence trough. On the other hand, a more precipitous 
fault plane could increase the amount of subsidence near 
the fault (figure 1). For example, a 60° dipping fault 
could produce a deformation zone with vertical displace
ments larger than 3 feet (0.9 meter), and it would be 0.5 
mile (0.8 km) narrower than what a 45° dipping fault 
could produce. The 60° dip could also increase the maxi-

mum hanging-wall subsidence about 2.5 inches (6.35 cen
timeter) compared with a 45° dip for a 6.6-foot (2-meter) 
normal-faulting earthquake. 

Assuming a 60° dip, figure 8b shows the area of 
potential flooding caused by the multi-segment scenario 
rupture described above. The ground elevation gradient in 
the hanging wall decreases faster away from the fault and 
could therefore mitigate the inundation effects compared 
with the shallower 45° dip model. Distinctions between 
the 45° and 60° fault dip models point out that fault geom
etry is an important factor in analyzing earthquake
induced flooding and is a poorly understood property for 
the Wasatch fault. 

Maximum Normal-Faulting Earthquake Scenario 

The largest historic earthquake in the Rocky Moun
tains, the Ms 7.5 August 17, 1959, Hebgen Lake earth
quake occurred in southwestern Montana. This event is 
commonly taken as the maximum magnitude earthquake 
for the Intermountain region and we chose it as an upper
bound scenario model for the Wasatch fault. 
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Figure 8. Scaled earthquake modeling shows multiple segment rupture corresponding to a Ms = 7.2 earthquake. The rupture includes the Salt Lake 
City segment and the southern. part of the Weber segment (total rupture length is 57 kilometers). Fault dip angle is (a) 45° W, and (b) 60° W, respec
tively. 

Changes in ground elevation based on extrapolated 
observations of bench marks along highways and profiles 
of topography on roads were surveyed by the U. S. Coast 
and Geodetic Survey shortly after the Hebgen Lake earth
quake (Myers and Hamilton, 1964). These data provided 

, an estimate of fault offset (in feet) and contours of subsi
-dence with 2-foot (O.6-meter) intervals between 1 foot (0.3 
meter) and 21 feet (6.4 lneters). They were used to inter
polate the hanging-wall subsidence for the postulated 
Hebgen Lake fault rupture that included an area 43 miles 
(69.2 kilometers) long and 14 miles (22.5 kilOlneters) 
wide with maximum subsidence up to 22 feet (6.7 Ine
ters). More than 60 square miles (155.4 square kilometers) 
subsided greater than 10 feet (3.05 meters). To model 
the Hebgen Lake earthquake scenario, we digitized both 
the fault scarp traces and deformation contours for the 
event (Myers and Hamilton, 1964) and then transfonned 
the coordinates to the scale of the Wasatch Front study area. 

Because of its length and geometry, a scenario Heb
gen Lake fault was first placed on the southern part of the 
Weber segment. Its possible inundation aspects are shown 

in figure 9. Due to the large hanging-wall subsidence, not 
only the 4,212-foot (l,284-meter), but also the 4,200-foot 
(l,280-meter) and 4,192-foot (l,278-meter) shorelines 
would be shifted to the east. This could result in flooding 
of areas around parts of 1-15 and low-lying areas in Davis 
County near the Great Salt Lake shoreline. 

A Hebgen Lake-type event was then placed on the 
Salt Lake City segment of the Wasatch fault. This simula
tion presents a realistic scenario because of the similarity 
between the geometry of the Hebgen Lake fault bounding 
the adjacent mountain, the Kirkwood Ridge, and the rela
tion of the Wasatch fault to the nearby Wasatch Range 
(figure 10). Furthermore, paleoearthquake data on the 
northeastward extension of the Wasatch fault, the East 
Bench fault in Salt Lake City, show that it has experienced 
at least two large earthquakes in the past 26,000 years 
(Hecker, 1993). Figure ] 0 reveals an area up to 3.5 miles 
(5.6 kilometers) long that could be flooded compared with 
single- and multi-segment analytic models. This effect is 
due to larger and steeper tectonic tilts associated with this 
Hebgen Lake type earthquake. 
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Figure 9. Maximum normalfaulting earthquake scenario for the 1959 
Ms = 7.5, Hebgen Lake, Montana, earthquake applied to the south 
Weber segment (bold gray lines). Bold black lines show traces of sur
face rupture of the Hebgen Lake earthquake, and black dashed curves 
are measured surface subsidence contours from 1 foot to 21 feet at a 2-
foot interval. 

TECTONIC TILT EFFECTS ON SEWER AND 
WATERLINES 

Another possible hazard from large earthquakes is the 
effect of hanging-wall backtilt on gravity-driven sewer 
lines. In Salt Lake Valley, sewers drain generally west
ward toward water treatment plants with appropriate 
slopes that depend on such factors as pipe diameter and 
required flow velocity. For sewer pipes of various diame
ters, engineering requirements list minimum slopes that 
provide an adequate velocity for keeping solids in suspen
sion. An example from McGhee (1991) shows that mini-

Utah Geological Survey 
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Figure 10. Maximum normal-faulting earthquake scenario for the 
1959 Ms = 7.5, Hebgen Lake, Montana, earthquake applied to the 
north Salt Lake City segment. Notice the similar geometry between the 
surface rupture of Hebgen Lake earthquake (bold black lines) and the 
Wasatch fault (including the East Bench fault, bold gray lines). Black 
dashed curves are measured surface subsidence contours from 1 foot 
to 21 feet at a 2-foot interval. 

mum slopes are 0.43% (0.25°), ' 0.19%' (0.11 0), and 
0.077% (0.04°) corresponding to sewer diameters of 6, 12, 
and 24 inches (15.2, 30.5, and 61 centimeters). Notice 
that, in this study, the elevations of the sewer lines are 
assumed to be the same as the ground surface. 

We first examined the 1959 Hebgen Lake earthquake. 
With only sparse data on ground deformation (Myers and 
Hamilton, 1964), a coseimic hanging-wall displacement 
gradient of about 0.064% was exhibited perpendicular and 
within 6.2 miles (10 kilometers) of the Hebgen Lake fault. 
This slope would be eastward if a Hebgen Lake-style 
earthquake occurred on the Salt Lake City segment (figure 
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10) but the tilt does not appear to be sufficient to reverse 
the' westward draining sewers in Salt Lake Valley or to 
cause stoppage of flow for pipes having diameters smaller 
than 24 inches (61 centimeters). 

However, when we considered deformation near the 
ends of the Hebgen Lake fault, contours mapped by Myers 
and Hamilton (1964) showed a steeper slope of about 
0.14% because of the end stress concentrations in the 
direction parallel to the fault. Therefore, if a Hebgen 
Lake-type earthquake shown in figure 10 occurred about 
6.2 miles (10 kilometers) toward the southeast end of the 
Salt Lake City segment, it could produce southward 
ground tilt sufficient to influence the performance of 
northward-draining sewers in Salt Lake City with diame
ters larger than 12 inches (30.5 centimeters). We note that 
this effect only covers a small area compared to that of the 
entire hanging-wall subsidence (see figure 8 for example). 

A second illustration considered was for a scenario 
earthquake with 6.5 feet (2 meters) of normal-fault slip 
(Ms = 6.8; figure 4). In this model, the ground would tilt 
with an average fault-perpendicular gradient up to 0.007% 
within 6.2 miles (10 kilometers) of the fault, whereas near 
the ends of the rupture, the fault-parallel slope is about 
0.026%. Neither gradient appears sufficient to impede 
sewer flow for pipe diameters smaller than 24 inches (61 
centimeters). We therefore conclude that, for most of the 
situations discussed above, sewer flow would not be seri
ously affected by tectonically induced backtilt. However 
site-specific studies for sewer lines in Salt Lake Valley 
require more detailed analysis. 

The ground-tilting hazard associated with thrust earth
quakes has also been recognized. The Mw 6.9 1997 
Northridge, California earthquake was studied to evaluate 
the potential effects from ground tilt on water delivery 
systems such as aqueducts that feed the Los Angeles basin 
(Hodgkinson and others, 1996). 

Ground deformation accompanying thrust earth
quakes, however, is quite different from that caused by 
normal-faulting earthquakes. The Northridge earthquake 
produced an elongated uplift or bulge over the part of the 
fault that experienced the most slip in the earthquake. For 
the Northridge event, ground tilts were about 0.005%, 
which is the normal engineering grade for aqueduct 
design. Thus, the existing water systems were tilted back 
against their design grade by an amount about equal to it. 
In this study, we did not conduct analysis of the Wasatch 
Front water delivery systems, but the California example 
points out that it should be examined. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The results presented here show the potential for tec
tonically induced flooding of the Great Salt Lake from 
large earthquakes on the Wasatch fault. However, because 
of the lack of site-specific data on the subsurface geome
try of the fault, such as along-strike structure, dip angle, 
and depth extent, our results should be considered as 
guidelines for future geological and engineering research 
rather than as specific information for management deci
sions. Moreover, additional studies of the Wasatch fault 
are necessary to clarify the model parameters. Our results 
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should therefore be used with caution until more knowl
edge about the actual configuration of the fault and sec
ondary structures is known. 

Although we used the high-resolution topographic 
data from orthophoto quadrangle maps for most of the 
study area, this type of information is generally not com
plete for other regions along the Wasatch Front with 
potential for earthquake induced flooding. This demon
strates the need for more well-covered, high-resolution 
topographic data, which should be acquired in the future, 
before our methodology can be widely used. We further 
point out that the high-resolution elevation data must also 
be evaluated to determine if man-made structures, such as 
roads, bridges, roadways, dikes, man-made mounds, and 
channels, etc., can alter flood potential. 

Nonetheless, flooding of the Great Salt Lake into 
adjacent areas of the Wasatch Front induced by coseismic, 
hanging-wall subsidence of the Wasatch fault should be 
considered an important earthquake hazard. We demon
strate that the shoreline of the southeast Great Salt Lake 
could be generally shifted south and east and cause inun
dation in areas now occupied by man-made facilities. Not 
only could inundation potentially cause property and 
infrastructure damage, but emergency response efforts 
may be prevented by flood-affected transportation corri
dors. Several factors, including topography, lake level, 
earthquake size and location, fault geometry, and rupture 
length are key elements affecting the magnitude and dis
tribution of water inundation. Note that scenarios consid
ered in this paper are deterministic because their effects 
were assumed without respect to time dependence. There
fore, no likelihood of risk is assigned for a particular 
occurrence. 

In conclusion, we point out that earthquake induced 
flooding is not restricted to the Great Salt Lake. Other 
regions of the state with a similar potential include Utah 
Lake and Willard Bay in northern Utah. Areas of the 
western U. S. that also may be susceptible to tectonic 
inundation or tilt -induced damage by normal faults near 
lakes include Bear Lake, Utah; Jackson Lake, Wyoming; 
Palisades and Henry's Fork Lakes, Idaho; Flathead and 
Hebgen Lakes, Montana; Walker and Pyramid Lakes, 
Nevada; and Lake Tahoe, California-Nevada. 
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ABSTRACT 

The Pahrump Valley fault zone (PVFZ) is active and represents a potential seismic hazard for Las Vegas. Combining 
as many as six segments over a total length of more than 100 kilometers, the PVFZ may be able to produce a magnitude 7 
event only 50 kilometers from the metropolitan area. We employ the seismic reflection, gravity, magnetic, and electromag
netic geophysical techniques to locate segments of the PVFZ and examine their subsurface geometry. Geophysical tech
niques can provide clues to segmentation and rates of activity in advance of detailed trench studies, and can uncover deeper 
and older displacements. On the PVFZ segment in southern Pahrump Valley we can locate fault strands near three 
Holocene scarps from pronounced magnetic and soil conductivity anomalies. We also observe truncations and limit the 
vertical offsets of reflective ash beds in shallow seismic profiles across two of these scarps. The sharpness of the magnetic 
and soil conductivity anomalies appears to correlate with the relative geomorphic youth of the scarps. These three geo
physical techniques in combination can locate faults that lack clear surface expressions. A similar study of PVFZ strands 
in southern Stewart Valley shows clear evidence for more than 18 meters of Holocene dextral displacement in a 3-D seis
mic survey, but without any vertical component of displacement. The Pahrump Valley fault zone appears to have little evi
dence for segmentation that could limit earthquake rupture length to less than 60 kilometers anywhere in Pahrump Valley. 
The 18-meter minimum displacement of Wisconsin and pre-Wisconsin age lacustrine deposits likely results from a 
Holocene dextral slip rate above 0.1 mmlyr; the rate is certainly larger than 0.03 mm/yr, and probably less than 2 mm/yr. 

PAHRUMP VALLEY FAULT ZONE 

Although hidden on many maps by its location usu
ally within 1 kilometer of the California-Nevada state line, 
the Pahrump Valley fault zone (PVFZ) is the longest seis
mogenic structure within 100 kilometers of the Las Vegas 
metropolitan area (figure 1). Only 50 kilometers distant at 
its closest reach, it extends at least 60 kilometers from 
Stewart Valley to southern Pahrump Valley (Hoffard, 
1991), equal in length to anyone of the four segments of 
the Death Valley fault system proposed by Sawyer and 
others (1996). Additional segments of the PVFZ may well 
extend north of Stewart Valley into Ash Meadows and 
Amargosa Valley as proposed by Donovan (1991) and 
Schweickert and Lahren (1994). To the south, it extends 
through Mesquite Valley (MIT Field Geophysics Course, 
1985) and possibly into Sandy and even Ivanpah Valleys 
(Burt Slemmons, personal communication 1997). Thus, 
possible rupture lengths range from 60 to 150 kilometers, 
implying the potential for events with Mw magnitudes 
between 6.9 and 7.2. Such an event on the PVFZ could 
produce rock-site accelerations in the Las Vegas metropol
itan area of up to 20 percent g, and possibly larger spectral 
accelerations at frequencies of two hertz or below (Su and 
Anderson, 1996). 

Given the 12 mmJyr of the 56 mmlyr of Pacific-North 
America plate motion that diverts into the Eastern Mojave 
shear zone (Dokka and Travis, 1990) and the Walker 
Lane, Slemmons (1996) accounts for 2 mmJyr on the 
Owens Valley fault system, 2 mm/yr in Panamint Valley, 

and now 4 mm/yr on the Death Valley fault system 
(Sawyer and others, 1996). This leaves 4 mm/yr for all 
Basin and Range motions east of Death Valley. Structures 
such as the Eglington scarp and the Frenchman Mountain 
fault in Las Vegas Valley show inconclusive evidence of 
rates as high as 1 mm/yr. However, the PVFZ may be the 
only candidate for a structure· east of Death Valley long 
enough to show a rate as high as 1 mm/yr. 

dePolo and Ramelli (1996) find rates in southern 
Nevada to average near 0.01 mm/yr, largely a result of the 
concentration of neotectonic studies around Yucca Moun
tain, an order of magnitude below the 0.1 mm/yr average 
deformation rates for Great Basin faults. Seismicity rates 
presented by Smith and others (1996) support such lower 
rates in southern Nevada; except in association with Lake 
Mead reservoir induced seismicity, activity associated 
with the 1992 Little Skull Mountain and Rock Valley 
sequences, and a cluster of seismicity in southern 
Pahrump Valley. Anderson and others (1996) examined a 
segment of the PVFZ that extends from the main segment 
in southern Pahrump Valley on a more northerly path past 
the west side of the Spring Mountains, perhaps following 
Nevada Highway 160 as far as U.S. Highway 95 (figure 
1). They measured scarp profiles in alluvium to estimate 
that two large Mw =7 earthquakes had occurred in approx
imately the past 128 thousand years. They did not find 
any Holocene scarps on that segment, however. 

We will examine the main segments of the PVFZ at 
two locations, in Southern Pahrump Valley at the Old 
Spanish Trail Highway, and in Stewart Valley near Cali-
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fornia Highway 178 and Nevada Highway 372 (figure 1). 
Each of these localities crosses a section of the PVFZ that 
appears to differ from the other in its apparent style of 
faulting, and type of scarp exposure. The authors all con
tributed to a University of Nevada, Reno (UNR) course in 
Geophysical Applications that performs field exercises in 
the area every two years. QUr objective is to investigate 
how inexpensive shallow geophysical exploration meth
ods may allow some characterization of fault displace
ment amounts and styles on these two parts of the PVFZ, 
and describe localities most appropriate for more detailed 
paleoseismic investigations. 

SOUTHERN PAHRUMP VALLEY 

In southern Pahrump Valley, the PVFZ divides into 
three fault-line scarps, each dissected by headward ero
sion of the uplifted playa and alluvial surfaces (Hoffard, 
1991). The scarp closest to the California-Nevada state 
line, which appears geomorphic ally youngest and 
sharpest, with about 10 .meters of relief, we call scarp 1. 
The scarps further from the state line, scarps 2 and 3, 
while about twice as high, have gentler slopes and appear 
more eroded (figure 2). Piety (1996) presents a map sug
gesting scarp 1 may belong to the main fault segment that 
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continues 60 kilometers northwestward to Stewart Valley. 
Scarps 2 and 3 may instead be related to the more nortil
erly striking zone skirting the west side of the Spring 
Mountains examined by Anderson and others (1995). 

Shields and others (1996) discuss the collection of 
geophysical profiles across the scarps (figure 2), and 
establish the repeatability of both the conductivity and 
magnetic measurements, including the fact that the strike 
of the anomaly at scarp 1 follows the strike of the scarp. 
Note on figure 2 that both types of anomaly suggest that 
all three scarps are fault-line scarps, with the topographjc 
scarps having eroded back between 50 and 300 meters 
from the fault-break locations suggested by the anomalie:i. 

At scarp 1, a tephra bed has been exposed by heacl
ward erosion, appearing to slump about a meter into the 
fault zone. We have not yet identified this tephra, nor its 
age. Based on work by Hillhouse (1987) and Morrison 
(1991) in the Tecopa and Chicago Valleys immediately to 
the west of Pahrump Valley, active lacustrine deposition 
ended no earlier than 0.16 million years ago, with prom:l
nent tephras deposited at 0.76 Ma (Bishop), 0.9 Ma, and 
2.01 Ma (Huckleberry Ridge). The pluvial lake in 
Pahrump Valley drained north to or was contiguous with a 
lake in Stewart Valley, which drained north in tum to Ash 
Meadows and the Amargosa River; and so was at lea~;t 
occasionally tributary to pluvial Tecopa Lake. 

Figure 1. Map showing our two geophysical study areas along the Pahrump Valley fault zone (PVFC) 50 kilometers west of Las Vegas. 
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Figure 2. Elevation profile (bottom) along the Old Spanish Trail 
Highway showing the three scarps, with the state border at 700 meters 
profile distance. Above are the results of shallow «3 m) ground con
ductivity measurements (solid line) made with a Geonics EM-31 
instrument along the road, together with total-field magnetometer 
measurements (dashed line). The magnetic survey extended com
pletely across Pahrump Valley; only the section crossing the fault zone 
is shown here. The overall increase in magnetic field toward the east is 
due to a large regional magnetic anomaly centered at the Spring 
Mountains. 

Despite the evidence at scarp 1 for vertical offset of 
tephra layers and other lacustrine beds, our attempts to 
model the magnetic anomaly at the scarp with a vertical 
fault displacement of a magnetic layer (figure 3, lower) 
were not successful. Given the orientation of our survey 
with respect to Earth's magnetic field, the displacement 
anomaly cannot match the symmetry of the magnetic high 
in the data. A model placing a magnetic body as an inclu
sion within the steeply dipping fault plane (figure 3, 
upper) fits the symmetry better 

Shields and others (1996) propose that pluvial spring 
acti vity (as discussed by Quade and others, 1995) pro
duced mineralization of the fault plane allowing the con
ductivity and magnetic observations. Under this mineral
ization hypothesis, scarp 1 appears to have the most recent 
motion and best preserved mineralization, with the largest 
anomalies, while scarps 2 and 3 appear to be associated 
with older and more degraded fault mineralization. 

In addition to the shallow conductivity and magnetic 
measurements, we conducted more deeply penetrating 
transient electromagnetic (TEM) soundings. Analysis of 
the three TEM soundings (figure 4) shows distinct high
conductivity layers at about 10 meters depth away from 
the fault zone, with only evidence of a very shallow con
ductivity high at scarp 1. The TEM soundings average 
over the 40 meters squared area of the transmitter loops 
above 20 meter depths, and over larger areas at deeper 
depths. The sounding 200 meters northeast of scarp 1 
shows the apparently conductive tephra layer at the same 
absolute elevation as the layer exposed at scarp 1, since 
the ground surface at the sounding to the northeast is 
about 10 meters higher in elevation than the surface at the 
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Figure 3. Trial magnetic models for the southern Pahrump Valley 
scarp 1. This section shows just the scarp 1 anomaly seen on the left 
side of figure 2. Edge effects of the faulted, near-horizontal-Iayer 
model create an asymmetry that matches the data poorly, while the 
steeply dipping fault- zone-inclusion model creates a more symmetric 
fit. Vertical exaggeration of cross sections is 1.8 times. 

scarp 1 sounding (figure 4). The surface elevation at the 
sounding 200 meters southwest of scarp 1 is at about the 
same elevation as the scarp 1 sounding. The exposed, con
ductive tephra at the scarp agrees well with the coincident 
shallow ground conductivity high shown in figure 2. The 
TEM technique and the time-domain depth inversion we 
use is not, however, expected to be sensitive to any layers 
below the uppermost conductive layer. 

Two-dimensional seismic-reflection profiles con
firmed the lack of absolute vertical offset of the lake beds 
and tephra layers by the PVFZ at scarp 1 (figure 5, upper). 
The reflection at 40 ms two-way travel time in the unmi
grated section at left shows an approximately constant 
subsurface elevation after correction for surface elevation 
statics, with some slumping and disruption within a 70-
meter-wide zone on the southwest edge of the surface 
fault-line scarp. The slumping may be part of a negative 
flower structure along an almost purely strike slip PVFZ 
at scarp 1, or it may originate as a fault-trace graben due to 
a small extensional component of fault motion. This 
reflective bed thus cannot be the tephra layer exposed at 
scarp 1 and buried at 10 meters away from the scarp; it is 
likely to be an older tephra buried about 20 meters deeper. 

The seismic section at scarp 2 (figure 5, lower) also 
suggests a slumped tephra layer at about 60 meters depth, 
more centered on the topographic scarp, with at least 
twice the vertical displacement. The image cannot rule 
out an absolute offset of the tephra layer of 40 meters at 
scarp 2, and may instead suggest that scarp 2, and by 
inference scarp 3, have a much higher proportion of nor
mal slip than does scarp 1. If scarps 2 and 3 belong to the 
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Figure 4. Analysis of the three TEM soundings in southern Pahrump 
Valley at three locations: at scarp 1, and 200 meters southwest, and 
200 meters northeast of scarp 1. The upper columns depict raw appar
ent conductivity measurements plotted against the transient time
depth. The lower columns plot interval conductivities against true 
depth. 

north-trending segment of the PVFZ that defines the west
ern edge of the Spring Mountains, then a larger proportion 
of dip slip would not be surprising. 

The geophysical investigations in southern Pahrump 
Valley suggest the PVFZ has its most recent, and almost 
purely strike-slip, motion at scarp 1, closest to the Califor
nia-Nevada border. The other two scarps show older 
motions, possibly with larger proportions of dip slip. 

STEWART VALLEY 

Low-sun-angle aerial photography shows the PVFZ 
as a series of continuous scarps that follow within 1 kilo
meter of the state line from southern Pahrump Valley to 
the southern end of Stewart Valley, directly west of the 
town of Pahrump (Hoffard, 1991). The highway running 
across the middle of figure 6 is California 178INevada 
372, and Ash Meadows Road extends to the north along 
the east side of the PVFZ. The intersecting east-west road 
is part of a residential development, and has been paved 
since the photo was taken about 1987. Several homes are 
now occupied within the development. 

As the PVFZ enters southern Stewart Valley, it turns 
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Figure 5. Two-dimensional, high-resolution, seismic stacked sections 
across PVFZ scarps 1 and 2 in southern Pahrump Valley. Note that the 
vertical scale bars apply only to the scarp profiles. The 40 ms two-way 
travel time implies a depth of the relective bed of about 30 m, and the 
75 ms time about twice that depth, yielding an approximately 1.3 times 
vertical exaggeration of the sections. 

to a more northerly strike, and may become the basin
bounding fault between Stewart Valley and the Mont
gomery Mountains to the east. Landowners along the 
PVFZ in central Stewart Valley report the water table at 9 
or 10 meters depth, and the fault is marked there by groves 
of tamarisk and other phreatophytes. The main trace of 
the PVFZ in southern Stewart Valley is visible near the 
left edge of figure 6 as a continuous vegetation lineament. 
Additional traces to the right follow a series of spring 
mounds (Quade and others, 1995), or possibly terraces in 
the lake beds cut by wave action in the pluvial lake. We 
targeted our work in Stewart Valley to a relatively simple 
stretch of the fault at the northward bend, between more 
complex sets of traces to the north and south. This loca
tion appears about midway along the fault trace between 
the highway and the development road (figure 6). 

Although the surface at this locality (figure 7) exposes 
pluvial lacustrine sediments and/or spring deposits, it is 
covered with a desert pavement of volcanic float washed 
from the hills to the east. The volcanic cobbles and rubble 
rendered no useful magnetic signal from the fault scarps at 
this locality; the rapidly varying field from surface float 
blocks swamped any anomalies from subsurface structures. 
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Figure 6. Enhanced low-sun-angle air photo of PVFZ traces in south
ern Stewart Valley. North is toward the upper right. Our study area is 
located along the fault about midway between the two east-west roads. 

The gravity results of figure 8 (top, triangles) can 
match a synthetic model (figure 8, top, solid line) putting 
a small, approximately 50-meter-deepbasin or shelf 
between the air-photo lineaments we call fault 1 and fault 
2 (figure 7). These possible fault locations are noted on 
the topographic profiles (figure 8, bottom; figure 9, top). 
As in southern Pahrump Valley, the EM-31 shallow con
ductivity measurements (figure 8, center) produced clear 
anomalies centered on the surface lineaments and continu
ous along their strike. However, anomalies also appear 
that we have not been able to associate with any fault 
break on the ground or in the low-sun-angle aerial photog
raphy. 
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Unlike in southern Pahrump Valley, TEM surveys in 
Stewart Valley (figure 9) did not identify discrete conduc
tive layers, possibly because of the relatively shallow 
water table. Combining the eight TEM soundings into the 
pseudosection of figure 9 (bottom), fault 1 appears to 
mark the edge of conductive lacustrine sediment filling 
the basin to the west. At fault 2, a low-conductivity anom
aly near the surface suggests abundant silica cementation 
within the spring mound. The apparent very high conduc
tivity below may be an artifact of the low-conductivity 
anomaly. The EM-31 shallow conductivity measurements 
only cover the very top layers of the pseudosection, and 
there does appear to be some correspondence between 
higher conductivities in the TEM results (figure 9) and in 
the EM-31 profiles (figure 8) at fault 1. 

Ultra high-resolution, three-dimensional, seismic 
reflection surveying we carried out across fault 1 in Stew
art Valley reveals the details of fault geometry and dis
placement. We laid out 11 lines across the fault (figure 7) 
spaced at 3.05 meters, and recorded each line individually. 
Each line consisted of 48 fixed 100 Hz single-phone 
receivers, buried about 20 centimeters and tamped with 
soil. A 5 kilogram sledgehammer hit against a 30-cen
timeter-squared, 2-centimeter-thick steel plate provided 
the most effective source for this survey, and was set on 
the surface at each receiver point on each line. The 10 hits 
at each point were stacked by a Bison Galileo-21 seismic 
recorder, generously donated to the UNR Mackay School 
of Mines by the W. M. Keck Foundation. 

Data reduction consisted of minimal bandpass filter
ing followed by true three-dimensional imaging using an 
interval velocity profile derived from analysis of a suite of 
constant-velocity stacked sections. The 3-D prestack 
depth imaging technique is almost identical to the Kirch
hoff-sum migration of Louie and others (1988), with oper
ator aliasing controls as described by Lumley and others 
(1994), but using boxcar instead of triangle anti ali as fil
ters. 

The front face of the image volume (figure 10) shows 
interruptions in flat reflectors between 24 and 48 meters 
depth that locate the subsurface fault break with a near
vertical dip, surfacing at the center of the volume (figure 
10, PVF). The upward curving of deeper reflectors near 
the sides of the volume is an artifact of low fold coverage 
near the ends of the survey lines. No .measurable vertical 
offset of any of the layers is apparent, limiting the dip slip 
of PVFZ fault 1 in Stewart Valley to less than one meter. 
The depth slice at 48 meters (figure 10, right) shows the 
interruption of a layer by the fault trace at that depth, with
out vertical displacement. 

The depth slice at 24 meters (figure 10, center) shows 
a lateral discontinuity on the northeast side of fault 1 that 
could arise at a fluvial channel wall, a facies change, or 
the side of a spring mound structure. The layer on the 
southwest side of the PVFZ fault 1 shows no similar lat
eral discontinuity within the image volume, proving that 
the discontinuity was dextrally displaced a minimum of 
18 meters into the image volume by PVFZ fault motion. 

The image in figure 10 establishes a minimum fault 
displacement on a sedimentary structure of unknown age. 
This structure, at 24 meters depth, is likely much older 
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Figure 7. Section of air photo infigure 6 showing the locations of our geophysical surveys in Stewart Valley. Station EM344, on the south side of our 
3-D seismic reflection survey area, is on the most continuous vegetation lineament and in the middle of the gravity line, and on one of the three lines 
where we took Geonics EM-31 shallow ground conductivity and magnetic measurements. The northern of the three lines was the basis for our layout 
of eight adjacent TEM transmitter loops, each 40 meters square on a side. The main trace of the PVFZ at the most continuous lineament is the finely 
hatched line at left (fault 1); while the hatched line to the right denotes a topographic scarp and second trace cutting the spring mounds, or possibly a 
pluvial lake terrace (fault 2). ' 

than the most recent rupture, which figure 7 shows as 
breaking the surface. Quade and others (1995) establish a 
pre-Wisconsin Rancholabrean age range of 10 thousand 
years to less than 450 thousand years for spring mounds in 
Stewart and Pahrump Valleys. Since the pluvial lake in 
Stewart Valley served as an outlet for all discharge from 
the western Spring Mountains certainly as late as the Wis
consin pluvial period, near-surface lacustrine deposits in 
Stewart Valley could be as young as 5-10 thousand years. 
The lateral offset at 24 meters depth may well represent 
fault displacement of the top of a pre-Wisconsin age 
spring mound, within Wisconsin-age lake deposits. 

Thus the 18 meter minimum offset could represent a 
cumulative displacement rate as high as 1.8 mmJyr, if the 
spring mound has the 10 thousand year minimum age. 
Spring activity may have peaked earlier in southern 
Nevada, at 100-150 thousand years, suggesting that the 
displacement rate is likely above 0.1 mmJyr, about aver
age for faults in the Great Basin (dePolo and Ramelli, 
1996). Putting the spring mound at the earliest possible 
Rancholabrean age, we see that the Quaternary displace
ment rate on the PVFZ cannot be less than 0.03 mm/yr, 
well above the rate for smaller faults in southern Nevada. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Geophysical surveys across two sections of a major 
right-lateral, strike-slip fault zone on the California-south
ern Nevada border have established that the Pahrump Val
ley fault zone maintains an almost completely strike-slip 

character from southern Pahrump Valley to southern 
Stewart Valley. Despite apparent changes in tectonic set
ting that suggested segmentation, the PVFZ is straight, 
continuous, purely strike slip, and shows Holocene activ
ity over a distance of more than 60 kilometers. While this 
length of the fault may be a segment of a longer system 
possibly extending south into Mesquite Valley and north 
into Ash Meadows, segmentation hypotheses would pro
pose that the main 60 kilometers length in Pahrump Valley 
could rupture completely, producing an earthquake having 
a moment magnitude Mw as large as 7.2. Contrary to cur
rent assessments of regional seismic hazards to the Las 
Vegas metropolitan area, the 18 meter minimum Holocene 
dextral displacement found by high-resolution 3-D seis
mic surveying in Stewart Valley (figure 10) establishes a 
displacement rate much greater than the average for faults 
in southern Nevada. The PVFZ may have a displacement 
rate above the 0.1 mm/yr average for .faults in the Great 
Basin overall. As little as 50 kilometers from the metro
politan area, the Pahrump Valley Fault Zone could pose 
the most significant seismic hazard to Las 'Vegas after the 
very active 4 mmJyr Death Valley fault system. 
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Figure 9. Elevation profiles and TEM pseudosection across the PVFZ 
in Stewart Valley. 

Figure 10. Three-dimensional seismic image volume 73 meters wide, 27 meters thick, and 73 meters deep across PVFZfauit 1 in Stewart Valley (fig
ure 7), rendered to emphasize the positive reflectivities of greatest amplitude as darkly shaded, opaque 3-D objects. Near-zero reflectivities are ren
dered transparent. The whole volume is at left, and the two at center and right show depth slices at 24 and 48 m, respectively. The upward curving of 
the reflectors at the volume edges is a migration artifact; note the gaps in the layers where fault 1 passes through (PVF). 
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ABSTRACT 

Recent design recommendations call for dynamic soil properties (shear modulus ratio and damping) and liquefaction 
strength curves to be characterized as a function of the effective vertical stress (or depth). A modified version of DESRA2 
computational model for saturated soil has been developed to study the nonlinear seismic response including liquefaction 
of a medium-dense, deep soil deposit. The study gives responses in terms of acceleration and residual porewater pressure 
for a deep soil site near Reno, when subjected to a strong synthetic base excitation. The field case study reveals that the 
response predicted from a conventionally used stress-independent soil properties model is unconservative for deep 
deposits. 

INTRODUCTION 

Laboratory model studies and field observations have 
clearly shown that identical structures founded on differ
ent types of soil but subjected to the same base (or 
bedrock) excitation will exhibit different responses. THis 
means that the influence of the foundation soil on the 
response of the structures is a critical component in the 
assessment of earthquake resistant design. The first step 
in many earthquake response studies is to evaluate the 
free-field (soil response) to a suite of base excitations that 
may be expected at the site. The earthquake response of a 
soil deposit subjected to base (or bedrock) excitation is 
heavily dependent upon an accurate assessment of the 
dynamic behavior of the soil deposit. 

Among the important response parameters that 
can be obtained from dynamic soil response studies, per
manent deformation, acceleration, and residual porewater 
pressure response are the most critical. Deformation in 
soils adjacent to the structure can be directly used to inter
pret the performance of the structure. While deformation 
of a few inches to a foot may be critical to nuclear power 
plants and bridge abutments, a few feet may be acceptable 
for earth dams. The assessment of seismic performance 
based upon permanent displacement has been the norm in 
geotechnical practice since the pioneering work of New
mark (Newmark, 1965). 

. The study of soil response to base excitation is a 
dl~CUlt task. It is further complicated by the presence of 
soIls. that can generate residual porewater pressure under 
~ychc loading. Porewater pressure buildup reduces effec
tIve stress and thus the stiffness and strength of soil. An 
extreme case is the phenomenon of "liquefaction" where 

residual pore water pressure becomes equal to the initial 
vertical effective stress, resulting in "zero" effective 
stress. Since residual porewater pressure can substantially 
affect soil behavior, a realistic dynamic soil-response 
evaluation should incorporate the influence of residual 
porewater pressure in the analysis procedure. In such 
cases, an "effective stress based" approach becomes an 
important tool in response evaluations. 

Soil response studies have been evolving since re
searchers initiated studies to explain the massive ground 
deformation and liquefaction that occurred during major 
earthquakes in Alaska and Japan in 1964. Significant 
achievements in this important field have been reported in 
many national and international conferences. This paper 
focuses on those cases where the soil deposit consists of 
saturated cohesionless soils. The intent of the dynamic 
soil-response evaluation studies reported here is to simu
late the expected performance of the deposit so that an 
optimum design can be achieved. This enables practicing 
engineers to use dynamic soil-response information to 
carry out a cost-effective design. 

SUMMARY OF PAST SOIL RESPONSE 
STUDIES 

The nonlinear behavior of soil when subjected to 
strong ground shaking plays an important role in altering 
the characteristics of ground motions. Numerical ap
proaches to predict the nonlinear response of soil can be 
classified as either a equivalent secant approach (e.g., 
SHAKE program by Schnabel and others, 1972) or a 
direct nonlinear approach (e.g., CHARS OIL program by 
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Streeter and others, 1974; DESRA2 program by Lee and 
Finn, 1978). Many studies have compared the responses 
computed by both of these methods. Such studies have 
concluded that the secant approach cannot reproduce 
some of the important characteristics of the ground 
motion, especially for the case of strong ground shaking 
(e.g., Constantopou10s and others, 1973; Streeter and oth
ers, 1974; Finn and others, 1978). Recently, Yu and others 
(1993) used DESRA2 to examine the differences between 
linear and nonlinear soil response with various levels of 
base excitations. By using this direct nonlinear program, 
they showed that in strong excitations soil nonlinearity 
causes deamplification and also a shift in peak frequencies 
to lower values. They based their conclusions on the com
puted dynamic soil responses of an unsaturated, 20-meter
thick, shallow soil deposit. 

Response evaluation of deep saturated deposits, which 
is the topic of this paper, differs in many ways from that of 
shallow unsaturated deposits. The term saturated is used 
here to refer to a soil column with a shallow (usually 3 m 
or less) water table. The soil properties and characteristic 
behavior of deep deposits are quite different from those of 
shallow deposits as noted by the Electric Power Research 
Institute (EPRI, 1993). The material properties are a func
tion of effective stress and, consequently, a function of 
depth. Thus, the hysteretic nonlinear soil behavior of a 
deep strata should be characterized using many sublayers, 
with each sublayer assigned a set of uniform properties. 
The sublayer properties, as will be pointed out later, 
should account for a stress (or depth) dependent shear 
modulus ratio (G/Gmax) and damping ratio variations with 
shear strain (EPRI, 1993). In addition, the coupling of 
residual porewater pressure and ground shaking substan
tially affect the soil response. The influence of residual 
porewater pressure becomes significant when the strength 
of excitation is large. The generation of residual porewa
ter pressure reduces the effective stress during excitation 
and, as the input excitation becomes larger, can result in 
liquefaction. These factors are vital to the dynamic re
sponse of deep soil columns subject to base excitation. 
This study extends the work of Yu and others (1993) to 
deep soil deposits and accounts for the aforementioned 
factors. 

BRIEF OUTLINE OF PROPOSED MODEL 

This study uses a numerical code to evaluate nonlin
ear soil response, including porewater pressure generation 
and dissipation. The numerical model used here is a mod
ified version of the DESRA2 program developed by Lee 
and Finn (1978). The model is based on the finite element 
method and is capable of evaluating motions within a soil 
column subjected to vertically propagating shear waves. 
Dynamic equations of motions are numerically integrated 
in the time domain (direct method) using the tangent 
approach. It is an effective stress based approach in which 
soil shear stiffness is modified as residual porewater pres
sure is generated. 

Each finite element in the physical model follows a 
nonlinear shear stress-strain relationship and the hys-
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teretic behavior of the soil is modeled using Masing crite
ria as described by Finn and others (1977). The program 
DESRA2 is widely used by many researchers and practic
ing engineers to compute soil response (Finn, 1981, 1988; 
Hushmand and others, 1987). 

Modifications to the original program were made so 
that recently available nonlinear soil behavior data can be 
readily incorporated. The main changes made to the origi
nal DESRA2 include new characterization for stress
strain and volumetric strain relationships since better 
characterizations have been proposed recently (Byrne, 
1991; EPRI, 1993). The modifications have been incorpo
rated such that only a minimum number of soil parameters 
are used in the model, while retaining many convenient 
features of the original model. 

The new shear stress-strain equation for initial loading 
is defined as: 

1:' = 
G-y max 

1 + Ilia (1) 
yy 

in which 't and "f are shear stress and strain; Gmax is the 
shear modulus at a very low strain level; "fy is the refer
ence strain; and a is a constant. In the original DESRA2 
model, a equals unity. Recently, based on a large database 
of laboratory soil behavior, Nakagawa and Soga (1995) 
also proposed the variation of the type given in equation 1. 

The subsequent unloading and reloading are given by 
Masing-type stress-strain curves (Masing, 1926). During 
the strong shaking, the effective vertical stress decreases 
because of residual porewater pressure generation. The 
increment in residual (excess) porewater pressure, is eval
uated using the porewater pressure model of Martin and 
others (1975), given by: 

du = E rdeYd (2) 

in which L1cvd is the increment in plastic (or permanent) 
volumetric compaction strain, and Er is the one-dimen
sional rebound modulus. The L1cvd is a function of accu
mulated volumetric strain CVd and shear strain "f. Martin 
and others (1975) used four coefficients to evaluate L1£vd' 
Byrne (1991) provided a new, much simpler relation, 

deYd e d 
= c

1 
exp (-c _v_) (3) 

Y 2 Y 

in which c1 and c2 are constants that depend on the rela-
tive density of sana. . 

The rebound modulus Er is a function of effectIve 
stress level. The relation given by Martin and others 
(1975) is: 

K ( I )n-m 
m r 0vO 

(4) 
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in which cr" YO is the initial value of the effective stress and 
Kr, m, and n are experimental constants for a given sand. 
The equations (1) through (4) form the basis of the modi
fied DESRA2 program used in this study. These equa
tions are solved numerically in conjunction with the 
dynamic equations of motion of the sand layer using a 
step by step integration procedure in the time domain. 

Since soil behavior is governed by effective stress, 
soil stiffness decreases as residual porewater pressure 
increases. The reduction in soil stiffness (shear modulus) 
is handled the same way as in the original program. 
Redistribution of residual porewater pressure can take 
place during excitation, and the net effects of contempo
rary generation and dissipation are also considered by the 
program. In such cases, the permeability of the soil layers 
must be known. More details on the procedure may be 
found in Finn and others (1977), Lee and Finn (1978), and 
Ni and others (1997). 

SELECTION OF SOIL PARAMETERS 

Consider a deep stratum of medium-dense sandy de
posits (relative density, Dr = 60%) with a water table 3 
meters below the surface (figure 1). The properties of the 
sand vary only in the vertical direction. The sand deposit 
is assumed to rest on an impermeable rock with a shear 
wave velocity of 2,500 mlsec. The input motion is present 
at the interface between the soil and rock. 

------.-~:;0""'12"'S2""'52"'52""52""5C""5~ Ground Surface 

I 
x:><><><><><><> 

Depth 

Variable 

Rock 

3m SZ 

Medium Density Sand 

Dr = 60 % 

(K2)max = 52 

Unit Weight, 'Ys = 18 kN/m
3 

Permeability, k = 10-5 m/s 

Shear Wave velocity = 2500 m/s 

Figure 1. Soil deposit used in the study. 

The deposit is divided into sublayers each 1 meter 
thick and with approximately uniform properties. The 
maximum shear modulus, Gmax, in any sublayer is com
puted as: 

G = 218.8 (K) (0' )112 (5) 
max 2 max m 

in which (K2)max is a constant that depends on the relative 
density of soil and cr" m is the effective mean normal stress 
of the layer (Seed and Idriss, 1970). Here Gmax and cr" m 

are given in kPa. 
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Traditionally, the nonlinear behavior of soil is defined 
by two strain-dependent soil parameters: normalized shear 
modulus ratio, G/Gmax, and damping ratio, ~ (Seed and 
Idriss, 1970; Hardin and Drnevich, 1972). There is a large 
database for these parameters for many types of soil. 
However, a vast majority of the data used to estimate these 
parameters were obtained from tests conducted at a con
fining pressure range of 100-300 kPa. Therefore, the 
applicability of these parameters is limited to shallow 
deposits of depths of 20 to 30 meters or so. 

The EPRI recently recommended the use of depth (or 
stress level) dependent soil properties (G/Gmax and ~) in 
the evaluation of deep soil response (EPRI, 1993). This 
recommendation is based on many laboratory tests under 
low and high confining pressures. Figure 2 shows the 
EPRI recommendation for normalized shear modulus 
ratios, G/Gmax and damping ratios, ~ for sand at different 
depths as a function of shear strain (EPRI, 1993). As soil 
depth increases, the values of G/Gmax and ~ for a given 
strain level increases and decreases respectively. In other 
words, soil elements under large confining pressures have 
lower damping and do not exhibit a strong nonlinear 
behavior compared with elements under lower confining 
pressures. 

The shear stress-strain relationship (equation 1) can 
be re-written as: 

G 

G max 

1 = 

EPRI Guidelines 
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(6) 

Figure 2. Characteristic behavior of sand (after EPRI, 1993). 
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The soil parameters Yy and a in the above equation have 
been evaluated such that equation (6) provides a best fit to 
the G/Gmax and S given in figure 2. The Masing criteria, 
which defines the unloading and reloading, gives the area 
enclosed by a strain cycle, which is proportional to S. An 
optimization technique was utilized to estimate different 
sets of yy and S values for each depth (or stress level). 
Figure 2 shows that there is a certain damping, So at the 
low (10-4%) strain level. This damping amount is not con
sidered to be due to hysteretic soil behavior and therefore, 
was subtracted from EPRI data in the optimization. Table 
1 gives the optimum values of and a Yy for all the EPRI 
recommended relations shown in figure 2. 

The EPRI data and the soil properties G/Gmax and 
S computed from the proposed stress-strain model are 
shown in figure 3. The So values have been subsequently 
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Table 1. Soil Properties. 

Average 
Stress Level 

cr"vo kPa 

26.0 
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Strain 

yy 

0.0004 
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Figure 3. Calibration of model constants using EPRI guidelines. 
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added to the computed damping values when plotted in 
the figure. Only two sets of data (depths 0-6 m and 76-
152 m) are shown. The figure reveals that the predicted 
values provide a good fit to the EPRI data. 

Other important model parameters are those that 
define the volume change and porewater-pressure genera
tion behavior. Volume change behavior (constants CI and 
c2) has been extensively studied by Byrne (1991), who 
recommends values as a function of the relative density of 
sand. Recommended values for CI and C2 are 0.24 and 
1.66 respectively for a sand with Dr = 60%. 

A convenient way to obtain porewater-pressure model 
parameters is to match a specified liquefaction potential 
curve with the one predicted by the porewater-pressure 
generation model used in the proposed approach (Finn 
and others, 1982). When using the DESRA2 model, it is 

Model 
Constant 

0.0085 
0.0080 
0.0060 
0.0030 
0.0016 
0,0014 

customary to select model constant Kr (equa
tion 4) such that there is a close match 
between the predicted and specified liquefac-
tion potential curves. The liquefaction curve 
for any given Dr (or SPT value, N 1) can be 
obtained from an extensive field database 
compiled by Seed and Idriss (1982). This 
database is applicable for shallow deposits 
(stress level. 100 kPa) and should be modified 
when using it for a deep deposit. Guidelines 
reported by Marcuson and others (1990) can 
be used to obtain the liquefaction potential 
curves relevant for higher confining pres-
sures by scaling the curve obtained from 
Seed's data. 

Figure 4 shows the three predicted and target liquefac
tion potential curves; note that liquefaction resistance 
when specified as a ratio ('t/(J" vo) is higher for low confin-

0 :;; ..., 
0 ci a:::: 
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(Seed, 1982; Marcuson et aI, 1990) 

Soil Properties Model 

D = Soil Depth 

Kr : Model Constant (Eq. 4) 

Number of Cycles to Liquefaction 

Figure 4. Calibration of porewater pressure model using liquefaction 
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ing stress case. Figure 4 shows that by selecting an appro
priate value for Kr, it is possible to closely match a given 
liquefaction potential curve. The Kr values vary between 
0.0085 and 0.0014 when the stress level changes from 30 
to 1,980 kPa. Table 1 lists the optimum value of Kr for all 
the stress levels reported in the EPRI study. 

APPLICATION: RENO SITE 

The Reno-Carson City urban corridor, the second 
most populated region in Nevada, is in one of the most 
seismically active parts of the state. This area is at the 
western margin of the Basin and Range Province. Based 
on the historical earthquake record and geological evi
dence of numerous active faults, chances of having earth
quakes with magnitudes more than 6 are quite high in the 
area. Twelve earthquakes of magnitude 6 or greater, two 
of which were greater than magnitute 7, have occurred in 
western Nevada since the 1850s. One fault system that 
could generate destructive motion in the Reno-Carson 
City area is the Carson Range fault system. This system 
bounds the Carson Range on the east and extends from 
Reno to south of Woodfords, California. It is one of the 
largest and most active fault system in Nevada. There is 
evidence preserved in the geologic record that an earth
quake of magnitude larger than 7.5 occurred on this fault 
system about 500 to 650 years ago. The northern part of 
the system, which extends into southern Reno, is some
what less active, with activity distributed on multiple fault 
traces. Shorter fault lengths in the north segment suggest 
an earthquake with magnitude 7.1 may be a more likely 
event in the Reno area. This magnitude has been selected 
as the "scenario earthquake event magnitude" in a recent 
planning scenario study undertaken by Nevada Bureau of 
Mines and Geology (de Polo and others, 1996). 

Unfortunately there are no accelerograms available in 
the Reno-Carson City area from a large earthquake. The 
results presented below employ a synthetic accelerogram 
as input and gives the soil response for a large earthquake 
that could affect the Reno area. The synthetic accelero
gram, which represents "earthquake-like" excitation, pro
vides a flexible way for performing seismic-hazard 
assessments because they can be generated from a specific 
fault plane and propagated to an assumed site using differ
ent substructure (earth) models. The segments of the Car
son Range fault system close to Reno are the Washoe 
Valley segment, the Mt. Rose segment, and the Reno seg
ment. These three fault segments are assumed to rupture 
together to generate the Reno scenario earthquake (dePolo 
and others, 1996) with a magnitude of 7.1. The locations 
of these three fault segments, the epicenter, and the site of 
interest are shown on figure 5. A synthetic accelerogram 
for a Reno scenario earthquake has been generated from a 
composite source model (Yu, 1994; Zeng and others, 
1994; Anderson and Yu, 1996). 

Several studies show that synthetic seismograms from 
~ composite source model can provide realistic estima
tIons of ground motions of future large earthquakes (Su 
and others, 1994a,1994b; Zeng and others, 1994; Ander
son and Yu, 1996). Fault parameters, such as extent of 
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Figure 5. Surface projection of the fault plane, epicenter, and the site 
used in the development of the Reno scenario seismogram. 

fault rupture and displacements which are required to pro
duce the synthetic accelerogram, were obtained from geo
logical descriptions of the faults or from prior experience. 
The values selected are consistent with the Carson Range 
fault system and with the historical earthquakes in the 
Basin and Range Province. The NS component of the cor
responding synthetic motion is applied at the base of the 
soil deposit. 

Beeston and others (1992) provided a soil profile and 
field measured shear-wave velocity for a site near Reno 
(figure 6). The soil consists of various layers of clay, fine 
to coarse sand, and gravel. The water table varies at this 
location, depending on the season, and is assumed to be 3 
meters below the surface for this study. Clay layers at 30 
to 38 and 60 to 83 meter depths are impervious and inca
pable of generating porewater pressure. The sand and 
silty sand layers have a permeability of 10-5 mlsec, and are 
capable of generating porewater pressure when subject to 
strong shaking. 

The soil parameters, Yy , a, volume change, and pore
water-pressure generation parameters of the sand and silty 
sand layers, have been selected from table 1 (Dr = 60%). 
The shear modulus reduction and damping properties of 
the clay strata were assumed to be those given by Vucetic 
and Dobry (1991). There is no data for shear velocity 
below 120 meters at this site. It is assumed that bedrock is 
immediately below the 120 meter soil deposit, and that the 
shear wave velocity of the rock is 2,500 mlsec as assumed 
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Figure 6. The soil profile at the selected Reno site (after Beeston and 
others, 1992). 

in the composite source modeL Recently Ni and others 
(1997) reported that deep soil deposits (thickness> 100 m) 
showed similar surface amplification and maximum pore
water pressure ratio; and among deep deposits, the deeper 
the soil deposit the lower the amplification ratio and resid
ual porewater pressure. Therefore, using a 120 meter soil 
deposit model should give a conservative estimation of 
soil response. 

Figure 7 shows the input seismogram obtained from 
the composite source model at a depth of 120 meters a
long with the nonlinear soil response. The base excitation 
history is shown in figure 7 a and has a maximum value of 
0.41g. Two types of soil behavior models were used in the 
response study: a depth- (or stress) dependent properties 
model and a stress-independent soil behavior modeL The 
properties presented in table 1 are assigned for the stress
dependent soil behavior modeL In the case of stress-inde
pendant soil behavior model, the soil properties relevant 
for 100 kPa (second row in table 1) were selected for the 
entire deposit. The stress-independent soil model has 
been used routinely in response analysis in the past. 
Though both soil behavior models show deamplification 
at the surface, the stress-dependent soil behavior model 
predicts larger response, i.e., lower attenuation of the 
input excitation. The surface deamplification ratio in the 
case of stress-dependant (figure 7b) and stress-indepen
dant (figure 7c) soil behavior models are 0.45 and 0.34 
repectively. 

Many factors influence the response differences 
between the two soil models. The stress-dependent model 
is initially stiffer, has lower damping (figure 2), but lower 
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Figure 7. The input synthetic strong motion and the surface soil re
sponse at the Reno site. 

liquefaction strength (figure 4). Therefore, it is not straight
forward to ascertain that the stress-dependent soil proper
ties model will exhibit higher acceleration response. It is 
clear from this figure that for the field case being studied, 
the conventionally used soil properties model (stress
independent) will underestimate the surface amplitudes 
and thus can give rise to unconservative soil amplification 
response. 

Figure 8 shows the maximum porewater-pressure rat
ios for stress-dependent and stress-independent soil prop
erties models. The difference between these two models 
is significant for porewater generation. The stress-inde
pendent model substantially underestimates the residual 
porewater pressure. The stress-dependent model predicts 
liquefaction at depths below 107 meters, and the stress-inde
pendent model does not. This deep liquefaction is a con
sequence of the lower normalized liquefaction resistance 
for high confining stress (figure 4). It causes additional 
filtering of high frequencies later in the seismogram as 
seen in figure 7b. Although consistent with the reported 
shear velocity profile (figure 6), the assumption that the 
relative density is constant (60%) is significant for this 
result. From an engineering perspective, liquefaction at 
such depths may not be detrimental to structures at the 
surface. 

Thus far, response calculations have been limited to 
one level of base excitation (amax = 0.41g) caused by the 
scenario earthquake. Variation of acceleration and pore
water pressure response with depth, for excitations from 
three levels of earthquakes are shown in figures 9 and 10. 
The synthetic accelerogram (figure 7a) has been scaled to 
yield three levels of maximum base acceleration of amax = 
0.2g, O.4g and 0.6g. Only responses computed within the 
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first 30 meters using the stress-dependant soil behavior 
~o?el are presented. The acceleration variation (figure 9) 
l~dlcates that the responses are similar above an accelera
tIon level of O.4g. However, for the porewater-pressure 
re~ponse, there is appreciable difference between the exci
atlOn levels amax = O.4g and 0.6g (figure 10). 

CONCLUSIONS 

The study presented here used a direct nonlinear 
iproach to investigate the soil response of a deep deposit. 

he program DESRA2 (Lee and Finn, 1978) has been 
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Figure 10. Residual porewater pressure response for different excita
tion levels at the Reno site. 

modified to account for recently developed nonlinear soil 
property guidelines provided by EPRI. These recent 
guidelines propose to use depth- (or stress) dependent 
shear modulus (G/Gmax) and damping S ratios. The stress
dependent behavior of the liquefaction potential curves 
(Marcuson and Hynes, 1990) also have been incorporated 
in the DESRA2 computations. This was achieved by cali
brating the porewater-pressure generation model of 
DESRA2 against the stress-dependent liquefaction poten
tial curves. 

"Earthquake-like" excitation was generated using a 
recently developed composite source model. Since the 
stress-independent soil properties model has been used 
routinely in the past, comparisons between the stress
dependent and stress-independent soil properties model 
responses have been highlighted in the paper. A synthetic 
strong motion from a magnitude 7.1 earthquake was 
applied at the base of the deep soil deposit in Reno for 
which a field measured shear-wave velocity profile is 
available. The maximum input base acceleration was 0.41 
g. Though the stress-dependent and stress-independent 
soil properties models predict deamplification, the accel
eration response computed with the stress-dependent 
model is much larger. Similarly, the residual porewater 
pressures generated in the stress-dependent model was 
higher. The field case study considered here clearly 
reveals that the soil response computed using a conven
tional stress-independent soil properties model is uncon
servative for deep deposits. 
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In Basin and Range Province seismic-hazards assessments it is often appropriate to consider the influence of magmatic 
processes on tectonic faulting. Magma intrusion into the seismogenic crust tends to supplant single, large tectonic earth
quakes with swarms of low to moderate magnitude earthquakes. If magma intrusion is not considered, both maximum 
magnitude and frequency of large earthquakes can be overestimated. 

Magma intrusion and normal faulting are fundamental processes of crustal extension. In areas with sufficient magma 
output rates, extension is accommodated in the upper crust by intrusion of vertical dikes perpendicular to the extension 
direction and tectonic normal faulting is suppressed or replaced. This is because the dike intrusion process prevents differ
ential stresses from building to levels necessary for normal faulting. Dike intrusion commonly induces surface deforma
tion in extensional volcanic terrains. Surface deformation includes open fissures, monoclines, normal faults, and graben. 
They are caused by extensional stresses above and ahead of dikes propagating in the shallow subsurface. 

The mechanism of dike intrusion and the nature of co-intrusive seismicity have important implications for determina
tion of the maximum magnitude and recurrence of earthquakes. Observational seismicity from volcanic rift zones world
wide suggests the maximum magnitudes of dike-induced earthquakes are 3.8 ± 0.8. Earthquakes are generally small to 
moderate because the downdip extent of dike-induced faults and fissures are controlled by the depth to the top of the asso
ciated dike (usually < 5 km), permitting only small rupture areas. Also, rupture and displacement on faults and fissures 
migrate incrementally at about the velocity of propagating dikes (0.5 m1s) as dike dilation stresses the zone above and 
ahead of the dike. Earthquake recurrence is tied to recurrence of volcanic cycles based on the geochronology of the associ
ated volcanic materials. The volcanic recurrence data must be interpreted as representing recurring periods of co-intrusive 
seismicity, not the recurrence of individual earthquakes as are typically used for estimating slip rates in normal faults. 

Areas where magmatism has affected the activity of Basin and Range normal faults include the eastern Snake River 
Plain (ESRP) of Idaho, the Mono Basin of eastern California, the Northern Nevada Rift in the central Great Basin, and pos
sibly the Yucca Mountain area of southern Nevada, and the Modoc Plateau-Lassen volcanic highland of northern Califor
nia. The distribution of Quaternary igneous rocks in the Basin and Range Province shows that magma intrusion may be 
important over large areas of eastern California, western Nevada, and southwestern Utah. 

In the ESRP, Quaternary basaltic magmatism has completely replaced normal faulting as the primary extension mecha
nism. Northwest-trending volcanic rift zones with both volcanoes and dike-induced extensional structures are the surficial 
manifestations of magmatic accommodation of northeast-directed extension. In the Mono Basin, volcanism and dike intru
sion in the Mono Craters and Inyo Domes, beginning at about 40 thousand years ago, caused shutdown of normal fault slip 
o~ the adjacent portions of the Sierra Nevada range-front normal fault. Recognition of magma intrusion as the source of 
seIsmicity in place of large, normal-faulting earthquakes can greatly affect seismic-hazards assessments. Because of low 
magnitudes and long recurrence intervals, the seismic hazard associated with magma intrusion is commonly less than that 
posed by background (non-surface rupturing) tectonic seismicity. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Special problems sometimes exist for paleoseismol
ogy in extensional volcanic environments. The genetic 
relationship of structures found there to subsurface dike 
swarms and their formation in cogenetic volcanic rocks, 
typically lavas, makes them difficult to analyze with con
ventional paleoseismic field methods (Hackett and others, 
1996; Smith and others, 1996). 

In extensional volcanic regions worldwide, linear belts 
of eruptive fissures, tensile fissures, normal faults, flex
ural monoclines, and graben are developed. These struc
tures commonly develop solely as a consequence of 
magma intrusion, and magma-induced surface faults with 
co-intrusive displacements of several meters can form 
aseismically or be accompanied only by shallow, low
magnitude earthquake swarms (Brandsdottir and Einars
son, 1979). Seismicity, surface faulting, magma intrusion, 
and volcanism are expressed within many tectonic set
tings, and extension of the brittle crust is accommodated 
by a combination of normal faulting and magmatic (dike 
injection) processes (Bursik and Sieh, 1989; Forslund and 
Gudmundsson, 1991; Parsons and Thompson, 1991, 1993). 
The dike intrusion process is emphasized because dike 
intrusion is a widespread process within the upper crust, 
regardless of magma type or tectonic setting (Emerman 
and Marrett, 1990; McKenzie and others, 1992). 

If traditional methods of determining slip rates and 
maximum magnitude are applied without consideration of 
the volcanic record or of the mechanics of magma intru
sion, then the estimated frequencies and magnitudes of 
past seismic events may be overestimated. Recognition of 
volcanic rift zone structures as the surface expression of 
intrusion of dikes into the shallow subsurface and applica
tion of suitable approaches to the analysis of their seismic 
potential can prevent such exaggeration. Several areas of 
the Basin and Range Province, specifically the eastern 
Snake River Plain of Idaho, the Mono Basin area of Cali
fornia, and the Northern Nevada Rift each illustrate a 
unique response to coeval extension and magma intrusion 
into the upper crust. 

DIKE-INDUCED STRUCTURES 

Structures occurring above shallowly intruding dikes 
include fissures, fissure swarms, monoclinal flexures, nor
mal faults, and graben. In addition to structural deforma
tion, volcanic constructs also commonly occur. These 
consist of eruptive fissures, cinder/spatter cones, shield 
volcanoes, obsidian domes, and tuff rings. They typically 
occur in linear belts (figure 1), whose orientation is con
trolled by regional tectonic stress conditions. For exam
ple, those in Iceland occur along and parallel to the 
mid-Atlantic ridge. Those in the Basin and Range 
Province trend perpendicular to the regional extension 
direction and thus are parallel or subparallel to normal 
faults. 
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MECHANISM OF DIKE-INDUCED SURFACE 
DEFORMATION 

Numerical and scaled empirical experiments on dike 
intrusion provide a foundation for understanding the ori
gins of dike-induced deformational structures (figures 2 
and 3). Numerical modeling of elastic media gives infor
mation on the relations between dike geometry, stress and 
strain distribution, and surface deformation (Pollard and 
others, 1983; Marquart and Jacoby, 1985; Mastin and Pol
lard, 1988; Rubin and Pollard, 1988; Rubin, 1992; Roth, 
1993; Rubin, 1993). In numerical elastic experiments, 
dike intrusion produces a broad zone of uplift, with a nar
row subsidence zone centered above the propagating dike 
(figure 2b). The locations of displacement (or strain) max
ima are a function of the ratio of dike height (vertical 
dimension of the dike) to dike depth (distance of dike top 
below surface). Displacement or strain maxima are sym
metrical for vertical dikes, but are asymmetrical for non
vertical dikes (Pollard and others, 1983). The calculated 
stress field around the dike (Pollard and others, 1983; fig
ure 2b) is generally consistent with field and geodetic 
observations of strain along active volcanic rift zones 
undergoing dike intrusion, such as those of Iceland, 
Hawaii, and Afar (Rubin and Pollard, 1987; Rubin, 1992). 

Because real earth deformation is inelastic, normal 
faults and fissures develop where the tensile zone above 
the dike top interacts with the earth's surface (Rubin, 
1992). Although the regions alongside the propagating 
dike are under compression (figure 2b), compressional 
structures are rarely observed in nature (Pollard· and oth
ers, 1983) because the magnitude of the compressive 
stress change is small in relation to the compressive 
strength of the rocks. In contrast, tensile stress often 
exceeds tensile strength, because rocks are inherently 
weaker in tension than in compression. The investigation 
of surface faulting and the formation of other inelastic 
structures using physical analog models of dike injection 
(Mastin and Pollard, 1988) allow visualization of the 
extent and nature of deformation at various stages in the 
process (figure 3). 

CRITERIA FOR FIELD RECOGNITION 

Although discrete, dike-induced structures are mor
phologically similar to non-magmatic extensional struc
tures, several criteria can be used to recognize them in the 
field. 

1. The best criterion is the inferred or demonstrated 
relationship to cogenetic volcanic materials. In fact, struc
tures formed by dike intrusion are sometimes partially to 
completely buried by cogenetic volcanic products (usually 
lavas) that erupt when the dike reaches the surface. 

2. Extensional volcanic structures occur in diffuse 
belts several kilometers wide instead of a narrow zone 
associated with the surface expression of a normal fault 
(figure 1). 

3. A graben or two zones of non-eruptive fissures 
commonly occur symmetrically disposed about an erup
tive fissure (figure 2a). 
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Figure 1. Maps of dike-induced features in the eastern Snake River Plain (A), the island of Hawaii (B), and Iceland (C). Modifiedfrom Smith and others, 1996. 
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Figure 2. (A) Block diagram showing the relationship betvveen shallovv dikes and their sUiface manifestations. (B) Results of numerical elastic defor
mation model of dike intrusion (Rubin. 1992) are comparable to observed brittle deformationfeatures. The upper part of the diagram shmvs a vertical 
displacem.ent profile above a dike of 1 m.eter thickness, extending from 1 to 6 kilometer depth. Lower part of the diagram shov!'s the zones of compres
sive and tensile stress that de ·velop around a dike as a result ~lmagma pressure. 

4. Tensional fissures are most abundant (figures 1 and 
3), indicating that most of the deformation is purely dilata
tional. 

5. Most vertical offsets are less than 1 meter, but may 
reach several tens of meters with thick (silicic) dikes or 
with repeated injection of closely spaced dikes. 

6. Vertical displacements typically vary abruptly 
along strike, and individual faults are short (hundreds of 
meters to about 10 kilometers), commonly grading into 
monoclines or purely tensional fissures. 

7. On a regional scale, extensional magmatism pro
duces diffuse belts of volcanism, fissuring, and subdued 
normal-fault scarps. Even after millions of years of exten
sion accompanied by basaltic volcanism and dike intru
sion as in Iceland and the eastern Snake River Plain, the 
terrain is topographically subdued. This is in contrast to 
extensional provinces that lack substantial magma flux 
into the upper crust (Parsons and Thompson, 1991), where 
recurrent faulting is a primary mountain-building process 
that produces several kilometers of vertical offset, sub
stantial topographic relief, and significant rotation of 
crustal blocks. 

IMPLICATIONS FOR PALEOSEISMIC 
ANALYSIS 

Maximum Magnitudes 

There are two approaches for estimation of the maxi
mum magnitude of seismicity in volcanic rift zones. One 
is to estimate the magnitude from the rupture surface area 
of fissures and faults, and the other is to use recorded seis
micity during dike injection events in active volcanic rift 
zones as an analogy. 

The mechanism of formation of faults and fissures in 
volcanic rift zones (figures 2 and 3) limits the down-dip 
extent to a shallow zone above the associated dike top. 
This zone is commonly only a few hundred meters to 
about 2 kilometers deep and is not likely to exceed about 5 
kilometers , consistent with the depth to the level of neutral 
buoyancy (Ryan 1987; Rubin, 1992). Even so, estimation 
of the maximum magnitude from rupture surface area is 

Simulated Dike 

dike 

Figure 3. Sketch of results of physical analog experiments ~f M(/sti/ i 
and Pollard (1988) . 

an extremely conservative approach because slip typically 
does not occur instantaneously across an entire fault 01 

fissure surface during a dike injection event. Instead, 
movement gradually (about 0.5 mis, the velocity of dike 
propagation) traverses the shallow subsurface as a migrat
ing swarm of low-magnitude earthquakes around and 
above the propagating dike. 

Geochronology and Recurrence 

In contrast to the poorly consolidated sedimentary 
materials that are shed from rising normal faults and that 
are typically sought for paleoseismic analysis, vo.l-
canogenic structures are commonly developed in volc~nlC 
bedrock which is composed of strongly lithified matena1s 
that do not produce well-developed colluvial wedges. 
Therefore, magma-induced structures should be carefullY 
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chosen for analysis and geochronometry. It is often more 
productive t.o demOl~strate cogenetic or relative relati?ns 
with volcamc deposIts, rather than to attempt excavatIOn 
and dating of the deformational features themselves. 

Since dike-induced faults may lack sufficient dis
placement or suit~b~e materials for the ~evelopment of 
colluvial wedges, It IS often more productIve, as an alter
native to the excavation and direct dating of dike-induced 
faults and fissures, to focus on mapping and dating the 
associated volcanic materials. Because earthquakes occur 
as a consequence of dike injection during magmatic cyc
les, earthquake recurrence can be estimated by establish
ing the recurrence interval of volcanic cycles. This re
quires thorough knowledge o~ volcanic processes and. the 
regional patterns of volcamsm, and should take mto 
account the nature of vent clusters (single dikes can pro
duce several aligned vents). 

Even when precise and sufficient age determinations 
are available from volcanic rocks to confidently establish 
volcanic recurrence intervals, the information is not analo
gous to that established by paleo seismic studies of i~di
vidual normal faults. Each cycle of recurrent volcanIsm 
may involve several dike-injection events, and each event 
in turn mayor may not generate earthquake swarms. Con
servatism is introduced by assuming only one vent per 
dike-injection episode, and by adopting a maximum mag
nitude that is consistent with the largest measured fault 
dimensions. Added conservatism is introduced by assum
ing that each dike-intrusion episode produces a maximum 
magnitude earthquake, even though observed seismicity 
of numerous dike-intrusion episodes indicates substantial 
variation in maximum magnitude (tables 1 and 2). 

Figu!"e 4. Location of example areas discussed in text. Physiographic 
provinces of the western United States for reference. 
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EXAMPLES FROM THE BASIN AND RANGE 
PROVINCE 

Eastern Snake River Plain, Idaho 

The eastern Snake River Plain (ESRP) volcanic 
province transects the northeastern part of the Basin and 
Range Province (figure 4). Active basin-and-range nor
mal faults die out near the margin of the ESRP (figure 5) 
and dike-induced faults within volcanic rift zones occur 
on the ESRP. Seismic-hazards assessments for the INEEL, 
which occurs near the northeastern boundary of the ESRP, 
must consider both tectonic normal faults and dike
induced fractures as seismic sources. Additional sources 
are also considered, including background seislnicity in 
both the Basin and Range Province and the ESRP. The 
seismic hazard from the tectonic normal faults have been 
addressed by trenching investigations, mapping of Quater
nary deposits along the faults, and detailed structural map
ping of the faults. 

In order to assess the seismic hazard from volcanic rift 
zones, we have developed and applied the approaches 
described in this paper. The approaches facilitate estima
tion of both the maximum magnitude and recurrence for 
dike-induced seismicity. 

Maximum Magnitude 

The upper-bound maximum magnitude for seismicity 
in the eastern Snake River Plain volcanic rift zones is 
assessed to be Mw 5.5 (tables 1 and 2, and figure 6). 

Recurrence 

Recurrence intervals of seismicity were determined 
from estimated recurrence intervals of volcanic cycles 
(table 3). Existing whole rock KI Ar age determinations of 
ESRP basalts (Kuntz and others, 1994) and an indepen
dent TL age (Forman and others, 1993, 1994) of the Quak
ing Aspen Butte lava flow in the Arco volcanic rift zone 
(figure 1) were used to determine the time period during 
which each of the volcanic rift zones was active. This 
information was augmented by existing whole rock KI Ar 
and paleomagnetic age determinations from two drill 
holes (Champion and others, 1988). The drill-hole infor
mation serves as an independent check for volcanic recur
rence intervals determined for volcanic rift zones. 

Counting of individual volcanic vents or groups of 
vents within each of the volcanic rift zones allows estilna
tion of the average time between volcanic cycles and the 
annual probabilities of recurrence (table 3). Since the 
injection of a single dike can produce several volcanic 
vents along or near its trace, there is some judglnent 
involved in estilnating the number of volcanic cycles. 
Criteria for grouping vents into individual dike intrusion 
events include spatial proximity, geometric alignment, 
and petrographic and chemical similarities. 

Recurrence intervals for volcanic zones on or suffi
ciently near INEEL to pose a seismic hazard to facilities 
range from about 16 thousand to 100 thousand years 
(table 3). The estimation of these numbers is similar to 
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Table 1. Maximum magnitudes and focal depths of earthquakes associated with dike intrusiona• 

MAGMATIC MAXIMUM FOCAL DEPTH(S)e 
LOCATIONb EVENfC (Year) MAGNITUDEd (lan) REFERENCES 

Iceland 
Krafla 
Krafla 
Krafla 

Hawaii, USA 
Kilauea Rift Zones 
East 
East 
East 
East 
Southwest 
East 
East 
East 
Southwest 
East 

Africa 
Asal, Afar 

New Zealand 
Taupa Volcanic Zoneh 

Taupa Volcanic Zoneh 

Italy 
Mt. Etna 
Mt. Etna 

1975-76 
1977 
1978 

1965 
1968, Aug. 
1968, Oct. 

1969 
1975 

1976-77 
1980, Aug. 
1980, Nov. 

1981 
1982 

1978 

1964-65 
1983 

1989 
1991 

5.0f 

3.8f 

4.1 f 

4.4 (M].) 
3.3 
3.1 
4.7 
3.0 
4.0 

3.0 (Mc)g 
3.1 (Mc)g 
3.4 (Mc)g 
3.0 (Mc)g 

5.3(mb) 

4.6 
4.3 

3.3(ML) 
3.3(ML) 

Mean ± sigma; n=18 i 3.8 ± 0.8 
a - Modified from Hackett and others, (1996). 

0-4 1.2 
0-6 3 
1-4 4 

0-8 5 
<5 6 
<6 6 
<7 7 
ru 8 

<10 8 
0.5-3 9 
0.7-4 9 

1-2 9 
0.5-3 9 

0-6 10, 11 

4-8 12 
6-10 12 

<4 13,14 
<6 15 

b - Worldwide dike-injection events associated with mafic magma except for Mono craters which is associated with silicic 
magma and Mt. Etna which is associated with intermediate magma. Composition of magma for New Zealand episodes are 
unknown. 

c - An episode of dike-injection as defined in text under Section 3.3. 
d - Maximum magnitude reported for the dike-injection event. Magnitudes: ML - Local or Richter; Mc - Coda; mb - Body-wave; 

Ms - Surface-wave. No definition of magnitude scale was reported for values without magnitude designation. 

e - Depth range of seismicity and maximum magnitude earthquake associated with the dike-intrusion event. 
f - Einarsson (1991) reports earthquakes of magnitude ~ 5.0 are usually associated with caldera deflation events and magnitude 

~ 4.0 with dike injection at Krafla. 
g - Coda magnitudes greater than amplitude magnitudes for these events (Nakata and others, 1982; Tanigawa and others, 1981, 

1983). 
h - This earthquake is interpreted to have triggered magma movement, but was part of an earthquake swarm that began about 

10 days prior to a dike-fed submarine eruption (10, 11, 12). 
j - Associated with or triggered by dike intrusion, or possibly associated with tectonic subsidence of the basin (15). 
k - Minimum estimate of the largest of five historic earthquakes based on liquefaction deposits produced by earthquakes 

equivocally associated with dike intrusion or tectonic faults (16). 
I - Mean and one standard deviation computed based on magnitudes as presented without Mono Craters because its a minimum 

estimate. 
nd - No data obtained. 
References: (1) Einarsson & Bjomsson, 1979; (2) Bjomsson and others, 1977; (3) Brandsdottir and Einarsson, 1979; (4) Einarsson 
and Brandsdottir, 1980; (5) Bosher and Duennebier, 1985; (6) Jackson and others, 1975; (7) Swanson and others, 1976; (8) Dzurisin 
and others, 1980; (9) Karpin and Thurber, 1987; (10) Okada and Yamamato, 1991; (11) Takeo, 1992; (12) Oura and others, 1992; 
(13) Abdallah and others, 1979; (14) Lepine and Him, 1992;(15) Grindley and Hull, 1986; (16) Sieh and Bursik, 1986; (17) 
Bonaccorso and Davis, 1993; (18) Barberi and others, 1990; (19) Ferrucci and Patane, 1993. 
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Table 2. Maximum magnitudes calculated from normal fault and fissure dimensions in volcanic rift zones. 

Moment Magnitudes (My 
Eastern Snake River 

Plain, Idaho Normal Faults Surface Length Fault Width Rupture Area Rupture Area 
Volcanic Rift Zone or Fissures (km) (kmt SL X DDT SLXLNBc 

Great Rift Fissure 6.4 3.6 5.0 5.8 
Fissure 6.6 4.1 5.4 6.0 
Fissure 6.3 4.1 5.1 5.7 

Arco Fault 5.9 2.5 4.1 5.3 
Fault 5.7 nc nc 6.4 
Fault 5.6 2.5 4.8 5.6 
Fault 4.9 nc nc 5.6 

Fissure 4.9 nc nc 5.6 
Fissure 5.5 nc nc 6.2 
Fissure 5.2 nc nc 5.9 
Fissure 4.5 nc nc 5.2 
Fissure 4.7 nc nc 5.4 
Fissure 5.1 nc nc 5.8 

Howe-East Butte- Fissure 4.8 nc nc 5.5 
Fissure 5.3 nc nc 6.0 

Lava Ridge- Fissure 6.4 3.8 5.1 5.8 
Hells Half Acre 

Fissure 5.2 nc nc 5.9 
Spencer- Fault 6.3 3.4 4.8 5.7 

High Point 
Fault 6.2 4.3 5.1 5.6 
Fault 6.2 4.1 5.1 5.6 
Fault 6.3 4.6 5.3 5.7 
Fault 5.7 2.9 4.1 5.2 

LNBc na 5.4 na na 

Mean ± sigma 5.6 ± 0.7 3.8 ±0.9 4.9 ± 0.4 5.7 ± 0.3 

Range of Values 4.5 - 6.6 2.5 - 4.6 4.1 -5.4 5.2 - 6.4 

SL - Surface length; FW - Fault width; DDT- Depth to the dike top; LNB- Level of neutral buoyancy. 
DC - Not calculated because only on fissure offault exposed and therefore the depth to the dike top could not be estimated (Jackson, 1994). 
na - Not applicable. 
a - Maximum magnitudes calculated by Jackson (1994) using empirical relationships of Wells and Coppersmith (1994) for surface length, 
fault width, and rupture area. 
b - Fault widths were calculated using graben widths to estimate the depths to the dike top (Jackson, 1994). 
c - A fault width of 4.0 km (Jackson, 1994) was used for the level of neutral buoyancy (Ryan, 1987) or depth extent of low tensile strength 
where dikes propagate within the upper crust (GudmundssoD, 1984). 
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Figure 5. Map of the eastern Snake River Plain showing locations of volcanic rift zones, Holocene volcanic fields, and Basin and Range normal 
faults. 



Table 3. Estimated volcanic recurrence intervals/or volcanic rift zones and borehole sites in the INEL area. 

VOLCANIC ZONE DATA TIME INTERVAL NUMBER OF VENTS, COMMENTS ESTIMATED 
OR BOREHOLE SOURCES OF VOLCANISM FISSURES, OR FLOW RECURRENCE 

(yrs before present) GROUPS INTERVAL 
Great Rift Kuntz and others, 2,100 - 15,000 yrs > 100 vents No impact on INEL; 2000 yrs 
(25 km southwest of INEL) 1986, 1988 (radiocarbon dating) 8 Holocene eruptive periods most recently and frequently (5 x 10-4, yr)* 

(each lasting a few decades active of all ESRP rift zones; 
or centuries, and each thus provides minimum-
including multiple flows and recurrence for entire ESRP; most 
cones). probable area of future ESRP 

volcanism 
Axial Volcanic Zone Kuntz and others, 5,000 - 730,000 yrs 73 vents and fissure sets; Could affect much of southern 16,000 yrs 
(southern INEL) 1986, 1994 (K-Ar dating; radiocarbon; 4 Holocene lava fields, INEL; most recently and (6.2 x 1 0-5 'yr) 

paleomagnetic data) 3 of them shared by volcanic frequently active of all volcanic 
rift zones. zones that could impact INEL 
45 cogenetic ventlfiss gps 

Arco Kuntz, 1978; 10,000 - 600,000 yrs 83 vents & fissure sets; Volcanism could affect 17,000 yrs 
Volcanic Rift Zone Smith and others, (radiocarbon, K-Ar, and Tl 2 Holocene lava fields. southwestern INEl (5.9 x 10-5 I yr) 
(southwestern INEL) 1989; Kuntz and dating; paleomagnetic 35 cogenetic ventlfiss gps 

others, 1994 data) 
Lava Ridge-Hells Half Kuntz and others, 5,000 - 1,200,000 yrs 48 vents & fissure sets; Could affect northern & eastern 40,000 yrs 
Acre Volcanic Rift 1986, 1994 (K-Ar dating; radiocarbon; 1 Holocene lava field: INEl; extremely long eruptive (2.5 x 1 0-5 I yr) 
Zone (Includes Circle paleomagnetic data) Hells Half Acre. history; includes oldest and 
Butte/Kettle Butte 30 cogenetic ventlfiss gps youngest basalts in the INEl 
Volcanic Rift Zone) area 
(north & east INEL) 
Howe-East Butte Kuntz, 1978, 230,000 - 730,000 yrs 7 vents & fissure sets. Old, poorly exposed and 100,000 yrs 
Volcanic Rift Zone 1992; Golder (K-Ar dating; no Holocene features. sediment-covered; identifi~d in (1 x 10-5 I yr) 
(central INEL) Associates, 1992 paleomagnetic data) 5 cogenetic ventlfissure part by subsurface geophysical 

groups anomalies 
Borehole Champion and 230,000 - 640,000 yrs 9 lava-flow groups Dates from 600-foot interval of 45,000 yrs 
NPR SITE E others, 1988 (K-Ar dating; (each group contains subsurface lavas give recur- (2.2 x 10-5 I yr) 
(south-centraIINEL) paleomagnetic data) multiple flows, erupted over rence estimate consistent with 

a short time) surficial geology of the area 
Borehole Kuntz, 1978; 100,000 - 565,000 yrs 11 lava-flow groups (each Dates from 600-foot interval of 45000 yrs 
RWMC 77-1 Anderson and (K-Ar and TL dating; group contains mUhiple subsurface lavas give longer (2.2 x 10-5 'yr) 
(southwestern INEL) Lewis, 1989 paleomagnetic data) flows, erupted over a short recurrence interval than nearby 

time) Arco and Axial zones, reflecting 
flow-group (sub-surface) vs. 
vent-counting (surface geology) 
approaches 

*annual probabilities of occurrence given in parantheses 
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Figure 6. Graphical representation of maximum magnitudes calcu
lated using Wells and Coppersmith 's (1994) empirical relationships 
and dimensions of dike-induced normalfaults andfissures in (A) active 
volcanic rift zones and (B) eastern Snake River Plain volcanic rift 
zones. Shaded band represents the range of the mean and one stan
dard deviation of maximum magnitudes. (M 3.8 ± 0.8) observed for 
dike intrusion episodes worldwide. Adapted from Jackson (1994). 

the estimation of slip rate for certain time periods on tec
tonic faults, but is different in one important aspect. The 
average recurrence intervals resulting from the analysis of 
separate volcanic cycles, each of which lasted several 
years to several hundred years (Kuntz and others, 1992). 
During those times, one to many dike intrusion events 
occurred and each was accompanied by a migrating 
swarm of seismicity. 

Mono Basin, California 

Bursik and Sieh (1989) used dated glacial deposits in 
the Sierran range-front fault system and radiocarbon dat
ing of volcanic activity in Mono Basin (figure 4) to show 
that tectonic faulting in the range-front ceased in the latest 
Pleistocene and Holocene when dike intrusion began to 
accommodate extension. As volcanism began in Mono 
Craters at about 40 thousand years ago those tectonic nor
mal faults directly to the west of the area of volcanism 
ceased movement. As the volcanism spread southward 
into the Inyo Domes area and northward into the Mono 
Lake area during the latest Pleistocene and Holocene time, 
the shutdown of fault activity also spread to the south and 
to the north. 

Northern Nevada Rift 

The Miocene Northern Nevada Rift (figure 4) is char
acterized by large swarms of mafic dikes that are apparent 
in magnetic anomalies and in outcrop (Zoback and others, 
1994). Scores of dikes ranging in thickness up to 250 
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meters are exposed in swarms in the Cortez Range and in 
the Roberts Mountains. They were emplaced about 14 to 
17 million years ago, coincident with the eruption of 
Columbia Plateau basalts, and must have accommodated a 
large portion of early basin-and-range extension. 

Modoc Plateau, California 

The northwestern part of the Basin and Range 
Province encroaches upon the southern end of the Cas
cade volcanic arc in the Modoc Plateau area of northeast
ern California (figure 4). Late Tertiary through Holocene 
volcanic rocks erupted from numerous vents cover the 
plateau and normal faulting extends westward across the 
plateau to the eastern foot of the Cascades. Pleistocene to 
Holocene volcanic centers, such as Lassen Peak and Med
icine Lake, contain numerous volcanic vents, often 
aligned parallel to normal faults in the region. The 
decreased abundance of basin-and-range faults in the 
vicinity of these volcanic centers invites speculation. On 
a regional scale, Guffanti and others (1990) suggest that 
onset of extension triggered widespread volcanism. At 
Medicine Lake, Dzurisin and others (1991) propose that 
recent seismicity and faulting are caused by a combination 
of volcanic loading of the crust and basin-and-range 
extension. Our suggestion is that vertical feeder dikes 
accommodate extension in the vicinity of the volcanic 
centers, while normal faulting is the extensional mecha
nism elsewhere. 

Yucca Mountain, Nevada 

Quaternary extension in the Yucca Mountain area (fig
ure 4) has been accommodated by a combination of nor
mal faulting and basaltic dike intrusion. The intrusion of 
basaltic feeder dikes for two north- to northeast-trending 
volcanic alignments in Crater Flat (one at -4 Myr and one 
at -1 Myr; Faulds and others, 1994; Perry, 1994) and for 
the Lathrop Wells volcano (-100 kyr; Turrin and others, 
1991) may help to explain the relatively low slip rates 
(0.01 to 0.02 mmlyear; Menges and others, 1994) of faults 
in and near the Yucca Mountain block 

CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY 

The potential for seismicity associated with structures 
in extensional volcanic terrains can be assessed using an 
approach that recognizes their genetic relationship to 
intrusion of dikes in the shallow subsurface and to coge
netic volcanic products. The most successful approaches 
are not typical of paleo seismic assessments of tectonic 
faults. Recurrence relationships of volcanic cycles deter
mined from dating the volcanic products are used in place 
of recurrence intervals for individual earthquakes deter
mined from investigations of colluvial wedges and fault
scarp morphology in unconsolidated deposits. Procedures 
for dating of individual fissures and scarps in volcanic rift 
zones are proposed but not yet tested; they have potential 
problems involving complexities of sediment accumula
tion and fissure/fault development. 
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Maximum magnitudes of intrusion-related seismicity 
can be conservatively estimated by determination of 
fault/fissure surface areas based on limitation of down-dip 
extent to the region between the dike top and the surface 
(usually < 5 km). Such magnitude estimations are usually 
greater than those instrumentally observed during dike in
trusion events in active volcanic rift zones. 

Application of the approaches discussed in this paper 
to dike-induced faults and fissures of the ESRP have been 
used to assess their seismic potential. In probabilistic 
seismic-hazards assessments, dike-induced seismicity in 
the INEEL area is shown to be a minor contributor to the 
total hazard because of the long recurrence intervals and 
low to moderate magnitudes. 

The distribution of late Quaternary and Holocene vol
canic rocks in the Basin and Range Province (Leudke and 
Smith, 1991) indicates that magma intrusion may have a 
significant influence on fault movement and seismic haz
ards in many areas of the Basin and Range Province. 
Places where dike intrusion has been demonstrated to af
fect tectonic activity and seismic hazards include the east
ern Snake River Plain and the Sierra range front near 
Mono Basin. We speculate that dike intrusion in several 
other areas of the Basin and Range Province will eventu
ally be shown to have a significant effect on seismicity 
and seismic hazards. 
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ABSTRACT 

Quaternary normal faults with very low slip rates (i.e., 10-1 mm/yr to 10-4 mmlyr) and long recurrence intervals for sur
face-rupturing events have been documented in the Basin and Range Province, Rio Grande rift, Sierra Nevada, and south
ern Rocky Mountains. We propose that the slow extension represented by these faults primarily is driven by lithospheric 
gravitational potential energy (PE). Previous work has shown that over much of the Basin and Range, estimated magni
tudes of PE are capable of driving extensional strain rates of 10-16/s to 10-15/s, similar to province-wide average extension 
rates measured by geodetic and geologic techniques. The Sierra Nevada and southern Rocky Mountains are characterized 
by high values of PE similar to the Basin and Range, which should give rise to comparable horizontal deviatoric tensile 
stresses. However, the lithosphere in these regions is significantly thicker, colder, and stronger than in the Basin and 
Range, and thus is able to support large tensile forces without deforming at equally high rates. Based on our estimates of 
the average strength of the Sierra Nevada and southern Rocky Mountains lithosphere, the PE available to drive deforma
tion in these regions is sufficient to produce average extension rates of 10-18/s to 10-17/s, at least an order of magnitude less 
than the average extension rates across the Basin and Range. Local estimates of long-term avera~e late Cenozoic exten
sion rates across these regions, from available geologic and paleoseismic data, are also about 10- 8/S to 10-17/s, which is 
similar to the model predictions at the order-of-magnitude level. Implications of this model for seismic hazards include the 
following: (1) large areas of the southwestern United States are subject to intrinsic, gravitationally derived tensile forces 
that are available to drive deformation; (2) average strain rates driven by buoyancy forces are strongly influenced by lithos
pheric strength; and (3) very slow, gravity-driven lithospheric extension can be accommodated by moderate to large mag
nitude earthquakes with return periods of 104 to 105 years. 

INTRODUCTION 

In this paper we discuss the significance of active, low 
slip-rate normal faults in mountainous areas of the west
ern United States. In contrast to plate boundary structures 
(e.g., the San Andreas fault system in western California) 
and zones of localized deformation in the interior of the 
Cordillera (e.g., the Wasatch fault system in Utah), where 
active faults exhibit slip rates on the order of mm/yr to 
tens of mm/yr, low slip-rate faults in some regions of the 
western United States exhibit slip rates on the order of 
10-1 to 10-4 mmlyr. Such structures have been recognized 
and documented by numerous seismic-hazard studies in 
the mountains of California and Colorado (e.g., Wood
ward-Clyde Consultants, 1977 a, 1977b; Dames and 
Moore, 1981; Denver Water Department, 1986; Page and 
others, 1995; William Lettis & Associates and Pacific Gas 
and Electric Company, 1996), and locally they are recog-

nized as potentially significant seismic sources for engi
neered and critical facilities. To date, however, low slip
rate normal faults have not been the subject of focused 
research to place them in a regional tectonic context, or to 
evaluate quantitatively the forces driving the active - but 
very slow - extensional deformation of the lithosphere. 

We propose that low slip-rate normal faults in the 
southwestern United States primarily are driven by tensile 
forces arising from horizontal variations in gravitational 
potential energy (LlPE) in the lithosphere. These forces 
(commonly referred to as buoyancy forces) are intrinsic to 
the lithosphere, and are distinct from stresses that arise 
from tractions acting on the margins or base of a lithos
pheric plate. In the following sections, we first summa
rize previous work by Jones and others (1996) that 
evaluates the magnitude of buoyancy forces available to 
drive deformation in the southwestern United States, and 
relates those forces to average strain rates through esti-
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mates of lithospheric strength. We discuss the implica
tions of relatively strong lithosphere for limiting the rate 
of gravity-driven extension in the Cordilleran interior. We 
then describe characteristics of very low slip-rate faults in 
the Sierra Nevada and southern Rocky Mountains, and 
compare local geologic estimates of strain rates in these 
regions with the predictions of our model. Finally, we dis
cuss implications of this model for seismic hazards in 
areas of slow lithospheric extension. 

DRIVING FORCES FOR ACTIVE DEFORMA
TION OF THE CORDILLERAN INTERIOR 

It has long been recognized that gravitational body 
forces acting on the lithosphere can give rise to large hori
zontal forces (i.e., buoyancy forces) that are capable of 
driving deformation in continental interiors (Artyushkov, 
1973; Fleitout and Froidevaux, 1982; Molnar and Lyon
Caen, 1988; England and Jackson, 1989). Under the 
assumption of isostatic compensation of topography, it 
can be shown that these forces arise from lateral variations 
in the gravitational potential energy (L~PE) of the lithos
phere. The primary effect of these forces is to thicken or 
thin the lithosphere (i.e., drive horizontal extension or 
contraction). In two dimensions, horizontal gradients in 
the rate of PE-driven extension or contraction may be 
accommodated by strike-slip faulting, but this is likely to 
be a local effect subordinate to regional lithospheric thick
ening or thinning. Buoyancy forces have been invoked by 
many workers to explain the Tertiary extensional "col
lapse" of the hinterland of the Mesozoic-early Tertiary 
Cordilleran orogen (Molnar and Chen, 1983; Coney and 
Harms, 1984; Sonder and others, 1987). 

Jones and others (1996) developed a method for cal
culating buoyancy forces from seismic observations of 
lithospheric structure. Their approach consists of the fol
lowing steps: 
(1) Derive vertical density profiles of the crust from seis

mic velocity models by using empirical relations 
between seismic P-wave velocity and rock density 
(Christensen and Mooney, 1995); 

(2) Use the vertical crustal density profile to calculate the 
crustal contribution to PE relative to a reference 
asthenospheric column; 

(3) Use the crustal density distribution to solve for the 
mass excess in the mantle that contributes to mean 
buoyant elevation of the region relative to a reference 
asthenospheric column; 

(4) Using a reasonable model for the distribution of the 
excess mass in the upper mantle, calculate the mantle 
contribution to PE relative to the reference asthenos
pheric column; 

(5) Sum the crustal and mantle contributions to ~PE to 
calculate the buoyancy force available to drive defor
mation. 
U sing this approach, Jones and others (1996) mapped 

the present distribution and magnitude of these forces in 
the southwestern United States (figure 1). They showed 
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that areas associated with large positive buoyancy forces 
like the Basin and Range Province and Rio Grande rift 
correlate with areas of active extension or areas in a state 
of horizontal deviatoric tension but not extending signifi
cantly (Zoback and Zoback, 1989). Similarly, areas asso
ciated with negative buoyancy forces like the Transverse 
Ranges of southern California and the western Great 
Plains are actively shortening or are in a state of horizon
tal compressive deviatoric stress. 

As an additional test of this hypothesis, Jones and oth
ers (1996) presented simple calculations showing that 
observed strain rates in the southwestern United States are 
compatible with strain rates that are predicted by applying 
the calculated buoyancy forces to a lithospheric column 
with vertically averaged rheology. For example, the mean 
calculated tensile buoyancy force in the northern Basin 
and Range is approximately 1.5 x 1012 Nlm (Jones and 
others, 1996; figures 1 and 2). Although the predicted 
horizontal strain rate is highly dependent on assumptions 
about the strength of the lithosphere, which in turn 
depends on rheology, thermal state, and pore fluid pres
sure, most models of the lithospheric strength of the Basin 
and Range predict that tensile buoyancy forces of about 
1012 Nlm are sufficient to produce extensional strain rates 
ranging between 10-14/s and 10-16/s (Sonder and England, 
1986; Kusznir and Park, 1987; Lynch and Morgan, 1987; 
Jones and others, 1996) (figure 2). These rates are consis
tent with observed strain rates of 10-15/s to 10-16/s across 
the Basin and Range determined by analysis of seismicity 
and geodetic data (Eddington and others, 1987; Ward, 
1990; Argus and Gordon, 1991), and thus are consistent 
with the hypothesis that buoyancy-driven deformation is 
an important factor in modem Cordilleran tectonics (Jones 
and others, 1996). 

THE ROLE OF LITHOSPHERIC STRENGTH 
IN GOVERNING REGIONAL STRAIN RATES 

In addition to explaining the style and rate of active 
deformation in the Basin and Range, the PE-based 
approach can explain the lack of geologically significant 
deformation in other regions of the Cordillera SUbjected to 
large tensile buoyancy forces. For example, the southern 
Rocky Mountains and Colorado Plateau are regions of 
high positive ~PE (figure 1), implying the presence of ten
sile buoyancy forces similar to those of the Basin and 
Range. Unlike the Basin and Range, however, the south
ern Rockies and the Colorado Plateau are not regions of 
significant active extension (here defmed as rates ~~ 10-16 Is), 
nor have they been subjected to large extensional strains 
during the Tertiary. Jones and others (1996) suggested 
that these regions are deforming more slowly than the 
Great Basin because the underlying lithosphere is stronger 
and able to support high buoyancy forces without deform
ing at rates that are high enough to result in significant 
geomorphic expression of active faulting. For example, 
estimates of the vertically averaged lithospheric strength 
in the Colorado Plateau (figure 2) show that the calculated 
buoyancy force is not sufficient to produce geologically 
significant deformation. In the case of the southern Rocky 
Mountains, the predicted extensional strain rates for the 
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Figure 1. a) Topographic map of the southwestern United States with physiographic province boundaries (modified from color version in Jones and 
others, 1996); b) Contour plot of buoyancy force (ME) for the southwestern United States (nwdified from color version in Jones and others, 1996). 
Contours grayed outside area of some control to show extrapolated !J.PE values. 
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Figure 2. Strength plots for various regions of the western Cordillera 
that show the magnitude of buoyancy force (ME) necessary to deform 
a unit column of lithosphere at a given horizontal extensional strain 
rate. Shaded regions indicate the range of gravitational potential 
energy available to drive deformation (from figure 1 .. see also Jones 
and others, 1996). Strain rates were calculated for given magnitudes 
of buoyancy force, following Sonder and England (1986), by assuming 
a brittle upper crustal rheology governed by Byerlee's law with hydro
static pore fluid pressure, and a ductile lower crust and upper mantle 
governed by creep mechanisms. Free parameters include crustal thick
ness (LeY, lithospheric stress state (compressional or extensional), 
Moho temperature (T M)' depth to the brittle/ductile transition (ZBD)' 
and mantle thermal gradient (y). 
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calculated tensile buoyancy force is approximately 10-18
/S 

to 10-17/s (figure 2), which is at least one order of magni
tude lower than the predicted and observed extensional 
strain rates in the Basin and Range Province. 

Regions that are deforming at such low rates most 
likely will exhibit low or negligible rates of seismicity and 
surface faulting. To illustrate the relationship between 
very slow tectonic deformation and rates of seismicity, 
consider the following scenario. An average lithospheric 
strain rate of 10-16/s across a 100-kilometer-wide region is 
equivalent to an integrated extensional velocity of about 
0.3 mm/yr. If there are no vertical gradients in horizontal 
velocity through the lithosphere, and if this extension rate 
is accommodated along a given transect across the region 
by seismic slip on a single normal fault that typically rup
tures in Mw 7 events (i.e., average coseismic displacement 
of about one meter; Wells and Coppersmith, 1994), then 
the implied average return period for such events is about 
2,400 years. If the average extensional strain rate across 
the region is an order of magnitude lower (i.e., 10-17/s), 
then the predicted return period for Mw 7 events is at least 
20,000 years. Longer return periods are possible if the 
extension is distributed among several faults; if the aver
age slip per event is greater than one meter; and/or if the 
average regional strain rate is lower than 10-17 Is. 

SLOW LITHOSPHERIC EXTENSION IN THE 
SIERRA NEVADA AND SOUTHERN ROCKY 

MOUNTAINS 

The hypothetical example discussed above suggests 
that very slow, gravity-driven lithospheric extension at 
rates of 10-16

/S (or lower) can be accommodated by infre
quent earthquakes with return periods of thousands of 
years (or longer). This scenario is consistent with geo
logic and paleo seismic observations of late Cenozoic nor
mal fault activity in many areas of the Cordillera east of 
the Central Valley in California. In the following section, 
we evaluate the hypothesis that low slip-rate normal faults 
accommodate gravity-driven extension with geologic data 
from the northern Sierra Nevada in California and the 
Front Range in central Colorado. We first describe char
acteristics of Quaternary faulting and seismicity in these 
regions, then estimate long-term average horizontal exten
sion rates accommodated by low slip-rate normal faults. 
Finally, we compare the estimated extension rates with 
predictions from the PE model (Jones and others, 1996). 

Characteristics of Low Slip-Rate Normal Faults 

Examples From the Sierra Nevada, California 

Some of the best-documented examples of low slip
rate normal faults are located in the Sierra Nevada range, 
eastern California. Although the Sierra Nevada is inter
preted to be a relatively rigid, tectonically stable block 
that is translating northwestward with respect to stable 
North American as a discrete microplate (Ward, 1990; 
Argus and Gordon, 1991), regional seismic-hazard studie~ 
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have identified numerous faults within the range that have 
been active since the late Neogene, and which have 
accommodated minor distributed extension (Woodward
Clyde Consultants, 1977a, 1977b; William Lettis & Asso
ciates and Pacific Gas and Electric Company, 1996). A 
recent compilation that draws on unpublished consulting 
studies to document these structures is provided by Jen
nings (1994). 

Late Cenozoic normal faults within the Sierra Nevada 
are commonly, though not exclusively, located along the 
traces of Mesozoic contractional faults (Woodward-Clyde 
Consultants, 1977a, 1977b; Bartow, 1980). Several late 
Cenozoic faults have been identified along the Foothills 
fault system (Jennings, 1994), a northwest-trending belt of 
Mesozoic faults that can be traced for approximately 300 
kilometers along the central and northern foothills of the 
western Sierran slope (Clark, 1960). Other examples of 
late Cenozoic activity have been recognized along the 
trends of faults at higher elevations on the western Sierran 
slope (Jennings, 1994) that formed during the late Jurassic 
Nevadan orogeny (Day and others, 1988). In many cases, 
cumulative late Cenozoic vertical separation on the faults 
within the Sierran block is well constrained by displace
ments of dated Neogene volcanic flows (e.g., Woodward
Clyde Consultants, 1977a, 1977b; Page and others, 1995). 
These data indicate lonp-term average slip rates ranging 
from 10-4 mm/yr to 10- mm/yr, with the lower slip rates 
generally associated with faults to the west in the Sierran 
foothills. Detailed geomorphic, stratigraphic, and paleo
seismic investigations provide evidence for Quaternary 
surface-faulting activity on many of these structures 
(Woodward-Clyde Consultants, 1977a, 1977b; Page and 
others, 1995; William Lettis & Associates and Pacific Gas 
and Electric Company, 1996). 

Seismologic studies show that the Sierran block is a 
persistent source of low-level seismicity (Hill and others, 
1991; Uhrhammer, 1991; William Lettis & Associates and 
Pacific Gas and Electric Company, 1996). Focal mecha
nisms from microearthquakes and small to moderate mag
nitude events generally indicate normal faulting. The 
1975 Oroville earthquake (M 5.7) produced west -side
down normal displacement on a north-striking fault in the 
northern Sierra foothills and minor surface rupture along 
one of the strands of the Foothills fault system (Bufe and 
others, 1976; Clarke and others, 1976; Marks and Lindh, 
1978). South of Oroville, Cramer and others (1978) 
described small earthquakes in the Sierran foothills. 
Swarms of events with normal faulting focal mechanisms 
also have been recorded in the Soda Springs area west of 
Truckee, California (Martinelli, 1989; William Lettis & 
Associates and Pacific Gas and Electric Company, 1996). 
A very well-documented example of seismogenic normal 
faulting in the higher parts of the southern Sierra Nevada 
is the 1983-84 Durrwood Meadows swarm (Jones and 
Dollar, 1986). Although the Oroville, Soda Springs, and 
Durrwood Meadows events generally accommodate nor
mal faulting and crustal extension at seismogenic depths, 
it should be noted that limited paleo seismic studies of late 
Cenozoic faults in the Sierra indicate the sense of slip 
observed at the surface is commonly oblique slip or strike 
slip (T. Sawyer, personal communication, 1997). 

Examples ,From the Southern Rocky Mountains, 
Colorado 
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Late Cenozoic low slip-rate faults also have been doc
umented in the southern Rocky Mountains, where they 
commonly are associated with contractional structures of 
the Mesozoic Sevier orogeny (Royse and others, 1975; 
West, 1993), and the latest Cretaceous-early Tertiary 
Laramide orogeny (Sales, 1983; Dickson, 1986; Shaffer 
and Williamson, 1986). In many cases, extensional reacti
vation of the older thrust faults has led to the development 
of Neogene and Quaternary basins (Izett, 1975), and in 
more extreme cases, the "collapse" or "foundering" of 
basement-cored structural uplifts (Sales, 1983). Examples 
include development of the Rocky Mountain trench 
(Royse and others, 1975) and late Cenozoic normal fault
ing in the Uinta Mountains (Hansen, 1986). 

Geologic studies (Witkind, 1976; Kirkham and 
Rogers, 1981; Colman, 1985), and in particular detailed 
seismic-hazard assessments conducted during the mid-
1980s (e.g., Denver Water Department, 1986), have docu
mented Quaternary extensional reactivation of several 
Laramide thrust and reverse faults in the Front Range of 
northern and central Colorado, including: the Golden fault 
(Kirkham, 1977), the Rampart Range fault (Scott, 1970; 
Dickson, 1986), and the Chase Gulch fault (Shaffer and 
Williamson, 1986). Vertical separation rates on these 
structures estimated from displaced Quaternary strata 
range from 10-1 to 10-3 mm/yr (calculated from data in ref
erences cited above). 

In addition to Quaternary fault studies, investigations 
of the Front Range included operation of a seismic net
work to monitor seismicity during the period 1983-1993 
(data collected by Microgeophysics Corp.; summarized in 
Bott and others, 1996, and Unruh and others, 1996). Data 
collected by this network show persistent levels of seis
micity within the Front Range. Seismicity cross-sections 
across the Front Range in the vicinity of Colorado Springs 
show subvertical to steeply dipping alignments or clusters 
of hypocenters extending to depths of about 15 to 17 kilo
meters (Bott and others, 1996). Upward projections of 
these alignments suggest that they may be spatially asso
ciated with some Laramide faults within the range, 
although the resolution of the data is not sufficient to con
fidently associate the seismicity with specific structures 
(Bott and others, 1996). Regardless of whether the seis
micity can be unequivocally associated with mapped sur
face faults, the data from the Front Range network 
indicate that discrete seismogenic structures are present 
within the Front Range that have produced detectable lev
els of seismicity during the 10-year period of network 
operation. 

The geomorphic expression of low slip-rate normal 
faults in the Colorado Front Range is significantly differ
ent from that of active structures of the northern Rio 
Grande rift, which borders the southwestern margin of the 
Front Range. Quaternary faults of the Rio Grande rift 
generally bound actively subsiding, asymmetric half
graben such as the San Luis Basin in south-central Col
orado. The faults form major escarpments along range 
fronts (e.g., the Sangre de Cristo fault bounding the west-
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ern Sangre de Cristo Mountains, southern Colorado); the 
morphology of scarps formed in Quaternary deposits or 
geomorphic surfaces suggest multiple late Quaternary sur
face faulting events; and slip rates calculated from dis
placed moraines are on the order of several tenths of 
mm/yr (e.g., McCalpin, 1981). In contrast, the low-slip 
rate faults in the Front Range to the northeast are not asso
ciated with large Quaternary basins; available paleoseis
mic evidence suggests recurrence intervals for surface
faulting events up to 105 years (Kirkham, 1977; Dickson, 
1986); and the geomorphic expression of the faults is 
markedly subdued compared to the active structures of the 
Rio Grande rift, consistent with a much lower average rate 
of activity. 

Summary 

Based on this review of the literature, low slip-rate 
faults in the Sierra Nevada and Colorado Rocky Moun
tains exhibit the following characteristics: 

(1) The faults are located outside of zones of concentrated 
late Cenozoic activity (e.g., the San Andreas fault sys
tem in western California; the Walker Lane belt in east
ern California and western Nevada); 

(2) The faults are located in areas that have low rates of 
moderate to large magnitude historical seismicity; 

(3) Late Cenozoic vertical separation rates determined 
from displacement of Neogene and Quaternary strata 
generally are 10-1 mm/yr or less, with some faults ex
hibiting long-term average separation rates as low as 
10-4 mm/yr; 

(4) The late Cenozoic normal-fault traces commonly coin
cide with or are subparallel to contractional faults that 
formed during an earlier orogeny; 
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(5) The high mountains in which the low slip-rate faults 
are located exhibit persistent low-level seismicity; and 

(6) In many cases, the faults are apparent only from dis
placement of Quaternary and/or Neogene strata. The 
surface expression of late Cenozoic faulting typically 
is poorly preserved and is discontinuous at best, which 
suggests that geomorphic features such as scarps 
formed by coseismic slip on the faults are degraded by 
weathering and erosion faster than they are renewed by 
tectonic activity. 

Estimated and Predicted Strain Rates 

Late Cenozoic Extension of the Northern Sierra 
Nevada 

At the latitude of the Feather River, the northern 
Sierra Nevada is crossed by flows of the 16 Ma Lovejoy 
basalt. Detailed mapping and profiling of these flows by 
Page and others (1995) provide constraints on the total 
late Cenozoic separation across low slip-rate normal faults 
in the interior of the range. Based on stratigraphic rela
tions, Sawyer and others (1993) and Page and others 
(1995) concluded that regional extension of the Sierran 
block began approximately 5 million years ago, and they 
used this age constraint on the timing of deformation to 
estimate average vertical separation rates for faults that 
displace the Lovejoy basalt (table 1). 

The separation rates calculated by Page and others 
(1995) can be used to estimate average late Cenozoic ex
tension and strain rates of the Sierran block along a north
east-southwest profile approximately at the latitude of the 
town of Oroville, California (figure 3). To estimate hori
zontal extension rates from vertical separation rates, we 
assume that the average dip of the faults extending to seis
mogenic depths ranges between 45° (the world-wide 
mean dip of seismogenic normal faults; Thatcher and Hill, 

Table 1. Low slip-rate faults west of the northern Sierra crest. 

Fault Name Separation Measured Long-Term Averafe Contribution to Long-
on the 16 Ma Separation Rate Term Average Horizontal 

Lovejoy Basalt! (mmlyr) Extension Rate2 (mmlyr) 

Prairie Creek Fault 30m 0.005 0.003-0.005 

Oroville Table :::;15m 0.0008 0.0005-0.0008 
Mountain Faults 

Sucker Run Fault 20m 0.0025 0.0014-0.0025 

Maynards Fault 20-50 m 0.0083 0.0048-0.0083 

Sandborn Mine Fault 60m 0.012 0.007-0.012 

Little Grass Valley Fault3 240m 0.04 0.02-0.04 

Bottle Springs Fault3 100m 0.02 0.01-0.02 

Notes: 
1 Data taken from table 4 in Page and others (1995). 
2 Range in extension rate assumes that fault dips range from 60° to 45°. 
3Tectonic affinity offaults uncertain. May accommodate a component of Walker Lane deformation. 
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northern Sierran crest but may accommodate a 
component of strike-slip deformation associated 
with the Walker Lane belt along the eastern 
margin of the Sierra Nevada (T.L. Sawyer, per
sonal communication, 1997). Because the tec
tonic role of these faults is uncertain, we cal
culate values of long-term average extensional 
strain rates across the northern Sierra Nevada 
that both include and exclude these structures, 
with the caveat that the strain rate that includes 
the contribution of these faults may over-esti-
mate the internal deformation rate of the Sierran 
block west of the Walker Lane belt. 

The vertical separation rates for faults west 
of the Little Grass Valley fault contribute to a 
cumulative horizontal extension rate of approxi
mately 0.017 to 0.029 mm/yr. This corresponds 
to a range of strain rates from about 8 x 10-18 Is 
to 1 X 10-17 Is across the 67 kilometer length of 
the traverse west of the Little Grass Valley fault. 
The cumulative horizontal extension rate is 0.05 
to 0.09 mrnJyr if the Little Grass Valley and 
Bottle Springs faults are included, which results 
in an average horizontal strain rate of about 2 x 
10-17/s to 4 x 10-17/s along the total 75 kilometer 
length of the profile. Given the uncertainties 
involved in the estimates (discussed below), we 
consider the rates valid at the order-of-magni
tude level only, and hence adopt a range of 
strain rates from 10-18/s to 10-17/s for the Sierran 
block at the latitude of Oroville. 

Calculated values of the tensile buoyancy , ....----------.. 
) 

t- -I Approximate location of I 
geologic profile of the Lovejoy 

force in the Sierra Nevada range from about 
1.5-2.5 x 1012 Nlm (Jones and others, 1996). 
For an appropriate range of parameters that 
affect the strength of the northern Sierra Nevada 
lithosphere, buoyancy forces of this magnitude 
can drive extensional strain rates of approxi
mately 10-18/s in the region along the traverse 
(figure 4). Higher strain rates (i.e., 10-17/s) 
appear to be possible if the depth to the base of 
seismicity is relatively shallow (about 15 km) 
and the upper mantle is relatively warm (Moho 

basalt (Page and others, 1995) 

I Map modified from Jennings, 1994 

Figure 3. Map of late Cenozoic faults in the northern Sierra Nevada (modified from 
Jennings, 1994). Many of these structures are parallel to or coincident with the traces 
of Mesozoic basement faults. Barbs show the location of the traverse used to estimate 
the late Cenozoic extensional strain rate across the northern Sierra Nevada (see text for 
discussion). 

temperature at least -900° C +1-100°), or if pore 
fluid pressure approaches hydrostatic levels in 1?91; also see Jackson, 1987) and 60° (the orientation pre

dIcted by Coulomb fracture criteria). We sum the exten
sion rates for all faults along the transect and express the 
cumulative horizontal velocity (in mm/yr) as an average 
extensional strain rate. 

To exclude structures probably belonging to the dex
tr~l Walker Lane belt along the eastern margin of the 
S~erra Nevada, we only consider faults along the western 
SIerran slope approximately between latitudes 39° and 
400 in this analysis (figure 3). The faults that we confi
dently assign to the Sierran block are listed in table 1, 
along with the total separation of the Lovejoy basalt 
across each fault, the long-term average separation rate, 
;nd the calculated horizontal extension rate (data from 

age and others, 1995). 
I Also shown in table 1 are data for the Little Grass Val
ey and Bottle Springs faults, which are located in the 

the upper crust, thereby reducing the brittle strength of the 
crust. 

Strength plots for the Sierran lithosphere (figure 4) 
indicate that the predicted strain rate is especially sensi
ti ve to upper mantle temperatures and the depth to the 
brittle-ductile transition. Cross-sections of seismicity 
show that most earthquakes in the northern Sierra at the 
latitude of the traverse occur above 10-15 kilometers near 
the crest of the range, with the average base of seismicity 
deepening to about 20 kilometers beneath the western 
slope of the range (e.g., cross-section A-A' in figure 11 of 
Hill and others, 1991; figure 5-14 in William Lettis & 
Associates and Pacific Gas and Electric Company, 1996). 
Virtually all of the aftershocks of the 1975 Oroville earth
quake sequence in the northern Sierran foothills occurred 
in the upper 15 kilometers of the crust (Bufe and others, 
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Figure 4. Strength plots for the northern Sierra Nevada showing predicted extensional 
strain rate for a given magnitude of tensile buoyancy force (see figure 2 for description of 
parameters shown on the plots). Shaded regions indicate the range of gravitational poten
tial energy available to drive deformation. 
4a: Strength of a lithospheric column with a 38-kilometer-thick crust, 17 kilometer depth 
to the brittle-ductile transition, and hydrostatic pore pressure. Grey region shows range of 
buoyancy forces calculatedfor the Sierra Nevada by Jones and others (1996). Plot shows 
that the available buoyancy force is sufficient to drive strain rates of about 10·18/S to 
10·17/s, provided that upper mantle temperatures are about 900 0 K or greater. 
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than 9000 C (Wong and Chapman, 1990) 
consistent with the occurrence of deeI 
earthquakes in this region. These data indi 
cate that the profiles in figure 4 cannot b( 
assumed to reflect the strength of the Sierr( 
Nevada as a whole. 

In addition to buoyancy forces, a poten· 
tial source of tectonic stress within the Sier· 
ran block is elastic flexure associated witl 
the inferred late Cenozoic uplift and west 
ward tilting of the range. If it is assumec 
that the Sierra can be modeled as a flexec 
elastic plate with a free eastern boundary 
then the simple physical analog for inter· 
preting the distribution of stress in the uppe1 
crust is a cantilever beam (Johnson, 1970) 
The distribution of elastic stresses in such, 
beam would require horizontal compressivE 
stresses in the vicinity of the hinge of the 
flexure above a neutral surface, which pre-
sumably is somewhere in the middle of the 
elastic plate. The analogous hinge in the 
Sierran block is along the western Sierr2 
foothillslCentral Valley boundary, and thm 
the flexed elastic-beam model suggests tha1 
this region should be subject to horizontal 
east-west compressive elastic stresses in the 
upper crust. The 1975 Oroville earthquake, 
however, demonstrated that the state of 
stress in the upper crust is characterized 'by 
horizontal east-west'tension, not compres
sion, which is not consistent with the pre
dictions of the cantilever beam model. We 
thus conclude that elastic stresses resulting 
from the interpreted uplift and tilting of the 
Sierra Nevada do not provide a good expla
nation for the distribution or style of fault
ing along the traverse shown in figure 3. 

The major sources of uncertainty in the 
strain rate estimate are: (1) uncertainty in 
calculation of vertical separation, (2) errors 
in assumed fault dip, (3) uncertainty in tim
ing of the onset of extensional deformation, 
and (4) omission of unmapped or unrecog
nized faults. The first three of these poten
tial error sources are related to uncertainties 
in the geologic data about known faults and 
assumptions used in obtaining extension 

4b: Strength of a lithospheric column with a 38-kilometer-thick crust with variable depth 
to the brittle-ductile transition (Zbd), upper mantle temperatures (T M), upper mantle tem
perature gradients (gamma), hydrostatic pore pressure (lambda = 0.357), and dry crust 
(i.e. , zero pore pressure, or lambda=O). Grey region shows range of buoyancy forces cal
culated for the Sierra Nevada by Jones and others (1996). Note that for this range of 
parameters the available buoyancy force is not sufficient to produce strain rates of 10·18/s 
or higher. 

rates from separation rates. Because the 
separation values were calculated by projecting the eleva
tions of Lovejoy basalt remnants on topographic maps, the 
precision is controlled in part by the contour intervals of 
topographic maps along the profile. Page and others 
(1995) estimated an uncertainty of about ± 7 to 13 meters 
for the separation values, depending on the contour inter
val of the map. If we conservatively adopt a maximum 
uncertainty of ± 13 meters in the separation for all six 
faults in table 1, the total contribution to uncertainty in 
average strain rate along the 75 kilometer length of the 
profile is ± 7 x 10-18/s. Additional uncertainty is associ
ated with correlation of individual flows within the basalt 

1976; Clarke and others, 1976; Marks and Lindh, 1978). 
These relations suggest that the depth to the brittle-ductile 
transition at the latitude of the traverse in figure 3 is not 
anomalously deep and that temperatures are not so low as 
to permit brittle failure in the uppermost mantle. If so, 
this would favor slow, gravity-driven extension and low 
slip-rate normal faulting along the western slope of the 
northern Sierra Nevada. It should be noted that significant 
seismicity in the central Sierra Nevada south of figure 1 
extends to depths of 30 kilometers or greater (Hill and 
others, 1991). Also, upper mantle temperatures in the cen
tral Sierra Nevada are estimated to be significantly lower 
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across erosional gaps in the unit along the length of the 
traverse (T. Sawyer, personal communication, 1997). 

Although the range of fault dips we have adopted for 
calculating horizontal extension from separation (i.e., 45° 
to 60°) is supported by empirical data on seismogenic 
faults (Thatcher and Hill, 1991) and laboratory studies of 
rock strength, it is possible that the bedrock faults within 
the northern Sierra Nevada may be very steeply dipping to 
subvertical, based on analysis of seismic-reflection pro
files across bedrock shear zones in the southern Sierran 
foothills (Miller and Mooney, 1994), and the linearity of 
fault traces across canyons as deep as 750 meters (T. 
Sawyer, personal communication, 1997). If so, then the 
range of fault dips we use overestimates the extension 
rate. Also, it is possible that slow extensional deformation 
of the Sierran block has occurred throughout the Neogene, 
rather than starting about 5 million years ago as inferred 
by Sawyer and others (1993). If so, separation rates 
should be calculated over a period of 16 million years 
rather than 5 million years, which would reduce our esti
mates of the long-term average horizontal strain rate by a 
factor of three. 

The presence of an unrecognized late Cenozoic fault 
or faults along the traverse would contribute to an under
estimate of the strain rate. The technique of Page and oth
ers (1995) is limited by the discontinuous distribution of 
the Lovejoy basalt along the traverse in figure 3. Geomor
phically prominent and laterally continuous lineaments 

39° 
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have been observed along the length of the traverse, but 
cannot be evaluated because the basalt is locally missing 
(T. Sawyer, personal communication, 1997). At the order
of-magnitude level, however, only undetected faults with 
a slip rate that is comparable to or greater than the com
bined slip rate of all of the structures along the traverse 
would significantly affect the integrated strain-rate esti
mate. Although we cannot preclude the possibility such 
faults exist, they should have correspondingly greater geo
morphic expression, and thus are at least as likely to be 
recognized by existing reconnaissance studies of the 
Sierra Nevada (Woodward-Clyde Consultants, 1977a, 
1977b; Page and others, 1995) as the faults shown in 
table 1. 

To summarize, we believe that expressing the hori
zontal strain rates at the order-of-magnitude level (i.e., 
10-18/s to 10-17/s) captures most of the uncertainty, and that 
the rates used in the analysis above more likely err on the 
side of overestimating, rather than underestimating, the 
average late Cenozoic extensional strain rate of the north
ern Sierra Nevada. 

Late Cenozoic Extension of the Southern Front Range, 
Colorado 

We use a similar approach to estimate the average late 
Cenozoic extensional strain rate across the Front Range at 
the approximate latitude of Colorado Springs. The two 

--L Tertiary fault; ball on downthrown 
block 

.....1..... Quaternary active fault 

I- -I L~:i:~naf~ }~~~:~:;~!~r~ge 
Quaternary strain rate 

ModHled from Kirkham and Rogers, 1985 

Figure 5. Map of Tertiary and Quaternary faults in the southern Front Range at the latitude of Colorado Springs, Colorado (modified from Kirkham 
and Rogers, 1981). 
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Quaternary faults identified along a 70-kilometer-wide 
transect across the southern Front Range are the Rampart 
Range and the Chase Gulch faults (figure 5). Long-term 
Quaternary slip rates and horizontal extension rates for 
each fault are listed in table 2. The cumulative horizontal 
extension rate ranges between 0.05 and 0.24 mm/yr. At the 
order-of-magnitude level, this extension rate corresponds 
to an average strain rate of about 10-17/s along the tran
sect. 

The southern Rocky Mountains are characterized by 
buoyancy forces of approximately 1 x 1012 N/m (Jones 
and others, 1996). Based on estimates of vertically aver
aged lithospheric strength in the Colorado Rocky Moun
tains (figure 2), buoyancy forces of this magnitude should 
drive extensional strain rates of approximately 10-17/s. 
This prediction agrees at the order-of-magnitude level 
with the long-term average rate across the southern Front 
Range estimated from geologic data (table 2). 

The uncertainties in our estimate of late Cenozoic 
strain rate across the southern Front Range are similar to 
those discussed for the northern Sierra Nevada above. 
Given the order-of-magnitude level of the analysis, the 
greatest potential source of error is one or more unrecog
nized Quaternary normal faults with slip rates comparable 
to or greater than the combined slip rates of the structures 
listed in table 2. Although we cannot preclude the possi
bility that such faults are present, we assume that they 
would have geomorphic expression comparable to or bet
ter than the faults listed in table 2. For example, normal 
faults with slip rates on the order of tenths of mm/yr in the 
northern Rio Grande rift are associated with well-defined 
range-front escarpments and graben (e.g., the Sawatch 
fault in the upper Arkansas basin; Ostenaa and others, 
1981). We believe such faults in the Front Range would 
be recognized by the reconnaissance-level investigations 
that identified the structures in table 2, and thus we con
clude that the average strain-rate estimated for the south
ern Front Range is robust at the order-of-magnitude level. 

DISCUSSION 

The examples presented above suggest that long-term 
average strain rates accommodated by low slip-rate faults 
in the northern Sierra Nevada and southern Rocky Moun-
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tains are consistent with the order-of-magnitude predic
tions of our model for slow lithospheric extension under 
the influence of gravitational buoyancy forces. Clearly, 
additional tests of the hypothesis need to be performed. 
Geologic data on long-term slip rates in other regions of 
the Cordillera can be used to estimate strain rates for com
parison with the model predictions. Also, focal mecha
nisms from earthquakes in the Sierra Nevada and southern 
Rocky Mountains can be analyzed to evaluate the kine
matics of active deformation. This approach could be 
used to distinguish primarily horizontal extension and ver
tical crustal thinning within the Sierran block from strike
slip faulting and dextral shearing in the Walker Lane belt 
to the east, and evaluate the contribution of Walker Lane 
deformation, if any, to the internal deformation of the 
Sierran block. 

Slow extensional deformation of the Sierra Nevada 
and southern Rocky Mountains is accommodated at least 
locally by reactivation of pre-existing crustal faults. 
Because the basement structure in mountain belts almost 
universally reflects old contractional orogenies, the pre
existing faults typically are thrust or reverse faults. When 
reactivated to accommodate extension, the observed sense 
of late Cenozoic slip is opposite from the older sense of 
slip (e.g., West, 1993). The PE model thus is consistent 
with observations that Laramide-age basement uplifts in 
the southern Rocky Mountains have "foundered" or "col
lapsed" during Tertiary and late Cenozoic extension (e.g., 
Royse and others, 1975; Sales, 1983). 

The identification and characterization of low slip
rate faults for seismic-hazard assessment is problematic 
because the rates of erosional processes in mountainous 
regions are comparable to or greater than the deformation 
rates, leaving a poor stratigraphic or geomorphic record 
with which to confidently evaluate slip-rate, recurrence 
intervals, and other measures of neotectonic fault activity. 
Because most areas of the Cordillera lie outside zones of 
concentrated tectonism and high deformation rates, this 
situation tends to be the rule rather than the exception. 
Also, some deterministic analyses that evaluate strong 
ground motions resulting from the "maximum credible 
earthquake" tend to ignore low-slip rate faults because the 
recurrence intervals for large events may be greater than 
the cut-off criterion for what constitutes an "active" fault. 
Thus, the best approach to assess and evaluate the hazard 

Table 2. Low slip-rate faults in the southern Front Range, Colorado. 

Fault Name Slip or Separation Age of Deformed Deposits Horizontal Extension Rate3 

Ramgart Range 8-30 m on the Douglas about 600 ka 0.008-0.05 mm/yr 
Fault Mesa gravel 

Chase Gulch Fault2 2.5m Late Pinedale (13-35 ka) 0.04-0.19 mm/yr 

Notes: 
1 Data from Scott (1970) and Dickson (1986). 
2Datafrom Shaffer and Williamson (1986). 
3 Range in extension rate represents assumed range of fault dips from 60° to 45°. 
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due to low slip-rate faults probably is through a proba
bilistic seismic' hazard analysis that considers the contri
bution of these structures to total ground-motion hazard at 
a site. The PE model provides a theoretical basis for con
fidently assigning very low rates of activity to normal 
faults in mountainous regions that lie outside of well
defined zones of active tectonism. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Our model provides a simple explanation for the 
occurrence of low slip-rate normal faults in areas of the 
southwestern United States that arguably lie outside the 
mechanical influence of the PacificlNorth American plate 
boundary (Sonder and others, 1986). The model implies 
that some areas of the Cordillera not considered to be 
regions of significant tectonic activity nonetheless are 
subject to intrinsic tensile buoyancy forces that are capa
ble of driving deformation and generating rare but poten
tially significant large earthquakes. The strain rate for a 
given magnitude of buoyancy force is controlled by the 
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strength of the lithosphere, and our analysis suggests that 
the slow rate of extension of the Sierra Nevada and Rocky 
Mountains is not due to the absence of driving forces, but 
rather to the intrinsic strength and ability of the lithos
phere to support the large buoyancy forces estimated for 
these regions. The slow extension of such regions under 
the force of gravity gives rise to very low levels of tec
tonic activity and seismicity, which can be incorporated in 
seismic-hazards studies using probabilistic approaches. 
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Fault Map of Idaho - 1997 Update 
small scale version 

R.M. Breckenridge, R.S. Lewis, G.W. Aderna 
Idaho Geological Survey 

and 

K.F. Sprenke 
University of Idaho 

This map is a simplified version of the 1:500,000 scale version of the Fault Map of Idaho ... 1997 
Update, which shows all known and suspected late Cenozoic faults Update in Idaho. Many 
Miocene-Pliocene faults remain on the map because Miocene volcanism was widespread in Idaho 
and there has been little mapping of Quaternary units. The older structures may represent planes 
of weakness and zones of stress transfer between tectonic provinces. 
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Seismicity of New Mexico from 1962 through 1995 with Magnitude >= 2.0 
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Figure 1. Preliminary seismicity map for New Mexico and bordering areas. 
See text for details on extent and limitations of the data set. 
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We are in the process of preparing an earthquake cata
log for New Mexico and bordering areas (31 0 N to 38° N 
and 101 0 W to 111 0 W) for earthquakes with duration 
magnitudes of 1.3 or greater for the time period of 1962 
through 1995. We anticipate completion of the catalog by 
September 1997. However, at the request of the Western 
States Seismic Policy Council (WSSPC) we are releasing 
a preliminary epicenter map from this study (figure 1). 
The distribution of activity presented is for instrumentally 
located earthquakes of magnitude 1.3 or greater regardless 
of quality of the epicenter or the strength of the events. 
Work in progress is to classify quality of the epicenter lo
cations and to reconcile any differences in computed mag
nitudes over the 34-year period. 

As far as we know most explosions have been ex
cluded from our catalog but some further checking will be 
required. We have not exlcluded induced seismicity. It is 
our opinion that the clusters of activity in SE New Mexico 
and adjacent areas of West Texas are earthquakes induced 
by oil and natural gas production and/or enhanced recov
ery procedures. 

Some important characteristics of the distribution of 
natural earthquakes within the region are: 

1. Earhtquake activity occurs almost as frequently in 
stable tectonic provinces (the Colorado Plateau and 
the Great Plains) as in the less stable provinces (the 
Rio Grande rift and the Southern Basin and Range). 
As a result the Rio Greande rift is not a clearly de
fined feature on the basis of seismicity. 
2. Centered at 340 Nand 107° W is a tight cluster of 
activity surrounded by an aseismic halo. The active 
region covers less than 2% of the area of New Mex
ico but contributes over one-third of the earhtquake 
activity. We have designated this concentration of 
earthquake activity, the Socorro Seismic Anomaly 
(SSA). A probabilistic seismic-hazard map for SSA 
has been generated. 

Most of the data for this map comes from files at New 
Mexico Tech; however, some contributions to the catalog 
have come from investigators at Los Alamos National 
Laboratory, University of Texas at El Paso, and the U.S. 
Geological Survey. A remaining task in preparing a com-
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prehensive catalog for the region is to incorporate data 
from the above organizations on earthquakes that were not 
detected by New Mexico Tech. We will be collaborating 
with these organizations in the preparation of the final cat
alog. 

For anyone interested in obtaining further information 
on earthquake studies by New Mexico Tech investigators, 
we have placed our Geophysics Open-File reports (includ
ing this one) on the Internet at the following URL: 
http://krach.nmt.edu/ 

This interim map of Quaternary faults in New Mexico 
was produced as a temporary substitute for the more accu
rate and comprehensive map of Quaternary faults being 
compiled by Michael Machette of the U.S. Geological 
Survey. The U.S. Geological Survey map should be 
available soon. The primary sources of this map are listed 
below. 

Callender, J.F., 1986, Young faults and geothermal areas, in Williams, 
J.L., editor, New Mexico in maps: University of New Mexico 
Press, p. 14-16. 

Johnpeer, G.D., Love, D.W., and Hemingway, M., 1986, Assessment of 
earthquake hazards in New Mexico: Third U.S. National Confer
ence on Earthquake Engineering, Charleston, South Carolina, 
August 24-28, 1986, Proceedings, v. 1, p. 233-244. 

Machette, M.N., and McGimsey, R.G., 1983, Map of Quaternary and 
Pliocene faults in the Socorro and western part of the Fort Summer 
1 x 2 quadrangles, central New Mexico: U.S. Geolgocial Survey, 
Miscellaneous Field Studies Map, MF-1465-A, 1 :250,000 scale. 

Machette, M.N., and Personius, S.F., 1984, Map of Quaternary and 
Pliocene faults in the eastern part of the Axtec 1 x 2 quadrangle, 
and the western part of the Raton 1 x 2 quadrangle, norther New 
Mexico: U.S. Geological Survey, Miscellaneous Field Studies 
Map, MF-1465-B, 1:250,000 scale. 

Machette, M.N., Personius, S.F., Menges, C.M., Peartree, P.A., and 
Arizona Bureau of Mines and Mineral Technology, 1986, Map 
showing Quaternary and Pliocene faults in the Silver City 1 x 2 
quadrangle and Douglas 1 x 2 quadrangle, southeastern Arizona 
and southwestern New Mexico: U.S. Geological Survey, Miscella
neous Field Studies Map, MF-1465-C, 1:250,000 scale. 

Salyards, S.L., 1991, A preliminary assessment of the seismic hazard of 
the southern Rio Grande rift, New Mexico: New Mexico Geologi
cal Society, 42nd Field Conference Guidebook, p. 199-202. 
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Oregon Department of Geology and Mineral Industries 
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Magnitude 5.0 and Larger Earthquakes 
from 1850 - 1996, 'Utah Region 

(University of Utah Seismograph Stations Catalog) 
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Quaternary Fault Map of Utah (modified from Hecker, 1993) 
Highlighting the Most Active Faults (heavier lines) 

(Wasatch, WF; Bear River, BR; East Cache, EC; East Bear Lake, BL; Hansel 
Valley, HV; Oqquirrh, OF; West Valley, WV; East Great Salt Lake, GSL; Utah 
Lake, UL; Strawberry, ST; Joes Valley, JV; Gunnison, GF; Paragonah, PF; 

Hurricane, HF; and Sevier, SV) 
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